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### ABSTRACT

The Third IDA Workshop on Formal Specification and Verification of Ada was conducted at the Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina on May 14-15, 1986. The theme of the workshop was "Researching Verifiable Ada Systems by 1990" and addressed the following issues: (1) advances in verification technology, (2) adoption of current technology in Ada verification systems and methods, (3) broadening the base of support for work in Ada verification, and (4) encouraging the participation by larger segments of both the Ada and the verification communities.

A detailed exposition of the Ada formal definition being developed by the European Economic Community. This exposition took the form of a series of tutorial presentations, enclosed in this document, on various aspects of the dynamic and static semantics of the definition and its underlying formalisms. Dr. Harlan Mills from IBM's Federal Systems Division was the keynote speaker.
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Workshop Summary

Overview

The Third Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) Workshop on Ada Verification was conducted May 14-16, 1986, at the Research Triangle Institute, in the Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. Unlike the preceding workshops, the third was structured more as a symposium, with a keynote speech and contributed papers occupying the first day and a half of the meeting. The remaining two half days were given over to a detailed exposition of the Ada formal definition being developed by the European Economic Community. This exposition took the form of a series of tutorial presentations on various aspects of the dynamic and static semantics of the definition and its underlying formalisms.

The theme of the workshop was "Reaching Verifiable Ada Systems by 1990". The objectives were:

1) to address advances in verification technology,
2) to continue the adaptation of current technology in Ada verification systems and methods,
3) to identify the road map for future basic/applied research in Ada verification technology,
4) to broaden the base of support for work in Ada verification, and
5) to encourage participation by larger segments of both the Ada and the verification communities.

The remainder of this introduction will summarize and comment on the papers presented in each session.

The Keynote Address

The workshop was extremely fortunate to have as its keynote speaker, Dr. Harlan Mills from IBM's Federal Systems Division (FSD). Dr. Mills has long been advocating the introduction of mathematical rigor into the software engineering process and has been leading a quiet revolution to introduce, within FSD, a programming methodology based on formal verification at the unit level and statistical testing at the system level. Known as the "Cleanroom" methodology, the technique is being adopted throughout FSD with training being done in "top down" fashion (i.e., management first). In fact, much of the impetus and support for the development of the "Cleanroom" methodology is derived from management's conviction that "verification methodology is an especially potent and force for effective intellectual and management control of software development."
IBM was fortunate, in that the top managers at FSD had a good background in mathematics and were both receptive to the new methodology and able to understand and apply it. By introducing the cleanroom techniques downward through the management structure, FSD has ensured that support for the techniques exists before they are applied at the project level. The common, but unfortunate reaction of a first line manager to a technique proposed by an employee just back from a training course -- "That's interesting but we don't do it that way here." is thus avoided.

Dr. Mills' talk provided some background and anecdotal experience on the method and its application. Several interesting points arose in the talk and discussion which followed:

1) The volume of specification exceeds the volume of code by a large factor, often as much as 5 or 6 lines of specification per line of code.

2) A similar ratio is observed for the verification arguments.

3) The functional approach used avoids problems with pre- and post-conditions, such as: P \{200 pages of code\} Q.

4) It also avoids problems with excess logical notation for unchanged state components.

Following the presentation, Dr. Mills was asked about the problem of formal specifications being as complicated as source code. From experience, Dr. Mills believed the biggest gain is that formal specifications remove iterations and sequences, both of which are more difficult than people think. He suggested reading Structured Programming: Theory and Practice by Linger, Mills, and Witt (Addison Wesley, 1979) to obtain a more complete presentation of this issue.

Dr. Mills concluded his talk with regrets that he was unable to stay for the remainder of the workshop, and he offered to use his influence wherever possible to assist the community represented by the workshop in obtaining research funding.

Contributed Papers

Dr. Timothy Lindquist
Arizona State University
"Applying Semantic Description Techniques to the CAIS"

Dr. Lindquist introduced the CAIS and presented a paper discussing the need for and the problems with a formal semantic description of the CAIS. Formalism is necessary because the general, if not universal, rule is that natural language descriptions tend to be verbose, ambiguous, and incomplete. The paper covers the three approaches of the authors: operational semantics (abstract machine), axiomatic semantics (algebraic), and denotational semantics. Not surprisingly, the paper concluded that no single formal method will uniformly satisfy all the needs for a formal definition of the CAIS, and thus, a combination of methods is required.
Dr. Norman Cohen  
SofTech, Inc.  
"MAVEN"

Dr. Cohen presented a paper on the Modular Ada Validation Environment (MAVEN), an environment to provide module-by-module validation for Ada libraries of reusable code. The paper outlined some of the features supported by the environment: a) validation together with verification (formal correctness) for mission critical software, b) integration of multiple validation approaches, c) assistance for writing specifications, and d) libraries of validated reusable Ada software.

Dr. Cohen believed MAVEN offers an excellent framework for the specification, design, and implementation of Ada software. MAVEN provides a practical role for verification and makes a continuum of validation methods available. Dr. Cohen hopes that exposure to formal methods will encourage industry and academia to learn about these techniques. However, he warned against a premature implementation of this nascent idea.

After Dr. Cohen's presentation, there were challenges to his module-by-module approach to validation. One comment was that verifying modules before putting them into a library is impractical because of the need to modify modules before reuse and to reverify every modified module. Another comment was that modules cannot be clearly and completely specified. It was mentioned that Kowalski once said he never got the specifications right the first time; Paines later said he never got the specifications "right".

Dr. Nancy Leveson  
University of California at Irvine  
"Verification of Ada Programs for Safety"

In a well received talk, Dr. Leveson discussed the possibilities of using formal verification techniques to examine safety properties of systems. She pointed to the need for safety concerns in a continually growing number of computer applications (e.g., monitor and/or control of physical processes or mechanical devices). Dr. Leveson discussed several real examples of supposedly "correct" software. She explained how all too often, programs, which are verified as being correct with respect to some set of specifications, exhibit unacceptable behavior with respect to the actual requirements. Consequently, several alternatives were considered:

1) don't build the systems, which may actually be a good idea at times, but most often is unrealistic,

2) take more of a "systems" view, or

3) approach system reliability with a less "absolute" view.

Further, it was pointed out that making software "safe" sometimes makes it unreliable, and that every system has some measure of inherent risk associated with its use.

Dr. Leveson also noted that many of the issues of "software hazard analysis" are not well understood and need further research. Most of the work to date has centered around fault tree analysis, started in the 1960's at Bell Laboratories. Dr. Leveson pointed
to one of the weaknesses of fault tree analysis: the events symbolized by the nodes are assumed to be mutually independent.

At the end of the presentation, while summarizing her thoughts, Dr. Leveson drew a diagram to visualize her concerns. The diagram indicated that the state space of a process may be partitioned into correct states and incorrect states, with respect to a set of specifications. Within both the correct and incorrect state spaces, there may exist unsafe states. What is needed are more precise ways of defining these unsafe states and better mechanisms for avoiding them during execution of the program.

Dr. Ryan Stansifer
Purdue University
"A Proof Rule for Ada"

Dr. Stansifer presented a paper giving a new proof rule for loops with explicit exit statements. The exit statements may cause control of the program to exit the current loop or any of the outer nested loops. This work gives attention to non-sequential control flows and examines a single construct closely akin to the Ada loop mechanism.

In addition to the work done on the proof rule, Dr. Stansifer presented his work in the area of generating verification conditions with attribute grammars. He expressed the opinion that, by 1990, it will be feasible to have proof rules for all of Ada.

After his presentation, Dr. Stansifer was asked whether attribute grammars are better than current methods (e.g., GYPSY) for generating verification conditions, or whether they are merely a different means. He responded that attribute grammars are a different means which are not necessarily better.

Dr. Timothy Linquist
Arizona State University
"Reviewing Axiomatic Exception Propagation"

Dr. Lindquist presented a paper discussing an axiomatic approach to exception specifications that avoids the need for augmented specifications. The main motive for this work was to provide a better mechanism for representing the semantics of exception propagation. This work gave further attention to non-sequential control flows, as did Dr. Stansifer's work on proof rules for an Ada-like loop construct, and examined the Ada exception mechanism.

There was a question as to whether or not this method was an attempt to remove the abnormal case from the specifications in order to preserve the appearance of normalcy. Dr. Lindquist responded that it was not, and that it depended on the context of the dynamic calling structure. It was also pointed out that this method is presently restricted to a taskless subset of Ada.

Dr. A. D. McGettrick
University of Strathclyde, Scotland, U.K.
"PROSPECTRA"
Dr. McGettrick summarized the PROSPECTRA (PROgram development by SPECification and TRAnsformation) project now in development under the auspices of the European ESPRIT program. The PROSPECTRA system will provide a rigorous method and environment for the development of "correct" software. In particular, the PROSPECTRA project plans to use the Ada/ANNA program transformation technique for the development of validated software. When implemented, the environment will rely on a knowledge base of proven transformation scripts to be used interactively by the programmer.

Dr. Peter de Bondeli
Conception et Realisation d'Applications Automatisées (CR2A) and Aerospatiale
"Use of Semantic Specifications for the Validation and Verification of Real-Time Software"

Dr. de Bondeli presented a paper outlining a Predicate-Transition Petri Net (Pr-T Net) approach to the analysis of concurrency, in particular, the Ada model of concurrency. The purpose of this work is to analyze the behavior of software designed for real-time applications and to show that verification of real multi-tasking programs written in Ada is feasible, though difficult. This system is applicable to the analysis of concurrency in general, but most applications are more likely to be real-time than simply concurrent.

Some members of the workshop asked if there was an advantage to reasoning with Petri Nets over reasoning directly with Ada primitives. Dr. de Bondeli responded that by dealing with Ada primitives, the analysis is bound to a particular implementation; it does not have the generality of the Petri Net analysis. Additionally, the Ada structures required to implement a relatively simple notion are quite complex.

Another advantage of using Petri Nets is the redundancy resulting from first designing the communication requirements with Petri Nets followed by an implementation in Ada. It is then possible to verify the Petri Net design with Ada, and subsequently verify Ada design with Petri Nets. For people who are familiar with Ada, Ada may seem more natural; but, the goal is an exact formalism for everyone, not just the small community of Ada users.

Editor's note: Often in our quest for improvements in formal methods, we forget that most programmers and project managers are not acquainted with the more traditional denotational or axiomatic approaches. The power of this Pr-T Net approach is really something that should be highlighted. To me this was best exemplified by a statement from a young attendee, new to the area of formal verification: "now this is something I am able to understand!" This statement should remind us all that understandability must be the watchword of the verification community!

Dr. K. C. Tai
North Carolina State University
"An Empirical Study of Testing Concurrent Ada Programs"

Dr. Tai presented a paper concerned with a testing method for tasking in Ada. He pointed out that testing concurrent programs written in Ada is particularly difficult due to the non-reproducible/non-deterministic behavior of such programs. In his testing method, Dr. Tai uses the deterministic execution approach to reproduce rendezvous sequences and to determine whether the rendezvous sequences are feasible. Presently, the work considers only single-processor systems.
Mr. Scott Hansohn  
Honeywell Secure Computing Technology Center  
"Trusting Compilers -- A Pragmatic View"

Mr. Hansohn presented a paper discussing the problem of compiler trustworthiness. The main thrust behind Mr. Hansohn presentation was that by relying upon tools for the development of software, the trustworthiness of the software is subject to many risks. These risks range from malicious or incompetent tool writers to inherently incomplete descriptions or specifications. Mr. Hansohn also pointed out that it is impossible to guarantee the "correctness" of every level of the system, especially the compiler level. Some trade-offs must be made between programmer productivity and software trustworthiness.

Dr. Roger Jones  
ICL Defence Systems  
"Logical Foundations and Formal Verification"

Dr. Jones presented a paper discussing an approach to formal semantics based on pure combinatorial logic. In the discussion which followed the presentation, it appeared that the work is far from finished and its effectiveness is still open to question.

The Draft of the European Formal Definition of Ada

Dr. Egidio Astesiano  
University of Genoa

Mr. Jan Pedersen  
Dansk Datamatik Corporation  
"An Introduction to the Draft Formal Definition of Ada"

Mr. Pedersen described the current European approach to a formal definition of Ada, though this method is not restricted to Ada. The definition is a hybrid of denotational and algebraic semantics and is supplemented by an English language narrative as a further explanation. The definition is keyed and cross-referenced to the Ada Language Reference Manual (LRM), ANSI/MIL-STD 1815A, to permit direct comparison with the official, but informal, definition. Finally, the definition is based on the SMoLCS (Structured Monitored Linear Concurrent Systems) methodology, an approach to the specification of concurrent systems.

Mr. Pedersen focused on the static semantics portion of the formal definition. Dr. Astesiano focused on the dynamic semantic portion of the formal definition. Additionally, Dr. Astesiano discussed the relationship between the European formal definition of Ada and specifications used in the formal verification of program text. There was a tremendous amount of material to be presented regarding the formal definition, and the best that could
be expected was a quick, detailed run through. In retrospect, a tutorial by one of the external reviewers of the work would have been a useful preliminary.

At the conclusion of the presentation, Dr. Platek thought it might be helpful to give some historical remarks concerning the European effort to construct a formal semantics for Ada. About four years ago, people familiar with the real problems in developing a formal semantics began to study the NYU and CEC definitions instead of the Ada LRM; hence, the current European effort to formulate a formal definition. Dr. Platek and Dr. Luckham are on a review committee accessing and evaluating the European formal definition of Ada. The committee is currently concerned with such questions as:

1) Does the formal definition create a language different from the one defined by the Ada LRM?
2) What are the potential uses of the formal definition?
3) How can the formal definition be verified?

The full definition is due January 1, 1987, and it will be reviewed until June 1987, at which time it may be adopted as an ISO standard.

Concluding Remarks

A common theme, not established at the outset of the workshop, did emerge. This theme was "Multi-Paradigms", indicating that there is room for, and indeed a need for, a multitude of paradigms for practical verification of Ada programs. A substantial number of the papers presented at the workshop addressed various verification techniques targeting different mechanisms within the language. Papers were presented on the following: specifying concurrent programs, based on Predicate-Transition networks; verifying loop control structures, based on Hoare triples; and verifying exception handlers, based on axiomatics. An outline of a method for generating verification conditions from attribute grammars was also presented. Although these methods are diverse, their applied purpose was singular: the verification of Ada program text.

The problem with all of these varied approaches is that in each case, the researcher had to "go back to the well" of the LRM to justify the semantics used. To achieve consistency across approaches, it would be a reasonable goal for the verification community to urge the adoption of a formal definition as final arbiter for questions of language meaning. This, of course, implies the establishment and support of a maintainance capability for the formal definition. This capability should be integrated with, or at least commensurate with, the maintainance capability of the Ada language itself. Even if such a definition is not suitable for direct use in automated verification systems, it would provide a better basis for resolving issues concerning the soundness of interpretations of language semantics and verification implementations.

What appears to be the next needed step, therefore, is to leverage the work done on the EEC Formal Definition of Ada to the verification tool and environment work that has been done previously here in the U.S.A. Specific projects should be proposed, along with project milestones and funding profiles, which can be coordinated as an overall program. While there is yet no money readily available, it is important that the definition of what might be included in such a program should be developed so that appropriate funding can be sought.
To date, the security community has been the major sponsor of research and development of the verification technology. However, it should not be expected that the security community will continue to be the primary or sole supporter of all future research in this area. Sponsorship within the Ada community is diverse and many sponsors, other than the security community, have both an interest in and a need for Ada verification technology. As it increases in complexity, mission-critical software is a particular area where such technology could provide significant benefits. To assist in obtaining this funding, papers need to be written targeting managers and touting the advantages and potentials of the formal definition work and the technologies that should develop around it to support the needs of these sponsor's programs. Success stories should be provided to amplify the advantages and potentials of developing verified software. Unless other members of the Ada community are convinced to support these activities, there is a real danger that the lack of funding for new or sustained research efforts will continue.
Objectives

It is an honor to be with you today. I regard the verification community as a critical national resource in software engineering. For too many people, even in the universities, software engineering is more a buzzword than a bonafide engineering discipline. The rigor of verification is a key discriminator between buzzword and engineering discipline in software. So it is an opportunity, indeed, for me to speak with you.

I have two objectives today. First, I would like to encourage you to transfer your verification knowledge and technology to people as well as to machines. People are more fallible than machines in the verification process, but they are more flexible, too. I would like to convince you that people are worth the effort. Second, I would like to see human verification supported in Ada environments, in particular by the inclusion of verification language and processing facilities to complement and complete such facilities for programs and specifications.

In support of these objectives, I would like to discuss our experience in IBM with the so-called Cleanroom method of software development, in which human verification is used to replace program debugging before release to independent testing. We are finding that human verification is surprisingly synergistic with statistical testing -- that mathematical fallibility is very different than debugging fallibility, and that errors of mathematical fallibility are much easier to discover in system testing than are errors of debugging fallibility.

I would also like to describe the method of human verification used in IBM, called functional verification, that is somewhat different than axiomatic verification or predicate transformers usually taught in universities. It is based on a denotational semantics and the reduction of verification to ordinary mathematical reasoning about sets and functions as directly as possible. While harder to teach than axiomatic verification, we find that functional verification scales up for reasoning about million line systems in top level design as well as about hundred line programs at the bottom.

®Ada is a registered trademark of the U.S. Government
®IBM is a registered trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation
Finally, I would like to encourage you to expand your efforts in automatic verification. We are in need of breakthroughs there, possibly in the very fundamentals of how we frame the problems and processes.

Who Drives Verification

In the Ada paper, "The Status Of Verification Technology For The Ada Language" by Nyberg, Hook, and Kramer, it is stated that "...verification technology has been driven more by the security community than any other community" [10, p.3] In contrast, in IBM, the human verification methodology has been driven by the management community [8]. This management concern has led to the IBM Software Engineering Institute (SEI), an internal teaching institution with a faculty of some 50 worldwide, whose curriculum is centered on the systematic design and functional verification of both programs and modules [6]. The driving force in setting up the IBM SEI was a management conviction that verification methodology is an especially potent force for effective intellectual and management control of software development. The SEI courses are pass/fail, to be required eventually of all software personnel in IBM.

Verification education is a potent management tool because it literally induces behavior modification in industrial programmers in design and communication activities, whether or not formally practiced program by program. For example, mathematical verification requires formal specifications to improve communications, repeatable reasoning about why programs meet their specifications, and places a premium on clear, simple designs rather than clever, baroque ones. In fact, programs that are difficult to verify, even informally, are automatic candidates for redesign.

Cleanroom Software Development

While it may sound revolutionary at first glance, the Cleanroom method is an evolutionary step in IBM software development. Very briefly, program testing and debugging is prohibited before software is released for independent system testing. Then the system is tested with user representative, statistically generated, inputs. It is evolutionary in eliminating debugging because over the past twenty years more and more program design has been developed in design languages that is verified rather than executed, so that the relative effort in debugging in advanced IBM groups, compared to verifying, is now quite small, even in non-Cleanroom development. It is evolutionary in statistical testing because user representative testing is correspondingly a greater and greater fraction of the total testing effort. And, as already noted, we have found a surprising synergism between human verification and statistical testing. People are fallible with human verification, but the errors they leave behind for system testing are much easier to find and fix than those left behind from debugging.
The feasibility of combining human verification with statistical testing makes it possible to define a new software development process with bonafide statistical quality control [3]. For that purpose, we define a development life cycle of several incremental releases to a so-called structured specification of function and (statistical) usage. A structured specification is a formal specification (a relation, i.e., set of ordered pairs) with a decomposition into a nested set of subsets, to provide a subspecification for each release that includes that of all previous releases. That is, a structured specification defines not only the final software, but also a release plan for its incremental implementation and statistical testing. As each release becomes available, statistical testing provides statistical estimates of its reliability (e.g., in MTTF), and software process analysis and feedback can be used to meet prescribed reliability objectives (e.g., by increased verification inspections, more specification formality, etc.) for subsequent releases. As errors are found and fixed during system testing, the growth in reliability of the maturing system can be estimated as well, so that at final release, a certified reliability estimate of the system tested software can be provided.

Our Cleanroom experience to date includes three projects, an IBM language product (35 KLOC), an Air Force contract helicopter flight program (35 KLOC), and a NASA contract space transport planning system (45 KLOC). The major finding in these projects is that verification and inspections can replace debugging, even though fallible. That is, even informal human verification can produce software sufficiently robust to go to system test without debugging. Typical increments are 5-15K lines of software; with experience and confidence such increments can be expected to increase in size significantly. All three projects showed productivity equal to or better than expected for ordinary software development. That is, human verification takes no more time than debugging (although it takes place earlier in the cycle).

The verification process in these projects is very informal, with almost no automatic support beyond word processing, used mostly for decomposing relatively formal specifications during stepwise refinement. Yet, significant systems have been brought up, tested, and delivered on the strength of human verification alone. So just imagine how automatic verification support could amplify these human abilities!

Functional Verification of Software

Human verification in IBM is based on a denotational semantics for structured programs based on set theory (rather than lattice theory). This denotational semantics defines an algebra of functions (meanings) of program parts, with composition and union operators (for sequence and selection).
Iteration is defined by recursion, so composition and (disjoint) union are the only operators needed in the algebra of functions; of course, termination questions arise in iteration and are treated explicitly.

The paradigm for functional verification is somewhat different than for axiomatic verification or predicate transforms. It is to compute the meaning of a program or part (i.e., evaluate an expression in the algebra of functions), using the meanings of its parts, then to compare that meaning with the meaning of the specification. In the case of iteration, this paradigm can be converted into a termination question and the verification that a certain recursive function equation is satisfied by the specification. In particular, no loop invariant is needed for this verification. (See [6, p280] for the relation between iteration specifications and loop invariants).

The time to verify software is during stepwise refinement of a design. Every sequence, selection, and iteration verification requires specifications for their constituent parts, so stepwise refinement involves a lot of specification decompositions into subspecifications, altogether much more specification writing than program writing.

The motivation for functional verification, and earliest possible reduction of verification reasoning to sets, functions, and relations, is the problem of scaling up. A set, function, or relation can be described in three lines of ordinary mathematics notation or three hundred lines of English text. There is more human fallibility in three hundred lines of English than three lines of mathematical notation, but the verification paradigm is the same. By introducing verification in terms of sets, functions and relations of abstract states, with neither programming nor mathematical variables, we establish a basis for reasoning that scales up. Large programs have many variables, but only one meaning function.

Eventually these abstract states are represented in terms of programming variables, but those are convenient details of design rather than necessities of verification. So verification reasoning can (and does) take place at high levels of design, in connecting specifications with subspecifications before programming variables are invented.

For human verification we find pre- and post-conditions hard to scale up, for two reasons. First, two parts of a single specification become separated by considerable text as the design expands. It seems more convenient to give the specification in one place. Second, the post-conditions require state (or state part) replication to describe correspondences between initial and final states. These are not theoretical difficulties, or even pedagogical difficulties for small programs, of course.
Ada Suggestions

I have a direct suggestion for Ada environments -- include verification language and processing facilities to implement and complete such facilities for programs and specification. As de Bruijn [1], Martin-Lof [7] and Constable [2] have shown, we can represent natural deduction in a modern programming/specificatıon language by adding propositions as types whose members are proofs of their propositions. Today's interactive verification facilities provide valuable experience in the human factors and use of such facilities. My suggestion is to bring verification writing into Ada environments as a full partner with program and specification writing.

Although possibly surprising to rank and file programmers, I believe the formal source in an Ada environment will see program text as a distinct minority, with at least three to five times as much specification text as program text, and with at least three to five times as much verification text as specification text. The stepwise refinement process generates much more intermediate specification text than initial specification text. But there is another reason why specification text should be more voluminous than program text. By its very use, program text can take advantage of iterations and sequential process, and thereby can be miniaturized in ways not available for specification -- people do not have to understand program text in the sense that they understand specification text, namely to provide an independent opinion of its relevance in its problem domain. They only need to understand that program text be correct with respect to the specification. So, except for toy problems, or extremely well understood problem domains, where abbreviations are easily recognized (e.g., mathematics), specification text will be longer than program text.

While program and specification text have identical meaning domains, verification text finds its meaning in whether its proposition types are empty or not. The main proposition types of interest are those that claim that a program is correct for a specification. But to exhibit a member of such a type constructively requires the equivalent of a constructive mathematical proof of the proposition. We know from experience that proofs of correctness are larger than their programs and specifications, even quite informal proofs. I would expect verification text to contain human proof designs for human inspection and judgement, rather than full proofs. Even so, human developed full proofs could be eventually proof checked, e.g. as in NUPRL [2], or Automath [1], in ADA environments.

I also believe new breakthroughs in automatic verification theory are possible. Experimental systems such as Gypsy [5] and AFFIRM [4] have provided valuable experience in the automation of verification based on the first order predicate calculus with axiomatic verification. It would be interesting to discover a complexity theory for verification that could explain this
experience, and shed light on performance issues across a broader set of alternative bases for verification. For example, de Bruijn in Automath begins with a typed lambda calculus, in which natural numbers and predicate calculus must be explicitly axiomatized, if required. While this seems a primitive base with extremely little built-in logical machinery, Automath has been used to proof check an entire mathematics text (Landau's Grundlagen der Analysis) in a relatively small, slow computer. There seems to be something to understand in that achievement. Constable, in NUPRL [2], begins on a base intermediate between the typed lambda calculus and the predicate calculus, with built-in natural numbers and lists of natural numbers, so performance in NUPRL should give an additional data point for a complexity theory of verification.
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In IBM
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ABSTRACT

Throughout the development of the CAIS, which is an operating system interface to be hosted on several systems, semantics have been an issue. Aside from the benefit to designers, having a formal description of the interface is important to various aspects of its use. The current effort to create a government standard of CAIS would certainly benefit from a formal definition. Increasing the transportability of Ada* software built on CAIS is one of its design goals. To assure a reasonable level of transportability will require a validation suite that may be applied to implementations. Although the need for validation has typically not extended beyond a single vendor, we now see its potential for savings in software development. Constructing proofs of tools or applications that use kernel facilities additionally motivates a formal description, and finally as we've seen in programming languages, formal descriptions can direct implementations. In this paper, various methods of description are analyzed regarding their applicability to kernel interfaces. The methods treated include English narrative, abstract machines, axiomatics, and denotational descriptions. For each method, we show an example from CAIS and analyze the methods applicability to various features.

Keywords. Kernel interfaces, operating systems, verification, axiomatic and denotational semantics.

*Ada is a registered trademark of the U.S. Government Ada Joint Program Office.
1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes and evaluates alternative methods of specifying the semantics of kernel level facilities. Both formal semantic methods and informal methods are examined. The authors have been involved with an effort to develop a common set of services to support APSE (Ada Programming Support Environment) tools. The methods we describe are exemplified using this common set, called CAIS (Common APSE Interface Set, pronounced as case). CAIS is an operating system interface that supports software development tools.

If CAIS is implemented consistently on a variety of host systems then the effort needed to transport tools will be reduced. In the same manner as for the Ada Language, a validation capability is being developed for the CAIS [E&V 85]. Validation must address the consistency and completeness of CAIS implementations with respect to the specification. In doing preliminary work on developing validation tests, we found the need for a precise specification of the system. Various specification methods have been examined for their applicability to CAIS features. In this paper, we present and compare the applicability of each method.

Although the problem of describing kernel facilities has not received adequate treatment, the benefit of formal description is clear. Any effort to standardize on a low level interface, such as graphics or process management, needs a precise specification to be complete enough and unambiguous. As standards arise, we are seeing the development of validation mechanisms to assure consistency among implementations, as mentioned above with CAIS. It has also become clear that formal specifications can be used to direct implementation efforts. Technology is advancing to the point where directed implementations are as efficient as ad hoc implementations.

2. CAIS: A COMMON OPERATING SYSTEM INTERFACE

The Department of Defense has developed and standardized on the programming language Ada. When development environment tools are considered, however, a single language is only part of what is needed for transportability. Tools access environment data and control processes through operating system services. The combination of a standard language and a standard operating system would increase tool transportability.

CAIS defines a common interface to the operating system. The interface is a set of Ada packages containing procedures and data definitions that are used by Ada programs to request system services. If the format of the call for services (syntax) is standard and the response to the call (semantics) is the same, then the effect of a standard operating system has been achieved.

CAIS has been designed by a working group of the KIT/KITIA (Kernel APSE Interface Applying Semantic Description Techniques to Kernel Facilities
3. SPECIFYING KERNEL FACILITIES

3.1 Syntax and Semantics

A typical CAIS facility is the OPEN procedure, whose format is shown in Figure 1. The procedure specification gives the procedure name, the parameters and their types. This format is the syntax and is expressed through Ada package specifications. The CAIS document augments the syntax with English narrative describing the call. The actions performed by OPEN are its semantics.

```ada
procedure OPEN(NODE: in out NODETYPE;
NAME: in NAMESTRING;
INTENT: in INTENTION := (1 => READ);
TIMELIMIT: in DURATION := NODELAY);

Figure 1. The OPEN facility's syntax.
```

Ada provides a well understood notation that completely and unambiguously defines syntax. Ada semantics are conveyed in English text and the Language Reference Manual states that meanings are as defined in Webster's Dictionary. Text benefits from the power and suffers from the ambiguities of a natural language specification. The English description is adequate for most purposes but is often incomplete and ambiguous.

One example is the OPEN statement of Figure 1. Its function is to create an association between an Ada program variable and a CAIS environment node. The internal variable, called a node handle, is used by the program to reference the node in operations. One parameter to OPEN is an array, called INTENT, that conveys intended access to the node being opened. Typical values of Intent are Read, Write, and ExclusiveRead. As an example of incompleteness, the explanation of OPEN does not indicate behavior if the Intent array contains overlapping or contradicting intents. What if both Read and ExclusiveRead are requested?

Natural language specifications contain implied assumptions about their context. An implied assumption of the open statement may be that a user doesn't care which one of a contradicting intents is chosen. Such a specification may be precise enough for a user but not for validating.
implementing, or arguing formally about programs using CAIS. Semantics of CAIS are mostly well defined, however, one can anticipate uses requiring a more thorough and formal description.

3.3 Methods of Supplementing a Semantic Definition

The semantics of CAIS is specified in MIL-STD-CAIS by English narrative, with some additional semantics implied by the Ada package specifications. The methods we present for supplementing CAIS semantics can be grouped into formal and informal methods. The formal methods are mathematical in nature and include axiomatic, denotational, and abstract machine notations. The informal methods are additional narrative and examples.

4. INFORMAL SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION

The informal methods of supplementing semantics, English narrative and examples, have strengths and weaknesses. English or other natural language narratives can be verbose, ambiguous, and context dependent. The interpretation of an English sentence depends on the background of the reader. Further, English words have many meanings. My dictionary lists 12 for "be", 33 for "beat", and 15 for "bend". There is, however, no match for the understandability and generality of English. Even texts in theoretical mathematics use more English than mathematical notations to communicate.

Description by examples is done through small programs or parts of programs using CAIS. Test cases from a CAIS test suite would make good examples since these are small programs exercising one CAIS feature. Examples are not general and not concise but are very understandable. When there is a choice of methods of specifying semantics the most precise, concise, and abstract method should be used. Formal mathematical methods, when they are applicable, usually meet these criteria. But there are still many cases where informal methods are needed. The informal methods are supplements and not replacements for formal methods. Examples of the use of informal methods to supplement CAIS semantics follow.

4.1 OPEN Facility

OPEN, as discussed above, establishes a connection between an external file and an internal node handle. Objects in CAIS are managed using a node model. A node can be a file node, a structure (directory) node, or a process node. Figure 2 is an example of the use of OPEN. It is a test case showing how an internal program variable called a node handle is connected to an external node by OPEN. The handle is then used to access the node. The example shows semantics in the sense that it shows how the OPEN procedure is used.
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Examples may not show what happens in any of the exceptional cases. Supplementary English narrative can be added showing what happens if, for example, incompatible Intents are presented to the procedure. The Intent array argument to OPEN could be:

(READ, WRITE, CONTROL)

There is nothing to stop a user from specifying an incompatible set of intents. If both WRITE and EXCLUSIVEWRITE are specified there is a conflict. The first Intent lets many users write simultaneously and the second permits only one at a time. This uncertainty can be resolved by additional narrative in the specification such as:

1. In the event of conflict use the most restrictive interpretation; thus, EXCLUSIVEWRITE has precedence over WRITE, or
2. In the event of conflict reject the call with an exception or
3. Any conflict resolution scheme is acceptable.

Any one of the above clarifications is sufficient from the viewpoint of creating validation tests. Which one is chosen is a design issue, however, without specifying one option, the validator is forced to make the design decision.
-- CAIS TEST OF OPEN
-- Open by Name -- good data - take defaults
--
-- Open the node and verify with an inquiry
-- Precondition -- Initial State 1
-------------
with Node_Management, use Node_Management;
with Node_Definitions; use Node_Definitions;
with TextI0; use TextI0;
procedure Open1 is
    Node1: Node_Type;
    Name: NameString;
begin
    --------- OPEN THE NODE ---------
    Name := "DOT(F1)";
    Open(Node1, Name)
    PutLine ("Open has been called");
    --------- Verify with an inquiry ---------
    if Is_Open(Node1) then
        PutLine ("Open Verified");
    else
        PutLine ("Open Failed");
    end if;
    --------- END OF TEST ---------
end Open1;

Figure 2 Example of Open Procedure

4.2 The CAIS Node Model

Nodes, node handles, and path names are part of the node model. CAIS manages files, directories, devices, and processes by representing them as nodes in a network. Nodes are related to each other by relationships. Relationships are uniquely specified by a relation name and a relationship key, and a relationship may be either primary or secondary. Primary relationships are constrained to maintain a hierarchical structure of nodes. A typical network is shown in Figure 3.
An object, such as a file, is found by following the path of relationships from a known node to an object node. A path is specified by a path name made by concatenating all the element names along the path.

Another CAIS function is PRIMARY_NAME. The input to the function is a node handle, and the function returns the name of the primary path to the node. The Primary Name function returns the path name. For example the path from node Joe to node Sam is: 'Current_Node'Child(Sam). Since Current_Node is the default relation, the path can also be expressed as: 'Child(Sam). Child is the name of a relation. Sam is a particular instance of the relation. Since Sam is the only instance, the relation key "Sam" can be omitted and the path expressed as: 'Child. The relationship 'DOT(A) uses the default relation name (DOT) that can be expressed in two ways, Dot or (.). Two of many ways of expressing the path between the current node and "A" are:

'Child(Sam)'Dot(A) or 'Child(Sam).A

It is clear that the semantics of PRIMARY_NAME are ambiguous. There are many different strings that could be returned by the function. If the intended meaning of the designers was that any valid name string is acceptable, this could be stated in one sentence. However, allowing any string to be returned may promote implementations that hinder transportability. One way to supplement the semantics is with the following paragraph:

The full path name up to the Current_Node shall be returned. Relationship keys shall be spelled out even when they are unique. The dot relation shall be in the long form.
An example of a correct name using the network of Figure 3 is:

'Child(Sam)'Dot(A)

4.3 ANALYSIS OF INFORMAL METHODS

The primary strengths of Narrative and examples deal with the ease with which they may be created comprehended. These advantages clearly outweigh any disadvantages during the initial design of the interface. A large portion of CAIS can be specified in a short description. The short description provides a quick introduction, to which details may be added. Ambiguity in the CAIS specification can be corrected by a combination of narrative and/or examples without requiring a formal description. The primary disadvantage is the difficulty in obtaining completeness in narrative specifications. Narratives cannot be used for formal arguments of correctness or arguments of interface characteristics. Descriptions using these techniques can best be viewed as a step in the process of developing more complete and formal descriptions. The most useful form of narrative is one that is developed in conjunction with or based on a formal description. Doing so reduces the tendency toward incompleteness or ambiguity.

5. ABSTRACT MACHINE DESCRIPTION

A report from a preliminary study of validation in an APSE [KAF-82] indicates that specifying the semantics of an interface such as CAIS requires more than a description of the syntax and functionality of its routines. Interactions that exist at the interface must be specified. Interactions may include routines that operate on a common data structure, routines that rely on data produced by a tool or routines depending on the Ada runtime environment. Furthermore, any pragmatic limits which apply to implementations must also be specified. These might include the length of identifier strings, field sizes, maximum number of processes, or the maximum number of times that an interface routine may be called.

Lindquist [LIN-84], describes an Ada-based Abstract Machine approach to describing CAIS. Using this approach functionality is operationally described in the form of Abstract Machine Programs. The programs are written in Ada. One is written for each CAIS routine to describe what that routine does. If there existed an executor for the programs (the Abstract Machine) then an operational definition of CAIS would exist. In later papers, [LIN-85a, SRI-85], the technique is demonstrated using the CAIS process model and applied to the problem of generating a validation mechanism for CAIS implementations. As depicted in Figure 4, an Abstract Machine consists of three components:
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1. A processor,
2. A storage facility, and
3. An instruction set.

The processor is able to recognize and execute instructions from a predefined set. Each instruction has an action that the processor carries out in some data context. One component of the processor, called the environment pointer, indicates the data context in which an instruction is to be executed. Another component, called the instruction pointer, sequences processor execution through the instructions of the program.

The storage of the processor is memory for both data and programs. Data storage constitutes the environment used by the processor to execute instructions. The final component is the instruction set.

![Abstract Machine Diagram]

Figure 4. CAIS Abstract Machine.

Instructions are taken from the Ada language and are augmented needed primitive operations. The meanings of these primitive operations are left to the description of the Abstract Machine. Additional operations can be viewed as extending the instruction set of the Abstract Machine to include operations beyond the scope of Ada.

5.1 Ada Abstract Machines to Describe CAIS

Although other Abstract Machines could be used, this section presents one that is Ada-based.
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Several aspects of Ada make it a desirable choice for this description. One is the richness of the Ada control constructs and typing facilities. The most compelling reason for using Ada is compatibility with the uses of the CAIS specification. CAIS implementors and users are familiar with Ada, thus making an Ada-based Abstract Machine more comprehensible and useful. Although we ultimately desire a formal semantic description, the Ada-based Abstract Machine provides an excellent intermediate between Narrative and a formal description. The Ada-based Abstract Machine is easier to construct than a formal description and is more complete than Narrative. Although Ada has not been totally specified using a formal technique, the language's controlled definition provides an adequate basis for the Abstract Machine.

5.1.1 Node Management and List Utilities.

CAIS defines a set of list manipulation facilities that may be used in conjunction with the CAIS. Lists may be either named or unnamed. Named lists are those in which each element in the list has a unique name. The package includes routines for constructing generalized lists containing string, integer, list, and floating point elements. Routines to add, remove, and examine elements of a list are provided. An Ada-based Abstract Machine description of List Utilities follows the same approach as an Ada implementation. Figure 5 demonstrates the linking structure our definition uses for the example named list:

(APPLE => "GREEN", GRAPE => (RED => "SEEDLESS"))

List manipulation routines are constructed in Ada using this representation. A criticism of Abstract Machine descriptions is that the code itself specifies an implementation technique. Independent of the machinery selected, instructions to carry-out an operation must indicate an implementation technique. The meanings of the routines are not, however, derived from the code, but instead by the effect of executing the code on the Abstract Machine.
The CAIS Node Management package includes facilities for manipulating nodes, which represent entities of the CAIS environment. Nodes may exist for processes, files, devices, queues, and node structures. Nodes may be related to one another using either restricted or unrestricted relationships. The restricted form of relationships, called primary relationships, require that each node have exactly one parent (except a single root node). The unrestricted form allows more general (cyclic) relationships to exist among nodes. CAIS Node Management provides routines for manipulating nodes, relationships among nodes, and attributes (either node or relationship attributes). Node Management also includes access mechanisms, which control the operations that a process may perform on a node.

The Abstract Machine description of Node Management relies heavily on data mechanisms of Ada. Included in the description are substantial uses of dynamic structures to represent nodes, to
store relationships between nodes, and to store lists and attributes. Access types, constrained
record types and exception handling mechanisms are all used in the description.

Exception handling facilities are used throughout the CAIS to return status information to the
tool calling CAIS. Using Ada exception mechanisms in the Abstract Machine provides an excellent
definition of status returns for CAIS. With any other formal semantic description (axiomatic or
denotational) a reasonable overhead equal to describing Ada language exceptions is incurred.

One use of Ada exceptions within Abstract Machines illustrates the problem of over
specifying semantics. For instance, suppose the CAIS specification indicates an incomplete order
for generating status exceptions to allow for flexible implementations. Thus, when a CAIS routine
is called with arguments that would produce multiple status exceptions, the specification does not
impose a complete order for checking. An Abstract Machine description does, however, fully
specify the order of status checking.

5.1.2 Process Control.

The Process Control section of CAIS provides routines to create and manage the execution of
Ada programs. Facilities are included for different forms of invoking processes, awaiting
completion, and manipulating built-in process attributes.

The Abstract Machine description relies on Ada's tasking facilities to describe asynchronous
processes in the CAIS environment. For example, in the Abstract Machine description [SRI-85], a
process node is represented as a dynamically created (allocated) record object. Components of the
object contain instances of task types which provide the parallelism and synchronization needed for
spawning and awaiting processes. A user's process structure is built dynamically and is a tree of
tasks. Each process includes tasks for synchronization and for representing the Ada program. An
example of two CAIS processes is shown in Figure 6. Process_node_1 has spawned
Process_node_2, and the spawned_process task is used to synchronize among processes.

Again, the use of Ada's tasking facilities in the Abstract Machine description alleviate the need to
formally redefine asynchronous facilities in some other descriptive technique. Both axiomatic and
denotational approaches have a cumbersome time accommodating concurrency. Tasking is well
understood by the users of a CAIS specification, which eases comprehension. However, we note
that a formal specification of Ada tasking does not yet exist.
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5.1.3 Input and Output.

Routines for manipulating file nodes of various types are included in the Input/Output section of CAIS. Further support is provided for common types of terminals and magnetic tapes. To construct an Abstract Machine description of this section of CAIS, the Abstract Program must create software devices that appear to the CAIS just as actual devices would appear. While it is possible to define a majority of the input/output facilities using an Ada-based Abstract Machine, some routines do not lend to formal specifications using any technique. Facilities to require the operator to physically mount or dismount tapes from a drive exemplify those difficult to define formally. Although one could formally define routines requesting these services, the need to formally define such facilities can be argued.

Figure 6. Sample CAIS process structure.
5.3 ANALYSIS OF ABSTRACT MACHINES

An Ada-based Abstract Machine description of CAIS provides some distinct advantages in the progression to a more formal specification of CAIS. Some of these advantages would be lost if the Abstract Machine description was not Ada-based. For example, an Ada-based description can be constructed quickly. If another language were used, then the problems of translating the meanings of asynchronous activity and exception handling into the notation of that language would need to be overcome. Additionally, an Abstract Machine description in another language would not be as comprehensible to the Ada community as is a specification in Ada. To be a complete formal specification of CAIS, an Ada-based Abstract Machine description must be accompanied by an appropriate formal specification of the machine instruction set. Inventing and defining appropriate instructions to augment Ada could be done to deal with drawbacks such as over specification.

6. AXIOMATIC DESCRIPTION

One of the ubiquitous comments received from the public review of CAIS 1.1 is the need for a semantics. There are a variety of methods for presenting a formal semantics, and this section treats the axiomatic approach. There is no escaping the fact that some degree of mathematical maturity is required to comprehend any formal semantics. It is our feeling, however, that axiomatic semantics is comprehensible to a large set of CAIS readers.

Axiomatics was first presented by Hoare [HOA-69], and has been applied to various languages; the most notable of which is PASCAL [HOA-73]. London [LON-78] has applied the method to EUCLID, which is especially interesting since the language was designed with the goal of simplifying program proofs. A large portion of this presentation is based on Yelowitz [YEL-84].

In a mathematical sense, a theory is defined by applying the Axiomatic method to a programming language. The theory consists of a language for expressing theorems, a set of axioms and rules of inference. A theorem of the theory is a program together with its input and output specifications. Minimally, it is required that all theorems of the system be programs which match their specifications; that is, the system must be sound. Axioms and rules of inference are defined to determine whether or not a program and its specifications form a theorem. If a program and its specifications are derivable from the axioms and rules, then they constitute a theorem.

By derivable, we mean that there exists a proof of the theorem in the system. A proof is a sequence of statements in the theory that begins with an axiom and ends with the theorem. Each statement in the sequence is either an axiom or it is a statement that can be written by applying a rule
of inference to statements preceding it in the proof.

Syntactically, the theorems of the system take the form:

\[ \vdash P \{ S \} Q. \]

Where \( S \) is a statement or set of statements of the programming language and \( P \) and \( Q \) are predicates (assertions) over the identifiers used in \( S \). Our statements are Ada language statements augmented by calls to CAIS interfaces. The turnstile, \( \vdash \), indicates that \( P\{S\}Q \) is a theorem of the system. Intuitively, \( P\{Q\}S \) can be interpreted to mean, if \( P \) is true before execution of \( S \), then \( Q \) will be true after execution provided \( S \) halts.

An axiomatic semantic description of CAIS can be formulated in conjunction with that of the Ada language. Assuming that such a definition of the language already exists, we outline here how it may be augmented to accommodate CAIS. CAIS interfaces may be treated in the same manner as other procedures or functions invoked by an Ada program. Input and output predicates may be constructed to define what the procedure does. The free variables of the predicates are the parameters and nonlocals referenced by the procedure. A rule for the CALL statement defines how the input and output assertions are used to prove procedure calls. Although input and output assertions could be defined in this manner, we choose to represent the meaning of CAIS facilities with Axioms (schemes) to more accurately reflect the relationship between CAIS facilities and the language.

We now present the background needed for the Axiom scheme for the Node Model routine COPY_NODE. To do so requires formalization of notions such as types of nodes, contents of nodes, attributes of nodes, and relationships among nodes.

6.1 The CAIS Node Environment

The node environment can be described as a directed graph in which arcs are labeled and may possess attributes. We define NODES to be the set of nodes in an APSE.

The set ARCS includes all directed edges in the graph. Thus:

\[ \text{ARCS} \in (\text{NODES} \times \text{NODES}) \]

If the pair \((n_1, n_2) \in \text{ARCS}\) then there is a directed edge from \( n_1 \) to \( n_2 \). We refer to an element of \( \text{ARCS} \) with the shorthand \( a_i \). Labels formalize the relationships that \( \text{ARCS} \) represent. LABELS is a set of
pairs associated with each arc in CAIS. The function \( \text{LABEL} \) names each arc with the appropriate pair as:

\[
\text{LABEL} : \text{ARCS} \rightarrow \text{LABELS}
\]

A pathname is a sequence of labels. Thus, using the Kleene star, all valid pathnames are in:

\[
\text{LABELS} (\text{LABELS}^*)
\]

\( \text{OUTARCS} \) is a function providing for each node, a set of all arcs emanating from the node.

\[
\text{OUTARCS} : \text{NODES} \rightarrow \text{2ARCS}
\]

That is, an edge is in the set of out arcs of a node, \( n \), when it emanates from \( n \).

\[
a \in \text{OUTARCS}(n) \iff \exists n_1 \in \text{NODES} \text{ and } a = (n, n_1) \in \text{ARCS}
\]

Similarly we define \( \text{INARCS} \) to be the set of all edges emanating to a node.

\[
\text{INARCS} : \text{NODE} \rightarrow \text{2ARCS}
\]

The predicate \( \text{ISPRIMARY} \) partitions the set of arcs into primary and secondary relationships. CAIS requires that all primary relationships maintain the hierarchical structure of nodes. We describe this requirement using the following:

\[
\text{ISPRIMARY} : \text{ARCS} \rightarrow \{\text{true, false}\}
\]

Any node (except the system root) must have exactly one primary relationship emanating to it. This CAIS requirement can be expressed as:

\[
\forall n \in \text{NODES} | n \neq \text{SYSTEMROOT} \text{ and } \forall a, b \in \text{INARC}(n)
\]

\[
\text{SINK}(a) = \text{SINK}(b) \implies \text{not ISPRIMARY}(a) \text{ or not ISPRIMARY}(b)
\]

Where \( \text{SINK} \) is the node an arc emanates to: \( \text{SINK} : \text{ARC} \rightarrow \text{NODE} \)

CAIS specifies that distinct arcs emanating from a node must have distinct labels. To describe this property, we have the following predicate:

\[
\forall n \in \text{NODES}, \forall a_1, a_2 \in \text{ARCS}
\]

\[
a_1, a_2 \in \text{OUTARCS}(n) \text{ and } a_1 \neq a_2 \implies \text{LABEL}(a_1) \neq \text{LABEL}(a_2)
\]

For notational convenience, we define the following:

\[
\forall (x, y) \in \text{ARCS}, R \in \text{LABELS}
\]
\[ P(x,R,y) \] denotes \( \text{ISPRIMARY}((x,y)) \) and \( \text{LABEL}((x,y)) = R \)

\[ P(x,R,y) \] means there is a primary relationship from \( x \) to \( y \) labeled \( R \), and

\[ S(x,R,y) \] denotes not \( \text{ISPRIMARY}((x,y)) \) and \( \text{LABEL}((x,y)) = R \)

\[ S(x,R,y) \] means there is a secondary relationship from \( x \) to \( y \) labeled \( R \).

There is a partitioning of the set of nodes into four disjoint subsets:

- PROCESS NODES,
- STRUCTURAL NODES,
- FILE NODES,
- DEVICE NODES, and
- QUEUE NODES.

These subsets, which represent the different types of CAIS nodes, allow the axiomatic description to distinguish characteristics particular to different types.

### 6.2 SEMANTICS OF COPY NODE

This interface is used to make a copy of a file or structural node having no primary relationships emanating from it. Secondary relationships emanating from the node are copied, as appropriate. The syntax of one overload of the routine is:

```verbatim
procedure COPY_NODE (FROM, TO BASE: in NODE_TYPE;
                      TO KEY: in RELATIONSHIP KEY;
                      TO_relation in RELATION_NAME :=
                      DEFAULT_RELATION);
```

Our goal is a predicate transformer for each interface of the CAIS. Since the transformers can be quite extensive, we present one by its parts. A shorthand notation is also used to avoid complexity. The predicate transformer for a \textbf{NAME\_ERROR} is:

\[ \text{NOT (RLN,KEY) } \in \text{LABELS} \text{ or } \]

\[ (\exists \, n \in \text{NODES} \mid (\text{BASE},n) \in \text{ARCS} \text{ and } \text{LABEL}((\text{BASE},n)) = (\text{RLN},\text{KEY})) \]

\{ \text{COPY\_NODE (FROM, BASE, KEY, RLN)} \}

\text{NAME\_ERROR}

The meaning of this transformer is: if prior to executing the call to \text{COPY\_NODE} the relation name, relationship key pair are either illegal or the node to be created already exists then, if
The execution of COPY_NODE completes, the predicate NAME_ERROR will be satisfied. To simplify and continue the example, we present an abbreviated form of the transformers for USE_ERROR, STATUS_ERROR and the functionality of COPY_NODE.

USE_ERROR is generated according to the following predicates. First, USE_ERROR is raised when there is a primary arc emanating from the source of copying.

$$\exists n \in \text{NODES} \mid (\text{FROM}, n) \in \text{ARCS} \text{ and } \text{PRIMARY}((\text{FROM}, n))$$

Next, when the node to be copied (FROM) isn't either a FILE_NODE, or a STRUCTURAL_NODE, USE_ERROR is generated:

$$\text{not } \text{FROM} \in \text{FILE_NODES} \text{ and } \text{not } \text{FROM} \in \text{STRUCTURAL_NODES}$$

The status of a node is defined by the function NODE_STATUS as:

$$\text{NODE_STATUS} : \text{NODES} \rightarrow \{\text{OPENED, CLOSED, UNOBTAINABLE, NONEXISTENT}\}$$

With this we can define the predicate transformer producing a STATUS_ERROR as:

$$\text{NODE_STATUS}((\text{FROM})) \neq \text{OPENED} \text{ or } \text{NODE_STATUS}((\text{BASE})) \neq \text{OPENED}$$

**Normal Action.** With these definitions for exceptional conditions, we can define the predicate transformer for a call to COPY_NODE in which the copying actually takes place. The exceptional status conditions given above can all be placed into a single predicate transformer. To do so, the precondition for each precludes the others, as does the corresponding postcondition. Each unit of the predicate transformer corresponds to a separate action. Below is the transformer describing normal operation of COPY_NODE. The precondition is abbreviated as not STATUS_EXCEPTION to indicate that no status returns occur. In that instance copying takes place.

$$\text{not } \text{STATUS_EXCEPTION} \{\text{COPY_NODE}(\text{FROM}, \text{BASE}, \text{RLN}, \text{KEY})\}$$

$$\exists n \in \text{NODES} \mid (\text{BASE}, n) \in \text{ARCS} \text{ and } \text{P}((\text{BASE}, (\text{RLN}, \text{KEY}), n)$$

and $$\text{LABEL}((\text{BASE}, n)) = (\text{RLN}, \text{KEY}) \quad (0)$$

and $$\text{CONTENT}(n) = \text{CONTENT}(\text{FROM}) \quad (1)$$

and $$\text{ATTRIBUTES}(n) = \text{ATTRIBUTES}(\text{FROM}) \quad (2)$$

and $$\text{KIND}(n) = \text{KIND}(\text{FROM}) \quad (3)$$
and $\exists a \in \text{ARCS} \mid a = (n, \text{BASE})$ and $\text{LABEL}(a) = \text{(PARENT)}$

and $S(n, \text{(PARENT)}, \text{BASE})$ (4)

and $\forall a \in \text{ARCS} \mid a = (\text{FROM}, \text{FROM}) \exists b \in \text{ARCS} \mid b = (n, n)$ and $\text{LABEL}(a) = \text{LABEL}(b)$ (5)

and $\forall a \in \text{ARCS} \mid a = (\text{FROM}, \text{FROM})$ and $\text{LABEL}(a) \neq \text{(PARENT)}$

$\exists b \in \text{ARCS} \mid b = (n, \text{SINK}(a))$ and $\text{LABEL}(b) = \text{LABEL}(a)$ (6)

The postcondition for normal operation is lengthy, so its components are explained by line number. Line (0) indicates that a new node, $n$, has been created with a primary relationship emanating from BASE to the node. The relation and key are as specified through arguments. Note, however, that the CAIS indicates that the key may not be the argument. If a ' # ' appears as the key or appended to the key, then CAIS returns a unique key. This could be expressed axiomatically by adding additional conjuncts to both the pre and post assertions.

Lines (1), (2), and (3) indicate that the contents, attributes, and kind of the copied node match the original. Lines (4), (5), and (6) describe the newly created relationships emanating from the copy. Line (4) indicates that the secondary relationship, parent, for the copied node is set to BASE. CAIS indicates that any secondary relationships that emanate from the node to be copied must exist in the copied node as relations emanating back to the copied node. Line (5) defines this situation. Note that it is not necessary to specify only secondary relationships in the predicate since there are no primary relationships emanating from a node to itself. Line (6) indicates that there exists a secondary relationship in the copied node for all others of the from node. Thus, for all arcs from FROM, which don't point to FROM and which aren't parent relationships, there is a corresponding arc from the copied node with the same destination and label.

6.3 Analysis of Axiomatic Semantics

Axiomatic descriptions that rely on first order predicate calculus, which we have assumed here, can be characterized as removing all temporal information from the description. Having no order specified alleviates the problem of over specification that was found with Abstract Machines. Since time is not specified, one is tempted to state that some forms of status returns from kernel interfaces can't be specified. For instance, suppose the kernel indicates that "when conditions for status A and status B are both satisfied, that A is to be signaled". This can, however, be described axiomatically with predicates indicating that B is raised only when the conditions causing it exist and those causing A don't; that is, it is not a temporal condition.
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There are, however, two problems arising from the lack of temporal information. First, aliases may exist. In CAIS, two names within a CAIS implementation may refer to the same object. For example, suppose a single object is used as the argument to two or more in/out parameters for an interface. To answer the question: which value produced for the parameters will be given to the argument, requires temporal information about the implementation (indicating which receives a value last). Second, asynchronous and parallel computations require greater descriptive capability. The inability to specify time dependencies also implicates the inability to specify time independencies. The CAIS process model provides interfaces for concurrently executing processes, as well as for communication and synchronization among processes.

Exception handling causes no problem to axiomatic descriptions providing that the routine signaling the exception also handles it. In the CAIS this is rarely the situation. Exceptions are used to return status information. Although an axiomatic description can be generated to indicate that a status exception has been raised, the action performed to handle the exception is cumbersome to describe. Thus although we can describe the CAIS, we can't describe the meaning of a program that uses CAIS facilities. Binding a raised exception to a handler in Ada depends on the execution flow through the program. The procedure call history is needed when nested procedure calls are made. Ada's rule for binding exceptions requires that the exception be propagated outward to all calling procedures until one containing a handler is found. The program execution path needed for this binding is not available from static analysis.

7. DENOTATIONAL DESCRIPTION

7.1 Denotational Semantics: Pragmatics

The denotational approach to formal semantics involves specifying abstract mathematical meanings to objects, in such a way that the meanings of the objects are modelled by the mathematical abstractions giving the meanings of the elements making up the object. The mathematical entities that are used for this purpose (the denotations) are well-understood classes of sets and functions. The denotational approach is suitable for modelling machine-independent meanings because of its emphasis on mathematical constructs. The denotational approach has frequently been used for the formal implementation-independent specification of programming languages, and for deriving rules for proofs of program properties (an axiomatic semantics).

The essential idea in a denotational semantics is to map the syntactical structures (some sets and functions) of a language onto some semantic structures (other sets and functions). This is done so that every legal program in a language can be mapped into its meaning. The approach taken is to describe the semantics of a construct in terms of its sub-constructs. The use of the denotational
approach is applicable to certain types of sets, called domains, in order to insure convergence in the recursive application of functions. The formal mathematics of this approach was presented by [SCO-71].

There are several notations (or "meta-languages") for specifying a denotational semantics. The most common one, used by [TEN-81], [GOR-79] and [STO-79] is a variant of Lambda Calculus. This notation, while mathematically precise, is hard to read by many programmers and language implementers. Other notations that have also been proposed include the "Ada-like" notation in the Ada Formal Semantic Definition [INR-80], and the notations developed in the Vienna Definition Method [BJO-82].

Many of these notations have automated facilities that help evaluate and sequence a large number of recursive function calls that establish the meaning of a construct. For example, [KIN-83] has developed tools for testing the denotational semantic definitions of programming languages, as long as these languages are defined in AFDL+ (an extension of the INRIA notation). Mosses [MOS-76] has also developed the Semantics Implementation System based on the notation in [GOR-79]. These systems run programs that "execute" the meta-language equations defining the semantics of a construct. In one sense, development of these tools results in an operational semantics of a construct.

Denotational semantics have been used to formally specify programming languages, compilers [CLE-85], interpreters [STO-79], and databases [BJO-82]. There is also a formal specification of concurrency presented using denotational semantics [CLI-81]. Some of the issues involved with specifying kernel facilities based on the denotational approach were first addressed in [FRE-82] and [FRE-85]. In the following sections, we show what is entailed to develop a denotational semantics for kernel interfaces.

7.2 Denotational Semantic Domains

The denotational semantics of a kernel interface language consists of the semantics of procedure and function calls, as well as the semantics of expression evaluation. In order to create this denotational semantics, we need to specify the following components:

- Syntactic Domains
- Syntactic Clauses
- Semantic Domains
- Semantic Functions
- Semantic Clauses
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The syntactic domains of a language consists of different syntactic categories that may be assigned meaning. These categories may (recursively) define other categories; to assure convergence, domains are specified. Some examples of syntactic domains are a domain of identifiers, a domain of commands, and a domain of expressions. For CAIS interfaces, these domains consist of identifiers, expressions, commands, and declarations.

The syntactic clauses show how a syntactic category may be described in terms of sub-categories. For example, one clause may specify that all kernel interface commands have the form:

\[
C ::= \text{open}(E) \mid \text{close}(E)
\]

where \(E\) is in the domain of expressions. The notation for syntactic clauses usually follows the notation for specifying the concrete syntax (phrase structure) of a language. However, since only the meanings of constructs and sub-constructs are emphasised, and not how a construct is formed, this type of syntax is termed the abstract syntax.

The semantic domains consist of well-understood domains that are either given (like the domain \(\text{Bool} = \{\text{TRUE}, \text{FALSE}\}\)) or are constructed from other domains. These domains are the actual "denotations" for our semantics. The most important of these domains are the Environment, the Store, and the Continuation domains. For example, an Environment domain may described by the domain of functions from the domain of identifiers \(\text{Ide}\) to the domain of denotable values \(\text{Dv}\), or

\[
\text{Env} = \text{Ide} \rightarrow \text{Dv}
\]

The domain of denotable values must be defined in terms of other domains: the denotable values usually contain the domain of locations. The Environment is changed by the elaboration of definitions. Stores may be described by the domain of functions from the domain of Locations \(\text{Loc}\) to the domain of Storable Values \(\text{Sv}\), or

\[
\text{Stores} = \text{Loc} \rightarrow \text{Sv}
\]

Stores are changed by the execution of commands. The continuation domains may be described by functions from "intermediate results" to "final results." Final program results are usually expressed in terms of the Store domain. For example, since the effect of executing a command is to change the Store, the domain of command continuations is defined by

\[
\text{ComCont} = \text{Store} \rightarrow \text{Store}
\]
As another example, since the effect of evaluating expressions is a value and a store (from possible "side-effects"), the domain of expression continuations is

$$\text{ExpCont} = [Dv \times \text{Store}] \rightarrow \text{Store}$$

The above expression may also be written as

$$\text{ExpCont} = [Dv \rightarrow \text{Store}] \rightarrow \text{Store}$$

and also as

$$\text{ExpCont} = Dv \rightarrow \text{Store} \rightarrow \text{Store}$$

This particular form of function notation (the "curried" form) is what makes traditional denotational semantics difficult to read.

The semantic functions are functions that specify the denotation of the syntactic domain constructs in terms of the semantic domain constructs. For example, the semantic function for expressions may be

$$E: \text{Exp} \rightarrow \text{Env} \rightarrow \text{Store} \rightarrow \text{Dv}$$

This expresses the fact that the semantics of "evaluating an expression" is a value that depends on an environment and a store. Semantic functions are defined for all syntactic domains.

The actual semantics for the constructs that range over all syntactic domains are defined by semantic clauses. A semantic clause is a semantic function definition for a particular syntactic construct. In one sense, the semantic functions form specifications, while the semantic clauses actually "implement" the semantics. For example, the evaluation of the expression "1=1" denotes TRUE, given an arbitrary store s, and an arbitrary environment u:

$$E [1=1] u s = \text{TRUE}$$

Semantic functions traditionally utilize square brackets around syntactic constructs to increase readability. Other notation for semantic clauses may correspond to more familiar programming language syntax. For example, in the AFDL [INR-80] "Ada-like" notation, the semantic function E for expressions may be represented as

```plaintext
function EVAL_EXPRESSION (T: Syntax_Tree; En: Environment; S: Store)
return Denotable_Values;
```

The semantic clauses for all expressions would correspond to the function bodies of EVAL_EXPRESSION, for all possible elements of Syntax_Tree. The disadvantage of this notation is its ineconomy: other functions (and the non-Ada like "function type") must be defined to achieve all meanings of the functional notation form for E. For example,

$$E \ [\open (E1, I2, I3, E4)] u$$

is a function, not a value.
7.2.1 An example of Denotational Semantics for the Specification of Kernel Interfaces

We provide an example of the denotational approach to describe the kernel interfaces of CAIS package Node_Management. This example shows the beginning specification that must be specified for a denotational semantics: the domains Node and Asv, as well as most semantic clauses are left incomplete.

Kernel Facility: package Node_Management

Syntactic Domains

Ide  The domain of identifiers with elements I1, I2, ...
Exp  The domain of expressions with elements E1, E2,...
Com  The domain of commands with elements C1, C2,...
Dec  The domain of declarations with elements D1, D2,...

Syntactic Clauses

C ::= open (E1, I2, I3, E4);
    | close (I1, I2, I3, I4);
    | change_intent (I1, I2, E3);
    | copy_node (I1, I2, I3, I4);
    | copy_tree (I1, I2, I3, I4);
    | rename (I1, I2, I3, E4);
    | link (E1, E2);
    | iterate (I1, I2, I3, E4, E5, E6);
    | get_next (I1, I2);
    | set_current_node (E1, E2);
    | get_current_node (I1);
E ::= is_open (I1)  
| kind (I1)  
| primary_name (I1)  
| primary_key (I1)  
| primary_relation (I1)  
| path_key (I1)  
| path_relation (I1)  
| obtainable (I1, I2, E3)  
| more (E1)  
| is_same (E1, E2)

D ::= I1: node_iterator;  
| I1: relationship_key_pattern := E1;  
| I1: relation_name_pattern := E1;

Semantic Domains

Env The domain of environments with elements u:  
Env = Ide --> [Dv + {unbound}]

Dv The domain of denotable values with elements d:  
Dv = Loc + Asv + Cc (Exceptions are denotable.)

Loc The domain of locations with elements l.

Asv The domain of assignable values with elements a.

Store The domain of stores with elements s:  
Store = Loc --> [Sv + {unused}]

Sv The domain of storable values with elements v:  
Sv = Node + Asv

Node The domain of nodes with elements n.

Cc The domain of command continuations with elements c:  
Cc = Store --> Store

Ec The domain of expression continuations with elements k:  
Ec = Dv --> Cc

Dc The domain of declaration continuations with elements d:  
Dc = Env --> Cc
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Semantic functions

Semantics of expressions:
\[ E: \text{Exp} \rightarrow \text{Env} \rightarrow \text{Ec} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \]

Semantics of commands:
\[ C: \text{Com} \rightarrow \text{Env} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \]

Semantics of declarations:
\[ D: \text{Dec} \rightarrow \text{Env} \rightarrow \text{Dc} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \]

Semantic Clauses (some examples)

Commands
\[ C \{ \text{open (E1,E2,E3,E4)} \} \ u \ c = \{\text{meaning}\} \]

Expressions
\[ E \{ \text{is\_open (I1)} \} \ u \ k = \{\text{meaning}\} \]

Declarations
\[ D \{ I1: \text{node\_iterator} \} \ u \ d = \{\text{meaning}\} \]

7.3. Analysis of Denotational Approach

The denotational approach to formal semantics can adequately specify kernel interfaces, provided one interprets these interfaces as defining a language. The complete specification of CAIS semantics for storage management and input/output can also be expressed, although it would be a laborious undertaking, even if aided by automated tools. The major tasks in these areas involve selecting a formal mathematical model for the CAIS data structures and devices. These formal models would then be represented in the notation chosen for the domains. Semantics for process management can also be described in the denotational style, assuming that a formal model of concurrency (like Actor Semantics) is also similarly selected.

The denotational approach is not an alternative method to specifying semantics, rather, it emphasizes a different perspective toward specification. The denotational approach corresponds to a "top-down" solution to the problem of defining a language: the emphasis is on developing mathematical domains and functions to model machine meanings resulting from program execution. The operational approach corresponds to a "bottom-up" solution, whereby the emphasis is on constructing machine operations that will execute programs. An algebraic semantics is also a denotational semantics; in this approach, other specific mathematical constructs are used (more specific than domains) for representing the denotations. As observed above, a denotational specification becomes an operational specification if tools are provided that can "execute" the
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denotational semantic notation. Both approaches are used to construct rules of program properties to enable an axiomatic semantics.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We have described how several semantic description techniques would be applied to a set of kernel facilities, using CAIS as an example. Considering informal methods, such as English narrative and example use, we have shown that these techniques are most useful during the developmental stage. They are quickly prepared and easily comprehended, which are important criteria for design reviews. The techniques lack in that it is easy to prepare descriptions that don't adequately treat details and are ambiguous. One recommendation is to explore a narrative description that is developed in close conjunction with a formal description. By doing so, the resulting description would be precise and nearly complete, as provided by the use of a formal definition as a basis. Further, the result would be more comprehensible than the formal specification.

Abstract Machine, Axiomatic and Denotational descriptions of kernel facilities have also been studied. These techniques have all been found to contain strengths and weaknesses with respect to the task at hand. The Abstract Machine description we presented, while comprehensible to the Ada community, lacks in applicability to other sets of interfaces. Further, the reader of Abstract Machine programs is tempted to infer a single implementation technique. It is all too easy to adopt the techniques used in the Abstract Machine. The primary advantages of the Abstract Machine descriptions presented are:

1. All sections of the CAIS are equally well described.
   This is an attribute that is not shared with other methods.
2. The technique lends to an early and complete operational definition.
3. Although the description is not formal, it defines the CAIS in terms of the Ada language; thus centralizing related products.

An axiomatic description of the node management facility COPY_NODE is presented in the paper as an example. It demonstrates an application amenable to axiomatic description. With few exceptions, an axiomatic description of the Node Management section of CAIS provides a...
straightforward semantics. As noted, it is difficult to describe exception status returns and constructions allowing aliases axiomatically. To describe the process control facilities of CAIS, additional formalism is needed. Additionally, an axiomatic description of input/output facilities would be bulky. The Axiomatic method does, however, lend itself to proving properties of programs using CAIS facilities.

Adaptation of denotational semantics to CAIS is also straightforward for the Node Management facilities. Existing denotational mechanisms can be applied directly from denotational descriptions of programming languages. Again with this approach, input/output and process control present the greatest challenge to a concise denotational description.

It is not clear which approach is best (or whether one is indeed best from all perspectives). An operational approach would probably easier to understand (but harder to modify or check for consistency or completeness) than a denotational specification; conversely, a denotational specification is more amenable to a machine independent meaning. This last characteristic is important for achieving interoperability and transportability. On the other hand, the use of denotational semantics for the specification of concurrent computation in Ada has not been as adequately addressed as in some other languages; this implies that for process management, at least, many researchers are more comfortable with an operational approach.
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OUTLINE

- Motivation and Background
- English Narrative and Examples
- Ada-Based Abstract Machine
- Axiomatic
- Denotational
Why a Semantic Description of CAIS?

- Directed Implementations
- User's Reference (tool writer)
- Constructing Proofs of Tools
- CAIS Design Feedback
- Validation of Implementations
- Definition of the Interface

Who are the Users?

- CAIS Designers
- Tool Writers
- Implementors
- CAIS Validation Contractor
CAIS NODE MODEL

NODE KINDS:

STRUCTURAL

PROCESS

FILE (Secondary storage, queue, terminal, tape drive)

RELATIONSHIPS

PRIMARY or SECONDARY

RELATION NAME (Predefined, User-defined)

RELATIONSHIP KEY (Latest_key)

ATTRIBUTES

CONTENTS

PATHNAME

'USER(JONES)
'USER(JONES)'DOT(A_DIR)
'USER(JONES).A_DIR'
CAIS NODE MODEL
LOGIN PROCESS

USER (SYSTEM_MGR) -> TOP-LEVEL NODE

UTILITIES

STRUCT. NODE

PWD

FILE NODE

logged_in

TOP-LEVEL NODE

STRUCT. NODE

STRUCT. NODE

ACTIVE_USER (latest_key)

FILE NODE

CURRENT_INPUT

CURRENT_OUTPUT

JOB

FILE NODE

DEPARTMENT (user_id)

DEVICE (terminal_id)

ADOPTED_ROLE

LEVEL: LEVEL

NOE: NODE

CURRENT_INPUT

CURRENT_OUTPUT
LIST UTILITIES

LIST KIND:

EMPTY ( )
UNNAMED ("A", "B")
NAMED (A => "HI", B => "LOW")

ITEM KIND:

STRING ("APPLE")
(PASSWORD => "DAVID")

INTEGER (2, 7)
(AGE => 30)

FLOAT (33.3, 45.0)
(WEIGHT => 162.5)

IDENTIFIER (OPEN)
(MODE => PIPELINE)

LIST ( ("DAVID", 2), (OPEN) )
(SIZE => (2.2, 4) )
PROCESS CONTROL

SPAWN - immediate return to the calling process

INVOKE - return when the process completes

CREATE JOB - creates root process node

DETERMINE STATUS - ready, suspended, terminated, aborted

APPEND / GET RESULTS

GET PARAMETERS

ABORT / SUSPEND / RESUME
Informal Semantic Specification

Natural Language:
- verbose
- ambiguous
- context dependent
- incomplete

By Example – small programs or parts using
- Tool fragments
- Test programs from validation suite

Recommendation: Construction based on
Formal description to:
- reduce tendency to incompleteness
- remain comprehensible and concise
Specifying the CAIS using an Ada-Based Abstract Machine

Specification Components:

- Syntax -- Ada Package Spec's
- Functionality -- Abstract Machine
- Interactions
- Pragmatic Limits

Abstract Machine:

1. Storage -- Ada and primitives
2. Instructions -- Ada and primitives
3. Processor
Pragmatic Limits:

- Use Limits OPEN_NODE_COUNT
- Value Limits NAME_STRING of at least 255 characters

Interactions:

- Within CAIS
  - Functional Dependency
  - Use Sequences
- With Tools
  - Login creates needed attributes
  - Linker produces load image
- With Ada Run-Time System
  - Exception Handling
  - Parameter Mechanisms
Axiomatics Applied to CAIS

Approaches:

• User defined extension
  • Use an approach to verifying the Abstract Data Types. (alphard)

• Language defined extension
  • Invent rules for each routine and supporting axioms describing CAIS types and objects (node model)
Example:

```
procedure COPY_NODE (  
FROM, TO_BASE: in NODE_TYPE;  
TO_KEY: in RELATIONSHIP_KEY;  
TO_RELATION: in RELATION_NAME := DEFAULT_RELATION);
```

Make a copy of a file or structural node having no primary relationships emanating from it. Secondary relationships emanating from the node are copied as appropriate.
Definitions:

NODES = the set of CAIS nodes

ARCS subset of NODES × NODES
such that (n1,n2) in ARCS if there
is a directed edge from n1 to n2.

LABELS = \{ (RLN, KEY) \mid RLN and KEY are Ada identifiers \}

LABEL = ARCS \rightarrow LABELS
a name function for arcs.
Axiomatic Summary:

- Alias – CAIS objects may have many names.
- Asynchronous Facilities (concurrency)
- Exception Propagation
- Input and Output Facilities
**Denotational Approach**

Define meanings functionally in terms of the syntactic components of the language elements (interface procedures)

Example, node model:

**Syntactic domains**

- **Ide**: identifiers \( l_1, l_2, \ldots \)
- **Exp**: expressions \( E_1, E_2, \ldots \)
- **Com**: commands \( C_1, C_2, \ldots \)
- **Dec**: declarations \( D_1, D_2, \ldots \)

**Syntactic Clauses**

\[
C ::= \text{open} (E_1, l_2, l_3, E_4); \quad \text{close} (l_1, l_2, l_3, l_4); \quad \ldots
\]

\[
E ::= \text{is
d_open} (l_1);
\]
Semantic Domains

Env environments \( u \)
\[ \text{Env} = \text{Ide} \rightarrow [\text{Dv} + \{\text{unbounded}\}] \]

Dv denotable values \( d \)
\[ \text{Dv} = \text{Loc} + \text{Asv} + \text{Cc} \]

Loc locations \( l \)

Asv assignable values \( a \)

Store stores \( s \)
\[ \text{Store} = \text{Loc} \rightarrow [\text{Sv} + \{\text{unused}\}] \]

Sv storable values \( v \)
\[ \text{Sv} = \text{Node} + \text{Asv} \]

Node nodes \( n \)

Cc Command continuations \( c \)
\[ \text{Cc} = \text{Store} \rightarrow \text{Store} \]

Dc declaration continuations \( d \)
\[ \text{Dc} = \text{Env} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \]

Ec expression continuations \( k \)
\[ \text{Ec} = \text{Dv} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \]
Semantic functions

Expressions:
\[ E : \text{Exp} \rightarrow \text{Env} \rightarrow \text{Ec} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \]

Commands:
\[ C : \text{Com} \rightarrow \text{Env} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \]

Declarations:
\[ D : \text{Dec} \rightarrow \text{Env} \rightarrow \text{Dc} \rightarrow \text{Cc} \]
Conclusion

- There is no single formal method that will uniformly satisfy needs
- A combination of methods should be investigated
- A formal definition of CAIS should be constructed
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Abstract. The Modular Ada Validation Environment, or MAVEN, is proposed as an integrated set of tools to support the validation of Ada programs, by formal verification and other means. These tools could reside in an Ada Programming Support Environment. The principles underlying MAVEN are that proofs should be based on implementation-independent proof rules; that large Ada programs should be validated module by module; that validation by formal proof, informal proof, testing, code walkthroughs, and other means should be integrated; and that the specification of critical properties weaker than correctness should be supported.

Module-by-module validation is made possible by a validation library, analogous to a program library. Modules can be considered individually by distinguishing between their semantic specifications and their bodies. MAVEN imposes validation-order and revalidation requirements analogous to the compilation-order and recompilation requirements imposed by an Ada compiler. Revalidation requirements keep validation current with program revisions made during development or maintenance.

Besides a verifier and a validation-library manager, MAVEN includes reporting tools, tools for building and administering validation plans, tools to help write formal specifications, and tools to retrieve reusable software components based on their formal specifications. These tools provide benefits during all phases of the software life cycle.
Besides the many technical issues associated with formal verification of Ada programs, there is a broader software engineering issue: how formal verification can be applied most effectively throughout the life cycle of Ada software. This paper proposes a set of integrated tools and procedures that support the validation and verification of Ada software on a module-by-module basis. We expect that validation and verification will be accomplished partly through formal proof and partly through other means.

We call the proposed toolset the Modular Ada Validation Environment, or MAVEN. (The Yiddish word maven means an expert, authority, or master in some field.) MAVEN does not yet exist, nor have efforts begun to construct it. Rather, MAVEN is our vision of the context in which Ada formal verification should be applied.

1 Definition of a Validation Environment

When software engineers use the term "validation and verification," they usually do not have formal verification in mind. To avoid confusion, this paper will use the terms validation and verification in two distinct and precise senses:

**Verification** is the use of formal proof, checked by machine, to establish properties of a program's run-time behavior.

**Validation** is the process of increasing one's confidence in the reliability of a program. Unlike correctness, reliability is a matter of degree: A program containing even one error is incorrect, but a program containing only a few errors may highly reliable for its intended purpose. There are many methods for validating software, including formal proof, informal proof, code reviews, and testing.

Confusion may also arise from our use of the term environment. Ada Programming Support Environments (APSE's) already exist, and have functions that overlap those we propose for a validation environment. We do not envision MAVEN as a full APSE or as a tool set independent of an APSE. Rather, we view MAVEN as an integrated tool set embedded within an APSE. It can be thought of as a "subenvironment." Many APSE tools, including an Ada compiler, may be used both for validation and for other purposes.
Our vision of MAVEN is based on several requirements that we have identified for the validation of Ada programs. These requirements are based on the recognition that Ada programs for mission-critical applications are large, that skilled software engineers are in short supply, that the construction of a verifier is an expensive undertaking, and that the use of a verifier may be time consuming. Our requirements are as follows:

1. Formal proofs should not be based on the behavior of a particular implementation.

2. It should be possible to validate a large program module by module.

3. For typical mission-critical applications, verification will have to be integrated with other forms of validation.

4. It should be easy to request the proof of certain critical properties which, while they do not imply correctness of a module, significantly raise our confidence in its reliability.

The following subsections describe these requirements in greater detail.

2.1 Implementation-Independent Verification

Verification is based on proof rules formalizing the behavior of an Ada program. If the proof rules are based only on the rules that appear in the Ada Language Reference Manual and apply to all implementations, then all proofs will be implementation-independent. Such proof rules are much harder to write, and may be more expensive to use during verification, than proof rules based on the behavior of a particular implementation. Nonetheless, it would be a serious mistake to build a verifier based on the behavior of a particular implementation.

2.1.1 Difficulty of Writing Implementation-Independent Proof Rules

Because the rules of the Ada language provide great latitude for implementation variations, it is difficult to write proof rules that, on the one hand, are consistent with any legal implementation of the language and, on the other hand, are strong enough to provide meaningful information. For example, a perverse but legal Ada implementation could raise Storage_Error upon activation of the main program, making it impossible to compute anything. Implementation-independent proof rules must account for this possibility, yet allow meaningful deductions to be drawn about how a program will behave under more reasonable implementations. Other allowable implementation variations include the order of subexpression evaluation, the
disregarding of arithmetic overflow, the use of internal representations that avoid overflow, and the application of optimizations that change the apparent site of an exception.

There are a number of ways to ameliorate the difficulties inherent in writing implementation-independent proof rules for a language with implementation variations:

- The proof rules may apply to a subset of the Ada language that excludes features with no meaningful implementation-independent semantics, such as address clauses and unchecked conversion.

- In some areas, such as order of subexpression evaluation and choice parameter passing mechanism, exhaustive proof rules can be written that cover all possible implementation variations. Such rules have the potential to transform postcondition formulas into exponentially long precondition formulas. In practice, however, the combinatorial explosion can be avoided by simplifications that apply whenever the programmer follows reasonable style guidelines like avoiding expressions with side-effects and disregarding the values left in actual parameters after a subprogram call propagates an exception. (Such guidelines are appropriate in most Ada software and virtually mandatory for portable software.)

- The proof rules can be selectively ignorant. Proof rules might ignore certain aspects of a computation that vary from implementation to implementation rather than trying to reflect all possibilities. For example, the state of variables updated in a frame is uncertain when control reaches a handler in that frame for some predefined exception, because optimizations may have moved the exception-raising operation before or after the variable-updating operation. Rather than trying to account for all possibilities, the proof rule might simply regard the value of the variable as unknown inside the handler.

2.1.2 Drawbacks of Implementation-Dependent Proof Rules

There are three reasons not to build an implementation-dependent verifier. First, the details of an individual implementation's behavior are not constrained by a universally accepted standard like the Ada Language Reference Manual. Second, it is not cost-effective to construct an implementation-independent verifier. Third, an implementation-dependent verifier can verify that erroneous programs (in the narrow sense of Ada Language Reference Manual section 1.6) and programs with incorrect order dependencies are correct, but cannot prove that a program is portable. Let us examine each of these problems more closely.

The language variant verified by an implementation-dependent verifier is not definitively specified. In reasoning about the behavior of a program, such a verifier could use characteristics like the dynamic storage allocation strategy and the size of the internal registers used for intermediate arithmetic results. However, these characteristics are not properly part of a compiler's interface, but part of its internal structure. A compiler
writer is free to change these characteristics from one version of the
compiler to another, invalidating the verifier's proof rules.

A verifier that reasons about the behavior of a particular compiler's
object code is not cost-effective because it can only be used in conjunction
with that compiler. Anyone wishing to verify programs translated by another
compiler must build his own verifier. A single implementation-independent
compiler can be used in conjunction with all Ada compilers.

The rules of the Ada language forbid programmers to rely on certain
characteristics of individual implementations, even though such rules are
practically unenforceable. Nonetheless, an implementation-dependent verifier
would base its reasoning on just such characteristics. This would encourage
departure from the intended use of the Ada language and discourage portable
programming. In contrast, a verifier based on implementation-independent
language rules automatically proves portability of properties, because only
deductions valid for all implementations are used in a proof.

2.1.3 A Compromise

Given the technical difficulties presented by implementation-independent
proof rules and the inappropriateness of proof rules based on a particular
implementation, a compromise may be appropriate. That would be to base proof
rules on a large class of implementations that conform to widely agreed-upon
restrictions. In particular, substantially simpler proof rules might be
obtainable by standardizing a definition of natural Ada semantics. This
definition would be consistent with the definition of Ada semantics in the
Ada Language Reference Manual, but it would constrain implementations more
tightly.

The natural semantics would not specify characteristics like order of
subexpression evaluation, which the rules of Ada explicitly forbid a
programmer to depend on. Neither would they specify task interleaving or the
selection of selective-wait alternatives, since it is intended that the
programmer regard such matters as nondeterministic. However, optimizations
that change the apparent behavior of a program could be forbidden in the
natural semantics. (Optimizations would still be allowed in the presence of
pragmas explicitly permitting them, but program units containing such pragmas
would not be considered verifiable.) There might also be specific rules
making it possible to predict, based on attributes like 'Storage_Size' and
'Size' and named numbers like System.Memory_Size, when Storage_Error will
occur.

If a definition of natural semantics could be agreed upon and widely
implemented, and if programmers could be educated to use optimization-
enabling pragmas only in the few places they prove to be needed after
performance metering, then construction of a verifier based on natural
semantics would be reasonable. Like a verifier for implementation-
independent Ada, a verifier for natural Ada would be based upon a recognized
standard. The verifier could not be used with all compilers, but it could be
used with the wide class of compilers implementing natural semantics.
Properties proven by the verifier might not hold under all implementations,
but the properties would be portable within the wide class of natural implementations.

2.2 Module-by-Module Validation

The Ada language was designed to facilitate the construction of huge programs. A pervasive theme in the design of the language is the division of a program into units that can be understood individually yet checked for consistency with each other.

There are compelling practical considerations in support of modular validation. First, the amount of time required to validate a large system all at once would be prohibitive. Second, the modular approach allows one unit of a program to be changed and revalidated without revalidating the rest of the program. This is especially important during program maintenance.

The validation of an individual module requires independent specification of that module's desired behavior. Validation of the module establishes to a high degree of confidence that the module meets this specification. Similar specifications must be available for other modules so that the validation can proceed without considering the contents of the other modules.

A fundamental theme in Ada software engineering is the distinction between interface and implementation. MAVEN carries this distinction forward to software validation. A good specification will describe everything about a module's behavior that is of concern to other parts of a program. Once a module M has been validated with respect to its specification, other modules using M can be validated by considering M's specification alone, and not M's implementation.

2.3 Integration of Multiple Validation Approaches

Another reason for validating programs module-by-module is so that different modules can be validated in different ways. There are many software unit validation methods, all of which have been used successfully in the past. These include:

- formal proof generated with machine assistance and checked by machine
- informal proof carried out by hand
- code walkthroughs
- unit testing
- acceptance of a software component as trustworthy, based on experience using the same component in a previous system

It is not necessary for a project to choose one of these validation methods for use throughout a program. Given the right framework, different methods
can be combined in an effective symbiotic relationship to ensure the quality of a system.

While formal verification is the most effective means of ensuring consistency between a program and its specifications, it has limitations. These include the problem of validating that the specifications themselves specify what the customer wants; and the cost -- in both machine time and the time of skilled personnel -- of developing and checking the proof. The manufacture of software, like any manufacturing process, entails a tradeoff between cost and level of quality assurance. In some programs there are modules for which any form of validation less powerful than formal proof would be socially irresponsible. Sometimes the same program also contains many modules for which formal proof would be a wasteful misallocation of resources.

Furthermore, there may be some modules that cannot be verified because they use features of the language for which there are no proof rules. Features may be excluded from the "verifiable subset" of Ada even if there are occasional legitimate uses for such features. Such legitimate uses can be isolated in modules that are validated by some means other than formal proof. In particular, low-level features of the Ada language are inherently machine dependent and thus not characterized by proof rules. Low-level features can be isolated in interface modules, allowing the rest of a system to be validated by formal proof.

Many factors combine to determine the most appropriate form of validation of a module. The cost of formal proof must be compared with the possible impact of an error in the module. Low-level, target-dependent interface modules might best be validated by informal proof. For certain hard-to-specify modules, for example a graphics display builder whose desired output is specified pictorially, testing might be not only the cheapest, but also the most reliable form of validation. For modules that are not particularly critical, and for which test drivers would be difficult to write, code walkthroughs might be most appropriate. Software might simply be trusted (until integration testing) if it has been extracted from a working system in which it has functioned reliably.

To ensure complete coverage, different forms of validation cannot be combined haphazardly. There must be a unifying discipline. One of the functions envisioned for MAVEN is to provide such a discipline.

2.4 Specification of Critical Properties

A formal proof is sometimes incorrectly portrayed as giving absolute assurance of a program's "correctness." In fact, all that can ever be proven about a program is that it is consistent with its formal specifications. If the formal specifications do not correctly and completely reflect the program's intended behavior, then a program proven consistent with those specifications may not behave as intended. Unfortunately, the translation of informal requirements to formal specifications is itself a complex and error-prone process. In particular, it is easy to omit part of the requirements.
Still, it can be quite useful to prove particular properties of a program, even if these properties do not constitute a complete definition of correctness. In fact, we believe that the most promising use of verification in an industrial environment is not to prove that a program will behave correctly, but to prove that a module has certain important properties indicative of correct behavior. A property is a good indicator of an Ada program unit's quality if the attempt to prove the property is likely to uncover many of the faults in the unit.

MAVEN supports the proof of a spectrum of properties that are good indicators of a module's quality. This spectrum ranges from properties that are difficult to specify but provide strong assurances about a module's behavior to properties that are easy to specify but provide less comprehensive assurances. The properties actually proven about a module will depend on the individual module and the sophistication of the user. Some modules may have simple, well-defined specifications while others may not. Some modules may perform functions especially critical to the safety of a system while others may not.

The properties we have identified, ranging roughly from most difficult to specify to least difficult, are as follows:

- the validity of arbitrary logical formulas
- the correctness of a package implementing an abstract data type, with respect to a set of axioms defining the type in terms of its operations
- the correct instantiation of a generic unit
- numeric properties (the range and precision of results)
- the absence of unanticipated exceptions
- the absence of erroneous execution (adherence to potentially unenforced rules of the Ada language)

In time, other properties may be added to this list.

The most easily specified properties require the user of MAVEN to provide little or no information (perhaps a list of exceptions that a module may legitimately propagate). MAVEN automatically generates the logical formulas that must be proven to establish these properties. This makes formal proof, albeit formal proof of properties weaker than correctness, accessible to a larger number of users.
3 Validation Libraries

Module-by-module validation of a large program can be achieved in the same way as module-by-module compilation. Compilation of an Ada program unit consists not only of code generation, but also consistency checking. A unit's syntactic specification is compiled before either the unit's body or any external uses of the unit. This compilation puts information about the syntactic specification into a program library. Later, when either the unit's body or an external use of the unit is compiled, this information is retrieved from the program library and used for compile-time consistency checks. If a unit's body and an external use of the unit are both consistent with the unit's syntactic specification, then they are consistent with each other.

The consistency checks that occur during compilation are limited to the information found in a unit's syntactic specification, such as the number, types, and modes of subprogram parameters. Except for this limitation, however, they are analogous to the checks that occur during unit validation. Just as a unit has a syntactic specification that is checked during compilation, it has a semantic specification that is checked during validation. Just as syntactic specifications are recorded in a program library, semantic specifications are recorded in a MAVEN validation library.

3.1 Semantic Specifications

Different kinds of Ada program units have different kinds of semantic specifications. The semantic specification for a subprogram consists of a set of precondition/postcondition pairs, one for normal termination and one for each exception that the subprogram may raise. The semantic specification of a package consists of the semantic specifications of the subprograms provided by the package. Each of these subprograms may be viewed as having an additional, implicit parameter representing the abstract package state. The package's semantic specification may describe how calls on a package's procedures affect the abstract state of the package and how the abstract state of the package affects the results of the package's procedures and functions. (A package may have many internal states corresponding to the same abstract state.) MAVEN's external view of a task is similar to its external view of a package. A task has an abstract state that is passed as an implicit in out parameter to each entry call. An entry has a logical specification like that of a procedure, consisting of a set of precondition/postcondition pairs. A logical specification of a task type consists of the logical specifications of its entries.

Semantic specifications are textually embedded in syntactic specifications in the form of structured comments like those found in Anna [1]. This unifies the notions of syntactic and semantic specifications. When MAVEN is directed to compile a specification, it invokes the Ada
compiler to place the syntactic specification in the program library. If no compile-time errors are found, the semantic specification is then extracted from the structured comments and added to the validation library. If a specification has already been compiled and only the semantic specification has changed, the user may direct MAVEN to skip the first step when "recompiling" a specification. The effect of such a recompilation is to revise the semantic specification of a program unit but not its syntactic specification. The validation library is updated but leave the program library is left unchanged.

3.2 Validation Order

To facilitate compile-time consistency checks, the Ada language restricts the order in which units may be compiled. MAVEN imposes analogous restrictions on the order of validation. Specifically, a module's semantic specification must be entered into the validation library before the implementation or any use of the module is validated. Then the implementation and each use of the module may be validated in any order. Validation of the implementation establishes that the body fulfills the semantic specification. Validation of a use of the module involves assuming, while validating the using module, that the semantic specification is correctly implemented. This assumption is permitted as soon as the semantic specification is entered into the validation library, even before the body has been demonstrated to fulfill the semantic specification. (This is analogous to the compilation of a subprogram call after the subprogram declaration has been compiled but before the subprogram body has been compiled.) It implies that validation of one unit can proceed considering only the specifications of the units it invokes, without considering their bodies. This is the essence of module-by-module validation.

Consider, for example, the validation of a subprogram. First the subprogram's precondition/postcondition pairs are entered into the validation library. Units that call the subprogram may then be validated. In the case of a formal proof, the precondition/postcondition pairs may be assumed true in verifying the caller. In the case of testing, the precondition/postcondition pairs may be used to construct an appropriate stub.

Similarly, any time after the precondition/postcondition pairs are entered into the validation library, the subprogram body may be validated. The method of validation for the body is independent of the validation methods used for the calling units. In the case of formal proof, it is necessary to show that, when invoked with a precondition true, the subprogram returns with the corresponding postcondition true. In the case of testing, the precondition/postcondition pair may be used to generate test drivers or test data. Of course the validity of a proof about the caller depends on the validity of the specifications for the subprogram, which may be validated by some less rigorous means. Nonetheless, the proof provides strong assurances about the logic of the caller, if not about the behavior of the caller and the subprogram in combination.

Some program units may be validated by fiat. That is, after a code walkthrough or simply on the basis of trust, a unit may simply be decreed to
be "validated." This still must be done explicitly, by a request to MAVEN, and the usual validation order rules must be obeyed. In particular, a unit may not be decreed to be validated before the specifications it is meant to fulfill have been entered into the program library.

3.3 Revalidation Order

Just as the Ada language restricts compilation order, it imposes recompilation requirements to ensure that consistency checks have always been performed on the latest version of a program. If a syntactic specification is recompiled, all consistency checks based on the old syntactic specification are rendered invalid. The corresponding body and all uses of the unit must then be recompiled so that the consistency checks may be repeated with respect to the new syntactic specification.

MAVEN imposes analogous revalidation requirements. If a module's semantic specification is changed, both the implementation and all uses of the module must be revalidated if they have already been validated. This is relevant during program development and program maintenance.

In program development, the following scenario may take place:

1. The semantic specification of package A is entered into the validation library.
2. Subprogram B, which uses package A, is validated with respect to this semantic specification.
3. Attempts to validate the body of A are not successful. Further examination reveals that the validation process is not at fault: A's package body is truly inconsistent with A's semantic specification.

At this point there are two possibilities. First, the validation failure may have revealed an error in the package body. Once this error is corrected, A's body may be successfully validated. Second, the validation failure may have revealed an error in A's semantic specification. The package-body writer may have exploited some valid assumption that was inadvertently omitted from the semantic specification, for example. The solution here is to correct A's semantic specification, perhaps by strengthening its preconditions. This process serves to keep documentation current and complete, since the revised semantic specification now reflects heretofore implicit assumptions. However, B must now be revalidated to ensure that B establishes the strengthened preconditions before invoking A. Just as recompilation of one Ada unit can lead to the recompilation of many other units, so a change to one unit's semantic specification can lead to revalidation of many other units. In this case, if revalidation of B fails, B's semantic specification may have to be revised. Then the body and users of B will have to be revalidated, and so forth.

In program maintenance, revalidation requirements indicate which parts of a large program are potentially affected by a change. This can reduce or eliminate the "ripple effect" typically resulting from a change to a working
program. A change to enhance performance might be accomplished by changing unit bodies only, and leaving each unit's semantic specification intact. Then it would only be necessary to revalidate the revised bodies. A change to enhance functionality might require a change to a unit's semantic interface, requiring revalidation of that unit's body and each of its uses. All possible implications of the change will be flushed out by the ensuing round of revalidations, assuming the revalidation is sufficiently thorough. (If the revalidation is by unit testing, this process amounts to regression testing. Rather than blindly repeating all tests, however, we use validation dependency relationships to identify the tests that might possibly have been affected by the change.)

A unit validated by fiat is subject to the same revalidation requirements as any other unit, even if revalidation consists only of reissuing the decree by which the unit was originally validated. This encourages software engineers to consider whether the original decree is still valid given the new specifications. For example, it may be discovered that an off-the-shelf package originally thought to be applicable to the current application is inappropriate given the revised specifications.

3.4 Other Information in the Validation Library

A validation library contains information besides the semantic specifications of program units. A validation plan can be entered into the library in advance, stipulating how a unit will be validated once it is written. The validation library also records which units have been validated, and according to which validation plans.

Each module may have its own validation plan. The plan specifies the validation method applied to the unit (testing or formal proof, for example) and the details of the validation criteria (which files contain the test driver or test data, algorithms for evaluating test results, or which properties are to be proven, for example). A validation plan may specify several rounds of validation, all of which must succeed for the unit to be considered validated. For example, a plan may call for testing to find and eliminate obvious errors, followed by formal proof to ensure the absence of more subtle errors. No one round of validation need provide complete coverage of the unit's semantic specification. Some parts of a unit's semantic specification may be proven valid, some validated by testing, and some simply assumed to be valid, for example.

Besides allowing MAVEN to enforce validation and revalidation order dependencies, the data kept in the validation library allows MAVEN tools to generate reports on the progress of system validation to date. The reports indicate which units have been validated and how rigorously. During development, validation of units can be tracked and compared with schedules. When an error arises, information about the validation methods applied to each unit and the properties validated for each unit can help pinpoint suspect modules. The revalidation implications of a proposed change can quickly be estimated.
4 Other Components of a Validation Environment

The appropriate home for an Ada verifier is in a validation environment like MAVEN, but a verifier is only one of the tools that such an environment should provide. We have already mentioned the need for a validation library. This implies the need for library management tools, including the report-generation tools discussed above. Other tools can assist in the writing of specifications, the retrieval of reusable software from a large catalogue, and the execution and analysis of tests.

4.1 The Specification-Writer's Assistant

Formal specifications are at the heart of MAVEN, but they are difficult for the typical software engineer to write. Therefore MAVEN must supply tools to help the software engineer express his intent. These tools are collectively called the specification-writer's assistant.

One component of the specification-writer's assistant is a knowledge-based tool that will construct formal specifications based on a dialogue with the user. Libraries of high-level specification primitives will be employed. These might include infinite sets, primitives used in data security specifications, and so forth.

The specification-writer's assistant also includes an interpreter for a logic programming language, similar to PROLOG but providing the higher level of data abstraction found in the Ada language. This tool can be used for rapid prototyping, to test specifications as they are written. Successfully tested specifications are then translated automatically into the MAVEN specification language. (We assume the MAVEN specification language will be too rich to be implemented directly.) Such an approach is suggested by Doyle [2] as a practical way to apply artificial intelligence techniques in software engineering.

4.2 Reusable-Software Retrieval Tool

The Ada language is meant to encourage the reuse of general-purpose software components. This approach can only have a significant impact on software development costs if there is a large corpus of general-purpose software available for reuse; but such a large corpus presents an awesome information-retrieval problem. While software retrieval is not usually thought of as a validation problem, Platek [3] has noted that formal specifications and verification can form the basis of a retrieval tool.

In addition to a validation library, MAVEN might include a catalogue of general-purpose, reusable software components, all of which have been formally specified. Given the semantic specification of a module required in
the design, a MAVEN tool would search the catalogue for reusable components that have matching specifications. Roughly speaking, the specifications will be considered to match if two conditions hold:

1. The preconditions given in the design imply the corresponding preconditions of the reusable component.
2. The postconditions of the reusable component imply the corresponding postconditions of the design.

Both these conditions would be verified.

Such a tool is currently beyond the state of the art. A practical tool will require sophisticated pattern matching, able to look past differences in parameter order, additional functions provided by the reusable component, and so forth. In some cases, the tool will have to recognize that instantiation of a generic unit will produce an instance with matching specifications.

4.3 Testing Tools

Because testing is the most frequently used validation method, MAVEN contains tools specifically supporting testing. These include tools to generate subprogram stubs, tools to generate test drivers, tools to generate test data, and tools to analyze test results. All of these tools can base their outputs at least in part on the semantic specifications found in the validation library. For embedded applications, there should be software simulation tools and tools providing interfaces with hardware mockups.

A related tool would administer tests automatically, based on the validation plans found in the validation library. Such a tool could also revalidate those units validated entirely by testing, whenever revalidation is required. In essence, this automates regression testing.

5 MAVEN and the Software Life Cycle

MAVEN tools are primarily concerned with unit validation. This can lead to the impression that the benefits of MAVEN are primarily reaped during the unit validation stage of the life cycle. In fact, the use of MAVEN imposes a discipline on software development and provides benefits throughout the software life cycle. This section walks through a typical waterfall model of the life cycle and describes the impact of MAVEN on each stage.

5.1 Requirements Analysis

The MAVEN specification-writer's assistant supports the formal expression of requirements. Requirements can be entered into a new MAVEN validation library as the semantic specifications of the main program and of
tasks declared in library packages. These formally stated requirements can be checked for consistency using a verifier. They may later become the basis for design verification and code verification. An integration-testing plan may be derived from the formal requirements and stored in the validation library until software integration time.

5.2 Design

During high-level design, the modular decomposition of a system is determined and the specifications of each module are written. Algorithms for top-level modules may also be written. MAVEN can play four roles at this stage -- design documentation, recording of unit validation plans, software-component retrieval, and design verification.

Design documentation consists of entering the semantic specifications for each design module into the validation library. The specification-writer's assistant again comes in handy here. The semantic specifications entered at this stage become the basis for later verification of module bodies.

Unit validation plans were discussed earlier. The appropriate time to formulate them is just after unit semantic specifications have been identified. Thus unit validation plans are entered into the validation library during design for retrieval during unit development.

One of the responsibilities of an Ada designer is to look, before specifying a new module to be written, for existing software that can be incorporated in a design. As noted earlier, formal specifications might provide the basis for software automated software retrieval. If MAVEN's catalogue of reusable software components contains only verified components, then retrieval of a given component will constitute proof that the component satisfies the specifications in the design. No further validation of that component will be necessary.

Because of its high level of abstraction, the Ada language is frequently used as a program design language. Indeed, executable Ada code would be considered a design-level specification of an algorithm if older implementation languages were to be used. Thus the top-level algorithms of a high-level design are expressed in executable Ada code that can be verified in the same way as lower level modules. At this point, semantic specifications have been written for the main system modules (the main program and tasks declared in library packages) and the high-level modules directly invoked by the main system modules. Using only these specifications, it can be proven that the top-level algorithms correctly implement the system specifications.

5.3 Unit Development

There is not a clear dividing line between design validation and unit validation. The same techniques applied to the top-level modules during design validation are applied to lower-level modules during unit validation.
The unit validation plan placed in the validation library during system design is retrieved and applied. A round of validation is repeated until it is successful, and then the next round specified in the validation plan is begun. The validation plan is restarted from the first round any time a change is made to the unit, its semantic specification, or the semantic specifications of the modules that the unit invokes.

As noted earlier in the discussion of validation order, validation can uncover implicit assumptions that underlie the correct functioning of a module. This is particularly so when validation is by formal verification. Such assumptions must be added to a module's semantic specifications if the module is to be verified. Thus the validation process contributes to the development of complete and up-to-date specifications.

5.4 Integration Testing

The main impact of MAVEN on integration testing will be a drastic reduction in integration problems. The Ada compiler will already have checked all units for syntactic consistency with each other. MAVEN will already have checked all units for consistency with their own semantic specifications and the semantic specifications of the modules they invoke. The few integration problems that remain will arise from incomplete module specifications (for example, specifications that address functional requirements but not performance requirements) and insufficiently rigorous unit validation (for example, use of code walkthroughs as the sole means of validation or the use of tests that do not provide adequate coverage).

5.5 Maintenance

MAVEN will reduce the costs and risks of program maintenance. Both the data MAVEN collects during program development and the discipline MAVEN imposes on program modification will help confine the "ripple effect" of a change. MAVEN will also keep documentation up to date after changes have been made.

The most frequent problem associated with program maintenance is a change that violates an implicit assumption upon which a different part of the program depends. This problem is less likely to arise when using MAVEN for two reasons. First, the validation process applied during program development has served to make implicit assumptions explicit. The documentation will warn the maintenance programmer right from the start that certain changes must be disallowed unless further changes are made in other modules. Second, if the semantic specification of a module is changed, MAVEN will enforce the revalidation of all modules that may be affected by the change. The revalidation dependencies alone clarify the potential impact of a contemplated change. The actual revalidation, which may follow the original unit validation plan created during the initial design, leads the maintenance programmer to discover which potential impacts are truly significant, to revise the affected modules, and to validate the revisions. If the revised modules can themselves affect other modules, revalidation of these other modules will also be required. If sufficiently rigorous,
revalidation anticipates and averts all possible ripple effects.

MAVEN keeps documentation current during program maintenance in the same way that it does so during initial development. Every time a unit's semantic specification changes, MAVEN records the fact. This makes the next round of maintenance easier.

6 Conclusions

A verifier may be constructed as a research tool to explore the technological frontiers of formal reasoning about programs; or as a practical tool meant to be used in the validation of production software. Both goals are worthy. Before undertaking the specification, design, and implementation of a practical tool, however, it is important to consider the context in which the tool will be used. We have described our vision of a Modular Ada Validation Environment, MAVEN, to propose a context in which formal verification can fit into the industrial development of Ada software.

Our vision of MAVEN is based on certain principles. First, formal proof should be based on implementation-independent proof rules, since such rules correspond to a generally accepted standard, are beneficial to users of all compilers, and can be used to prove portability. Second, large Ada programs should be validated module by module. Like module-by-module compilation with static consistency checking, module-by-module validation of run-time behavior is based on the distinction between a module's specification and its implementation, and the recording of module specifications in a library. Third, formal proof is only one form of program validation, and proof of correctness is only one kind of formal proof. Effective industrial use of formal verification requires that it be one weapon in a large arsenal of validation methods.

While proof of correctness is unquestionably the most rigorous and effective form of validation, there are contexts in which it is inappropriate. Specification of correctness may be too difficult or error-prone, in which case there may be weaker properties that it is more appropriate to prove. A module may use implementation-dependent features, making formal proof based on implementation-independent proof rules impossible. Validation is meant to increase confidence in the suitability of a module for its intended purpose; for some modules, greater confidence may be obtained by running test cases than by proving fulfillment of some postcondition. Some modules may not be critical enough to justify the cost of rigorous validation.

MAVEN offers software engineers a continuum of more and less rigorous validation methods. This continuum makes a wider variety of validation methods available to a larger group and applicable to a greater number of modules. MAVEN provides a unifying framework in which different validation methods may be applied to the same program. By exposing software engineers to more rigorous methods than those they may be familiar with, MAVEN
encourages learning and promotes wider use of formal methods in the situations where they are appropriate.

MAVEN includes components that are at and beyond the state of the art. We do not propose that construction of MAVEN in its entirety should start today. Rather, MAVEN can serve as framework for the specification, design, and construction of individual tools, such as a verifier. If such tools are viewed as eventual MAVEN components and if the MAVEN philosophy is kept in mind when the tools are specified, then MAVEN can be assembled over a number of years from independently developed components.
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## DEFINITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>Use of formal proof, checked by machine, to establish properties of a program's run-time behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>The process of increasing one's confidence in the reliability of a program (e.g. by formal or informal proof, code reviews, or testing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation Environment</td>
<td>An integrated toolset to support validation, possibly a subenvironment of an APSE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Toolset may include standard tools also used for other purposes
MAVEN

- THE "MODULAR ADA VALIDATION ENVIRONMENT"

- A VISION OF WHAT A VALIDATION ENVIRONMENT OUGHT TO INCLUDE

- NO CURRENT PLANS FOR ITS CONSTRUCTION
UNDERLYING REQUIREMENTS

- FORMAL PROOFS SHOULD NOT BE BASED ON THE BEHAVIOR OF A PARTICULAR IMPLEMENTATION

- IT SHOULD BE POSSIBLE TO VALIDATE A LARGE PROGRAM MODULE BY MODULE

- FOR TYPICAL MISSION-CRITICAL APPLICATIONS, VERIFICATION MUST BE INTEGRATED WITH OTHER FORMS OF VALIDATION
MODULE-BY-MODULE VALIDATION

- VALIDATION OF INDIVIDUAL MODULES REQUIRES SPECIFICATION OF EACH MODULE'S DESIRED BEHAVIOR

- SPECIFICATION SHOULD DESCRIBE EVERYTHING ABOUT THE MODULE THAT IS RELEVANT IN VALIDATING OTHER MODULES

- MODULE IMPLEMENTATION VALIDATED WITH RESPECT TO ITS SPECIFICATION

- VALIDATION MAY REFER TO SPECIFICATIONS OF OTHER MODULES, BUT NOT TO THEIR IMPLEMENTATIONS
INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE VALIDATION APPROACHES

- ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES CAN BE APPLIED TO DIFFERENT MODULES TO VALIDATE A SYSTEM:

  - FORMAL PROOF, GENERATED WITH MACHINE ASSISTANCE AND CHECKED BY MACHINE
  - INFORMAL PROOF CARRIED OUT BY HAND
  - CODE WALKTHROUGHS
  - UNIT TESTING
  - ACCEPTANCE OF A UNIT AS TRUSTWORTHY, BASED ON SUCCESSFUL USE OF THAT UNIT IN ANOTHER SYSTEM

- A UNIFYING DISCIPLINE IS REQUIRED FOR INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE VALIDATION APPROACHES (CONT.)

- CHOICE OF VALIDATION METHODS DEPENDS ON:
  - COST OF APPLYING THE METHOD
  - IMPACT OF AN ERROR IN THE GIVEN MODULE
  - DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION DEPENDENCE
  - EASE OF FORMAL SPECIFICATION
  - NEED TO OBSERVE OUTPUT (E.G. GRAPHICS)
  - EASE OF CONSTRUCTING TEST DRIVERS
  - PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH THE UNIT
INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE VALIDATION APPROACHES (CONT.)

- LIMITATIONS OF FORMAL VERIFICATION:

- VALIDATING THAT SPECIFICATIONS DESCRIBE THE CUSTOMER’S REAL NEEDS

- TRADEOFF BETWEEN COST OF QUALITY AND ACCEPTABILITY OF IMPERFECTIONS

- LEGITIMATE USES FOR UNVERIFIABLE ADA CONSTRUCTS
VALIDATION LIBRARY

- A VALIDATION LIBRARY IS TO UNIT VALIDATION WHAT A PROGRAM LIBRARY IS TO UNIT COMPILATION

- PROGRAM LIBRARIES CONTAIN SYNTACTIC SPECIFICATIONS USED IN COMPIL-TIME CHECKS; VALIDATION LIBRARIES CONTAIN SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS USED IN VALIDATING RUN-TIME BEHAVIOR

- SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS ARE EMBEDDED AS "STRUCTURED COMMENTS" IN SYNTACTIC SPECIFICATIONS.

  - COMPILING A SYNTACTIC SPECIFICATION ADDS THE EMBEDDED SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION TO THE VALIDATION LIBRARY

  - IF THE SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION IS CHANGED WHILE LEAVING THE SYNTACTIC SPECIFICATION INTACT, THE REVISED SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION CAN BE ADDED TO THE VALIDATION LIBRARY DIRECTLY
SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS

- FOR A SUBPROGRAM:
  - A SET OF PRECONDITION/POSTCONDITION PAIRS, ONE FOR NORMAL TERMINATION AND ONE FOR EACH EXCEPTION THAT MAY BE PROPAGATED.

- FOR A PACKAGE:
  - SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SUBPROGRAMS PROVIDED BY THE PACKAGE
  - EACH SUBPROGRAM HAS AN EXTRA IMPLICIT PARAMETER CONSISTING OF THE "ABSTRACT PACKAGE STATE"

- FOR A TASK:
  - EACH ENTRY HAS A SET OF PRECONDITION/POSTCONDITION PAIRS, LIKE A PROCEDURE
  - THE TASK HAS AN ABSTRACT STATE, LIKE A PACKAGE
VALIDATION ORDER

- MAVEN IMPOSES VALIDATION-ORDER RESTRICTIONS ANALOGOUS TO ADA COMPIGATION-ORDER RESTRICTIONS:
  - A MODULE'S SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION MUST BE ENTERED INTO THE VALIDATION LIBRARY FIRST
  - THEN THE MODULE'S IMPLEMENTATION AND THE MODULE'S CLIENTS MAY BE VALIDATED IN ANY ORDER

- VALIDATION OF AN IMPLEMENTATION:
  ESTABLISH THAT THE BODY Fulfills THE SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS

- VALIDATION OF A CLIENT:
  ASSUME THE MODULE MEETS ITS SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS, EVEN IF THIS HAS NOT YET BEEN VALIDATED
REVALIDATION ORDER

- MAVEN IMPOSES REVALIDATION REQUIREMENTS ANALOGOUS TO ADA RECOMPIRATION REQUIREMENTS

- A CHANGE TO A MODULE'S SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS MAY RENDER PREVIOUS VALIDATIONS MOOT
  
  - BODY MUST BE REVALIDATED
  
  - CLIENTS MUST BE REVALIDATED
SCENARIO 1: REVALIDATION DURING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

- SPECIFICATION OF PACKAGE A IS COMPILED
- SUBPROGRAM B, WHICH USES PACKAGE A, IS VALIDATED
- INCONSISTENCIES FOUND TRYING TO VALIDATE A'S BODY
- TWO POSSIBILITIES ARISE:
  - IF A'S BODY CONTAINS A PROGRAMMING ERROR, CORRECT IT AND TRY AGAIN TO VALIDATE THE BODY
  - IF PACKAGE A WAS INCOMPETELELY SPECIFIED (E.G., THE SPECIFICATION OMITTED AN IMPLICIT ASSUMPTION THAT THE BODY EXPLOITED):
    - CORRECT THE SPECIFICATION
    - TRY AGAIN TO VALIDATE A'S BODY
    - TRY TO REVALIDATE B
    - IF NECESSARY, REVISE B'S SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION AND REVALIDATE OTHER UNITS
SCENARIO 2: REVALIDATION DURING MAINTENANCE

- A CHANGE TO ENHANCE PERFORMANCE MAY REQUIRE ONLY REVISION AND REVALIDATION OF UNIT BODIES

- A CHANGE TO ADD FUNCTIONALITY MAY REQUIRE REVISED SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOME MODULES

- BODIES AND CLIENTS OF THESE MODULES MUST THEN BE REVALIDATED

- REVALIDATION ANTICIPATES AND MAY AVOID THE "RIPPLE EFFECT" THAT USUALLY FOLLOWS MAINTENANCE

- IF VALIDATION IS BY TESTING, REVALIDATION CONSTITUTES REGRESSION TESTING
IMPlications of Revalidation Requirements

- Implicit assumptions are made explicit and the system is checked for consistency with these assumptions.

- Documentation (in the form of semantic specifications) is kept current during program development and maintenance.

- Even modules validated by fiat must be revalidated when their semantic specifications change:
  - Before reissuing the fiat for an off-the-shelf module, consider whether it is still applicable, given the revised specifications.
VALIDATION PLANS

- VALIDATION LIBRARY CONTAINS A VALIDATION PLAN FOR EACH UNIT

- VALIDATION PLAN SPECIFIES:
  - VALIDATION METHODS (E.G., TESTING, FORMAL PROOF)
  - VALIDATION CRITERIA (E.G., TEST DATA, TEST RESULT EVALUATION CRITERIA, PROPERTIES TO BE PROVEN)
VALIDATION PLANS (CONT.)

- UNIT'S PLAN MAY SPECIFY SEVERAL VALIDATION "ROUNDS":
  - EXAMPLE: TESTING TO FIND AND ELIMINATE OBVIOUS ERRORS, FOLLOWED BY FORMAL PROOF TO ENSURE ABSENCE OF MORE SUBTLE ERRORS
  - VALIDATION ACHIEVED WHEN ALL ROUNDS SUCCEED
  - DIFFERENT ROUNDS MAY VALIDATE DIFFERENT PARTS OF A UNIT'S SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALIDATION STATUS REPORTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHICH UNITS HAVE BEEN VALIDATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECED REVALIDATION COSTS OF A CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPARISONS OF ACTUAL VALIDATION PROGRESS AND DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINTS ABOUT THE POSSIBLE CAUSE OF AN ERROR, BASED ON WHICH PROPERTIES WERE VALIDATED BY WHICH METHODS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SPECIFICATION-WRITER'S ASSISTANT

- FORMAL SPECIFICATIONS ARE ESSENTIAL TO MAVEN, BUT ARE DIFFICULT TO WRITE

- COMPONENTS:
  - KNOWLEDGE-BASED TOOL TO CONSTRUCT FORMAL SPECIFICATIONS BASED ON DIALOGUE WITH USER, USING LIBRARIES OF HIGH-LEVEL SPECIFICATION PRIMITIVES
  - INTERPRETER FOR A LOGIC-PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE WITH ADA-LIKE DATA ABSTRACTION CAPABILITIES, FOR RAPID PROTOTYPING OF SPECIFICATIONS
  - MAVEN ALSO AUTOMATES SPECIFICATION OF CERTAIN CRITICAL PROPERTIES OF ADA PROGRAMS (E.G. ABSENCE OF UNANTICIPATED EXCEPTIONS)
REUSABLE-SOFTWARE RETRIEVAL TOOL

- LARGE CORPUS OF REUSABLE SOFTWARE PRESENTS AN INFORMATION-RETRIEVAL PROBLEM
- MAVEN INCLUDES A CATALOGUE OF FORMALLY SPECIFIED REUSABLE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
- GIVEN SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION OF A MODULE REQUIRED IN THE DESIGN, A MAVEN TOOL SEARCHES THE CATALOGUE FOR A COMPONENT WITH A "MATCHING" SPECIFICATION
  - PRECONDITIONS GIVEN IN THE DESIGN IMPLY PRECONDITIONS OF THE CATALOGUED COMPONENT
  - POSTCONDITIONS OF THE CATALOGUED COMPONENT IMPLY POSTCONDITIONS GIVEN IN THE DESIGN
- EXTREMELY DIFFICULT PATTERN-MATCHING PROBLEM
- ONCE FOUND, THE MATCH IS VERIFIED BY FORMAL PROOF
| TESTING TOOLS | TOOLS BASED ON SEMIAUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS:
| | • STUB GENERATORS
| | • TEST-DRIVER GENERATORS
| | • TEST-DATA GENERATORS
| | • TEST-RESULT ANALYZERS
| AUTOMATIC TEST-ADMINISTRATION TOOLS | TOOL TO EXECUTE TEST-BASED VALIDATION PLANS
| | TOOL TO FULFILL THOSE REVALIDATION REQUIREMENTS THAT CAN BE FULFILLED BY TESTING (AUTOMATION OF REGRESSION TESTING)
| TOOLS FOR TESTING EMBEDDED-COMPUTER SOFTWARE
| SIMULATION TOOLS
| HARDWARE INTERFACES |
MAVEN AFFECTS EACH STAGE OF THE LIFE CYCLE

- REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
- DESIGN
- UNIT DEVELOPMENT
- INTEGRATION TESTING
- MAINTENANCE
REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

- SPECIFICATION-Writer's Assistant supports formal expression and prototyping of requirements

- Requirements entered into validation library as semantic specifications

  - of the main program

  - of tasks without masters (tasks declared in library packages)

- Consistency of formal requirements can be verified
DESIGN

- DESIGN DOCUMENTATION: SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION OF EACH DESIGN MODULE ENTERED INTO VALIDATION LIBRARY

- SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS USED TO RETRIEVE REUSABLE COMPONENTS FROM VALIDATION LIBRARY

- DESIGN VERIFICATION: TOP LEVEL ALGORITHMS WRITTEN AND VERIFIED IN TERMS OF SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS OF LOWER-LEVEL MODULES

- UNIT VALIDATION PLANS DETERMINED AND ENTERED INTO VALIDATION LIBRARY
UNIT DEVELOPMENT

- DEVELOP MODULE BODIES

- DEVELOP LOW-LEVEL MODULE SPECIFICATIONS AND ENTER SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS INTO VALIDATION LIBRARY

- APPLY UNIT VALIDATION PLANS

- AS NECESSARY, REVISE SPECIFICATIONS AND REVALIDATE, MAINTAINING AN UP-TO-DATE AND CONSISTENT SET OF SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS IN THE VALIDATION LIBRARY
INTEGRATION TESTING

- DRASTIC REDUCTION IN INTEGRATION PROBLEMS DUE TO STEPS TAKEN EARLIER
  - COMPILER HAS ALREADY CHECKED FOR CONSISTENCY OF EACH MODULE WITH OTHER MODULES' SYNTACTIC SPECIFICATIONS
  - MAVEN HAS ALREADY VALIDATED CONSISTENCY OF EACH MODULE WITH OTHER MODULES' SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS

- REMAINING INTEGRATION PROBLEMS ATTRIBUTABLE TO
  - INCOMPLETE MODULE SPECIFICATIONS (E.G. FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ADDRESSED BUT PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS IGNORED)
  - INSUFFICIENTLY RIGOROUS VALIDATION PLANS
MAINTENANCE

- CHANGES LESS LIKELY TO VIOLATE IMPLICIT ASSUMPTIONS UPON WHICH OTHER MODULES DEPEND

- UNIT VALIDATIONS TEND TO MAKE IMPLICIT ASSUMPTIONS EXPLICIT

- REVALIDATION DEPENDENCIES WARN ABOUT THE POTENTIAL SCOPE OF IMPACT OF A CHANGE

- ACTUAL REVALIDATION ANTICIPATES AND AVERTS RIPPLE EFFECTS

- RECORDING OF REVISED SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS KEEPS DOCUMENTATION UP TO DATE FOR NEXT ROUND OF MAINTENANCE
BASIC MAVEN PRINCIPLES

- MODULE-BY-MODULE VALIDATION
- SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION OF A MODULE
- VALIDATION LIBRARY

- INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE VALIDATION METHODS
- VERIFICATION IS THE MOST RIGOROUS METHOD
- NOT THE MOST APPROPRIATE METHOD FOR EVERY MODULE
- MAVEN PROVIDES A UNIFYING FRAMEWORK FOR APPLYING DIFFERENT METHODS TO THE SAME PROGRAM
MAVEN AND FORMAL METHODS

- MAVEN PROVIDES A PRACTICAL ROLE FOR VERIFICATION IN THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF ADA SOFTWARE

- MAVEN MAKES A CONTINUUM OF MORE AND LESS RIGOROUS VALIDATION METHODS AVAILABLE TO THE PRACTICING SOFTWARE ENGINEER

- EXPOSURE TO FORMAL METHODS ENCOURAGES LEARNING ABOUT THEM, MAY LEAD TO WIDER USE
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

- DO NOT START BUILDING THE ENTIRE MAVEN ENVIRONMENT
- SOME COMPONENTS STILL BEYOND THE STATE OF THE ART
- TOTAL COST MAY BE TOO GREAT TO BE FUNDED FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
- USE MAVEN AS THE FRAMEWORK FOR THE SPECIFICATION, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF INDIVIDUAL TOOLS
- DESIGN A STANDARD VALIDATION LIBRARY INTERFACE
- INCLUDE MAVEN-COMPATIBILITY AS A REQUIREMENT FOR ADA VALIDATION TOOLS
- ASSEMBLE MAVEN OVER MANY YEARS FROM INDEPENDENTLY DEVELOPED COMPONENTS
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Abstract
Contractors for embedded systems are starting to include requirements for software hazard analysis and verification of software safety in their contracts. This paper describes the problem and one possible approach to it — Software Fault Tree Analysis.

Introduction
A system or subsystem may be described as safety-critical if a run-time failure can result in death, injury, loss of equipment or property, or environmental harm. In safety-critical systems, it is not unusual to have reliability requirements in the range of $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-9}$ probability of failure over a short period of time. Unfortunately, current software engineering technology does not guarantee that such reliabilities can be achieved for software (or, for that matter, even measured). In fact, available evidence indicates that current software reliability figures are, at best, orders of magnitude less than required [3]. Software engineering techniques which attempt to prevent, eliminate, or tolerate software faults may increase the time between failures, but do not provide assurance that catastrophic failures will not occur.

What can be done? One option is not to build these systems or not to use computers to control them. For the most part, however, this option is unrealistic — there are too many good reasons why computers should be used and too few alternatives. Another option is to consider reliability in a less absolute sense. There are many types of failures possible in any complex system, with consequences varying from minor annoyance up to death or injury. It seems reasonable to focus on the failures that have the most drastic consequences. Even if all failures cannot be prevented, it may be possible to ensure that the failures that do occur are of minor consequence or that even if a potentially serious failure

---
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does occur, the system will "fail safe" (i.e., fail in a manner which will not have catastrophic or serious results).

This approach is useful under the following circumstances: (1) not all failures are of equal consequences and (2) a relatively small percentage of failures lead to catastrophic results. These conditions seem to be true for most realistic safety-critical systems. Under these circumstances, it is possible to augment traditional reliability techniques that attempt to eliminate all failures with techniques that concentrate on the high-cost failures. These new techniques often involve a "backward" approach that starts with determining what are the unacceptable or high-cost failures and then ensures that these particular failures do not occur or at least minimizes the probability of their occurrence. This approach has been used on defense, aerospace, and various types of industrial systems.

Most safety-critical system purchasers are becoming concerned with software risk and are incorporating requirements for software safety analysis and verification in their contracts. In many countries, a formal validation and demonstration of the safety of the computers controlling safety-critical processes is required by an official licensing authority. In the U.S., DoD standards for building safety-critical systems either already include, or are being updated to include, software-related requirements. For example, a general safety standard (MIL-STD-882B) includes tasks for Software Hazard Analysis and Verification of Safety (including software). An Air Force standard for missile and weapon systems (MIL-STD-1574A) requires a Software Safety Analysis and Integrated Software Safety Analysis (which includes the analysis of the interfaces of the software to the rest of the system, i.e. the assembled system). And the U.S. Navy has a draft standard for nuclear weapon systems (MIL-STD-SNS) that requires Software Nuclear Safety Analysis. All of these analyses are not meant to substitute for regular verification and validation, but instead involve special analysis procedures to verify that the software is safe.

It is important to stress that these are system problems. When computers are used as components of larger systems, considering the computer software in isolation will be of limited usefulness. Many (if not most) serious accidents are caused by complex, unplanned (and unfortunate) interactions between components of the system and by multiple failures. That is, most accidents originate in subsystem interfaces [4,5]. Software failures and software-induced system failures may be caused by undetected hardware errors such as transient faults causing mutilation of data, security violations, human mistakes during operation and maintenance, errors in underlying or supporting software systems, or interfacing problems with other components of the system including timing errors and specification errors. Therefore, techniques used to build software for embedded systems, especially with respect to analysis and verification, are going to have to consider the system as a whole (especially the interactions between the components of the system or subsystem) and not just the software in isolation.
In fact, after studying actual accidents where computers were involved, safety engineers have concluded that inadequate design foresight and specification errors (i.e., fundamental misunderstanding about the desired operation of the software) are the greatest cause of software safety problems [4,6]. These problems arise from many possible causes including the difficulty of the problem intrinsically, a lack of emphasis on it in software engineering research (which has tended to concentrate on avoiding or removing implementation faults), and a certain cubbyhole attitude that has led computer scientists to concentrate on the computer aspects of the system and engineers to concentrate on the physical and mechanical parts of the system with few people dealing with the interaction between the two [6]. Many hardware-oriented system engineers do not understand software due to the newness of software engineering and the significant differences between software and hardware. The same is true, only vice versa, for software engineers. This has led to system engineers considering the computer as a black box [6,7] while the software engineer has treated the computer as merely a stimulus-response system. This lack of communication has been blamed for several accidents.

One such incident involved a chemical reactor [7]. The programmers were told that if a fault occurred in the plant, they were to leave all controlled variables as they were and to sound an alarm. One day, the computer received a signal telling it that there was a low oil level in a gearbox (see figure 1). The computer reacted as the requirements specified: it sounded an alarm and left the controls as they were. By coincidence, a catalyst had just been added to the reactor and the computer had just started to increase the cooling-water flow to the reflux condenser. The flow was therefore kept at a low value. The reactor overheated, the relief valve lifted, and the contents of the reactor were discharged into the atmosphere. The operators responded to the alarm by looking for the cause of the low oil level. They established that the level was normal and that the low-level signal was false but, by this time, the reactor had overheated.

An obvious conclusion from the above is that system-level methods and viewpoints are necessary. Note that the software itself is not "unsafe." Only the hardware that it controls can do damage. Treating the computer as a stimulus-response system allows verifying only that the computer software itself is consistent or safe; there is no way to verify system correctness or system safety. To do the latter, it must be possible to verify the correctness of the relationship between the input and the system behavior (not just the computer output). Boebert [1] has argued that verification systems that prove the correspondence of source code to concrete specifications are only fragments of verification systems. They do not go high enough (to an inspectable statement of system behavior), and they do not go low enough (to the object code).

Murphy is an experimental methodology being developed to deal with these problems. The goal it to provide procedures and an integrated tool set for building safety-critical real-time software. In general, the following questions are being
Figure 1. A computer-controlled batch reactor
considered:

- **Software Hazard Analysis and Requirements Specification**: What kinds of system models and analysis tools are most useful? How can software requirements be derived from these system models? How can the models and requirements be analyzed to determine important reliability and safety properties?

- **Verification and Validation**: How can safety properties be identified, specified, and formally verified? What techniques appear the most promising? How can they be implemented so that they can be used in industrial environments and not just in university research labs?

- **Assessment of Safety**: How can the safety of software be accurately measured and assessed? Is this possible? Is this feasible?

- **Software Design and Run-Time Environments**: What techniques and environments are most appropriate for safety-critical software? How can the software detect unsafe states during execution? What types of self-monitoring, external monitoring, fault-tolerance, fail-safe, and other software design techniques can be used to aid in the design of the software especially with regard to handling run-time fault detection and recovery?

Murphy is currently far from a complete methodology. Since it is still in the formative stages, much of the work has involved examining alternative approaches. This paper describes some of the work in software hazard analysis and verification of safety. More general discussion of software safety can be found in [8,10], and a more complete description of Murphy appears in [9].

**Software Hazard Analysis**

A *mishap* or *accident* is defined as an unplanned event or series of events that results in death, injury, occupational illness, damage to or loss of equipment or property, or environmental harm. Mishaps result from *hazards* or states of the system that when combined with certain environmental conditions can lead to a mishap. The first step in any safety program is to identify hazards and categorize them with respect to *risk* where risk is a function of (1) the probability of the hazardous state occurring, (2) the probability of the hazard leading to a mishap, and (3) the perceived severity of the worst potential mishap that could result from the hazard. This initial identification of hazards is called a *Preliminary Hazard Analysis* (PHA). Potential hazards considered involve normal operating modes, maintenance modes, system failure modes, failures or unusual incidents in the environment, and errors in human performance.
Once the System Preliminary Hazard Analysis is completed, Software Hazard Analysis (SHA) can begin. Software hazards include such things as

- failing to provide a required function, i.e., the function is never executed or no answer is produced,
- performing a function that is not required, i.e., getting the wrong answer or issuing the wrong instruction or doing the right thing but under inappropriate conditions (for example, activating an actuator inadvertently, too early, too late, or failing to cease an operation at a prescribed time),
- timing or sequencing problems, e.g. failing to ensure that two things happen at the same time, at different times, or in a particular order,
- failing to recognize a hazardous condition requiring corrective action,
- producing the wrong response to a hazardous condition.

Once the software hazards have been identified, the next step in SHA is to work backward from the specific hazards for the software under consideration and to locate software faults or paths through the software which could cause the unwanted hazardous conditions or to verify that such paths do not exist. The verification should include the software interfaces including system interfaces and computer hardware interfaces (e.g., hardware failures which could cause the software and hence the system to operate in a hazardous manner). Failures need to be considered along with normal operation.

The final step in SHA is to use the results of the analysis to guide further design and to guide placement and content of run-time checks and software fault tolerance and fail-safe procedures. For example, it may be possible to use the information obtained in the analysis to help write acceptance tests for the software and to determine conditions under which fail-safe procedures should be initiated.

We have been studying ways to accomplish software hazard analysis using Time Petri Nets [14] and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [12]. This paper will concentrate on describing the FTA procedures.

Software Fault Tree Analysis (SFTA)

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [16] is an analytical technique used in the safety analysis of electromechanical systems. An undesired system state is specified, and the system is then analyzed in the context of its environment and operation to find credible sequences of events that can lead to the undesired state. The fault tree is a graphic model of various parallel and sequential combinations of faults that can result in the occurrence of the predefined undesired event. A fault tree thus depicts the logical interrelationships of basic events that lead to the hazardous event.

The analysis process starts with the categorized list of system hazards that have been identified by the PHA. A separate fault tree must be constructed for
each hazardous event. The basic procedure is to assume that the hazard has occurred and then to work backward to determine its set of possible causes. The root of the fault tree is the hazardous event to be analyzed called the *loss event*. Necessary preconditions are described at the next level of the tree with either an AND or an OR relationship. Each subnode is expanded in a similar fashion until all leaves describe events of calculable probability or are unable to be analyzed for some reason. Figure 2 shows part of a fault tree for a hospital patient monitoring system.

Once the fault tree has been built down to the software interface (as in figure 2), the high level requirements for software safety have been delineated in terms of software faults and failures that could adversely affect the safety of the system. As the development of the software proceeds, fault tree analysis can be performed on the design [11] and finally the actual code [12].

When considering the implemented system, software fault tree analysis procedures can be used to work backward from the critical control faults determined by the top levels of the fault tree through the program to verify whether the program can cause the top-level event or mishap. The basic technique used is the same backward reasoning (weakest precondition) approach that has been used in formal axiomatic verification [2], but applied slightly differently than is common in “proofs of correctness.”

The set of states or results of a program can be divided into two sets — correct and incorrect. Formal proofs of correctness attempt to verify that given a precondition that is true for the state before the program begins to execute, then the program halts and a postcondition (representing the desired result) is true. That is, the program results in correct states. For continuous, purposely non-halting (cyclic) programs, intermediate states involving output may need to be considered. The basic goal of safety verification is more limited. We will assume that, by definition, the correct states are safe (i.e., that the designers did not intend for the system to have mishaps). The incorrect states can then be divided into two sets — those that are considered safe and those that are considered unsafe. Software Fault Tree Analysis attempts to verify that the program will never allow an unsafe state to be reached (although it says nothing about incorrect but safe states).

Since the goal in safety verification is to prove that something will not happen, it is useful to use proof by contradiction. That is, it is assumed that the software has produced an unsafe control action, and it is shown that this could not happen since it leads to a logical contradiction. Although a proof of correctness should theoretically be able to show that software is safe, it is often impractical to accomplish this because of the sheer magnitude of the proof effort involved and because of the difficulty of completely specifying correct behavior. In the few SFTA proofs that have been performed, the proof appears to involve much less work than a proof of correctness (especially since the proof procedure can stop as soon as a contradiction is reached on a software path). Also, it is
Figure 2: Top Levels of Patient Monitoring System Fault Tree
often easier to specify safety than complete correctness, especially since the requirements may be actually mandated by law or government authority as with nuclear weapon safety requirements in the U.S. Like correctness proofs, the analysis may be partially automated, but highly skilled human help is required.

Software fault tree analysis starts at the software interface of the system fault tree and works back through the logic of the code. Constructs for some structured programming language statements are shown in Figures 3 through 8. In each, it is assumed that the statement caused the critical event. Then the tree is constructed considering how this might occur. An example of the procedure is shown in Figures 9 and 10. An Ada program segment is shown which iteratively solves a fixed point equation. One possible top-level (loss event) for the segment is that no answer is produced in the required time period (and the answer is critical at this point). This loss event corresponds to the while loop executing too long (shown in figure XX as “Max” iterations).

In general, the software fault tree has one or both of the following patterns:

1) A contradiction is found as shown in the left branch of figure XX. The building of the software fault tree (at least for this path) can stop at this point since the logic of the software cannot cause the event. This example does not deal with the problem of failures in the underlying implementation of the software, but this is possible. There is, of course, a practical limit to how much analysis can and need be done depending on individual factors associated with each project. It is always possible to insert assertions in the code to attempt to catch critical implementation errors at run-time. This is especially desirable if run-time software-initiated or software-controlled fail-safe procedures are possible. Note that the software fault tree provides the information necessary to determine which assertions and run-time checks are the most critical and where they should be placed. Since checks at run-time are expensive in terms of time and other resources, this information is extremely useful.

2) The fault tree runs through the code and out to the controlled system or its environment. In the example of Figure 10, the fault tree shows one possible path to the loss event, and changes are necessary to eliminate the hazard. One appropriate action in this case may be to use run-time assertions to detect such conditions and to simply reject incorrect input or to initiate recovery techniques. Another possibility is to add redundant hardware, e.g. sensors, to eliminate incorrect input before it occurs.

Fault trees can also be applied at the assembly language level to identify computer hardware fault modes (such as erroneous bits in the program counter, registers, or memory) that will cause the software to act in an undesired manner.
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Figure 3: Fault Tree for a Procedure Call
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Figure 4: Fault Tree for an If-Then-Else Statement
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Figure 5: Fault Tree for a While Statement
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Figure 6: Fault Tree for a Case Statement
Fig. 7: Fault Tree for a Select Statement.

Fig. 8: Fault Tree Construct for a Rendezvous.
get \((X, Eps)\);

\[ \text{Err} := Eps; \]
\[ I := 0; \]

\text{while } \text{Err} \geq Eps \text{ loop}

\[ \text{NewX} := F(X); \]
\[ \text{Err} := abs(X - \text{NewX}); \]
\[ I := I + 1; \]
\[ X := \text{NewX}; \]

\text{end loop}

\text{Figure 9: Example of Ada Code}
no answer within allotted time

$I = \text{Max}$

while loop caused $I \geq \text{Max}$

while not executed

$\text{and}$

$I \geq \text{Max}$ before loop

Cond False before loop

$0 \geq \text{Max}$

contradiction

while executed $N$ times

while loop before loop

$\text{and}$

$I < \text{Max}$ before loop

Cond False before loop

$\text{and}$

Err $\geq \text{Eps}$

Err $= |F^{I-1}(X) - F^I(X)|$

$I = \text{Max}$

$|F^{\text{Max}-1}(X) - F^{\text{Max}}(X)| \geq \text{Eps}$

Err $\geq \text{Eps} \& I < \text{Max}$

$|F^{\text{Max}-1}(X) - F^{\text{Max}}(X)| \geq \text{Eps}$

$\text{Eps} \geq \text{Eps} \& 0 < \text{Max}$

Figure 10: Fault Tree for Code in Preceding Figure
McIntee [15] has used this process to examine the effect of single bit failures on a software fuze. The procedure identified credible hardware failures that could result in the inadvertent early arming of the weapon. This information was used to redesign the software so that the failure could be detected and a "DUD" (fail-safe) routine called.

Experimental evidence of the practicality of SFTA is lacking. Examples of two small systems (approximately 1000 lines of code) can be found in the literature [12,15]. There is no information available on how large a system can be analyzed with a realistic amount of effort and time. But even if the software is so large that complete generation of the software trees is not possible, partial trees may still be useful. For example, partial analysis may still find faults. Furthermore, partially complete software fault trees may be used to identify critical modules and critical functions which can then be augmented with software fault tolerance procedures. They may also be used to determine appropriate runtime acceptance and safety tests [13].

In summary, software fault tree analysis can be used to determine software safety requirements, to detect software logic errors, to identify multiple failure sequences involving different parts of the system (hardware, human, and software) that can lead to hazards, and to guide in the selection of critical runtime checks. It can also be used to guide testing. The interfaces of the software parts of the fault tree can be examined to determine appropriate test input data and appropriate simulation states and events.

Summary

Safety is an important new application area for formal verification. Analyses such as software hazard analysis are now being required for safety-critical software, but the best way to accomplish this analysis is still unknown. This paper has briefly described one possibility — Software Fault Tree Analysis. There is currently work underway to extend the analysis to other Ada programming language constructs and to build an automated tool to aid in the analysis.
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Real-Time Safety-Critical Systems

When computers are used to control complex, time-critical mechanical devices or physical processes such as:

Air Traffic
Nuclear Fission
Hospital Patient Monitoring
Defense and Aerospace Systems

where a run-time error or failure can result in death, injury, loss of property, environmental harm.
Problems:

- Cannot achieve needed reliability with current techniques
- Orders of magnitude less than required
- Most accidents can be traced back to inadequate design foresight and requirements specification -- Most software engineering techniques focus on implementation of requirements
What can be done?

- Don't build these systems or don't use computers to control them

- Take a "system's" viewpoint
  
  interface between computer and controlled system
  
  interface between software and computer hardware

- Take a less "absolute" view of reliability
  
  not all failures are of equal cost
  
  minimize risk
Safety Approach to Software Development

- all failures are not created equal

- work backward from highest cost failures

- put effort into eliminating or preparing for high-cost failures.
Implications and Challenges for Software Engineering

- Requirements for software safety analysis and verification being included in contracts and by government licensing agencies.

- New standards for safety-critical software.

- National and international working groups

- Safety involves multiple areas of traditional software research along with safety engineering.
  
  reliability
  
  security
212.1 Purpose. The purpose of Task 212 is to perform and document a software hazard analysis to identify hazardous conditions incident to safety critical operator information and command and control functions identified by the PHA, SSHA, SHA, or other efforts.

212.2 Task Description. The contractor shall perform and document software hazard analysis on safety critical software-controlled functions to identify software errors/paths which could cause unwanted hazardous conditions.

212.2.1 Preliminary Software Hazard Analysis. These efforts shall examine software design to identify unsafe inadvertent command/failure-to-command modes for resolution. This effort shall be accomplished by tracing safety critical operator information and commands through flow charts, storage allocation charts, software and hardware specifications, and other applicable documentation.

212.2.2 Follow-on Software Hazard Analysis. These efforts shall examine software and its system interfaces for events, faults, and occurrences such as timing which could cause or contribute to undesired events affecting safety. This effort shall be accomplished by tracing safety critical operator information and commands through source/object code through system simulation and through other applicable documentation. Safety critical programs/modules shall be analyzed for sensitivity to software or hardware failures (bit transformation, register perversion, interface failures, etc.) which could cause the system to operate in a hazardous manner.

212.3 Details to be Specified by the MA (Reference 1.3.2.1).

212.3.1 Details to be specified in the SOW shall include the following, as applicable:

(R) a. Imposition of Tasks 100 and 212.

(R) b. Definition of safety critical.

   c. Format, content, and delivery schedule of any data required.

   d. Degree of fault-tolerance for Category I and II hazards.
Software Safety: involves ensuring that the software will execute within a system context without resulting in unacceptable risk.

Risk is defined in terms of hazards -- states of the system that when combined with certain environmental conditions could lead to a mishap.

\[
\text{Risk} = f (\Pr [\text{hazard occurs}], \Pr [\text{hazard leads to mishap}], \\
\text{Severity of worst potential mishap})
\]

Safety critical software: software which can directly or indirectly cause or allow a hazardous system state to exist.
Techniques and tools for enhancing safety in real-time systems

- Safety Analysis and Requirements Tools
  
  Fault Tree Analysis
  Timed Petri Net Analysis techniques

- Verification and Assessment Tools
  
  Software Fault Tree Analysis
  Formal Verification
  Measurement of Safety

- Run-Time Safety Techniques and Environments
  
  Safety Assertions
  Safety Monitor
  Software Fault Tolerance
hazard = a set of conditions within a state from which there is a path to a mishap.

Goal in designing a safety-critical system.

- eliminate hazards from the design
- if not possible, then minimize risk by altering design so that there is a very low probability of hazard occurring.

Safety Analysis:

1) ensure that if design is correctly implemented and no failures occur, operation of system will not result in a mishap.

2) eliminate or minimize risk of faults or failures leading to a mishap by using fault-tolerance or fail-safe procedures.
SOFTWARE SAFETY ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

(1) **Determine System Hazards (PHA)**

(2) **Use PHA to determine software hazards**
    (software safety requirements)
    - failure to perform a required function
    - performing a function not required
    - timing or sequencing problems
    - failing to recognize a hazardous condition requiring corrective action
    - producing wrong response to a hazardous condition
(3) Assume software safety failure and work backwards to determine set of possible causes (if any) or show that cannot be caused by logic of software.

(4) Use results of analysis to:

- Guide further design
- Pinpoint critical functions and test cases
- Guide placement and content of run-time checks
- Determine conditions under which fail-safe procedures should be initiated
Proof of "correctness"

- verify that given a precondition which is true for the state before the program executes, then the program will halt and a given postcondition will be true of the state once the program halts. That is, programs result in all and only correct states.

Proof of "safety"

- Divide incorrect states into safe and unsafe and verify that program will never allow an unsafe state to be reached (although says nothing about an incorrect but safe state).

- May be less work and easier to specify.
Fault Tree Analysis

- A graphic model of the various parallel and sequential combinations of faults (or system states) that will result in the occurrence of a predefined undesired event.

- Events can involve hardware failures, human mistakes, software design faults, computer hardware failures, etc.

- Start with list of system hazards (PHA). Assume hazard has occurred, and work backward to determine set of possible causes. Preconditions described with either AND or OR relationships.
Wrong treatment administered

OR

Vital signs erroneously reported as exceeding limits

Vital signs exceed critical limits but not corrected in time

OR

Frequency of measurement too low

Sensor failure

Computer fails to raise alarm

Nurse does not respond to alarm

OR

Computer fails to read within required time limits

Human error (doctor sets wrong)

Mechanical failure

Nurse fails to input vitals manually or inputs incorrectly

Figure 1. Top Levels of Patient Monitoring System Fault Tree
(1) $A := F(Y)$; (2) $B := X - 5.0$; (3) if $A > B$ then Sub1; end if;

Figure 8: Sample Assignment Statements

Figure 9: Fault Tree for Assignment Statements
Fault Tree for an If-Then-Else Statement
Figure 1a

Fault Tree for a While Statement
Figure 1b
get \((X, Eps)\);

\(Err := Eps;\)
\(I := 0;\)

\textbf{while} \(Err \geq Eps\) \textbf{loop}

\(NewX := F(X);\)
\(Err := abs(X - NewX);\)
\(I := I + 1;\)
\(X := NewX;\)

\textbf{end loop}

\textbf{Figure 14: Example of Ada Code}
no answer within allotted time

$I = \text{Max}$

while loop caused $I \geq \text{Max}$

$\text{while not executed}$

$I \geq \text{Max}$ before loop

Cond False before loop

$0 \geq \text{Max}$

contradiction

$\text{while executed } N \text{ times}$

$Err \geq Eps$

$I < \text{Max}$ before loop

$Err = |F^{I^{-1}}(X) - F^I(X)|$

$I = \text{Max}$

$|F^{\text{Max-1}}(X) - F^{\text{Max}}(X)| \geq Eps$

$Err \geq Eps$ & $I < \text{Max}$

$|F^{\text{Max-1}}(X) - F^{\text{Max}}(X)| \geq Eps$

$Eps \geq Eps$ & $0 < \text{Max}$

Figure 15: Fault Tree for Code in Preceding Figure
Software fault tree has two possible patterns:

(1) A contradiction is found.

(2) Fault tree runs through code and out to controlled system or its environment.
Figure 7. Firewheel Spin Control – Software Opens gas Value

file location: 7

initial fault: FireWheel spins too fast

```
FIREWHEEL
spins too fast

and

gas on at max rate

and

booms deploy < 1/2

or

spin at max rate

or

gas on

motor failure

s/w motors off

or

value stuck open

s/w value open

or

gason is called

and

monitorspin called

period > gasbot

period > gasstop

monitorspin not call

or

period too high

length too low
```
interrupts
disabled
indefinitely

VBRH routine
fails

int.
routine
fails

while statement
in VBRS fails

WDLOST > DNCTR
always

DNMAX = 0

(SUNP+128/2)/128
= 0

SUNP < 64

MIN(LASTP, WDCSS)
< 64 at sun int.

WDCSS < 64 at
sun interrupt

sun pulse
resets WDCSS

sun pulse
1

sun pulse
2

WDCSS incremented
< 64 times

less than 64
mseconds pass

Figure 9b. Boom Length Too Low (continued)
Other issues:

- Concurrency
- Timing
- Computer Hardware Failures
Fault Tree for a Select Statement
Figure 5

Fault Tree Construct for a Rendezvous
Figure 6
Figure 7
Figure 8
Abstract: We give a proof rule for a multiple-level exit construct not unlike the loop-exit statement in the ADA* programming language. We give a novel, yet simple, semantics for the loop-exit with which we can prove that the rule is both sound and (relatively) complete in the logic of Hoare triples. Hence, we can be satisfied that the proof rule is sufficient to prove all true Hoare triples using the multiple-level exit statement and is suitable for inclusion in a formal verification system.

Key words: Hoare logics, program verification, ADA programming language, denotational semantics.

* ADA is a registered trademark of the U.S. Government, ADA Joint Program Office.
A proof rule for ADA

Introduction. The programming language ADA has a general loop statement encompassing three different forms (or iteration schemes as they are called in section 5.5 of the reference manual). One form subsumes the other two, that is, the other forms can be derived from it. It is this most general case that we consider here. The syntax of this loop construct looks like:

\[
\text{l : loop } S \text{ end loop } l;
\]

where \(l\) is the label of the loop. Execution of the loop statement proceeds by repeatedly executing the statements in \(S\) until a statement of the following form is encountered:

\[
\text{exit } l \text{ when } B;
\]

When the boolean condition \(B\) evaluates to true, the execution of the loop labeled \(l\) is ended and the next statement in sequence after the loop is executed. If the condition is false, execution of the loop continues with the next statement in sequence after the exit statement. This exit statement can be encountered while nested inside of more than one loop. This is the cause of much travail in the denotational description of such constructs.

In this paper we give a denotational semantics for a simple language containing an ADA-like loop-exit construct. For this language we present an axiom system for deriving assertions about the correctness of programs. From this axiom system it is possible to determine what verification condition must be generated by a verification system for ADA. Although the language focuses on the loop-exit construct, certain generalizations are immediate (like the inclusion of the conditional construct). We show that this axiom system is sound using the denotational semantics given here. This is the least we can expect of the axiom system, and it insures that we can safely use it. We also show that this axiom system is (relatively) complete. Completeness guarantees that anything that
is true about the loop language does have a proof in the axiom system we give. This is
important because it means we can stop looking for a more comprehensive set of proof rules.
The proof of completeness requires a slightly different type of definition for the semantics
of the loop language than the traditional one, but the definition integrates easily into the
traditional definition. This permits the incorporation of yet other generalizations from the
literature of denotational semantics.

We assume the reader is familiar with Hoare triples [Hoare, 1969], and somewhat famil-
 iar with denotational semantics [Stoy, 1977] and the classical soundness and completeness
results for Hoare logic, for example [Loeckx et al., 1984].

The while loop. We begin by considering the proof rule for the while loop, which
is a special case of the loop statement. The proof rule shows how to derive Hoare triples
from other Hoare triples. Hoare triples are statements of the form \( \{ P \} S \{ Q \} \), where
\( P \) is an assertion called the precondition, \( S \) is a program segment, and \( Q \) is an assertion
called the postcondition. A Hoare triple \( \{ P \} S \{ Q \} \) asserts that starting the program
\( S \) in a state satisfying \( P \) will result in a state satisfying \( Q \) (if \( S \) terminates). Here is the
familiar rule for the while construct:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ I \land B \} & S \{ I \}, \quad (I \land \neg B) \Rightarrow Q \\
\{ I \} & \text{while } B \text{ loop } S \text{ end } \text{loop: } \{ Q \}
\end{align*}
\]

This rule permits one to derive Hoare triples concerning the while loop, if one can derive
the two premisses. The assertion \( I \) is called the loop invariant. Cook proved that this
rule was sound and (relatively) complete in a computational semantics for while programs
[Cook, 1978]. A similar result was proved by de Bakker who used denotational semantics
to assign meaning to the program segments [de Bakker, 1980]. In denotational semantics
each statement of the language is denoted by a function that transforms states to states.
We use the symbol \( C \) for the traditional mapping of programs to their denotations. For
example, the denotation of the while loop with condition \( B \) and body \( S \) is the recursive
function \( f_{\text{wh}} \) defined as follows (we use \( \sigma \) as a formal parameter for states):
\[ f_{wh}(\sigma) = \text{if } \text{isTrue } (\mathcal{E}[B]\sigma) \text{ then } f_{wh}(C[S]\sigma) \text{ else } \sigma \]

where \( \mathcal{E}[B]\sigma \) is the value of the boolean expression \( B \) in state \( \sigma \), and \( C[S]\sigma \) is the denotation of program segment \( S \) applied to the state \( \sigma \) (in other words, the resulting state obtained after executing \( S \) beginning in state \( \sigma \)). This is just one case, the case for the while loop, in the recursive definition of the function \( C \). We write this case in the definition of \( C \) as:

\[ C[\text{while } B \text{ loop } S \text{ end loop;}\sigma = f_{wh}(\sigma) \]

Using this definition of the meaning of the while loop, the interpretation given to the Hoare triple \{\( P \)\} while \( B \) loop \( S \) end loop; \{\( Q \)\} is

\[ \forall \sigma. \ P \text{ is true in } \sigma \land \sigma' \neq \text{error } \Rightarrow \ Q \text{ is true in } \sigma' \]

where \( \sigma' = f_{wh}(\sigma) \). If \( f_{wh}(\sigma) \) does not terminate, we set \( \sigma' = \text{error} \). We have defined here a logic for partial correctness, since termination is a hypothesis in the implication above.

The loop-exit construct. The proof rule for the loop statement is reminiscent of the rule for the while statement. Here is the informal presentation of the rule.

\[ \{I\} S \{I\} \]

\[ \{I\} l : \text{loop } S \text{ end loop } l; \{Q_l\} \]

Like the while rule, the rule for the loop statement has an invariant assertion which we have called \( I \) in the rule above. Execution of \( S \), the body of loop, must maintain the assertion \( I \). It is interesting to note that the loop rule requires just one invariant assertion despite the possibility of multiple exit statements in the body of the loop. The rule for the exit statement has the premiss that if the "when" condition is true, the postcondition of the loop holds.

\[ (Q \land B) \Rightarrow Q_l \]

\[ \{Q\} \text{exit } l \text{ when } B; \{Q \land \neg B\} \]
Here $Q_l$ is the postcondition of the loop labeled $l$.

Now we check to see if we can derive certain obviously true Hoare triples from these rules. These rules would be inadequate if we could not use them to derive even simple Hoare triples concerning the loop and exit statements. Our purpose at present is to strengthen the plausibility of these rules. Later we will prove that these rules derive only true Hoare triples, and that all true Hoare triples can be proved using these rules.

For example, if the loop does not terminate we expect to conclude any postcondition $Q$ (since this a property of partial correctness logics). So we believe intuitively that the following Hoare triple is true and should be derivable:

$$\{P\} l : \text{loop null; end loop } l ; \{Q\}$$

Indeed, this is derivable by a single application of the loop statement rule, if the Hoare triple $\{P\} \text{null;} \{P\}$ is derivable. This last Hoare triple can be taken as the meaning of the null or skip statement.

Another way the loop may not terminate is if the guard on the exit is always false, as in the program segment of the next Hoare triple:

$$\{P\} l : \text{loop exit } l \text{ when } false; \text{ end loop } l ; \{Q\}$$

The previous Hoare triple should be true, regardless of the assertions $P$ and $Q$. This is derivable using the loop statement rule, if the Hoare triple $\{P\} \text{exit } l \text{ when } false; \{P\}$ is derivable. This follows from

$$(P \& false) \Rightarrow Q$$

$$\{P\} \text{exit } l \text{ when } false; \{P \& true\}$$

which is an instance of the exit rule.

Finally we expect the Hoare triple

$$\{P\} l : \text{loop exit } l \text{ when } true; \text{ end loop } l ; \{P\}$$
to be true, since this program segment acts like a no-op instruction. The Hoare triple above is derivable, since

\[(P \land true) \Rightarrow P\]

\[\{P\} \text{exit } l \text{ when } true; \{P \land false\}\]

is an instance of the exit rule. (To obtain the postcondition \(P\) we must use the rule of consequence and the fact that \(P \land false \Rightarrow P\).)

A simple language. To be specific we give the syntax of the language we wish to consider. This language is very simple; it contains hardly more than the loop-exit construct.

\[S ::= \text{assign}; | S_1 S_2 | l \text{ : loop } S \text{ end loop } l; | \text{exit } l \text{ when } B;\]

We shall assume that loops are labeled uniquely in all program segments in this language. We call the program segment closed if all statements of the form \(\text{exit } l_0 \text{ when } B\) are nested inside a loop statement labeled \(l_0\). Clearly only the closed program segments are meaningful when considered in isolation—a requirement an ADA compiler must check.

The denotations we give to program segments differ slightly from the typical denotations. Instead of transformations from states to states \((\text{States} \rightarrow \text{States})\), we use transformations from states to pairs of labels and states \((\text{States} \rightarrow (\text{Labels} \times \text{States}))\), where \(\text{Labels}\) is the set of possible identifiers for loops. We must add a special designator \(\text{ne}\) (for normal exit) to the set of labels. This designator indicates the normal sequential execution has been followed.

The denotations we give to program segments of the simple loop language are functions from states to pairs of labels and states. The semantic function that maps programs segments to their denotations is denoted \(X\), and it has the functionality:

\[X : S \rightarrow \text{States} \rightarrow ((\text{ne} + \text{Labels}) \times \text{States})\]
Next we give the four cases in the recursive definition of the semantic function \( X \). The first case is that of assignment. We assume the assignment statement modifies the state in some matter.

\[
X[\text{assign};] \sigma = (ne, \sigma')
\]

The state \( \sigma' \) is the resulting, modified state after the assignment. The details of the modification are of no importance to the present discussion.

The next case is for the sequential execution of two program segments. If the execution of \( S_1 \) proceeds normally, then the program segment \( S_2 \) is executed in the resulting state. Otherwise, the execution of \( S_2 \) is skipped.

\[
X[S_1 S_2] \sigma = \\
\text{let } (j, \sigma') = X[S_1] \sigma \text{ in} \\
\quad \text{if } j = ne \text{ then } X[S_2] \sigma' \text{ else } (j, \sigma') \\
\text{end}
\]

The remaining two rules are for the remaining two types of statements in the language, which together constitute the loop-exit construct. The exit statement is the one statement whose execution can result in initiating a path of executing that is not the "normal" sequential path represented by the pair \( (ne, \sigma) \). But this occurs only if the guard is true, in which case the result is \( (l, \sigma) \) where \( l \) is the label of the loop being exited. Notice that the exit statement does not, in any case, change the state.

\[
X[\text{exit } l \text{ when } B;] \sigma = \\
\quad \text{if } \text{IsTrue } (\ell [B] \sigma) \text{ then } (l, \sigma) \text{ else } (ne, \sigma)
\]

As in the case of the while statement, the denotation of the loop statement is a recursively defined function. We have called the function \( f_{lp} \) below.

\[
X[l : \text{loop } S \text{ end loop } l] \sigma = f_{lp}(\sigma)
\]
where rec \( f_{lp}(\sigma) = \)

\[
\text{let } (j, \sigma') = X[S]\sigma \text{ in }
\]

\[
\text{if } j = ne \text{ then } f_{lp}(\sigma')
\]

\[
\text{else if } j = l \text{ then } (ne, \sigma')
\]

\[
\text{else } (j, \sigma')
\]

end

end

The function \( f_{lp} \) keeps calling itself recursively until \( j \neq ne \). If \( j \) is the label of the current loop then the loop statement exits normally. This is the only instance in the definition of \( X \) that a subcomponent, in this case the body of the loop, exits with \( j \neq ne \) and the language construct transforms it to a normal termination \( j = ne \). The final case in the definition of \( f_{lp} \) is when \( j \neq ne \) and \( j \neq l \). In this case the exit of the loop labeled \( j \) is propagated, presumably to be caught by loop \( j \).

For the purposes of defining which Hoare triples are true, we first define what we mean by an assumption. An assumption is a pair consisting of a label and an assertion. It is intended that the assumption \((l, Q_l)\) represent the fact that \( Q_l \) is the postcondition of the loop labeled \( l \). We shall be interested in sets of assumptions in which a label occurs at most once. We will call these sets proper. Sets of assumptions that are not proper indicate that a loop has more than one postcondition, and we have no use for this. This technique is inspired by a similar construction for goto statements [de Bruin, 1980].

We say that the Hoare triple \( \{ P \} S \{ Q \} \) is valid with respect to a proper set of assumptions \( \Phi \) (we will write this as \( \Phi \vdash \{ P \} S \{ Q \} \)) whenever

\[
\forall \sigma. \ P \text{ is true in } \sigma \& \sigma' \neq error \Rightarrow Q_j \text{ is true in } \sigma'
\]

where \((j, \sigma') = X[S]\sigma\) and the assertion \( Q_j \) is defined as follows:

\[
Q_j = \begin{cases} Q, & \text{if } j = ne; \\ Q_l, & \text{if } j = l \text{ for some } (l, Q_l) \in \Phi; \\ \text{false}, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}
\]

Intuitively the notion of validity means that if \( P \) is true in \( \sigma \) and \( S \) exits normally, then \( Q \) is true in the resulting state, and if \( S \) exits a loop \( l \), then \( Q_l \) is true in the resulting
state. If $S$ exits some loop $l_0$ that is not in the set of assumptions, then the Hoare triple is automatically false.

Whenever $S$ is closed (i.e., when $j = ne$ for all $\sigma$), the definition of validity corresponds to the usual one, because $Q_j$ is always $Q$. Thus the semantics for the loop-exit construct presented here can be easily integrated into the usual semantics with the following definition:

$$\mathcal{C}[S]_\sigma =$$

let $(j, \sigma') = \chi[S]_\sigma$ in

if $j = ne$ then $\sigma'$ else error

end

Thus, the denotations of closed statements can be viewed as state transformations like in the classical approach. This is important in fitting together these rules for the loop-exit construct with results on other constructs like procedure call rules.

The details. Next we give the precise rules for the loop-exit construct. This requires making the previous rules relative to proper sets of assumptions. Here is the rule for the loop statement:

$$\Phi \cup (l, Q_l) \vdash \{ I \} S \{ I \}$$

$$\Phi \vdash \{ I \} l : \text{loop } S \text{ end } \text{loop } l; \{ Q_l \}$$

We have discharged the assumption $(l, Q_l)$ by enclosing $S$ in the loop labeled $l$. The exit rule introduces the assumption $(l, Q_l)$.

$$(Q \& B) \Rightarrow Q_l$$

$$(l, Q_l) \vdash \{ Q \} \text{exit } l \text{ when } B; \{ Q \& \neg B \}$$

We list the remainder of the axiom system to show the effect of relativizing the usual rules.

$$\emptyset \vdash \{ P' \} \text{ assign; } \{ P \}$$

$$\Phi \vdash \{ P \} S_1 \{ Q \}, \Psi \vdash \{ Q \} S_2 \{ R \}$$

$$\Phi \cup \Psi \vdash \{ P \} S_1 S_2 \{ R \}$$
With the precise statement of the rules of inference for the loop-exit constructs of the simple programming language, it is now possible to give the proof of soundness and (relative) completeness. We do not give the whole proof as that would not be illuminating. We give the cases of the proof for the loop and exit statements only, beginning with the exit statement, since it is easier.

**Soundness of the exit statement.** Suppose that \((Q \& B) \Rightarrow Q_l\). We are to show that the Hoare triple \(\{ Q \} S \{ Q \& \neg B \} \) is valid with respect to \((l, Q_l)\), where \(S\) is the program segment exit \(l\) when \(B;\). Let \(\sigma\) be such that \(Q\) is true in \(\sigma\). The proof breaks into two cases. Either \(B\) is true in \(\sigma\), in which case \(\chi[S]\sigma = (l, \sigma)\) and \(Q_l\) is true in \(\sigma\) by the hypothesis, or \(B\) is false in \(\sigma\), in which case \(\chi[S]\sigma = (ne, \sigma)\). So, \(Q \& \neg B\) is true in \(\sigma\) by assumption. Either way, the Hoare triple is valid.

**Completeness of the exit statement.** We are given that the Hoare triple \(\{ P \} S \{ Q \} \) is valid with respect to \((l, Q_l)\), where \(S\) is the program segment exit \(l\) when \(B;\). We must show we can derive this Hoare triple. We can derive this triple in two steps using the exit rule and the rule of consequence, if we can show that \((P \& B) \Rightarrow Q_l\) and \((P \& \neg B) \Rightarrow Q\).

\[
\begin{align*}
(P \& B) & \Rightarrow Q_l \\
(l, Q_l) & \vdash \{ P \} \text{ exit } l \text{ when } B; \{ P \& \neg B \} \\
(P \& \neg B) & \Rightarrow Q
\end{align*}
\]

Assume first that \(P\) and \(\neg B\) are true in \(\sigma\). Then \(\chi[S]\sigma = (ne, \sigma)\). Since \(\{ P \} S \{ Q \}\) is valid, \(Q\) is true in \(\sigma\). In other words, \((P \& \neg B) \Rightarrow Q\). Now assume \(P\) and \(B\) are true in \(\sigma\). In this case \(\chi[S]\sigma = (l, \sigma)\). Since \(\{ P \} S \{ Q \}\) is valid with respect to \((l, Q_l)\), \(Q_l\) is true in \(\sigma\). Hence both assertions hold.

**Soundness of the loop statement.** Suppose the Hoare triple \(\{ I \} S \{ I \}\) is valid with respect to \(\Phi \cup (l, Q_l)\). Let \(\sigma\) be some arbitrary state such that \(I\) is true in \(\sigma\) (and \(f_P(\sigma)\) terminates). Now define the (finite) sequence

\[
\sigma_0, (ne, \sigma_1), (ne, \sigma_2), \ldots, (ne, \sigma_{n-1}), (j, \sigma_n)
\]
where $\sigma_0 = \sigma$ and $(j_i, \sigma_i) = X[S]\sigma_{i-1}$. The sequence stops when $j_i \neq \text{ne}$, corresponding to when the execution of the loop halts and $f_{\text{fp}}$ terminates. By induction it holds that $I$ is true in $\sigma_{n-1}$. And thus, if $j = l$, then $Q_l$ holds. If $j$ is some other label in $\Phi$, then the appropriate assertion holds as well. Hence,

$$\{ I \} l : \text{loop } S \text{ end loop } l; \{ Q_l \}$$

is valid with respect to $\Phi$. This concludes the proof of soundness.

In the proof of completeness for the loop statement we will need the definition of the weakest precondition. The weakest precondition of $S$ and $Q$ (relative to proper set of assumption $\Phi$), denoted $wp(S; Q)$, is that assertion such that

$$\Phi \vdash \{ wp(S; Q) \} S \{ Q \}, \quad \text{and } P \Rightarrow wp(S; Q)$$

for all $P$ such that $\Phi \vdash \{ P \} S \{ Q \}$. We assume that the weakest precondition is always expressible in the language of the assertions.

Completeness of the loop statement. Suppose that $\{ P \} L \{ Q \}$ is valid with respect to $\Phi$, where $L$ is the program segment $l:\text{loop } S \text{ end loop } l;$. We pick $Q_l$ to be $Q$ and $I$ to be $wp(L, Q)$. So by definition $\{ I \} L \{ Q \}$ is valid with respect to $\Phi$. By definition of the weakest precondition $P \Rightarrow I$, so from $\Phi \vdash \{ I \} L \{ Q \}$ we can derive $\Phi \vdash \{ P \} L \{ Q \}$ using the rule of consequence. Therefore, it remains to be proved that $\Phi \vdash \{ I \} L \{ Q \}$ is derivable. By the induction hypothesis we know we can derive this Hoare triple, if $\{ I \} S \{ I \}$ is valid with respect to $\Phi \cup (l, Q)$.

Suppose $I$ is true in $\sigma$. Now execute the loop $L$ beginning in this state. If we execute the body but "half" a time, then we must have $X[S]\sigma = (j, \sigma')$ and $j \neq \text{ne}$. Since $\Phi \vdash \{ I \} L \{ Q \}$, $j = l$ or $j = l'$ for some $(l', Q_{l'}) \in \Phi$. If $X[S]\sigma = (l, \sigma')$ then $X[L]\sigma = (\text{ne}, \sigma')$, and since $\{ I \} L \{ Q \}$ we have $Q$ is true in $\sigma'$. Hence $(l, Q) \vdash \{ I \} S \{ I \}$. If $j \neq l$, then

$$\Phi \cup (l, Q) \vdash \{ \} S \{ I \}$$

follows because $(j, Q_j) \in \Phi$. 
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On the other hand, executing the loop may execute the body completely at least once. In other words:

\[ \Phi \cup (l, Q) \vdash \{ I \} L \{ Q \} \equiv \Phi \cup (l, Q) \vdash \{ I \} S L \{ Q \} \]

Since \( I \) is the weakest precondition of \( L \) we have \( \{ I \} S \{ I \} \) (we leave the justification to the following lemma). This completes the proof.

**Lemma.** Suppose \( \Phi \vdash \{ P \} S_1 S_2 \{ Q \} \) and \( \Phi \vdash \{ P \} S_1 \{ R \} \) where \( R \) is \( wp(S_2, Q) \).

The proof is by contradiction. Suppose \( \Phi \vdash \{ P \} S_1 S_2 \{ Q \} \), but \( \{ P \} S_1 \{ R \} \) is not valid with respect to \( \Phi \). Then there is some state \( \sigma \) for which \( P \) is true in \( \sigma \), but \( R \) is not true in \( \sigma' \), where \((j, \sigma') = X[S_1] \sigma \). (If \( j \neq ne \), then there is an immediate contradiction.) Then in no case is it possible to arrive at a state \( \sigma'' \) in which \( Q \) is true, as that contradicts the assumption that \( R \) is the weakest precondition.

**Conclusion.** Using a somewhat different semantics we have given a proof rule for an ADA-like loop-exit construct which is sound and complete. This rule can be safely included in a system to formally verify the correctness of ADA programs. The loop rule is no harder to use and understand than the rule for the while statement. The bookkeeping necessary for associating loop labels and the appropriate postconditions is straightforward. The only detail that prevents the rule from being applied mechanically is the discovery of the loop invariant. This, of course, is not surprising. What is surprising is that only one invariant must be found regardless of the number of exit statements.

**References.**


A Proof Rule for Ada
D Structures

Basic Actions

Composition

Conditional

White Loops

Context Free Grammar

\[ D ::= \]
\[ a; \]
\[ D_1 D_2 \]
\[ \text{if } B \text{ then } D_1 \text{ else } D_2 \text{ end if}; \]
\[ \text{while } B \text{ loop } D \text{ end loop}; \]
SEMANTICS FOR D STRUCTURES

\[ D: \text{D} \rightarrow (\text{States} \rightarrow \text{States}) \]

\[ D \llbracket [a;] \rrbracket \sigma = \sigma \]

\[ D \llbracket [D_1, D_2] \rrbracket \sigma = D \llbracket [D_2] \rrbracket (D\llbracket [D_1] \rrbracket \sigma) \]

\[ D \llbracket [\text{if } B \text{ then } D_1 \text{ else } D_2 \text{ end if;} ] \rrbracket \sigma = \]

of IsTrue (\llbracket C[[B]] \rrbracket \sigma) then \( D \llbracket [D_1] \rrbracket \sigma \) else \( D \llbracket [D_2] \rrbracket \sigma \)

\[ D \llbracket [\text{while } B \text{ loop } D \text{ end loop;} ] \rrbracket = f_{\text{wh}} \]

where rec \( f_{\text{wh}} (\sigma) = \)

if IsTrue (\llbracket C[[B]] \rrbracket \sigma) then \( f_{\text{wh}} (D\llbracket [D] \rrbracket \sigma) \) else \( \sigma \)

end
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BJ_n STRUCTURES

loop
  exit when B_1;
  S_1
  exit when B_2;
  ...
  ...
  exit when B_n;
  S_n;
end loop;

1) n exits
2) can only exit one loop

context free grammar

BJ::= a;
  BJ BJ
  if B then BJ else BJ end if;
  loop exit when B; BJ and loop;
  loop exit when B; BJ exit when B; BJ end loop;
SEMANTICS FOR BJn STRUCTURES

\[ \text{where rec } f_{bj}(\sigma) = \]

\[ \begin{align*}
& \text{if IsTrue } (G) \\
& \quad \text{then } \sigma \\
& \quad \text{else let } \sigma' = (B_1) \sigma \text{ in} \\
& \quad \text{if IsTrue } (B_2) \sigma \\
& \quad \quad \text{then } \sigma' \\
& \quad \quad \text{else } f_{bj}(B_2) \sigma \text{ end}
\end{align*} \]
REₙ STRUCTURES

I: loop
   .
   .
   .
   m: loop
      .
      .
      .
      exit I when B;
      .
      .
      and loop m;

and loop I;

\[ [[m: \text{loop exit I when B; end loop m;}]] = \]

depends on context
SEMANTICS FOR RE STRUCTURES

\( \mathcal{K} : \text{S} \rightarrow (\text{States} \rightarrow (\text{Labels} \times \text{States})) \)

\( \mathcal{K} [[\text{a;}]] \sigma = (\text{me}, \sigma^1) \)

\( \mathcal{K} [[\text{S}_1 \text{ S}_2]] \sigma = \)
  let (\( j_1 \sigma^1 \)) = \( \mathcal{K}[[\text{S}_1]] \sigma \) in
    if \( j_1 = \text{ne} \) then \( \mathcal{K}[[\text{S}_2]] \sigma^1 \) else \( (j_1 \sigma^1) \)
  end

\( \mathcal{K} [[\text{exit l when B; }]] \sigma = \)
  if IsTrue (\( \mathcal{E}[[\text{B}]] \sigma \)) then (\( l, \sigma \)) else (\( \text{me}, \sigma \))

\( \mathcal{K} [[l: \text{loop S end loop l; }]] = \text{fp} \)
  where rec \( \text{fp}(\sigma) = \)
    let (\( j_1 \sigma^1 \)) = \( \mathcal{K}[[\text{S}]] \sigma \) in
      if \( j_1 = \text{ne} \) then \( \text{fp}(\sigma') \)
        else if \( j_1 = l \) then (\( \text{ne}, \sigma' \))
          end else (\( j, \sigma' \))
  end
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S is closed whenever S is properly nested

Fact: For closed S j=ne for all σ

integrate with "usual" state transformation semantics

\[
\mathcal{C} \left[ [S] \right] d =
\begin{align*}
& \text{let } (j, d_1) = \mathcal{K} \left[ [S] \right] d \text{ in } \\
& \text{if } j=\text{ne then } d \text{ else } d \text{ error }
\end{align*}
\]

end

Admission: neither semantics appropriate for Ada
HOARE CALCULUS

\[
\begin{align*}
\{P_1\} \ a; \ {P} \\
\{P\} \ S_1 \ {Q_1} \ {Q} \ S_2 \ {R} \\
\hline
\{P\} \ S_1 \ S_2 \ {R} \\
\{P&B\} \ S_1 \ {Q_1} \ {P&B} \ S_2 \ {Q} \\
\hline
\{P\} \ \text{if} \ B \ \text{then} \ S_1 \ \text{else} \ S_2 \ \text{end if}; \ \{Q\} \\
\{I&B\} \ S \ \{I\}, \ (I&B) \Rightarrow \ Q \\
\hline
\{I\} \ \text{while} \ B \ \text{loop} \ S \ \text{end loop}; \ \{Q\} \\
\end{align*}
\]

rule of consequence

\[
\begin{align*}
P_1 \Rightarrow P_2, \ \{P_2\} \ S \ \{Q_1\}, \ Q_1 \Rightarrow Q_2 \\
\hline
\{P_1\} \ S \ \{Q_2\}
\end{align*}
\]
PROOF RULE FOR ADA LOOP

\[ \{l\} S \{l\} \]
\[ \{l\} I: \text{loop } S \text{ and loop } I; \{Q\} \]

\[ (Q\&B) \Rightarrow Q_l \]
\[ \{Q\} \text{ exit } l \text{ when } B; \{Q\&B\} \]

\[ (P \& \text{True}) \Rightarrow P \]
\[ \{P\} \text{ exit } l \text{ when true; } \{Q \ P \& \text{false}\}, P \& \text{false} \Rightarrow P \]
\[ \{P\} \text{ exit } l \text{ when true; } \{P\} \]
\[ \{P\} l: \text{loop exit } l \text{ when true; end loop } l; \{P\} \]
type rec S =

   loop of Label x Formula x S |

   exit of Formula x Label x Formula |

   ...

VCs (loop (l, Q, s), post, as) =
   {Implies (Q, Pre (s))} u VCs (s) Q, (l, post) u as

VCs (exit (P, l, B), post, as) =
   {Implies (and (P, Not B), Implies (And (P, B), Q_l))}
   when (l, Q_l) E as
Define: Validity $\phi \vdash \{P\} S \{Q\}$

$\exists \delta P$ is true in $\sigma$ & $\sigma \neq \text{error}$

$\Rightarrow Q_j$ is true in $\sigma$.

where $(j_1, \sigma') = (S[[S]] \sigma$)

and

$Q_j = \begin{cases} Q_j & \text{if } j \neq n \\ Q_i & \text{if } j = 1 \text{ for } (l, Q_l) \in \phi \\ \text{false else} \end{cases}$
Given \((I, Q_I) \vdash \{P\} S \{Q_I\}\):

\[
(P \land B) \Rightarrow Q_I
\]

\[
(I, Q_I) \vdash \{P\} \text{exit I when } B; \{P\} \land B; \{P\} \Rightarrow Q
\]
SOUNDNESS OF THE LOOP STATEMENT

Given: \( \Phi \cup (L, Q_l) \vdash \{I\} S \{I\} \)

Let \( \sigma \) s.t. \( I \) is true in \( \sigma \) (and \( f_p(\sigma) \) terminates)

\[ \sigma = \sigma \circ (\text{ne}, \sigma_1), (\text{ne}, \sigma_2), \ldots, (\text{ne}, \sigma_{n-1}), (j_1 \sigma_n) \]

By induction \( I \) is true in \( \sigma_{n-1} \)

- if \( j=1 \) then \( Q_l \) is true in \( \sigma_n \)
- if \( j \neq 1 \) then \( (j, Q_j) \in \phi \)
COMPLETENESS OF THE LOOP STATEMENT

Given: \( \Phi \vdash \{P\} \vdash \{Q\} \)

Show: \( F u (l_1 Q_1) \vdash \{l\} S \{l\} \)
where \( Q_1 = Q \) and \( l = wp (L, Q) \)

"half" \( \mathcal{K} [[S]] \sigma = (j_1 \sigma) \)
\( j \neq ne, j=1 \sigma(j, Q_j) \in \Phi \)
if \( j = 1 \) \( \mathcal{K} [[L]] \sigma = (ne, \sigma_1) \)

ow

\( \Phi u (l, Q) \vdash \{l\} L \{Q\} \)

= \( \Phi u (l, Q) \vdash \{l\} S L \{Q\} \)
VC GENERATION

\[
P::: = S \{Q\}
\]

\[
S::: = a;
\]

assert Q;
S S
if B then S else S end if;
inv Q while B loop S end loop;

P (program) has synthesized attribute VCs
set of verification conditions

S has inherited attribute post and synthesized
attributes pre and VCs
VC GENERATION FOR D STRUCTURES

\[ P :: = S \{Q\} \]
\[ P.VCs :: = S.VCs \]
\[ S.post :: = Q \]
\[ S :: = a; \]
\[ S.VCS :: = \emptyset \]
\[ S.pre :: = f(S.post) \]
\[ S :: = \text{assert } Q; \]
\[ S.VCS :: = \{Q \Rightarrow S.post\} \]
\[ S.pre :: = Q \]
\[ S \_1 :: = S_2 \text{ S}_3 \]
\[ S_1.VCs :: = S_2 \text{ VCs U S}_3 \text{ VCs} \]
\[ S_1.pre :: = S_2.pre \]
\[ S_2.post :: = S_3.pre \]
\[ S_3.post :: = S_1.post \]
VC GENERATION FOR LOOP CONSTRUCT

Add inherited attribute as for the list of assumptions

\[ S_1 :: = \text{I: inv Q loop } S_2 \text{ end loop I;} \]

\[ S_1.\text{pre} : = Q \]
\[ S_1.\text{VCs} : = \{Q \Rightarrow S_2 \text{ pre}\} U S_2 \text{ VC} s \]
\[ S_2.\text{post} : = Q \]
\[ S_2.\text{as} : = (I, S_1. \text{ post}) U S_1 \text{ as} \]

\[ A :: = \text{pre P exit I when B;} \]
\[ S.\text{pre} : = P \]
\[ S.\text{VCs} : = \{(P\&\neg B)\} \Rightarrow S.\text{post}, (P\&B) \Rightarrow Q_I\} \]
\[ \text{where } (I, Q_I) \in S.\text{as} \]
SIMULATING AG EVALUATION

1. General Method
2. Requires Recursive Types

1. CFG is rendered a type definition
2. Mutually Recursive Functions Written for Each Synthesized Attribute
3. Inherited Attributes are Passed as Arguments to Functions.
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Abstract
Ada* exception mechanisms have received much attention in evaluations of the language's design. In part, critics focus on the dynamic structure used to propagate a raised exception. Axiomatic proof rules for exceptions have already been proposed using an abstraction approach similar to that used for procedures and iteration. The approach augments a program to include specifications describing the particulars of exception declaration and propagation. The goal of this paper is to present an axiomatic system for exceptions that does not require augmented specifications. The reason for constructing such a description is not to ease proofs of programs using exceptions, but is instead to better represent the semantics of exceptions, particularly propagation.

Index Terms -- Ada, exceptions, verification, semantics (CR categories - 4.22, 5.24)

*Ada is a registered Trademark of the U.S.Government, Ada Joint Program Office.
1. INTRODUCTION

Program verification methods are generally useful in areas other than proving software. For example, Dijkstra [1] has shown the benefit in constructing a program, rather than as an analytic tool for an existing program. Further, proof techniques developed for various language features have helped language designers and implementors produce conceptually clearer languages and more uniform implementations.

In this paper we consider axiomatic rules for Ada exception mechanisms. Of special interest are rules to accommodate exceptions raised in a procedure and propagated to the calling environment. In part, our purpose is to demonstrate that axiomatic descriptions might be differently formulated to represent the semantics of exception features than when used in proofs. Our rules are more closely aligned to the semantics of exceptions than to proofs. Since Ada uses the dynamic path through the program to bind a raised exception to a handler, the mechanisms we present elaborate possible execution paths through a program. Thus they provide the basis for describing dynamic identifier binding such as seen in languages APL, SNOBOL, and LISP.

We present mechanisms that are analogous to those presented by Dijkstra in [1], in which concrete mechanisms are first presented and then generalized to allow for proofs. For example, Dijkstra first presents transformers for iteration which don't require induction, and he then generalizes these for arguing about more realistic programs. We present mechanisms which describe exceptions. Luckham and Polak [2] have already described exception mechanisms axiomatically in a form that may be used to argue about programs. They augment programs with specifications describing:

- For every handler, an assertion that will be true whenever one of the exceptions in a when clause is raised, and
- Exception propagation; each exception propagated by a subprogram must be specified by an assertion that is true when the exception is propagated.

Our goal is to have proof rules that don't require additional specifications. Although we realize that augmenting the program with assertions is necessary for verification, a rudimentary description better demonstrates the semantics of exceptions.
1.1 Ada Exceptions

Programs are often required to display normal behavior in the presence of unexpected conditions or failures. So long as the failure does not indicate a flaw in the program logic, termination of the program may not be necessary and processing may continue. Exceptions provide this capability for Ada programs.

Ada Exceptions are declared in the same manner as any other object. A handler, or service routine, must also be defined, and it may exist at the end of any Ada block. When an exceptional condition is signaled, normal execution is diverted to the appropriate handler. Handlers for an exception may be defined in different blocks depending on the scope and visibility rules of Ada. Determining the handler to be used in servicing an exception is done based on the dynamic flow of execution through the program. Further, the point at which execution continues after an exception has been handled depends on which handler is used.

User-defined exceptions are placed in the declarative part of a program unit as in the example:

```
STACK_OVERFLOW, STACK_UNDER : exception;
```

In contrast to user-defined exceptions, several are predefined as a part of the standard environment for a program. Built-in exceptions include `constraint_error`, `numeric_error`, `program_error`, and `tasking_error`. The programmer must supply handlers for built-in exceptions, but they are raised automatically by the supporting runtime system (unless suppressed). Exceptions may be explicitly asserted with the `raise` statement. For example:

```
raise ACCESS_VIOLATION;
```

Since handlers are placed only at the end of a block, the handler that will be used for any exception raised in a block does not change during execution of the block. This is one of the key differences between conditions in PL/1 and Ada exceptions. The PL/1 ON-statement may be used to alter the handler for a raised condition at any point during execution.

Determining the handler to be used for a raised exception in Ada and the point where control returns after the handler completes depends on where the exception is raised and whether a handler exists in the block. In the simple case, an exception, say E, is raised in the statement part of the block and a handler (or others clause) exists in the exception part. The statements following the `raise` are abandoned in this situation and control returns to the calling program unit.

If there is not a handler or others clause in the raising block then the block is abandoned and the exception is raised in the calling block (in the case of a subprogram). Propagation, as this is called, uses the dynamic calling structure of the program to bind a raised exception to a handler. Other cases exist, in which an exception may be raised in the elaboration of the declarative part of a
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program, in a rendezvous between tasks or in the execution of a handler. In these instances, the exception is also propagated. Propagation of exceptions is analogous to the dynamic identifier binding strategy used in several interpreted languages.

### 1.2 Binding Exceptions to Handlers

When an exception is propagated, the nesting of procedure calls determines the order of search for a handler. Suppose the execution of procedure P causes E1 to be raised, but P does not contain a handler for E1. E1 is propagated to all subroutines nested in the call leading to P's execution. Each active procedure, from the most recent backwards, is examined for an appropriate handler. While executing a program, it is common to have more than one active handler for an exception. Further, if a procedure on separate invocations raises the exception E1, it may be handled differently each time it is raised.

Verification of exceptions is complicated by propagation. For example, consider the program L in Figure 1. The procedure R is invoked twice, and each time it raises the exception T. R does not contain a handler for T, and in fact, on successive calls to R propagation results in different handlers being used. Two handlers for the exception T exist the second time the statement

\[
\text{raise T;}
\]

in procedure R is executed. One of these handlers is created when execution of L begins; the other when procedure Q is called from L. The procedure demonstrates how different handlers may be used to service a `raise` statement on different executions of the encompassing procedure.

```ada
procedure L is;
    T : exception;
    procedure R is;
    begin    raise T;
    end R;
    procedure Q is;
    begin    call R;
            exception when T => put ("Q's handler used");
    end Q;
    begin    call Q;
            call R;
            exception when T => put ("L's handler used");
    end L;
```

Figure 1. Dynamically binding exceptions to handlers.
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1.3 Proof Strategy

Ideally, a predicate transformer should be formed for each procedure used in a program. In constructing a proof, the transformer should be applied each time the procedure is called, as determined by the proof rule for procedure call. When used in this manner, a procedure’s transformer serves as a description of the effect of invoking the procedure, and it appropriately means that the effect of the procedure is the same, withstanding parameters, each time it is called. Axiomatic rules, adhere to the ideal that a procedure is a parameterized abstraction, but this is done through PRE and POST assertions rather than a predicate transformer. When used properly, procedures have the same meaning each time they are called. With propagated exceptions, however, a procedure’s meaning may change each time it is called. Aside from parameters, the exception handlers may be different for each call. The concept of PRE and POST assertions for a procedure must be extended to accommodate the changing meaning that propagation may cause.

The question naturally arises: How can a static description method accurately treat exception binding that relies on the dynamic nature of the program? Ada is defined in such a manner that static analysis of code can determine all possible procedure nestings when an exception is raised. The procedure execution history is a sequence of nested procedure calls leading to the statement causing the exception. The history may be determined through static path analysis of the program. Properties of the language allowing this are:

- procedure variables are not permitted in the language,
- procedure references are resolved using scope and visibility rules which are based on the textual structure of the program,
- A single Ada block may define only one handler for any given exception. Although PL/1, in which any number of handlers may be defined in a block, may be statically analyzed, the analysis is simplified by this restriction.
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2. BINDINGS FOR AXIOMATIC DESCRIPTIONS

To simplify the rules which follow, we restrict the language in a manner to allow for exceptions in the absence of several other language features. Rules are presented based on a language framework including procedures (without global references), assignment, scalar types and if-then-else selective statements. Exceptions are raised explicitly with the RAISE statement, and handlers are defined according to the language.

The rules presented do not deal with exceptions that are raised in elaboration of a declarative region. Further, we assume that a handler will be found for a raised exception. The rules assume that pragma supress is not used and that built-in and user defined exceptions are enabled.

2.1 Substitution Operator and General Axioms

Simultaneous substitution $R(F_1/X_1, \ldots, F_n/X_n)$ is the predicate $R$ with $F_i$ replacing all free occurrences of $Y_i$. The substitutions take place simultaneously; that is, each substitution is not affected by any other, provided that all $X_i$ are distinct.

The general axioms presented here are also adapted from Floyd [3]. These are:

If $|- \ P \ (S) \ Q$ and $|- \ P' \ (S) \ Q'$
then Ax1. $|- \ P \ and \ P' \ (S) \ Q \ and \ Q'$
Ax2. $|- \ P \ or \ P' \ (S) \ Q \ or \ Q'$

2.2 Predicates and Continuations

The predicates used in an axiomatic description of a language are first order logic assertions whose free variables are the user-defined identifiers from the program. The predicates characterize the state space of the program. To these predicates we add a characterization of the continuation. A continuation predicate accompanies a statement's post condition to indicate how execution proceeds. The predicate, which is similar to the continuation function of a denotational description [4], characterizes one of three possible continuations:

CONT -- continue
ABAN -- abandon
PROP T -- propagate the exception named T
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Predicates over the identifiers of the program characterize continuation states. For example,
\[ X + 5 \leq \text{integer}'\text{last} \]
is one of the conjuncts in a predicate we call
\[ \text{NOEXCEPT}(X + 5) \]
The predicate characterizes the CONT continuation state for evaluating the expression \( X + 5 \).
Post assertions are augmented to include a conjunct characterizing the continuation state. We have constructed the rules in such a way as to allow the post assertion for a command to include possibly many disjuncts. Each disjunct describes a separate execution path through the statement. Disjuncts are made up of a predicate describing the state space for the path and a predicate describing the continuation state.

2.3 Axiom Scheme for Assignment

To provide the distinction between execution paths through the program we use Floyd’s strongest verifiable consequent (svc) rule [3] and apply it to axiomatics. The rule takes the form:

\[ \vdash P \text{ and NOEXCEPT}(f(x,y)) \{x:=f(x,y)\} \]

\[ \exists x_0(x=f(x_0,y) \text{ and } P(x_0/x) \text{ and } \text{CONT} \]

With the simplified NOEXCEPT given above, we might have as an axiom:

\[ \vdash x>5 \text{ and } x+5\leq\text{integer}'\text{last} \{x:=x+5\} \]

\[ \exists x_0(x=x_0+5 \text{ and } x_0>5) \text{ and } \text{CONT} \]

which can be simplified to:

\[ \vdash x>5 \text{ and } x+5 \leq \text{integer}'\text{last} \{x:=x+5\} \ x>10 \text{ and } \text{CONT} \]

When it is convenient, we will drop the predicate NOEXCEPT from preconditions for brevity and clarity.

2.4 Explicitly Raising an Exception

The predicate transformer for a raise statement that may result in propagating the exception to a nonlocal handler is now presented. To determine which handler of the possibly many active ones will be used, a set of active handlers could be retained for each execution path. Although this approach would have the advantage of reflecting the dynamic declaring environment existing at the
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point of raising the exception, Ada semantics define propagation in terms of abandoning the current frame and raising the exception in the calling procedure. To do this our rule for raising an exception checks whether the exception is defined in the block or whether it must be propagated outside the block. Accordingly the continuation state is set.

To determine whether a handler is locally declared, we add an indication of the exception handlers to the language of the system. Thus, if we have:

```
begin
    S_0
    exception when E_1 => S_1; ... when E_n => S_n;
end;
```

We represent this in proofs as: \( P(S_0 \Delta E_1 => S_1 \ldots E_n => S_n) \) and we will abbreviate \( E_1 => S_1 \ldots E_n => S_n \) as just \( E_H \). If \( S_0 \) is compound then we keep \( E_H \) for each command in \( S_0 \). If the set of handlers does not enter into the rules for the statement, then it is dropped from the rule. The rules for raising an exception using the set of local handlers as:

- \( \text{if T handled in } E_H \text{ by } S_i \text{ and } \vdash P (S_i \Delta \text{no-handle}) Q \) then \( \vdash P \{ \text{RAISE T } \Delta E_H \} Q \) and ABAN

According to the rule, if a handler for \( T \) is local to the block, then the state space is effected by executing the handler. The continuation state in this case indicates that the remainder of the block is to be abandoned. This state will be passed through any remaining statements in the block. Note that no-handle is the local set of handlers for executing the handler \( S_i \). That is to say, if an exception is encountered in handling an exception, then the exception is propagated to the invoking environment.

Alternatively, another rule is needed when the handler is not contained in the excepting block. The following rule causes the exception to be propagated to the calling environment.

- \( \text{if T not handled in } E_H \) then \( \vdash P \{ \text{RAISE T } \Delta E_H \} \) P and PROP T

When the exception must be propagated to the calling environment the precondition \( P \) must also serve as the precondition (possibly modified by environment changes) for the handler eventually found.
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2.5 Sequential Composition

Sequential composition is no longer sequential composition, at least not referring to sequential execution of statements. That is, when a sequencer is introduced to the language, the semi-colon no longer implies sequential execution. One approach would be to consider commands to be separate from sequencers, and to allow sequential composition to be applied to commands only. The problem with this approach is that implicitly raised exceptions turn a command into a sequencer. Thus, the normal rule for composition must be modified for Ada even without explicit exceptions. Here we present three rules for composition, one for each continuation state. When an exception has been noted (by an ABAN or PROP continuation state), subsequent statements in the block are ignored by the rule.

A. Abandoned execution paths:

If \( |\cdot P \{S_1\} Q \) and ABAN

then \( |\cdot P \{S_1; S_2\} Q \) and ABAN

B. Propagate an exception along the path:

If \( |\cdot P \{S_1\} Q \) and PROP T

then \( |\cdot P \{S_1; S_2\} Q \) and PROP T

C. Continued statements:

If \( |\cdot P \{S_1\} Q \) and CONT and \( |\cdot Q \{S_2\} R \) and CONT

then \( |\cdot P \{S_1; S_2\} R \) and CONT

2.6 A Selection Rule: if-then-else

The rule for if-then-else is modified to characterize the separate execution paths as done by Floyd [3]. The rule takes the form:

If \( |\cdot \) P and B \{S_1\} Q and \( |\cdot \) P and ~B \{S_2\} R

then \( |\cdot P \{if \ B \ then \ S_1 \ else \ S_2\} Q \) or R
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2.7 An Example of a Locally Handled Exception

Thus far, the rules presented are sufficient to see how explicitly raised exceptions are bound to local handlers. The following example is constructed to demonstrate a block which can conclude after handling an exception or normally.

```
begin
  PRE(x > 5);
  if x = 7 then RAISE T;
  else x := x + 2; endif;
  x := x + 1;
exception
  when T => x := x + 4;
end;
```

We want to show:

- \( x > 5 \) (if-then-else; \( x := x + 1 \))
- \( (x > 8 \text{ and } x \neq 10 \text{ and CONT}) \text{ or } (x > 9 \text{ and } x = 11 \text{ and ABAN}) \)

To argue this we show a proof of each path through the program and then combine them using axiom Ax2.

Since \( |-x > 5 \text{ and } x = 7 \{x := x + 4 \Delta \text{ no-handle}\} x > 9 \text{ and } x = 11 \text{ and CONT} \)
we have: \( |-x > 5 \text{ and } x = 7 \{\text{RAISE T} \Delta E_H\} x > 9 \text{ and } x = 11 \text{ and ABAN} \)
and for the if: \( |-x > 5 \text{ and } x = 7 \{\text{if-then-else}\} x > 9 \text{ and } x = 11 \text{ and ABAN} \)
(We have removed the "or FALSE and CONT" from the else clause). Applying the ;
- \( |-x > 5 \text{ and } x = 7 \{\text{if-then-else; } x := x + 1\} x > 9 \text{ and } x = 11 \text{ and ABAN}\) (1)
Following a similar argument for the else path we get:
- \( |-x > 5 \text{ and } x \neq 7 \{\text{if-then-else; } x := x + 1\} x > 8 \text{ and } x \neq 10 \text{ and CONT}\) (2)
Combining (1) and (2) using axiom Ax 2 provides the desired theorem.

2.7 Propagating Exceptions and Procedure Calls

As can be seen with the above argument, proofs are constructed based upon possible execution paths through the program. Although the rules for procedure invocation do not explicitly show this proof approach (neither does the rule for if-then-else), one can see that we rely on the availability of path information. The path provides access to the nesting structure of procedure calls; thus allowing raised (and propagated) exceptions to be bound to the most recently created handler (dynamic binding). A rule for procedures is now presented to demonstrate handling
propagated exceptions. The rule is simplified by excluding nonlocal references from the procedure and problems arising from aliases created through parameters. Procedures are abstracted through PRE and POST assertions, and we assume that \( \text{|= PRE ( S ) POST} \) where S is the statement body of the procedure. POST is assumed to be in the form:

\[
(D_1 \text{ and } C_1) \text{ or } (D_2 \text{ and } C_2) \text{ or } \ldots \text{ or } (D_n \text{ and } C_n)
\]

where: \( D_i \) is a predicate characterizing the data state of the computation and \( C_i \) is a predicate characterizing the continuation state.

If we have a call to R, where R is defined with parameter x;

\[
\text{call R ( a );}
\]

then the following rule applies:

\[
\text{|= P and PRE(a/x) \{call R(a) \Delta E_H\} Q_1 \text{ or } Q_2 \text{ or } \ldots \text{ or } Q_n}
\]

where each \( Q_i \) is derived from \( D_i, C_i \) according to:

If \( C_i \) is PROP T

then if T is handled in E_H at j and

\[
\text{|= P and PRE(a/x) and } D_i(a/x) \{S_j \Delta \text{ no-handle}\} R_i
\]

then \( Q_i \) is \((R_i \text{ and ABAN})\)

else if T is not handled in E_H

then \( Q_i \) is \((P \text{ and PRE(a/x) and } D_i(a/x) \text{ and PROP T})\)

otherwise \((C_i \text{ is ABAN or CONT})\)

\( Q_i \) is \((D_i(a/x) \text{ and CONT})\)

2.8 An Example of Exception Propagation

We modify the previous example to contain a procedure, R, that does not handle exception T:

\[
\text{procedure R ( x ) is;}
\]

\[
\text{PRE ( x>5 );}
\]

\[
\text{POST (( x>8 \text{ and } x\neq 10 \text{ and CONT}) \text{ or } (x=7 \text{ and PROP T}))};
\]

\[
\text{begin \ if \ x=7 \text{ then RAISE T;}}
\]

\[
\text{\hspace{1cm} else } x := x + 2; \text{ endif;}
\]

\[
\text{x := x + 1;}
\]

\[
\text{end R;}
\]
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If we have a call to R as in the block below then the T raised in R should be propagated and handled in the calling block.

```
begin  PRE ( a > 6 );
    call R ( a );
    exception
        when T => a := a + 3;
end;
```

We show:

\[
\text{|-- a>6 \{ call R(a) E_H \} (a>8 \text{ and } a\neq10 \text{ and } \text{CONT}) \text{ or } (a=10 \text{ and } \text{ABAN})}
\]

Applying the procedure call rule:

\[
Q_1 \text{ is obtained by substituting on the post condition POST as:}
\]

\[
(a>6 \text{ and } a\neq10 \text{ and } \text{CONT})
\]

\[
Q_2 \text{ is obtained from the first half of the rule since } C_2 \text{ is } \text{PROP T and } T \text{ is handled locally:}
\]

\[
\text{|-- a>6 and a>5 and a=7 and NOEXCEPT(a+3) \{ a:=a+3 \Delta \text{no-handle } \}}
\]

\[
a=a_0+3 \text{ and } a_0>6 \text{ and } a_0>5 \text{ and } a_0=7 \text{ and } \text{CONT}
\]

i.e.,

\[
\text{|-- a=7 \{ a:=a+3 \Delta \text{no-handle } \} a=10 \text{ and } \text{CONT}
\]

So, \(Q_2\) is \((a=10 \text{ and } \text{ABAN})\) providing our desired result.

3. SUMMARY

An axiomatic approach to describing exception propagation in Ada must be based on the execution paths through a program since a raised exception is bound to the most recently created handler. This paper presents rules which are applied based on execution paths. Predicates describing the continuation state of a command are used to augment post conditions. The continuation state information is propagated through execution paths along with predicates characterizing the data space of a program. An adaptation of Floyd's Strongest Verifiable Consequent (SVC) is used to generate post conditions.

When commands, such as assignment statements, may cause exceptions to invoke specific actions rather than abort in error, typical rules for sequential composition of statements must be modified. In Ada and other languages, such as PL/1, commands (and expressions) that may
generate exceptions must be considered to be sequencing statements. With this possibility, we can no longer define the semi-colon occurring between two commands to imply sequential composition. It must instead revert to being a statement separator (or terminator). In this paper we present rules for commands that provide continuation semantics along with functional semantics. The rule for a semi-colon is modified to account for the possible continuation states resulting from commands (and sequencers).
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**Goal:**

To have proof rules that don't require additional specifications and which conceptually represent the semantics of exception propagation.

- Propagation uses the dynamic calling structure of the program to bind a raised exception to a handler.

- Propagated exceptions consequently possess many of the properties of dynamically bound identifiers.
Proof Strategy

To allow for the dynamic nature of propagation, we present rules that aid in identifying the execution paths through a program (strongest verifiable consequent).

Continuations for Axiomatic Systems:

Augment predicates characterizing the state space of a program with predicates characterizing the continuation state.
We are concerned with three:

- **CONT** continue
- **ABAN** abandon
- **PROP T** propagate T

Assignment:

\[ \begin{align*}
| - & \quad P \text{ and } \text{NOEXCEPT}(f(x,y)) \{ x := f(x,y) \} \\
\quad & \exists x_0 (x = f(x_0, y) \text{ and } P(x_0/x)) \text{ and } \text{CONT}
\end{align*} \]
**NOEXCEPT** ($f$) is a predicate over program identifiers characterizing the data states in which $f$ may be evaluated without generating an exception.

**Example:**

One of the conjuncts in **NOEXCEPT**($X+5$) is: $X + 5 \leq \text{integer}$ `last`

So we might have as an example of assignment:

$$\Gamma_{x > 5 \text{ and } \text{NOEXCEPT } (X+5)} \{X := X+5\}$$

$$\exists X_0 \ (X = X_0 + 5 \text{ and } X_0 > 5) \text{ and } \text{CONT}$$
Raising and Exception:

if T handled in E_H by S_i and

\[\vdash P \{ S_i \triangle no-handle \} Q \text{ and CONT} \]

then

\[\vdash P \{ \text{RAISE } T \triangle E_H \} Q \text{ and ABAN} \]

if T not handled in E_H

then

\[\vdash P \{ \text{RAISE } T \triangle E_H \} P \text{ and PROP } T \]
WHEN RAISING an EXCEPTION:

1. E_H is an abbreviation for:
   
   exception when E_1 ⇒ S_i . . . 
   when E_n ⇒ S_n 
   
   end

2. When T is handled in E_H we show:

   \[ \neg P \{ S_i \triangle no\_handle \} Q \text { and CONT} \]

   Which says that if an exception occurs in handling an exception, then propagate it.

3. We abandon the remainder of the statements in any event by

   PROPT or ABAN
WHEN A LANGUAGE PROVIDES IMPLICIT EXCEPTIONS, SEQUENTIAL COMPOSITION MUST BE MODIFIED

A COMMAND BECOMES A SEQUENCER WHEN AN IMPLICIT EXCEPTION (THAT WILL BE HANDLED) IS RAISED
Sequential Composition:

a. if ├ P { S₁ } Q and ABAN

    then ├ P { S₁ ; S₂ } Q and ABAN

b. if ├ P { S₁ } Q and PROP T

    then ├ P { S₁ ; S₂ } Q and PROP T

c. if ├ P { S₁ } Q and CONT and

    ├ Q { S₂ } R and CONT

    then ├ P { S₁ ; S₂ } R and CONT
If-then-else

\[
\text{if } \Gamma \vdash P \land B \{ S_1 \} Q \quad \text{and} \\
\Gamma \vdash P \land \neg B \{ S_2 \} R
\]

then

\[
\Gamma \vdash P \{ \text{if } B \text{ then } S_1 \text{ else } S_2 \} Q \lor R
\]
B? \hspace{1cm} P

P and B \hspace{1cm} P and \sim B

Q \hspace{1cm} R

S_1 \hspace{1cm} S_2

Lindquist (AZ State)
Procedure Calls and Propagation:

Abstract procedures through PRE and POST assertions. Also assume that POST is of form:

\[(D_1 \text{ and } C_1) \text{ or } \ldots \text{ or } (D_n \text{ and } C_n)\]

where: \(D_i\) characterizes the data state,
\(C_i\) characterizes the continuation.
if we have a call to procedure R with parameter x then the following rule applies:  
\[ \text{|} - \ P \text{ and } PRE(a/x) \{ \text{call } R(a) \triangle \ E_H \} \]

\[ Q_1 \text{ or } Q_2 \text{ or } \ldots \text{ or } Q_n \]

where each \( Q_i \) is derived from \( D_i, C_i \) as:

if \( C_i \) is PROP T

then if T is handled in E_H at j and

\[ \text{|} - \ P \text{ and } PRE(a/x) \text{ and } D_i(a/x) \]

\{ S_j \triangle \text{ no-handle } \} R_i

then \( Q_i \) is \( (R_i \text{ and ABAN}) \)

else if T is not handled in E_H

then \( Q_i \) is \( (P \text{ and } PRE(a/x) \text{ and } D_i(a/x) \text{ and PROP T}) \)
otherwise ($C_i$ is ABAN or CONT)

$Q_i$ is ($D_i(a/x)$ and CONT)
Summary

- sequential composition must change when commands become sequencers as in Ada.

- strongest verifiable consequent allows easier identification of execution paths — thus providing dynamic propagation
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The PROSPECTA project shall provide a rigorous methodology for developing correct software and a comprehensive support system.

The methodology shall allow the integration of program construction and validation during the development process. Customer and implementor start with a formal specification, the interface or "contract". This initial specification can then gradually be transformed into an optimized machine-oriented executable program. The final version is obtained by stepwise application of transformation rules. These are carried out by the system, guided interactively by the implementor or automatically by compact transformation tools.

The final version is correct by construction: only the applicability of transformation rules needs to be validated at each step, assisted by the system.

Transformation rules are proved correct once and for all. They shall form the nucleus of an extendible knowledge base, the method bank, together with prefabricated program components, previous program versions, and entire development histories that can be replayed.

The strict methodology of Program Development by Transformation shall be completely supported and controlled by the system, enabling the construction of "a priori" correct programs from formal specifications. However, the system shall also allow other program development styles where the user assumes responsibility for unguarded development transitions. Moreover, it shall be possible to integrate existing program components based on their specification, and to develop them further.

The system shall comprise basic components for the application of individual transformation rules and of compact development methods described as transformation scripts; these will provide its real power. Any kind of system activity is conceptually and technically regarded as a transformation of a "program" at one of the system layers. This provides for a uniform user interface, reduces system complexity, and shall allow the construction of system components in a highly generative way.

Choosing Ada/Anna as a standard language, and standard tool interfaces (DIANA, CAIS, PCTE), shall ensure portability of the system as well as of the newly developed software.
3 Objectives

Correct Programs

Current software developments are characterized by ad-hoc techniques, chronic failure to meet deadlines because of inability to manage complexity, and unreliability of software products. The major objective of the PROSPECTRA project is to provide a technological basis for developing correct programs. This will be achieved by a methodology that starts from a formal specification and integrates verification into the development process. Complexity is managed by abstraction, modularization and stepwise transformation. Programs need no further debugging; they are correct by construction w.r.t. the initial specification. Adaptative maintenance is greatly facilitated by replay of developments.

Rigorous Methodology

The envisaged methodology for program development shall be sufficiently rigorous, on a solid formal basis, to allow validation of correctness during the complete development process. It is deemed to be more realistic than the conventional style of a posteriori verification: the construction process and the validation process are broken down into manageable steps; both are coordinated and integrated into an implementation process by stepwise transformation that guarantees a priori correctness w.r.t. the original specification. Efficiency considerations and machine-oriented implementation detail come in by conscious design decisions from the implementor when applying pre-conceived transformation rules. A long-term research aim is the incorporation of goal orientation into the development process. In particular, the crucial selection in large libraries of rules has to reflect the reasoning process in the development.

Formal Specification

Formal specification shall be the foundation of the development to enable the use of formal methods. Existing specification techniques shall be consolidated and made amenable to mechanical verification. High-level development of specifications and abstract implementations (a variation of "logic programming") is seen as the central "programming" activity in the future.

Uniform Language Spectrum

Development by transformation receives increased attention world-wide. However, it has mostly been applied to research languages. Instantiating the general methodology and the support system to Ada and Anna (its complement for formal specification) shall make it realistic for systems development including concurrency aspects. Ada/Anna taken together cover the complete spectrum of language levels from formal specifications and applicative implementations to imperative and machine-dependent representations. Uniformity of the language enables uniformity of the transformation methodology and its formal basis. It is hoped that the complexity of Ada itself will also become more manageable. Stepwise transformations synthesize Ada programs such that many detailed language rules necessary to achieve reliability in direct Ada programming are obeyed by construction and need not concern the program developer.

In its present extent, the project will concentrate on specification and implementation development at the applicative level and the generation of imperative versions. Optimization transformations at the imperative level, analogous to those of a conventional optimizing compiler, will be of less concern.

Method Bank as Knowledge Base

Individual transformation rules, compact automated transformation scripts and advanced transformation methods shall be developed for Ada/Anna to form the kernel of an extendible method bank. It shall thus embody some formalized
"programming" knowledge and expertise analogously to a handbook of physics. It is also expected to provide initial support for goal-oriented selection of rules and scripts. Presently, the PROSPECTRA project does not yet incorporate the development of a full scale expert system for program development; this may well be an objective for the future.

**Comprehensive System Support**

Support of the methodology by a powerful system is essential. It shall consist of a comprehensive set of interrelated components forming an advanced Ada Program development Support Environment. Existing environments only support the conventional activities of edit, compile, execute, debug. Existing transformation systems are mostly experimental and hardly have production quality in user interface, efficient transformation or library support. Conventional verification systems are monolithic and only support a post-teriori verification. The support of correct and efficient transformations is seen as a major advance in programming environment technology.

**Reduction of Systems Complexity**

The central concept of system activity shall be the application of transformations to trees. Generator components shall be employed to incorporate the hierarchical multi-language approach, to construct transformers for individual transformation rules and to incorporate the hierarchical multi-language approach. Generators increase flexibility and avoid duplication of efforts; thus the overall systems complexity is significantly reduced.

**Perspicuous User Interface**

Reduction of system complexity shall also imply a reduction of the diversity of user interactions. A small number of uniformly applicable commands shall form the basis for communication with the system. The user interface shall benefit from high-resolution display technology to present a hierarchy of rules, program versions, catalogues, commands, and development histories in a perspicuous form on appropriate windows manageable in parallel. Each such object shall have a uniform internal representation as a tree with different classes of attributes. However, the user shall always operate on the particular intuitive external form in which the tree is paraphrased (a text, a menu).

**Efficient Transformation**

Transformers shall be generated for (classes of) rules and scripts. In analogy to LALR parser generators, the tree transformer generator shall analyze the properties of a rule in the context of other rules to compute application strategies etc. at transformer generation time. This allows a significant increase in efficiency at transformer execution time, in particular for scripts, i.e. sets of rules to be applied together. In existing systems, applicability conditions for rules are either expressed purely syntactically or as verification conditions about the context to be proved on the side. In the proposed system, applicability conditions shall be described in terms of semantic attributes. This is appealing from a conceptual point of view since it relates to the well-understood notion of attribute grammars. On the implementation side, a considerable increase in efficiency of transformation application can be expected, as context information is available locally and can be incrementally updated.

**Transformation Scripts**

The transition from collections of individual rules to scripts is a major step forward in the mechanization of transformation descriptions. Rules shall be described uniformly, whether used individually or incorporated into a script. Optional application strategies shall be furnished separately. Scripts can be seen as a structured breakdown of monolithic optimizers; they can be applied individually under the methodology, guided interactively by the user.
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4 Compliance with ESPRIT

Engineering Discipline

The PROSPECTRA project aims at making software development an engineering discipline. In the development process, ad hoc techniques shall be replaced by the proposed uniform and coherent methodology, covering the complete development cycle. Programming techniques shall be formalized as transformation rules and methods with the same rigor as engineering calculus and construction methods, on a solid theoretical basis. Rules in the method bank shall be proved correct once and for all and shall thus allow a high degree of confidence. Since the methodology can be completely controlled by the system, reliability is significantly improved and higher quality can be expected.

Specification

Formal specification of requirements, interfaces and abstract designs (including concurrency) shall relieve the programmer from unnecessary detail at an early stage. Detail comes in by gradual optimizing transformation, but only where necessary for efficiency reasons. Validation by formal verification is integrated into the construction process. Specifications are the basis for adaptations in evolving systems, with possible replay of the implementation.

Programming Language Standard

Ada will become central for a common European technology base. Dedicated to embedded information systems, it allows the integration of HW and SW solutions. Complemented by Anna, it covers the complete spectrum from non-imperative specification and design to machine-oriented representations where required.

Research Consolidation

Research in language design and methodology has traditionally come from Europe; strong expertise in formal methods is concentrated here and has had considerable international influence. It is of strategic importance to encourage research and retain its potential in Europe. The PROSPECTRA project shall contribute to the technology transfer from academia to industry by consolidating converging research in formal methods, specification and non-imperative "logic" programming, stepwise verification, formalized implementation techniques, transformation systems, and human interfaces.

Industry of Software Components

The portability of Ada allows pre-fabrication of software components. This is explicitly supported by the methodology. A component is catalogued on the basis of its interface. Formal specification in Anna gives the complete semantics as observable by the user; the implementation is hidden and may remain a company secret of the producer. Ada/Anna and the methodology emphasize the pre-fabrication of generic, universally usable components that can be instantiated according to need. This will invariably cut down production costs by avoiding duplicate efforts. The production of perhaps small but universally marketable components on a common technology base will not only foster a European market but also assist smaller companies in Europe.

Tool Environment

Emphasis on the development of a comprehensive support system is mandatory to make the methodology realistic. The system can be seen as an integrated set of tools based on a minimal Ada Program Support Environment. As such the system shall be compatible by adhering to emerging interface standards such as DIANA, CAIS and the planned ESPRIT Portable Common Tool Environment. Because of the generative nature of system components, adaptation to future languages shall be comparatively easy.
In relation to the ESPRIT 1984 Workplan, the following R&D topics are covered:

2.1: general, and type B projects:

- practical and disciplined system development methods: a coherent methodology as well as individual methods, e.g. interface transformation,

- effective methods of software production and maintenance: a coherent methodology covering software production as well as maintenance; the latter does not require debugging, but allows adaptation and evolution of systems by changes to the original specification and replay of developments, also including:

  - use of existing components in new developments: based on Ada packages and Anna specifications
  - formal semantics of interfaces: algebraic specification in Anna related to formal semantic model
  - (validation and) verification: of implementations against specification; of applicability conditions
  - capturing of requirements: as (incomplete) algebraic requirements specifications
  - development of notations with well-founded semantics: multi-language paraphrasing of Ada/Anna programs, transformation rules, etc.
  - reliability of specifications: formal specifications
  - specification of sequential and concurrent systems: Ada and extension of Anna for specification of concurrent systems
  - decomposition, integration, compatibility of HW/SW subsystems ...: via Ada/Anna package specifications
  - HW/SW migration: possible based on specification
  - system optimization: via optimizing transformations

- representation and transformation tools (major emphasis here), includes multi-level, attribute oriented paraphrasing on screen

- verification and (validation) tools: verification of Anna Logic and verification conditions,

- component library support tools: for Ada/Anna program components and also for transformation rules, scripts, methods and development histories,

- configuration management tools: interface to PCTE for version management etc.

- documentation tools: implicitly, since specifications, transformations, in fact whole developments are recorded
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5 State of the Art

Methodological Framework

Although program development by stepwise transformation has attracted considerable interest and substantial work has been carried out by various groups (e.g. Darlington/Burstall, CIP/Munich, PECOS/Barstow, ZAP/Feather, POPART/Wile) no production-level system to support this method has yet appeared (see "Program Transformation Systems" by H. Partsch, R. Steinbrüggen, Computing Surveys 15:3).

Experiments with prototype systems showed clearly that the problem of systematically using a large collection of transformation rules has to be solved. The problem is to structure the transformation bank in such a way as to reflect the systematic, goal-oriented reasoning necessary to select a transformation. It should then be possible to automatically support each development step in an effective way without abolishing the guiding intuition of the programmer.

The problem of structuring collections of transformation rules combined with an appropriate strategy for application is related to the work on optimizing compilers (e.g. PGCC/Wulf). No notation for rule scripts has yet been developed that combines the elegance of individual rules with efficient applicability.

As concerns specification development, in particular development methods, the work on CLEAR (putting theories together) by Burstall, Goguen is most relevant as an attempt to make the specification activity a constructive development process.

Formal Basis

In the past, considerable progress has been made in the development of a formal basis for software construction. Denotational semantics, assertion logics, algebraic specifications, transformational semantics have been major areas of successful research (cf. Formal Methods Appraisal study for the EC). Practical outcome of the theoretical work are program support systems connected with functional programming languages, program verification, specification languages and prototypers, and program transformation systems. Not all aspects of programming and program development, however, are equally well developed. In particular, the semantics of concurrent communicating programs is a topic of current research. It seems, however, as if research in this area is just beginning to converge towards a few basic principles such as observability concepts for streams of communication actions. Moreover, Hehner and Hoare have recently proposed methods for specification of such communicating processes.

What is missing at present is a consolidation of the various formal models into a formal framework that can serve as a uniform basis for a practical software development system that provides support for all development phases from the initial specification to final implementation. The correctness of transformation rules can then be verified against the formal model framework.

Transformation in Ada/Anna

Some catalogues of transformations have been assembled for various high-level languages. Of particular interest is the structured approach of the CIP group. The program development language CIPL is formally defined by transformational semantics, mapping all constructs in the wide spectrum of the language to an applicative language kernel that is defined denotationally. These basic transformation rules have an axiomatic nature: compact rules for program development
can be derived from them in a formal way.

Most of Anna is defined by transformational semantics mapping elaborate annotations into simple assertions.

**Generative Approach to Program Transformation**

The system as proposed needs a generative approach to the implementation of transformations. Transformation rules as given by the designers and incrementally added by the programmer will automatically be implemented by an adequate set of generators.

For a clear interface, several description mechanisms are needed. Firstly, the correspondence between string and tree representations of programs has to be described to allow for generation of parsing and pretty-printing. Secondly, the basic transformation rules as target for the translation of program development steps have to be supported by a generative system.

State-of-the-art generative techniques for the automatic implementation of transformers offer:

- efficient checking for rule applicability
- efficient restoring of consistency after transformation.

At least the following three systems are relevant:

- the MENTOR system at INRIA
- the Cornell synthesizer generator and
- the OPTRAN system at Saarbrücken.

The MENTOR system was designed for (PASCAL)-program development, but has later on been extended to a generating system (which is also the case for the Cornell system). Transformation rules must be explicitly "programmed" by the user who takes care of the collecting of context information and the resolution of conflicts for rule application.

The Cornell synthesizer generator produces program development tools with much emphasis on editing. It has no description mechanism for arbitrary program transformations.

The OPTRAN system is the basis for the work done in the PROSPECTRA project. It has been designed to provide generative support for transformations on programs represented as attributed trees. It contains generators for efficient tree pattern matching and attribute reevaluation. The tree pattern matcher generator works incrementally and thus allows for addition of rules at any time. It also provides for transformation scripts ("T-units"), i.e. collections of transformation rules with an application strategy. So far, these have only been implemented in a rudimentary form.

OPTRAN was designed for batch mode application (apply rules from a given set as long any rule is applicable, restricted only by a user supplied strategy), while MENTOR and the Cornell synthesizer offer an interactive user interface.
**User Interaction**

The development of powerful personal workstation computers with high-resolution graphic display and pointing devices (e.g. Star, Dorado, Lisa, Lilith) together with highly interactive user interfaces and program environments (Smalltalk (TM), Lisa Tool Kit, Modula-2 Environment, XS3) has set new standards of user interaction. Common features are windows for pursuing distinct activities in parallel, and uniform commands to edit data, evoke system activities, select parameters of commands, manipulate windows, etc. Some systems, e.g. Nievergelt's Modula-2 environment XS3, are even designed by relating user interaction to the underlying principles of computation. Others support language-dependent generation of user interfaces (MENTOR, Cornell Program Synthesizer, ALOE/Feiler).

Important aspects are not covered by today's systems. Firstly, a program system, if it is designed according to the principles of modularity and information hiding, is hierarchically structured. This means that user commands have arguments that may result from computations performed on lower levels of the system. The principles of abstraction and information hiding should be reflected in the system's ways of guiding user interaction through the levels in the hierarchy. Secondly, in an interactive system, the user manipulates the internal state of the system by inputting new data or evoking commands. The presentation of the resulting system state (input parameters of commands, results of calls, internal module state) is, however, the responsibility of each single module. Uniformity of externally presenting internal data in a way that suits their intuitive meaning is therefore not guaranteed. (In the following we will call the process of external representation of internal data *paraphrasing.*) An interactive framework for a program system should therefore provide for mechanisms that generate paraphrasers for internal representations of data from high-level descriptions. These descriptions have to be based on the general principle of computation that underlies the various system activities.

**Generators for Editors and Paraphrasers**

As far as syntactic issues are concerned, the generation of syntax oriented editors from context-free grammars is well-understood. Editing of semantic information represented in terms of attributes in abstract syntax trees is not supported by conventional systems, in particular, if attributes may themselves contain program fragments of other languages represented as trees. For example, an Ada/Anna program would contain Anna fragments to annotate the underlying Ada program as tree attributes of this Ada program. An important technical issue is that of incrementally updating the formatted representation during editing. Techniques of incremental attribute evaluation as employed in the Cornell Program Synthesizer seem to be sufficiently powerful to deal with this problem.

Editing of trees is always closely connected to paraphrasing (formatting), as the user shall be allowed to act (select nodes and operations) in terms of an intuitive external representation of the tree - its paraphrased version. Yet it is a separate logical process. The way in which editing commands are recognized as user activation of input devices, or in which edited trees are paraphrased on the screen by evoking operations of a virtual I/O-driver is completely independent of the editing process itself. This conceptual distinction is not clearly made in existing editor/formatter generators (MENTOR, Cornell Program Synthesizer). As a consequence, traversing of trees to select nodes can be quite awkward in these systems. On the other hand, decoding of input activities into editor commands and "encoding" trees into their 2D representation are dual to each other. A paraphrasing description should therefore contain enough information to allow the system to generate both the decoder and the encoder (formatter, paraphraser) in parallel.
Automatic verification systems do exist but the most successful of these are not distributed due to severely restricted circulation because of the commercial or national security considerations resulting from the obvious benefits in terms of reliability.

Existing systems tend to be designed along the following lines. Starting from a given specification and a given program, a verification condition generator will produce a set of logical expressions whose truth would guarantee the correctness of the program. The processing of these logical expressions is then accomplished by a theorem prover (perhaps using an algebraic simplifier) in an attempt to establish the truth of the logical expressions. Failure to do so may result in changes to the program or to the specification. An iterative process then commences, culminating hopefully in establishing correctness.

There is general agreement that these early systems had considerable deficiencies, partly due to the difficult theoretical problems which dictate that the verification process cannot be completely automated. Further shortcomings stem from the fact that the user interfaces were traditionally very poor: should the theorem prover fail to prove that a verification condition is true, a user would typically be confronted with an awesome expression which bears little relation to the original program; small changes to a program would require to starting the complete verification process again.

The advances of a verifier integrated into the process of program development by transformation would be several. Firstly, since verification conditions are produced by means of a sequence of transformations and since the system possesses a mechanism for remembering which transformations have been performed, it becomes a simple matter to relate errors back to the original programs in a user-friendly manner. Secondly, an adjustment to one section of the program will result in the reprocessing of only that section and other affected sections. Thirdly, theorem provers that interact to enlist the help of the user offer substantial advantages both in terms of their efficiency and their capability over alternative approaches.
6. **Project Description**

Before the particular research and development subjects and phases in the project are described in the work plan (section 7), an overview shall be presented here, giving some background and motivation.

6.1 **Methodological Framework**

*The Development Process*

Consider a simple model of the major development activities in the life of a program:

1. **pre-development phase:**
   - ANALYSIS of requirements and informal problem definition

2. **development phases:**
   - SPECIFICATION of the problem (formal requirement specification)
     - interface between customer and implementor, the "contract"
     - prototype modelling allows informal presentation to the customer
     - formalization allows rigorous validation of implementations
     - restriction to necessary requirements leaves design choices open

*IMPLEMENTATION*

by **decomposition** ("top-down" hierarchy)

- **design:**
  - definition of a model; specification of components
- **validation:**
  - of model design specification against interface
- **construction:**
  - by (recursive!) implementation of components
- **installation:**
  - of components by integration

by **instantiation** ("bottom_up")

- **design:**
  - selection of pre-fabricated components from stock
- **construction:**
  - by specialization / parameterization
- **validation:**
  - of instantiated component specification against interface
- **installation:**
  - of instantiated component
(3) **post-development phase:**

- **EVOLUTION** in response to changes in requirements
  - evaluation, inducing changes in requirements
  - leads to re-development, starting with changes in the specification
  - requires re-implementation, possibly by replay and adaptation of previous implementations or of previously discarded variants

In a rigorous methodology based on formal specification and formal validation, explicit testing of implementations is not required; it is substituted by verification of correctness. Note, however, that the formal specification needs to be accepted by the customer. Prototyping is a way to provide for acceptance tests early in the development process.

**Dimensions of Development**

In adaptation of the conventional view of a "life-cycle", one can distinguish several dimensions along which the program development activities take place (see fig. 1):

1. **revision** (global "cycle")
   - change of a specification/implementation to adapt to new requirements

2. **variation** (local "cycle")
   - alternate implementation for the same interface specification

2a. **decomposition** (hierarchy of recursive developments)
   - specification and implementation of components

2b. **abstraction/instantiation** (pre-fabrication and use)
   - generalization/parameterization of components to/from stock

3. **transliteration** (orthogonal local "cycle")
   - transformation, possibly to different language style

---

**Fig. 1 Dimensions of Program Development**

- revision
- variation
- transliteration
Although transliteration is, in a sense, a form of variation of an implementation, a conceptual difference is made here. Transliteration does not invalidate previous design decisions as a variation would. It may make the design more detailed, and translate into a more machine-oriented language style or a different implementation language. A conventional compilation is a transliteration in this sense. Similarly, a specification can be transliterated into a different language style.

As a consequence of this view of development activities, one can distinguish several relationships between program versions:

- revision of specification/implementation
- variation of implementation for fixed specification
- component of decomposed implementation
- instance of specification/implementation
- abstraction of specification/implementation (converse)
- transliteration of specification/implementation

Development by Transformation

Each transition from one program version to another can be regarded as a transformation in an abstract sense. It has a more technical meaning here: a transformation is a development step producing a new program version by application of an individual transformation rule, a compact transformation tool, or, more generally, a transformation method invoking these. Before we come to the latter two, the basic approach shall be described in terms of the transformation rule concept.

A transformation rule is a schema for an atomic development step that has been pre-conceived and is universally trusted, analogously to a proof rule in mathematics. It embodies a grain of expertise that can be transferred to a new development. Its application realizes this transfer and formalizes the development process.

Not only is the program construction process formalized and structured into individual mechanizable steps, but the validation process is structured as well and becomes more manageable. If transformation rules are correctness-preserving, then only the applicability of each individual rule needs to be verified step by step. Thus a major part of the validation, the verification of the correctness of each rule, can be done once and for all. Validation reduces to verification of the applicability of a rule, and program versions are correct by construction (w.r.t. the correctness of the original version). The design activity consists in the selection of an appropriate rule, oriented by development goals, for example machine-oriented optimization criteria. Attention is confined to those portions where further development seems to be worthwhile.

The approach of program development by transformation has its obvious use in the transliteration activity. The programmer designs a first, high-level, abstract program version and proves its correctness w.r.t. the specification. This proof can be expected to be easier than the proof of the final version by orders of magnitude. The implementor then refines this version step by step through the application of transformation rules until the development goals are
satisfied. This way, the program may well be transliterated from a recursive version in an applicative language style via a procedural version with loops and variables to a final machine-oriented version involving jumps and registers.

It is likely that the approach will also significantly support the variation activity by formalizing implementations, and choices thereof, as abstract data type transformations.

It is less obvious to what extent the transformational approach can be used to assist the revision activity. Can the development of specifications be formalized by transformation rules? For example the "merge" of two specifications? This will be a subject of research.

Transformation Rules and Transformation Scripts

The methodology of program development by transformation needs powerful system support to be realistic, as shall be described below in sections 6.4 to sections 6.8. The programmer should be able to guide the transformation process interactively, with full attention to detail. However, explicit application of a lot of individual rules is much too tedious in general.

One direction for automation is the development of compact transformation tools that mechanize complex transformations. These may be explicitly programmed for their task. It is more desirable to generate them from transformation scripts, that is a description of a collection of transformation rules complemented by a strategy for their application. The definition of a language for defining transformation scripts will be a R&D task.

In addition, the support of the design activity in this context, that is the goal-oriented selection of transformation rules from a library, is an important research item. More generally, the long term research goal is to develop transformation methods that relieve the programmer from considerations about individual rules to concentrate on the goal oriented design activity. Some of these methods may be quite application oriented, for example to develop programs with strong concern for properties of concurrency and real time.

The Method Bank

Such transformation methods shall be collected in a method bank. Initially, it will contain an extendable library of transformation rules and tools that embody the expertise about the program development process gathered so far. One can compare it to an encyclopedia for mathematical methods for engineers. It can not be expected that a universal closed method will be found, just as there is no single closed formula for the solution of differential equations.

Apart from this general portion of the Method Bank there shall be individual portions for archiving program versions and histories of previous developments. Replay of developments may make an adaptation of previous versions possible during a revision, depending on the nature of the changes. Analysis of development histories may also allow a suitable abstraction and generalization of a development to a method for future use. It will be a matter of research to what extent this is possible.
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6.2 Formal Basis

Semantic Foundation of the Programming Methodology

A coherent programming development methodology that employs formal methods such as specification, transformation, verification has to be based on a common semantic basis. Such a semantic model framework has to be selected. Its appropriateness will have to be demonstrated, as well as extendability to concurrency. Algebraic specifications have to be embedded into the model. Relations to the formal semantics of Ada/Anna will be established. Moreover, the correctness of transformation rules and proof rules will be demonstrated in the model.

Algebraic Specification

Algebraic specifications of data structures, models or theories consist of a description of a signature (a family of sorts and operation symbols) and of a number of axioms. Algebraic specifications have proved to be a rather flexible and powerful tool. The extensive theoretical work in this area has to be consolidated. An adaptation to the overall program development methodology is required. The semantics of Ada/Anna constructs, in particular that of "package specifications" has to be defined in terms of the thus obtained algebraic model. Further required is the definition of a implementation concept that provides for the construction and verification of concrete implementations for algebraic specifications. Moreover, frequently used abstract data types, among them the predefined Ada types, shall be constructed once and for all.

Concurrency

Concurrent communicating systems add a further dimension to programming. The possible combinations of communication actions can be combinatorially complex, errors may in general not be reproduced. Therefore, absence of formal models and techniques leads to a much higher degree of unreliability in the software produced. On the other hand, concurrent systems are often embedded in environments where reliability is of utmost importance (process control etc.). The formal foundation of concurrent systems is much less advanced than that of sequential programs. Fortunately, progress has been made in this area recently. There is hope that these results can be applied to formally support a methodology of concurrent system design.

In the project, existing approaches have to be consolidated and refined. A conceptual model has to be defined on which specification concepts can be based. A notation for specification of concurrency has to be defined as an extension of Anna. Furthermore, the semantics of specialized Ada/Anna constructs will be defined in terms of the model, for example restricted forms of tasks such as monitors, that is those that can be safely developed from specifications.

6.3 Transformation in Ada/Anna

A stock of basic Ada/Anna transformation rules and methods has to be the basis for program development in the system. Some phases and methods of program development (e.g. recursion removal) are well-understood. Work in these areas will therefore concentrate on the adaptation of well-known basic transformation rules and methods to Ada/Anna from other languages. Whereas basic transformation rules have to be correct in terms of the underlying formal semantic model of specification or computation, the correctness of derived transformation rules can be inferred from the correctness of the basic ones. These derived rules /scripts will then be used in program development by transformation.
6.4 System Overview

**Fig. 2: Overview of System Components**

Legend:  
- a → b: a generates b 
- a ←→ b: a is based on b
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6.5 User Interaction with the System

The system as proposed provides for various kinds of user activity. The principal goal is to develop and implement a uniform concept of user interaction. As the methodology for program development in the system will be that of transforming programs and specifications by applying transformation rules, it seems natural to view user interaction on each system level as invocation of manipulations on (attributed) trees. It seems that the concept of transformation (as tree manipulation) can be generalized to all processes in the system initiated by user interaction, at various nested levels. This view subsumes command "sequences" in the conventional sense.

Levels of Interaction

A particular system level is, then, characterized by four kinds of objects:

T: A language $T$ of trees specifies the class of trees to which transformations can be applied on that level.

A: The atomic elements (leaves) $A$ in these trees represent the interface to the next lower levels in the system. Atomic elements are, therefore, themselves trees of lower-level languages. Manipulating an atomic object on a level $L$ then means to enter a lower level $L'$ of the system.

P: The trees on any level have a level-specific meaning. This meaning should be indicated to the user by an adequate paraphrasing of the tree on the two-dimensional display. Consequently, a specific description of paraphrasing $P$ is required for each level.

M: Finally, the class $M$ of admissible tree manipulations on each level is of particular interest. The paraphrasing description should contain elements that describe how to present this set of manipulation operations to the user in order to provide for guidance in the manipulation selection process.

Fig. 3 depicts the principal schema of each system level.

Tree manipulations on each level fall into two distinct classes according to the two conceptually different kinds of activities that can take place on each system level:

Editing

If a user is faced with the development of a program for a new or for a modified problem, s/he has to input new specifications, program fragments, or transformation rules to the system. All these data are conceptually regarded as tree-structured. New trees with possibly new meanings are obtained by editing already existing ones. There is no semantic relationship between an edited tree and its original version. Editing is done by evoking a syntax-oriented editor. The operations of a tree editor can be reduced to the three basic operations "cut", "copy" and "paste". The L-specific actions of the editor concern the parsing of format-free linear input only. The editor part of each system level is therefore uniquely determined by the syntax of the language $L$ and can be automatically generated (as in MENTOR or in the Cornell Program Synthesizer). Thus, for the editor part of each level, the class $M$ of tree manipulation operations is given by the cut/copy/paste scheme. For this scheme, menue techniques for selecting editing operations are conceivable, apart from allowing format-free input of linearized tree notations.
Transforming

Conceptually different from editing is the activity of transforming trees into semantically equivalent ones by evoking a transformer. Preserving semantic meaning, tree transformations have to be sharply distinguished from editing, although from the user interaction point of view both activities are manipulations of trees and can be evoked and represented alike. (For example in the SMALLTALK programming environment, the left mouse button is used for selecting editing operations, whereas the middle one evokes semantically meaningful operations.)

Interpreting

It is interesting to note that the semantic interpretation of a tree can always be viewed as a tree transformation as well. The corresponding mathematical concept is that of a canonical term algebra. It is known that for any algebra an isomorphic canonical term algebra exists, where the carriers consist of trees of the given signature and where operations map an argument tree to a result tree. Thus, interpretation of a tree in a semantic term algebra means trans-
forming the tree into a minimal (congruent) representation. This way, program development as well as interpretation of "programs" on the various system levels is reduced to the one concept of tree transformation.

Interpreters of an Ada/Anna program are the specification prototyper, annotation checker, Ada compiler back end, and Ada subset to Pascal translator.

Hierarchy of System Levels

A hierarchy of system levels is anticipated; a subset follows below. We shall briefly sketch some of the characteristics of these levels. Their detailed structure and interdependencies are, however, subject of further research. We have already noted that on each such level editing will have to be distinguished from transformations. Since editing is standardized, we will in the following only mention transformation issues, denoting by M the class of characteristic transformations on a system level.

Control Level

T = CONTROLA abstract syntax trees
A = atomic commands such as transformation development actions, Ada/Anna program development actions.
M = interpretation of CONTROLA command trees
P = Menu selection of commands

Transformation Development Level

T = TRAFOLA abstract syntax trees
A = Ada/Anna program schemes as part of transformation rules, applicability conditions
M = generation of transformers from transformation rules/scripts
P = pretty printing of TRAFOLA rules, including Ada/Anna templates

Ada/Anna Transformation Level

T = Ada/Anna attributed abstract syntax trees
A = context attributes for (re-) evaluation by transformer
M = class of transformation rules as defined on the transformation development level
P = Pretty-printing of Ada/Anna programs and highlighting templates for transformation rule application

This level is itself structured into a hierarchy of sublevels that correspond to different stages in the program development process (e.g. requirement specification, design specification, applicative program, imperative program). Each sublevel has its own characteristic class of transformation rules. It may well turn out that these rules require different collections of context attributes for formulating applicability conditions. This would then require to define different but closely related paraphrasing descriptions.

Applicability Verification Level

T = applicability conditions
A = Ada/Anna semantic primitives
M = inference rules of predicate logic
6.6 System Development Components

Generator Components

Having achieved the reduction of the system's complexity to the few principles mentioned above, it is now possible to achieve corresponding reduction of the complexity of implementation. For that purpose, the development of a few basic generator components is conceived. The development of parameterized or generative system components is an undispensable concept of the PROSPECTRA project, both from a methodological and a technical point of view.

Reducing a systems complexity to a few principles, developing models as formal abstractions of these principles, and implementing highly parameterized software modules as their concrete representations is a generally accepted principle in software engineering. This is especially important in the PROSPECTRA project, since here a system is to be developed whose complexity is orders of magnitude beyond what can realistically be managed by naive ad-hoc implementation techniques.

The PROSPECTRA system is a multi-language (Ada, Anna, TRAFOLA, CONTROLA) program development environment. Editors, paraphrasers and transformers should, nevertheless, provide uniform operating principles. This requires that these modules be based on a uniform mechanism, which then, however, has to be parameterized by language descriptions. On the other hand, such parameterization increases the flexibility in systems design considerably. Changes in TRAFOLA or CONTROLA, for example, need not then lead to a redesign of all system modules. A parameterized module is called a generator, if upon instantiation with an actual parameter a nontrivial analysis of this parameter is performed to increase the module's performance. In this sense we will distinguish below between generators and parameterized system components.

For the PROSPECTRA project it is expected that the development of generators and their application to produce the corresponding system components will be much less expensive than developing and programming these system components one for one by hand. For the basic system (to be developed in the first two project years), it is planned to develop new components as prototype versions with less concern for generative aspects to gather experience for the development of the final system.

Apart from methodological and economic considerations, the program development environment as envisaged here is a dynamically changing one. It is expected that during the lifetime of the PROSPECTRA system new expertise in program development will be gained so that the system must be conceived from the beginning to allow its incorporation. Technically speaking, the user may input, at the transformer development level, transformation scripts representing new development strategies. Subsequently the user at the Ada/Anna development level can apply these rules. Different transformation rules are usually based on different kinds of semantic information. Consequently, both the transformer as well as the incremental evaluator of semantic information must be constructed to allow for adaptation to changes of semantic rules and transformation rules in the system. Generator components are the only way to solve this problem, if acceptable systems performance is to be maintained.

Finally it should be noted that some of the generators to be described below already exist up to adaptation and integration into the system (e.g. Parser Generator) or are presently under construction (initial version of Attribute Evaluation Generator and Transformer Generator), thereby constituting important methodological as well as technical contributions prior to project begin.
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Parser Generator

The Parser Generator generates parsers for context-free languages. A (conventional batch mode) LALR(1) parser generator is available from Universität des Saarlandes. Parsers are contained as components in editors for analyzing format-free input. As part of an interactive editor, possibilities for incremental parsing are required. The existing parser generator must be adapted for these purposes.

Tree Manager

A tree manager provides the primitives for constructing, traversing and manipulating abstract syntax trees. The tree manager is parameterized by the description of the syntax of the language, together with its atomic lexical elements. The tree manager will be used as parts of editors, transformers, and attribute evaluators. IDL shall be evaluated for adaptation; coherence with DIANA must be ensured.

Attribute Evaluation Generator

Transformation strategies are expressed by transformation scripts. These include attribute grammar specifications for the computation of semantic information needed during transformation. Different transformation strategies require different kinds of semantic information. For example, attributes for transformations on the specification/applicative level will have to be defined. This corresponds to context information in a conventional compiler front-end. Similarly, attributes for data flow analysis are needed on the imperative level. At the transformer development level, the user must therefore be able to input new attribute evaluation rules as part of new transformation strategies. Corresponding attribute evaluators are then generated. An interface to the theorem prover has to be designed.

The implementation of the attribute grammar concept has to be adapted to the general system framework. One main problem area concerns the invalidation of attributation after application of transformations. A transformation may render the attribution inconsistent w.r.t. structure of dependencies and values of attributes. This causes a need for updating attribute values in between consecutive transformations. For efficiency reasons this re-evaluation of attributes should be incremental. Considerable research will be required here.

Attribute storage management is crucial for the efficiency of basic level transformation. Particular care has to be taken for Ada/Anna symbol tables and attributes of type "set of laws".

Parameterized Structure-Oriented Editor

The complete syntactic description of a language is the parameter of a structure-oriented editor. Editing is an activity that defines new data (specifications, programs, transformation rules). There is no semantic relationship between the trees before and after editing. In particular, correctness of static semantics cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, editors have to call upon incremental attribute evaluation for reevaluating semantic attributes. Editor commands are evoked by appropriately interpreting user activation of input devices (keyboard, mouse). Since the user shall be allowed to act in terms of the intuitive external 2D representation of a tree, and since this representation is specified in the paraphrasing description, this decoding is the task of the paraphraser (cf. below).
Manipulation of atomic (lexical) elements of a tree means entering a lower-
level editor. Thereby a user may create a chain of not-yet-completed calls to
different editors. On the screen, the elements of this chain could be represen-
ted by different windows. Selecting a particular window (which is the third
major kind of user activity and which is directly handled by the Virtual I/O-
Driver) would then mean to resume editing on the associated system level.
Whether this view is in fact appropriate for dealing with this aspect of the
system's hierarchy is one of the research topics in the project.

In summary of the above, the editor as required in the project differs from
existing or projected ones in that it must handle attributed trees rather than
parse trees only, that it interfaces cleanly to incremental attribute evalua-
tion, and that it supports a hierarchy of languages to separate the various
system levels. Attributes are, depending on the current focus of user interest,
either viewed as atomic semantic values or have themselves a tree structure
that can be subject to editing operations. Furthermore, depending on the class
of transformation rules, specific attributes of the tree are relevant only,
while others may be invisible at this stage. This notion of attributed trees as
incorporated in the tree manager is central to the planned system. Editors for
such structures do not exist and hence have to be developed as part of the
project.

**Paraphraser Generator**

At any time, the user of the system sees external ("paraphrased") representa-
tions of the internal attributed trees. As described above, this tree contains
too much information that is relevant at other levels of user interaction only,
at any stage. In order not to irritate the user with irrelevant information, a
level-dependent external tree representation is strictly required. Since parti-
cularly important interaction levels correspond to classes of transformation
rules, and since the system has to allow for adaptation to new transformation
strategies, the tree representation process must be adaptable, to. A paraphra-
sing generator is, therefore, an indispensable component of the final system to
assist the dynamic evolution of the envisaged program development system.

A paraphraser generator accepts descriptions of how to format the attributed
trees as well as the transformation rules of a particular system level. Since
paraphrasing will require to traverse the trees in order to map subtrees to
regions of the display, it seems possible to describe paraphrasing in terms of
attribute grammars which employ the data types of the high-level Virtual I/O-
Driver in attribute rules. This would not only allow to apply the attribute
evaluator generator for constructing a further system development component,
but also solve the problem of incremental reformatting of trees after transfor-
mation.

As the paraphrasing description contains all information of how regions inside
a window correspond to sets of nodes of the internal trees, one would want to
be able to also generate input device decoders from paraphrasing descriptions.
These decoders poll input device activities and interpret these as selection of
particular tree nodes. Thus, at any time, tree configurations consisting of
trees and selected nodes represent the current focus of user concern. Paraphra-
sing descriptions have to contain specifications for highlighting selected
nodes in trees.
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Transformer Generator

The Interface to the Transformation Description Manager

The proposed program development methodology, the subject language, Ada, the annotation language, Anna, and existing standardized representations, e.g. DIANA, need basic transformation rules with the following properties:

- input and output templates of transformation rules may have a regular structure, i.e. containing list-of-nodes. Access to list components must be made possible explicitly, i.e. using indices, implicitly by specifying a property accessed components must have, or through iteration.
- iteration operators may have to be specified, thereby differentiating between depth- and breadth-iteration.
- the domains of template parameters may be restricted by syntactic typing, i.e. specification by a grammar.
- output templates may contain "free" parameters. Their value in the case of rule application must be supplied from either the user or a program fragment library.

A set of rules entered into the system creates a rule library. This rule library can be extended by adding new rules, combining existing rules, substituting into existing rules, and changing applicability conditions of existing rules. The deletion of rules must also be supported. Changes may be caused by the system designer or result from Anna annotations, in particular from laws of algebraic data types. It must be possible to enter rule descriptors into the rule library, containing information about the author of the rule, a version identification, relations to other rules etc. The rule library has to be designed as part of the library manager containing program development steps.

Management of Transformation Scripts

Transformation scripts realize higher program transformation steps. They consist of sets of basic transformation rules together with a specification of successorship and history dependence. Each rule may specify a set of rules to be tried next, after it has been successfully applied, and a node expression describing where to try. Rule application in executing a script is history sensitive, e.g. may depend on the previously applied rules.

Language Constructs for Transformation Scripts

The language for the definition of transformation scripts must be powerful and flexible. In particular, it must contain language constructs for iteration at one node, exhaustive iteration, conditional iteration, for the specification of tree walks, for definition of areas excluded from rule application (any rule, as well rules from a given class).

Translation of Transformation Scripts

Transformation scripts are translated into automata tables which are mapped to basic tree operations. A library for automata and parts of automata has to be designed. Operations on this library and on objects in this library must include entering (i.e. generating) and deleting objects, merging two objects, optimizing objects under time or space constraints. Consistency of this library with the library on the description level has to be maintained.
6.1 Transformation Development Components

TRAFOLE Editor

TRAFOLE is the language for the definition of transformation scripts. Relations of successorship, history dependence, and control constructs describe strategies of rule application. Interactive input and modification of transformation rules is done via a structure-oriented editor. This editor is generated from the TRAFOLE syntax. The user is responsible for delivering correctness proofs for edited transformation rules.

Method Bank

The method bank will be the practical outcome of the methodological investigations about the process of specification and program development. The method bank relates program and specification development objectives to concrete transformation rules/scripts. This way, development steps are viewed as a goal-oriented process to achieve a certain objective. The concrete design and technical form of this method bank is subject to research in the project.

Initially, the method bank will just consist of a rule library (interfacing to the Library Manager), that is a set of correct transformation rules and scripts. The user modifies this rule library with the help of the method bank. In contrast to editing, these modifications will preserve correctness of the rule library. Such modifications are e.g. combinations of rules, substituting into existing rules, strengthening of applicability conditions, deletion of rules. The method bank also assists in deriving transformation rules from Anna specifications. A particular example would be the conversion of an equational axiom of a specification into a transformation rule. Transformation management means to transform TRAFOLE programs. Central parts of the method bank might, therefore, be described in TRAFOLE itself and generated by the transformer generator.

6.8 Ada/Anna Development Components

Ada/Anna Front End

A front end for a subset of Ada/Anna including the specification, applicative level and package interfaces shall be developed, that can be used as part of the Ada/Anna Editor. It will be derived from an existing attribute grammar for Ada, extended by those parts that are necessary for Anna. Expertise gained from the existing SYSTEAM Ada front end shall be used in the development of this new component. As far as possible, this front end shall be interactive allowing incremental re-evaluation of attributes. This will require significant research.

Ada/Anna Editor

The input of new specifications and/or programs at the applicative level of Ada/Anna is assisted by a specifically instantiated structure-oriented editor. As mentioned before, there is no guarantee that editing preserves correctness. Therefore, static semantic re-analysis of edited Ada/Anna programs is required using the Ada/Anna Front End. At this point it is not yet clear to what extent this analysis can be performed incrementally during editing. Some semantic attributes will have to be computed incrementally, in particular those which occur in applicability conditions of transformation rules.
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Transformers

A hierarchy of transformation rule classes will be defined. The classes constitute levels of Ada/Anna transformation components corresponding to program development phases such as specification, applicative level, mapping to the imperative level. For these classes, transformers are generated. Different classes of transformation rules require different sets of semantic attributes in their applicability conditions. Also, the conditions themselves are of different logical complexity. (For example, low-level transformation rules specifying machine-independent optimizations such as constant folding would have applicability conditions that can be checked fully automatically. Transformation rules on the applicative level can depend on algebraic properties (e.g., commutativity) of operators. These require a substantial amount of theorem proving.)

Other problems that have to be investigated in more detail concern the interfaces between different levels, both in the conceptual and technical sense. For example the fact that different sets of semantic attributes are required for different rule classes implies that different notions of the semantics of Ada/Anna constructs exist. Consequently, different external views of Ada/Anna programs might be useful and should thus be represented by different paraphrasing. Transformations that transform programs of one level into programs on the next lower level are particularly interesting. Here, different attribute evaluators have to interface to each other.

In its present extent, the PROSPECTRA project concentrates on transformers at the specification and applicative level and to the imperative level. Transformers at the imperative level (analogous to transformations in optimizing compilers) and to the machine-oriented level can be added later when the system is in operation.

Verifiers

Theorem provers apply sequences of inference rules to derive theorems from the axioms of the theory. Inference rules are transformation rules on languages of proofs. TRAFOLA, the language for specifying transformation rules, scripts, and basic operations on sets of transformation rules will be designed to allow for formalizing knowledge embodied in transformation strategies. Hence the description of proof strategies is envisaged as one particular application of the general concept. This opens up ways to generate important components of theorem provers automatically. Since generated transformers are of the general interactive nature pointed out above, it is hoped that such theorem provers can be better guided by the problem-specific insights of the user.

The Verifier will contain theorem provers for applicability conditions (predicate logic) and for Anna Logic, with appropriate interfaces to transformers.
6.9 Control Components

**Virtual I/O Driver**

The Virtual I/O Driver is a PROSPECTRA high-level system interface that maps to the window manager and input device drivers provided by PCTE or a particular workstation manufacturer.

**CONTROLA Editor and Controller**

CONTROLA, a language for formulating control commands, forms the top level of the system hierarchy. Atomic elements of CONTROLA interface to the various system components. Command trees are input via the corresponding structure-oriented editor. Interpretation of a command leads to interaction with corresponding system components. It is conceivable that non-overlapping subtrees of command trees can be interpreted in parallel. For this purpose a concept of multi-tasking in our framework of system activities as tree manipulations would be desirable.

CONTROLA trees, together with their tree-structured atomic leaves that represent lower-level system actions, form a complete history for development activities. Complete re-interpretation of a tree means automatic replay of development processes.

**Library Manager**

A library manager has to provide for storing and accessing trees and their tree-structured atomic elements of all system levels. The system hierarchy will probably be mirrored in the library hierarchy. Additional structure will come from version management and from the application problem structure.

The library manager will interface to a lower level of an object oriented database provided by PCTE, CAIS or such like. This needs to provide DB-objects and relationships with attributes (preferably in a typed manner) to implement relationships of the system hierarchy, versions, and, as far as possible, information that enables the goal-oriented selection process of the method bank.
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7 Project Consortium

7.1 Project Structure

The partners of the project form the PROSPECTRA Project Consortium. Each partner is represented in the Consortium by its respective Team Director. The team director of the prime partner, Universität Bremen, is the Project Director.

In the following list, the partners are given in alphabetical order, the Prime Partner first.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Team Directors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universität Bremen, Bremen, FRG</td>
<td>Prof. Bernd Krieg-Brückner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universität Dortmund, Dortmund, FRG</td>
<td>Prof. Harald Ganzinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universität Passau, Passau, FRG</td>
<td>Prof. Manfred Broy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken, FRG</td>
<td>Prof. Reinhard Wilhelm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK</td>
<td>Prof. Andrew D. McGettrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSECA Logiciel, Saint Cloud, F</td>
<td>Ian G. Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEAM KG Dr. Winterstein, Karlsruhe, FRG</td>
<td>Dr. Georg Winterstein</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2 Contribution of each Partner

7.2.1 Universität Bremen

Team

Prof. Dr. B. Krieg-Brückner, team and project director
Dr. B. Hoffmann
(S. Kahrs, B. Gersdorf, 1986)

Background Contributions and Qualifications

Bernd Krieg-Brückner has over 12 years of experience in language design, formal definition and implementation. His activity in IFIP WG 2.4 (Systems Implementation Languages) resulted in his participation in the Ada language design team as a key member. He was a major contributor to the INRIA Formal Definition of Ada. He is a German representative in the ISO standardization of Ada, a member of the Language Maintenance Committee of ISO WG Ada, and has been an active member of Ada Europe in the WG's on Language Review and Formal Semantics. He is initiator and chairman of the Ada Europe WG on Formal Methods for Specification and Development (of Ada programs).

Since 1979 he has been working on the design of Anna, a specification language extension of Ada. This work was started at Stanford University with Prof. D. C. Luckham and went on as a joint effort, with Dr. F.W. v. Henke (SRI) and Prof. O. Owe (UCSD, Univ. of Oslo). Language maintenance and formal definition of Anna shall continue on an international basis in cooperation with the PROSPECTRA Project.

Ada/Anna can be considered as a Wide Spectrum Language based on the work B. Krieg-Brückner has done in the SFB 49 at TU München. He was a key member of the project CIP for ten years. The CIP project is internationally acknowledged for doing fundamental research for the Program Development by Transformation methodology. This work is one of the bases for the PROSPECTRA project.

An offspring of this work is B. Krieg-Brückner's work on source-to-source translation, started while at UC Berkeley and continued now in a student project at U Bremen. Front and back ends (to and from Ada) for several high-level languages are expected as a result of this project by 1986, and shall be complementary to the PROSPECTRA project.
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Contribution of Work by Subject Category

M.1 Methodological Framework

M.1.1 Development by Transformation

M.1.2 Goal Oriented Methods

M.3 Transformation in Ada/Anna

M.3.1 Basic Transformation Rules

M.3.2 Derived Transformation Rules

M.3.3 Basic Transformation Methods

S.3 Ada/Anna Development Components

S.3.3 Transformers

P Project Management
Background Contributions and Qualifications

H. Ganzinger has over ten years experience in compiler generation, abstract data types, formal semantics, and text processing. He is chairman of the Gesellschaft für Informatik WG on Language Implementation, and an active member of Ada Europe WGs on Formal Semantics and Formal Methods.

Since 1974 he has been working on the design and implementation of compiler generating systems. He was a key member of the project MUG (direction: Prof. Eickel) at TU München for 9 years. The MUG project is internationally acknowledged for fundamental research on all phases of compiler generation including the development of description languages for modular compiler specifications. Practical outcome of this research have been three running compiler generators, the last of which includes features for modular compiler descriptions. Here, compilers are regarded as tree transformation phases, a very relevant point of view for the basic principles of the system activity in the PROSPECTRA project.

Since 1980 he has been working on algebraic specification of abstract data types (started while on leave at UC Berkeley). He has developed notions and proof techniques for implementation selections between parameterized equational specifications based on concepts of observability. Later on he extended concepts of modularity and implementation of abstract data types to algebraic structures (having relations in addition to operations). Practical outcome of this theoretical work is a new method for modular formal language semantics and compiler specifications, where modules correspond to fundamental language concepts and basic compilation techniques.

H. Ganzinger has designed and implemented a powerful text formatting system (FOAM) on a microcomputer. Its main feature is that text formatters are generated from high-level descriptions of the text and document structure, and from specifications of formatting styles. This experience and his current work on the implementation of the virtual SMALLTALK 80 machine on a 68000-based micro computer are highly relevant to the work on user interaction and virtual graphic I/O in the PROSPECTRA project.
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Contribution of Work by Subject Category

S.1 System Development Components

S.1.4 Paraphraser Generator
S.1.5 Editor Generator

S.3 Ada/Anna Development Components

S.3.2 Ada/Anna Editor

S.2 Transformation Development Components

S.2.1 TRAFOLA Editor

S.4 Control Components

S.4.2 CONTROLA Editor
S.4.3 Controller
M. Broy has nine years of experience in formal semantics, formal specification, and program development by transformation. As a key member of the CIP project (TU München), he was instrumental in its extensive, internationally acknowledged research in algebraic specification and transformation, and the theoretical background of concurrency.

His work at U Passau centers around the formal foundation of programs and program development in the areas of transformation rules and methods, algebraic specification, formal derivation of algorithms, and semantics of concurrent communicating systems.
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7.2.4 Universität des Saarlandes

Team

Prof. Dr. R. Wilhelm, team director
Dr. U. Möncke
B. Weisgerber
S. Pistorius
R. Heckmann

Background Contributions and Qualifications

R. Wilhelm has been working on the design and implementation of compiler generating systems for fifteen years. He was a leading member of the project MUG at TU München for six years. The MUG project is internationally acknowledged for fundamental research on all phases of compiler generation.

R. Wilhelm has done internationally acknowledged fundamental research in attributed tree transformations for more than ten years. The Tree Transformation Group at Saarbrücken, directed by R. Wilhelm, will bring its important expertise in tree transformation techniques into the PROSPECTRA project. The group has jointly worked on transformation of programs represented as attributed trees for about five years. A language, OPTRAN, has been designed for the description of such transformations, generators have been implemented for efficient tree pattern matching, attribute evaluation and re-evaluation.

Contribution of Work by Subject Category

S.1 System Development Components

S.1.1 Parser Generator

S.1.3 Attribute Evaluation Generator

S.1.6 Transformer Generator
7.2.5 University of Strathclyde, Glasgow

Team

Professor A.D. McGettrick, team director
NN's

Background Contributions and Qualifications

A.D. McGettrick has held three Science and Engineering Concil (UK) research grants on aspects of formal methods related to program verification and specification.

As a member of Ada Europe he has been active mainly in the Formal Methods Working Group (secretary) but also in the Formal Semantics and Telecommunication Working Groups. He also joined the group headed by Professor Stephan Goldsack for the European Commission on specification associated with Ada.

His book on program verification using Ada was written around 1980/1. Many of the ideas on verification and specification have been further developed since then through UK research grants and through such mechanism as the Ada Europe Working Group on Formal Methods. This will form the basis for the proposed R&D activities.

Contribution of Work by Subject Category

S.3 Ada/Anna Development Components

S.3.4 Verifier
7.2.6 SYSECA Logiciel

Team
Ian G. Campbell, team director
Christian Fiegel
Dr. Michel Lai
NN's

Background Contributions and Qualifications

Ian Campbell has over 19 years of experience in systems software, operating systems design, and development tools. He is at present the SYSECA project manager for the Emeraude project to produce an industrially available basis for advanced, integrated program support environments entirely compatible with the PCTE defined portable common tool interface.

Christian Fiegel has been responsible for the design of the distribution mechanisms over the LAN for the Emeraude project and the PCTE project in collaboration with ICL. Prior to that he developed an object management system for a language based, integrated environment.

Particular background contributions from SYSECA include the results of different software engineering environment projects such as:

- Emeraude: French national advanced software engineering environment base
- PCTE: Basis for a portable common tool environment defined in the software technology PCTE project of the ESPRIT programme
- Concerto: French telecommunications research laboratory CNET's integrated software development environment.

Contribution of Work by Subject Category

S.2 Transformation Development Components

S.2.2 Method Bank

S.4 Control Components

S.4.4 Library Manager

Evaluation, Review, Exercises
7.2.7 SYSTEAM KG, Karlsruhe

Team

Dr. G. Winterstein, team director
Dr. E. Zimmermann
Dr. P. Dencker
NN's

Background Contributions and Qualifications

G. Winterstein's original research area was formal logics; this is a very suitable background for the PROSPECTRA project in addition to his practical work on Ada implementation. He is a member of Ada Europe WG's Formal Semantics, Formal Methods and Implementation (as convenor), also a member of the EC study group on Ada specification issues (Goldsack).

G. Winterstein was the leader of the Ada implementation team at U Karlsruhe from 1979 to 1982 when he founded his own company SYSTEAM. The Karlsruhe Ada implementation was, apart from the NYU operational definiton, the first complete Ada implementation to become fully operational (for Ada 80). The Ada compiler is now maintained and upgraded by SYSTEAM and formal validation for ANSI Ada has been achieved in Nov. 84; back ends are developed by GMD Karlsruhe (Prof. Goos) and by SYSTEAM. The Karlsruhe implementation was originally derived from the INRIA Formal Definition of Ada. The INRIA Abstract Syntax definition was developed into the de facto standard DIANA by the Karlsruhe team in cooperation with Tartan Labs.

The present front end is derived from an Attribute Grammar for Ada which will be a basis for developing transformation rules by Universität Bremen in cooperation with SYSTEAM.

The experience in compiler generators (a parser generator, attribute grammar generator, and code generator generator were developed at U Karlsruhe) and practical generation for realistic languages (Pascal, PEARL, LIS, Ada) and Ada and DIANA has migrated to SYSTEAM to a large extent. E. Zimmermann and P. Dencker are two of those who came from U Karlsruhe; their experience in compiler generation and attribute grammars for Ada is particularly welcome for the project.

SYSTEAM will provide its Ada compiler for system development. The Ada subset to Pascal translator developed by SYSTEAM (AdaP system) will be an important bootstrap tool.

Contribution of Work by Subject Category

S.1 System Development Components

S.1.2 Tree Manager

S.3 Ada/Anna Development Components

S.3.1 Ada/Anna Front End

S.4 Control Components

S.4.1 Virtual I/O Driver
The PROSPECTRA Project

(with an emphasis on Verification)

Andrew D. McGettrick

University of Strathclyde

May, 1986
The PROSPECTRA project forms a part of the ESPRIT programme of the Commission of the European Communities. It is concerned with the development of a methodology and support system for the production of correct Ada programs. The project is around 70 man years in size, lasting 5 years. The partners and main contributors are:

B. Krieg-Bruckner, Universitat Bremen
H. Ganzinger, Universitat Dortmund
M. Broy, Universitat Passau
R. Wilhelm, U. Moncke, B. Weisgerber, Universitat des Saarlandes
A. McGettrick, University of Strathclyde
I. Campbell, SYSECA Logiciel
G. Winterstein and L. Treff, SYSTEAM KG

The project has been under way for just over 1 year. Many of the fundamental aspects of the project are being researched and it will not always be possible to provide complete answers about the ultimate direction of progress. However, we shall outline the main features of the project and then pay special attention to the verification issues associated with them. In advance, it should be said that the 'verification' involved does not have the traditional significance; but certainly algebraic manipulation and theorem proving will be part of this.
1. **Background**

The motivation for the project stems from a deep concern about the methods and techniques used to produce the majority of today's programs, many of which are to be used for sensitive applications. Programming is often associated with an undisciplined approach, with testing methods that are inadequate and with a sense of 're-inventing the wheel'. In addition truly large systems produce complexity which is all-but-unmanageable.

A strict methodology for program development is desirable, together with software support of a sophisticated kind. The proposed methodology combines and integrates program construction and verification so that the resulting programs are known to be correct in the sense that they conform to the initial specification. It does not cover the earlier phases of analysing requirements nor the formulation of formal specification; these are seen to be outwith the scope of the project. However once a formal specification has been obtained the methodology is rigorous from then onwards.
The basis for the PROSPECTRA project is the idea that, starting from an initial formal specification, it is possible to proceed from there to a final program by applying a sequence of correctness-preserving transformations. The idea is not new. The origins of the project can be seen in the work of the CIP project in Munich [Bauer 85] where the transformational approach has been under investigation for several years. However there are substantial differences between the PROSPECTRA ideas and the CIP ideas. These will emerge as we proceed. However, at this stage we note that PROSPECTRA is directly concerned with the Ada language, and indeed the role of transformations and transformation scripts is seen as being more fundamental.

The Ada/Anna combination provides a convenient framework within which specification can be described and programs can be written. Thus it is a wide-spectrum language. The correctness of transformations needs to be established and this can only be realistically done if formal definitions abound. Part of the PROSPECTRA activity is to provide a thorough basis on which to develop all the transformations, and so on.

2. The PROSPECTRA Methodology

Details of the PROSPECTRA methodology and the accompanying support system can be found in [Krieg-Bruckner 86b] and there is no need to repeat that detail here. However, we shall provide an outline, to establish some terms that can be used in the ensuing discussion.

The life cycle of a development activity is seen as consisting of three main phases:
pre-development phase

- when there is an informal problem description and an informal analysis of requirements

development phases

- consisting of two main parts

SPECIFICATION

when a formal specification of requirements takes place, so providing the contract with the user

IMPLEMENTATION

when the design specification of components is provided using a top-down decomposition, and this is followed by a bottom-up process of composing pieces of software to provide a working product

post-development phase

- during which evolution takes place in response to changes in requirements.

Within this framework the requirements specification tends to be characterised by being non-constructive, by being a loose specification and by exhibiting only the necessary requirements. Conversely design specifications require to be constructive, and to be readily amenable to implementation. The major challenge is to show how to move from one form of specification to another.
Within PROSPECTRA, correctness-preserving transformations are used to accomplish this, and then the construction and verification activities are combined into one single activity. The only verification that needs to be performed relates to the applicability rules associated with the various transformations.

To have to develop programs by having to describe every single transformation in order would be tedious in the extreme. An important ingredient of the PROSPECTRA methodology is to look at the development of a kind of calculus of transformations, whereby groups of transformations can be described and combined into coherent units.

3. **The Support System**

Various components will be provided to facilitate the production of aids to assist development. There will be components to allow editing of programs, e.g. by inputting new specifications, program fragments or new transformation rules; a parameterised structure-oriented editor is used for this purpose.

- to perform paraphrasing, i.e. omitting information that is irrelevant for the purpose at hand (paraphraser generator)
- to generate transformers for rules and scripts.

These might be described as the system development components.
Other components are provided to assist with the Ada/Anna front-end, the transformational development and control. A feature of these is that they will permit development histories to be recorded and replayed if so required.

4. **A Simple Example**

A simple example that illustrates the PROSPECTRA methodology is taken from [Krieg-Bruckner 86a]. This example makes use of the / and mod operations. These specifications can be phrased as

```plaintext
function "/" (A,B:NATURAL) return NATURAL;
  -- | where B > 0,
  -- |   return Q:NATURAL=>
  -- |     exists R: NATURAL => R < B and
  -- |     A = B * Q + R;

function "mod" (A,B : NATURAL) return NATURAL;
  --| where B > 0,
  --|   return R: NATURAL => R < B and
  --|     exists Q:NATURAL =>
  --|     A = B * Q + R;
```

However, here the two functions are specified by means of characteristic predicates. Yet the two are intimately related and a style of specification that recognises this results in
function "/" (A,B: NATURAL) return NATURAL;
   --| where B > 0;

function "mod" (A,B : NATURAL) return NATURAL;
   --| where B > 0;

   --| axiom for all A,B : NATURAL =>
   --| A mod B < B,
   --| A = B * (A / B) + A mod B;

The challenge is now to move from this specification through a sequence of correctness preserving transformations to an Ada program.

For the next step it becomes necessary to identify some axioms that can form the basis of transformation. Consider the conditional equation

A < B  ->  A / B = 0,
A >= B  ->  A / B = (A - B) / B + 1

and

A < B  ->  A mod B = A
A >= B  ->  A mod B = (A - B) mod B

It is then necessary to show that, from these axioms, the original algebraic specification continues to hold. Effectively a proof by induction, on the magnitude of A, can be given. For consider
Then from these new axioms we can deduce successively that

\[ A = B \times \left(\frac{A - B}{B} + 1\right) + A \mod B \]

\[ A = B \times \left(\frac{A - B}{B}\right) + B + A \mod B \]

\[ A - B = B \times \left(\frac{A - B}{B}\right) + (A - B) \mod B \]

\[ A1 = B \times \left(\frac{A1}{B}\right) + A1 \mod B \]

and \(A1\) is of smaller magnitude than \(B\). This argument forms the basis of a proof by induction.

From these axioms we can produce the following implementation in recursive form:

```
function "mod" (A, B : NATURAL) return NATURAL is
begin
  if A < B then
    return A;
  else
    return (A - B) mod B;
  end if;
end "mod";
```

A similar development will produce a recursive version of \(\div\).
At this point a standard transformation can be invoked, for the removal of tail recursion:

```pascal
function F(X : S) return R is begin if B(X) then return T(X); else return F(H(X)); end if; end;
```

This program schema can be replaced by the iterative equivalent

```pascal
function F(X : S) return R is VX : S := X; begin while not B(VX) loop VX := H(VX); end loop; return T(VX); end F;
```

so producing an iterative version of "mod" (and similarly of "/").
5. **Uses of a Verifier within PROSPECTRA**

Within the PROSPECTRA project three major uses can be identified for the verifier:

1. in animating or asking questions of an initial formal specification; for this specification will form the basis of the entire development and it is essential that it should exhibit the kinds of properties that are expected.

2. in going from an initial formal specification to an initial abstract implementation there is a need to check the correctness of this step

3. in checking the applicability conditions associated with transformation rules

4. to check the correctness of the correctness-preserving transformation rules.

There is no verifier in the traditional sense - there is no verification condition generator, for example.

Each of these uses merits considerable investigation. Let us look at them in turn:
(i) in the first a rewrite system, for example, can be used to animate the specification; alternatively the Knuth-Bendix algorithm might be applied, as in the REVE [Kirchner 82] system; or a theorem prover might be employed

(ii) in the second standard catalogues might be used or a more generative approach might be employed; alternatively other techniques can be used

(iii) the work to be employed here relates to the degree of sophistication of the permitted transformations, and is governed by this

(iv) there is a relationship between correctness-preserving transformation and the formal definition of the underlying programming language.

6. Conclusion

There is still a great deal of basic research to be carried out within the PROSPECTRA framework. Indeed this talk may have aired more questions than answers.
It might be observed that, if our methodology and support system turn out to be powerful enough, the task of producing an automatic verifier of the more traditional kind will be greatly reduced. For a verification condition generator can be viewed as a process whereby transformations are carried out on predicates, the transformations being determined by the program. Additionally algebraic simplifiers are a means whereby various axioms are applied, and axioms themselves are essentially transformations.

It remains to be seen whether the methodology we advocate does indeed appear to be productive. At the moment very few people would develop their programs in the manner suggested and clearly a large educational problem exists. However, at the moment the onus is on us to provide an environment in which users can comfortably develop their correct Ada programs.
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HOW ARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS CHANGED TO DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS?
MAIN FEATURES

SPECIFICATION -- FORMAL SPECIFICATIONS ARE FOUNDATIONS ON WHICH TO BUILD

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE SPECTRUM -- ADA/ANNA

SOFTWARE COMPONENTS -- METHODOLOGY USE OF ADA SUPPORTS THE CONCEPT OF PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT

TOOL ENVIRONMENT --

CENTRAL CONCEPT IS APPLICATION OF TRANSFORMATIONS TO TREES

TRAFLA--LANGUAGE OF TRANSFORMATION DESCRIPTIONS - SCRIPTS

CONTROLA--COMMAND LANGUAGE
function "/" (A,B: NATURAL) return NATURAL
   -- | where B > 0,
   -- |      return Q: NATURAL =>
   -- |        exists R: NATURAL => R < B AND
   -- |                    A = B * Q + R;

function "mod" (A,B: NATURAL) return NATURAL;
   -- | where B > 0,
   -- |       return R: NATURAL => R < B AND
   -- |          exists Q: NATURAL =>
   -- |                  A = B * Q + R;

UNIQUENESS QUESTION?
function "/" (A,B: NATURAL) return NATURAL;
   -- | where B > 0;

function "mod" (A,B: NATURAL) return NATURAL;
   -- | where B > 0;

   -- | axiom for all A,B: NATURAL =>

   -- | A mod B < B,

   -- | A = B* (A/B) + A mod B;
FOR THE NEXT STEP, ONE WAY FORWARD IS TO IDENTIFY AXIOMS THAT FORM THE BASIS OF TRANSFORMATIONS

\[
\begin{align*}
A < B & \quad \rightarrow \quad A/B = 0 \\
A \geq B & \quad \rightarrow \quad A/B = (A - B)/B + 1 \\
A < B & \quad \rightarrow \quad A \mod B = A \\
A \geq B & \quad \rightarrow \quad A \mod B = (A - B) \mod B
\end{align*}
\]
A = B* (A/B) + A mod B
A = B* ((A - B)/B + 1) + A mod B
A = B* ((A - B)/B) + B + A mod B
A - B = B* ((A - B)/B) + A - B mod B
A1 = B* (A1/B) + A1 mod B

THIS FORMS THE BASIS FOR A PROOF BY INDUCTION ON THE MAGNITUDE OF A.
function "mod" (A,B: NATURAL) return
NATURAL is
begin

    if A < B then
        return A;
    else
        return (A - B) mod B;
    end if;

end"mod";

A SIMILAR DEVELOPMENT WILL PRODUCE A
RECURSIVE VERSION OF /. HOWEVER NOT
QUIET FAIL RECURSION.
Given any $A, B \in \mathbb{N}$; $B > 0 \exists Q, R \in \mathbb{N}$ such that

$$A = B \times Q + R \land 0 \leq R < B$$

Proof by induction on $N$ where, say, $N = \max (0, A-B) + 1$

For the base case $N = 1$ take ---

Induction step: assume result true for all $X, Y \in \mathbb{N}$, $Y > 0$ with $X - Y < N$. Take any $A, B$ such that

$$A - B < N + 1$$

Let $X = A - B$ and $Y = B$. Then $X - Y < N$ and by induction hypothesis

$$X = Y \times Q' + R' \quad \text{and} \quad 0 \leq R' < Y$$

i.e. $A = B \times (Q' + 1) + R'$ and $0 \leq R' < Y$

choose $Q = Q' + 1$ and $0 \leq R = R'$
function F (X:S) return R is 
begin 
  if B(X) then 
    return T(X); 
  else 
    VX : S := X; 
    while not B(VX)loop 
      VX := H(VX); 
    end loop; 
    return F(H(X)); 
  end if; 
end;

function "mod" (A,B: NATURAL) return NATURAL is 
  VA: NATURAL := A; 
begin 
  while VA >= B loop 
    VA := VA - B; 
  end loop; 
  return VA; 
end;

NOTE THE INTRODUCTION OF ASSIGNMENT AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR ADA.
Procedure **EUCLID** (A, B: integer; Q,R: out integer);

QDASH, RDASH: integer;

begin
  if A < B then
    Q := 0; R := A;
  else
    EUCLID (A - B, B, QDASH, RDASH);
    Q := QDASH + 1; RDASH := R;
  end if;
end;
SUPPORT SYSTEM

THIS IS RELATED TO THE DIFFERENT LANGUAGES THAT EXIST

— CONTROLA For uniform system commands
— TRAFOLA For describing transformation rules, Scripts and Methods
— GENLA For description of systems, tree description, attribute domains, edit rules, etc.
— PA² DA For program development
— VERIFILA For applicability conditions, theorems about properties of transformations, corrections, etc.

HISTORIES CAN BE REMEMBERED AND REPLAYED
ROLE OF VERIFIER WITHIN PROSPECTRA

1. to animate or ask questions of an initial formal specification
   term rewriting
   Knuth-Bendix
deducing properties, eg. uniqueness,
   proving theorems

2. in going from an initial formal specification to an initial abstract implementation there is a need to ensure correctness

3. in checking applicablity conditions
   syntax only directed
   type checked
   domain knowledge
4. to check correctness of the correctness-processing transformations themselves

based on the formal definition of a subset of Ada/Anna.

5. to 'discover' programs

theorem prover used to discover constructive proofs which are then easily changed into programs

(mathematical induction \(\rightarrow\) recursive subprograms)
CONCLUSIONS

1. Much remains to be done . . . .

2. Need to prove the methodology realistic (subsidiary project will attempt to apply this in an industrial setting) . . . and to supply a comfortable environment

3. Automatic verifiers of the traditional kind not needed if the strict methodology adhered to. But clearly desirable:

   verification condition generator can be implemented by a sequence of transformations to predicates

   algebraic simplifiers can be implemented by a sequence of applications of arithmetic axioms (transformations)

   theorem proven
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ABSTRACT:

Our purpose is to illustrate, through a simple, but realistic and reusable,
example of Ada package, the use of semantic specifications to implement,
verify, and validate real time software.

The example we consider is an abstract data type (adt) intended to support
a specific kind of inter-task synchronization-communication mechanism,
"BROADCASTING", which is not predefined in the Ada language.

The specifications of this adt consist in three elements:

- The Ada package specification.
- Annotations in the package specification which provide pre and
  post-conditions for each operation.
- A Predicate-Transition PETRI Net (Pr-T Net) which specifies the
  synchronization-communication rules enforced by the adt.

This "specification-oriented Pr-T Net" is then developed into an Ada
implementation-oriented Pr-T Net" using Pr-T net semantic models of Ada
tasking which come from a previous work we presented in 1983.

Verification and validation then consist in:

- Proving that the "Ada implementation-oriented Pr-T Net" is correct with
  respect of the "Specification-oriented Pr-T Net".
- Deriving from the specifications and executing a test program in order to
double-check the proof.
  (Fortunately, this later operation revealed no error when it was actually
performed).

KEYWORDS:

Ada real time program verification - Formal semantics -
Predicate-Transition nets - Specifications - Abstract data types.
1 - INTRODUCTION

Our purpose is to illustrate, through a simple, but realistic and useful, example, the use of semantic specifications to implement, verify, and validate real time software.

Ada packages provide a good mean of structuring software by separating the module (package) specification from the implementation details. But, when you specify a package in Ada, you give only the syntax and static semantics (type of input and output data, ...) of the operations made available by the package and not their dynamic semantics (what these operations are supposed to do).

On the other hand, verification and validation of a package are only possible if you can verify and validate the implementation against what your package and the operations it provides are supposed to do and compare the theoretical behaviour defined by the semantic specification to the actual behaviour of the implementation.

When only sequential operations are involved, the behaviour of these operations is well defined by specifying for each operation the "preconditions", that is the conditions that must hold before the operation is started, and the "postconditions", that is the conditions that hold as a result of the operation.

The ANNA annotation system (ref. ANNA) does that and also provides useful annotations during the development of the implementation.

In real time software, many concurrent operations may take place at a given time and it is necessary to specify the synchronizations and interactions between them.

Different formalisms may be used to specify these synchronizations and interactions.

The most commonly used formalisms today and the most thoroughly investigated by researchers are probably the Temporal Logic (ref. MP82, BKP84) and the PETRI nets (ref. PET77, NET80, BRA82).

We have chosen to use the Predicate-Transition nets (or Pr-T nets), a high level class of PETRI nets (ref. GL79, GL80), for several reasons:

- They can be represented graphically;
- We have, in a previous work (ref. BOND83), given a semantic definition of the Ada tasking constructs in Pr-T nets.
- Other papers giving elements on Ada tasking semantics using PETRI nets have also been published elsewhere (ref. MGST85, SC85).
- We are therefore able to stay with the same kind of semantic models (the Pr-T nets) from specification to implementation (in Ada).
- Since verification and validation essentially consist in comparing the implemented behaviour to the specified behaviour, it is a great help to stay with the same kind of semantic models from specification to implementation.
We have good reasons to hope, from on-going research work (ref. GL83, PL83, KL84, VM84), that we will be able in a few years to undertake formal mathematical proofs in many practical cases on this formalism. However, that is not yet the state of the art today and we will keep in this presentation a deductive (and less satisfactory) kind of proof to support verification and validation.

The remaining of our presentation will be as follows:

2 / Rationale and requirements for our example: Package BROADCASTING.

3 / A specification for Package BROADCASTING

4 / An Ada implementation of Package BROADCASTING.

5 / Verification and validation of Package BROADCASTING:
   5.1. Proving the correctness of the implementation against the specification
   5.2. Deriving a test set from the semantic specification

6 / Conclusions

Appendix: Predicate-Transition Nets (Pr-T Nets)

2 - RATIONALE AND REQUIREMENTS FOR PACKAGE BROADCASTING

In Ada, the only inter-task synchronization mechanism is the "Rendez-vous" which provides synchronization points ("entries") between two tasks:

- The "caller" may call an "entry" of the task it wants to synchronize with and waits until this entry call is "accepted".

- The "accepter" arriving on an "accept" statement for one of its entries E has the following behaviour:
  - if no call was issued on E, it waits until a call is issued then it "accepts" the first (oldest) call, which may involve taking parameters from it, performing a sequence of statements and returning parameters.

Only when this "accept" is performed, the two tasks (caller and accepter) can resume asynchronous processing.

In real time applications, particularly in GC applications, another kind of synchronization is quite often useful:
A task has to broadcast a message on a "message-carrier" to an unknown number of "receiving" tasks.

- The broadcasting task does not want to wait, no matter if some "receiving" tasks are not ready to take the message.
The receiving tasks, when they invoke the "receive" primitive, wait until a message is present on the message-carrier and then take all this same message (which still keeps being present on the message-carrier after that).

An additional primitive, "Reset", is provided to allow the broadcasting task to "suppress" the message on the message-carrier (or "unload" the message-carrier) and force the subsequent receivers to wait for a new message.

A very common example of use of such a style of synchronization in GC would be a navigation subsystem periodically broadcasting its last fix to other subsystems.

We will take this BROADCASTING package, offering the synchronization type MESSAGE-CARRIER with the three operations BROADCAST, RESET, RECEIVE as our working example.
### Ada Specification of Package BROADCASTING

**Generic**

```ada
type MESSAGE is private;  -- type of message to broadcast
```

**Package BROADCASTING**

```ada
type MESSAGE CARRIER is limited private;
  -- The "MESSAGE CARRIERS" are the vehicles for broadcasting messages.
  -- A MESSAGE CARRIER may be empty or may carry one single message.
  -- It is initially empty.

procedure BROADCAST (MESS : MESSAGE; CARRIER : in out MESSAGE CARRIER);
  -- PRECONDITION : CARRIER is empty or carries a message.
  -- POSTCONDITION : CARRIER carries the message MESS.

procedure RESET (CARRIER : in out MESSAGE CARRIER);
  -- PRECONDITION : CARRIER is empty or carries a message.
  -- POSTCONDITION : CARRIER is empty.

procedure RECEIVE (MESS : out MESSAGE; CARRIER : in out MESSAGE CARRIER);
  -- PRECONDITION : CARRIER carries a message.
  -- POSTCONDITION : The message carried by CARRIER is assigned to MESS
  --                     without being removed from CARRIER.
  --                     If not PRECONDITION
  --                     then the caller waits until PRECONDITION;
  --                     end if.
```

**Private**

```ada
  -- implementation of type MESSAGE_CARRIER
```

**end 'BROADCASTING;**

---

**Note:**

If the type T of objects to broadcast is limited private (for example, T is a task type), then one should use an access type on T as the type MESSAGE:

```ada
type ACCESS_T is access T;
```

**Package T_BROADCASTING** is new BROADCASTING (ACCESS_T);
Abstract data type BROADCASTING

Synchronisation Specification
The properties defined by this Pr-T net are the following:

a) The four operations TB, TRS, TR1, and TR2 are indivisible (1 transition each) and exclusive on a given carrier.

b) The sequence (TR1, TR2) is indivisible if a MESSAGE is present (MESSAGE /= ε) when TR1 is fired.

The present property is equivalent to the following:
If TR2 is firable, then none of the transitions TB, TRS, TR1 is firable.

c) Procedure BROADCAST loads, with no unbounded wait (without having to wait anything else than another transition completing its firing), the message MESS onto the CARRIER.

This property is established as follows:
- if TB is fired, then the place PCARRIER gets MESS in its message field (trivial)
- If TB has a token in its input place, then TB is firable after a finite delay (i.e. without having to wait possible delivering of tokens onto the input places of TRS and TR1):
  - Initially, TB is immediately firable if a token is delivered in its input place (MESSAGE = ε, NUMBER_OF_WAITING) _ TASKS = 0)
  - It is impossible that the condition MESSAGE /= ε and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0 indefinitely holds, since TR2 is then firable. This is due to the fact that the following invariant holds (trivial):
    number of tokens on PWAIT = NUMBER_OF_WAITING) TASKS

d) Procedures RESET unloads, with no unbounded wait, the message which is present on the CARRIER passed as a parameter (if a message was present).

The "no unbounded wait" condition is due to the same reason as for procedure BROADCAST.

e) Procedure RECEIVE:
If a message is present, then the content of this message is assigned to the parameter MESS with no unbounded wait; else the caller waits on PWAIT until a message is broadcast.

This property is a direct consequence of property b), because it is impossible that the condition MESSAGE /= ε and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0) indefinitely holds, but it is possible that MESSAGE /= ε indefinitely holds (no firing of RESET).
The properties defined by this Pr-T net are the following:

a) The four operations TB, TRS, TRI, TR2 are indivisible (1 transition each)

b) The sequence (TRI, TR2) is indivisible if a MESSAGE is present (MESSAGE /\= \#) when TRI is fired.

The present property is equivalent to the following:
If TR2 is firable, then none of the transitions TB, TRS, TRI is firable.

c) Procedure BROADCAST loads, with no unbounded wait (without having to wait anything else than another transition completing its firing), the message MESS onto the CARRIER.

This property is established as follows:
- If TB is fired, then the place PCARRIER gets MESS in its message field (trivial)
- If TB has a token in its input place, then TB is firable after a finite delay (i.e. without having to wait possible delivering of tokens onto the input places of TRS and TRI):
  . Initially, TB is immediately firable if a token is delivered in its input place (MESSAGE = \#, NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS = 0)
  . It is impossible that the condition MESSAGE /= \# and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0) indefinitely holds, since TR2 is then firable. This is due to the fact that the following invariant holds (trivial):
    number of tokens on PWAIT = NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS

d) Procedure RESET unloads, with no unbounded wait, the message which is present on the CARRIER passed as a parameter (if a message was present).

The "no unbounded wait" condition is due to the same reason as for procedure BROADCAST.

e) Procedure RECEIVE:
If a message is present, then the content of this message is assigned to the parameter MESS with no unbounded wait; else the caller waits on PWAIT until a message is broadcast.

This property is a direct consequence of property b), because it is impossible that the condition MESSAGE /= \# and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0) indefinitely holds, but it is possible that MESSAGE /= \# indefinitely holds (no firing of RESET).
The Pr-T net on next page gives the principle of this implementation. Place PCARRIER on the specification Pr-T net is developed (implemented) as a server task type MESSAGE_CARRIER (central part of the Pr-T net).

Setting the initial token onto place PCARRIER on the specification Pr-T net is implemented by sending a <CARRIER name> token when a CARRIER object is created onto the MESSAGE_CARRIER body input place ("MESSAGE_CARRIER object creation") and by initializing the local data (MESSAGE_PRESENT := FALSE; NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS := 0).

Taking off the <CARRIER name> token when a CARRIER object must end as a consequence of its parent unit termination is implemented by the couple of places "PTERMINATE" and "PEND": When the parent unit is ready to terminate, it sends a $ token onto place "PTERMINATE"; as a consequence the <CARRIER-name> token is attracted onto place "PEND" from where it is eventually taken off by the terminating parent unit.

Access to place PCARRIER by transitions TB, TRS, TR1, TR2 is implemented as:

- access to places Begin TB and End TB by transitions TB.begin and TB.end,
- access to places Begin TRS and End TRS by transitions TRS.begin and TRS.end,
- access to places Begin TRl and End TRl by transitions TRl.begin and TRl.end,
- access to places Begin TR2 and End TR2 by transitions TR2.begin and TR2.end.
Procedure BROADCAST (MESS, MESSAGE, CARRIER in out MESSAGE, CARRIER).

BEGIN
  MESSAGE, CARRIER object creation
  Begin TB
  End TB
  <caller, MESSAGE, CARRIER>

BEGIN
  MESSAGE, CARRIER task end
  Termination signal from parent unit
  Begin TR1
  End TR1
  <caller, CARRIER>

BEGIN
  Receive (MESS out MESSAGE, CARRIER in out MESSAGE, CARRIER).
  <caller, CARRIER>

BEGIN
  Reset (CARRIER in out MESSAGE, CARRIER).
  Begin TRS
  End TRS
  <caller, CARRIER>

PROCEDURE RECEIVE
  (MESS out MESSAGE, CARRIER in out MESSAGE, CARRIER).
  <caller, CARRIER>

PROCEDURE RESET
  (CARRIER in out MESSAGE, CARRIER).
  Begin TRS
  End TRS
  <caller, CARRIER>

PRINCIPLE OF IMPLEMENTATION FOR THE ABSTRACT DATA TYPE BROADCASTING
In terms of PETRI net theory, we can say that we have a morphism between the Specification Pr-T net and the net on previous page representing the implementation principle with the following relations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Implementation Principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transition TB</td>
<td>Transitions TB.begin, TB.end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition TRS</td>
<td>Transitions TRS.begin, TRS.end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition TR1</td>
<td>Transitions TR1.begin, TR1.end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition TR2</td>
<td>Transitions TR2.begin, TR2.end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place PCARRIER</td>
<td>Set of places</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Begin TB, End TB, Begin TRS, End TRS, Begin TR1, End TR1, Begin TR2, End TR2)

The four services for which the MESSAGE CARRIER type tasks are responsible have the following specification:

- **TB service**:
  - Pre-condition: \(\neg (\text{MESSAGE PRESENT} \land (\text{NUMBER OF WAITING TASKS} \neq 0))\);
  - Post-condition: \(\text{MESS }\) (internal data) := \(\text{MESS }\) (parameter);
    \(\text{MESSAGE PRESENT} := \text{TRUE};\)

- **TRS service**:
  - Pre-condition: \(\neg (\text{MESSAGE PRESENT} \land (\text{NUMBER OF WAITING TASKS} \neq 0))\);
  - Post-condition: \(\text{MESSAGE PRESENT} := \text{FALSE};\)

- **TR1 service**:
  - Pre-condition: \(\neg (\text{MESSAGE PRESENT} \land (\text{NUMBER OF WAITING TASKS} \neq 0))\);
    \(\text{NUMBER OF WAITING TASKS} = X;\)
  - Post-condition: \(\text{NUMBER OF WAITING TASKS} := X + 1;\)

- **TR2 service**:
  - Pre-condition: \(\text{MESSAGE PRESENT} \land (\text{NUMBER OF WAITING TASKS} \neq 0);\)
    \(\text{NUMBER OF WAITING TASKS} = X \neq 0;\)
  - Post-condition: \(\text{MESS }\) (parameter) := \(\text{MESS }\) (internal data);
    \(\text{NUMBER OF WAITING TASKS} := X - 1;\)

The complete implementation is given by the next Pr-T net. We can see on this net the detail of task body MESSAGE CARRIER consisting of a "for-ever" loop containing a selective wait with 3 open alternatives (TB, TRS, TR1 services) or 1 open alternative (TR2 service) depending upon the value of predicate

\(\text{MESSAGE PRESENT} \land (\text{NUMBER OF WAITING TASKS} \neq 0).\)

On each waiting point, the block or program unit which created tasks of MESSAGE CARRIER type can force these tasks to terminate (one must therefore have as many instantiations of this part of the net (task body MESSAGE CARRIER) as blocks or program units creating static tasks of type MESSAGE CARRIER or declaring an ACCESS type on the type MESSAGE CARRIER).
This task body is directly implementable in Ada as a task body containing a SELECT statement with 4 ACCEPT alternatives (the 4 services) and a TERMINATE alternative (see in ref. BOND83 the nominal Pr-T net model of the Ada select statement).

Following the Pr-T net on next page, we therefore give:

- the private part of Package BROADCASTING giving the Ada external specification of task type MESSAGE_CARRIER

- the Package body BROADCASTING containing the body of the three procedures BROADCAST, RESET, RECEIVE and the task body MESSAGE_CARRIER.
Implementation of The Abstract Data Type BROADCASTING
The Ada task type MESSAGE_CARRIER specification (private part of Package BROADCASTING) is the following:

task type MESSAGE_CARRIER is
  entry BEGIN_RECEIVE;
  — called by procedure RECEIVE to start waiting a message.
  entry END_RECEIVE (M : out MESSAGE);
  — called by procedure RECEIVE after the call to BEGIN_RECEIVE
  — in order to wait and receive the message into M.
  entry BROADCAST (M : MESSAGE);
  — called by procedure BROADCAST to broadcast the message M and
  — wake up the waiting tasks.
  entry RESET;
  — called by procedure RESET in order to unload the MESSAGE_CARRIER
  — which consequently is empty.
end MESSAGE_CARRIER;
Package body BROADCASTING is the following:

Package body BROADCASTING is
  task body MESSAGE CARRIER is
    MESSAGE PRESENT : BOOLEAN := FALSE;
    MESS : MESSAGE;
    NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS : NATURAL := 0;
  begin
    loop
      select
        when not (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0)) =>
          accept BROADCAST (M : MESSAGE) do
            MESS := M;
            end BROADCAST;
            MESSAGE_PRESENT := TRUE;
        or
          when not (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0)) =>
            accept RESET;
            MESSAGE_PRESENT := FALSE;
        or
          when not (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0)) =>
            accept BEGIN_RECEIVE;
            NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS := NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS + 1;
        or
          when MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0) =>
            accept END_RECEIVE (M : out MESSAGE) do
              M := MESS;
              end END_RECEIVE;
              NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS := NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS-1;
        or terminate;
      end select;
    end loop;
  end MESSAGE_CARRIER;
procedure BROADCAST (MESS : MESSAGE; CARRIER : in out MESSAGE_CARRIER) is
  begin
    CARRIER.BROADCAST (MESS);
  end BROADCAST;
procedure RESET (CARRIER : in out MESSAGE_CARRIER) is
  begin
    CARRIER.RESET;
  end RESET;
procedure RECEIVE (MESS : out MESSAGE; CARRIER : in out MESSAGE_CARRIER) is
  begin
    CARRIER.BEGIN_RECEIVE;
    CARRIER.END_RECEIVE (MESS);
  end RECEIVE;
end BROADCASTING;
5 - VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF PACKAGE BROADCASTING

5.1 Proving the Correctness of the Implementation against the Specification

Obtaining semantic models of Ada tasking features by Pr-T nets has been the subject of a previous work (ref. BOND83). These models were used to map the Pr-T net representing our implementation into the Ada package. We will assume that this operation was correctly performed and that the Ada package is a perfect image of the implementation Pr-T net. We will therefore restrict ourselves to prove the correctness of the implementation Pr-T net against the specification Pr-T net. To do that, we must verify that our implementation Pr-T net preserves the a, b, c, d, e properties which were identified on the specification Pr-T net.

- Notations for Transition Firing Sequences:

  T1, T2, T3: firing of T1, then T2, then T3 sequentially.
  T1/T2/T3: firing of T1, T2, T3 concurrently.
  (T1) excl (T2) excl (T3): T1, T2, T3 are mutually exclusive.

- Property a: the four operations TB, TRS, TR1, TR2 are indivisible and exclusive on a given carrier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>TB1, TC2, (TB2/TC3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRS</td>
<td>TRS1, TC4, (TRS2/TC%0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR1</td>
<td>TR11, TC6, (TR12/TC7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR2</td>
<td>TR21, TC9, (TR22/TC10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we consider the sequences above, we can see that (TC2, TC3) excl (TC4, TC5) excl (TC6, TC7) excl (TC9, TC10) for a given MESSAGE_CARRIER (1 single token is available). It follows that the above sequences are indeed indivisible and exclusive on a given carrier after they have fired their first transition (TB1 or TRS1 or TR11 or TR21) which is a pure synchronization.

- Property b: if TR2 is firable, then none of the transitions TB, TRS, TR1 is firable.

  TC1 must have been fired before TC2 (for TB) or TC4 (for TRS) or TC6 (for TR1) is firable and TC8 must have been fired before TC9 (for TR2) is firable. For a given MESSAGE_CARRIER, TC1 and TC8 are in effective conflict (same input place PC1 and one single token at most on it for given MESSAGE_CARRIER) and their firing condition (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_WAITING_TASKS /=0) holding or not) is opposite.
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It follows that the above sequences are indeed indivisible after they have fired their first transition (TB1 or TRS1 or TR11 or TR21) which is a pure synchronization.

- Property b : if TR2 is firable, then none of the transitions TB, TRS, TR1 is firable

TC1 must have been fired before TC2 (for TB) or TC4 (for TRS) or TC6 (for TR1) is firable and TC8 must have been fired before TC9 (for TR2) is firable.

For a given MESSAGE_CARRIER, TC1 and TC8 are in effective conflict (same input place PC1 and one single token at most on it for a given MESSAGE_CARRIER) and their firing condition (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0) holding or not) is opposite.
Therefore, for a given MESSAGE CARRIER, the presence of the token on PC2 and PC3 is mutually exclusive and TC2 (for TB), TC4 (for TRS), TC6 (for TRi) are not firable (no token on PC2) if TC9 (for TR2) is firable (the token is on PC3).

- Property c : procedure BROADCAST loads, with no unbounded wait, the message MESS onto the CARRIER

Execution of procedure BROADCAST corresponds to the firing sequence:

TB \rightarrow TB1, TC2, (TC3/\!\!TB2)

This sequence enables one to send the message MESS onto the CARRIER because:

- TC2 assigns the message MESS (parameter of BROADCAST) to the message MESS (internal to the CARRIER)
- TC3 assigns, internally to the CARRIER, MESSAGE_PRESENT := TRUE

We still have to show that there is no unbounded wait.

The only possibility of unbounded wait after the firing of TB1 (which is firable as soon as procedure BROADCAST is called) in the sequence above is on TC2.

As, by hypothesis, TC12 or TC13 are never firable (no token put onto PTERMINATE) if the CARRIER is still visible, an unbounded wait on TC2 can correspond only to a case where the token of the CARRIER is waiting on the place PC3 (PC3 is the only place where a wait is possible besides PC2 and the presence of the token on PC2 when TB1 is fired makes TC2 firable).

We are going to show that it is not possible for the token of a CARRIER to stay indefinitely waiting on PC3:

- It is easy to see that each incrementing of NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS (possible only by firing TC7) corresponds to a sequence of transitions:
  (TC1/TR11), TC6, ((TC7, TC11)/(TR12, TR21)).
Firing such a sequence puts one token on PR3 and PR6.
We finally have:
  sum of tokens going onto PR6 = NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS for a given CARRIER.

Therefore, if MESSAGE_PRESENT then becomes true for this CARRIER, TC8 becomes firable and the sum of tokens on PR6, or about to reach it, for the given CARRIER is equal to NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS.

We have then firing cycles:

(TC8, TC9, ((TC10 + TC11)/(TR22)))
without any waiting condition on PC3 until NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS becomes zero again.
This is due to the fact that, in such a firing cycle:
- NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS is decremented once,
- one token is taken from PR6,
- MESSAGE_PRESENT is never assigned (and remains true);
  therefore TC8 is always firable (and TC1 is not) when the CARRIER token reaches PC1.
When NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS becomes zero again, then it is TC1, and no longer TC8, which is firable when the CARRIER token reaches PC1 and it is therefore no longer possible to go onto PC3.

Finally, we have thus demonstrated the impossibility to reach an unbounded waiting condition on PC3.

- Property d : procedure RESET unloads, with no unbounded wait, the message which was present on the CARRIER (if a message was present)

Execution of procedure RESET corresponds to the firing sequence:
TRS -> TRS1, TC4, (TRS2//TC5).
This sequence enables one to unload the message which was present on the CARRIER since TC5 assigns MESSAGE_PRESENT := FALSE.

The fact that there is no unbounded wait can be shown the same way it was for procedure BROADCAST.

- Property e : procedure RECEIVE : if a message was present, then the value of this message is assigned, with no unbounded wait, to the parameter MESS, else the caller waits until a message is broadcast

If callers of RECEIVE were already waiting when the message is broadcast, we have already seen that they are woken up without any further wait (cf. the demonstration of property c). Therefore, we suppose that there is no caller of RECEIVE waiting when the message is broadcast and loaded onto the CARRIER (which implies that \( \text{NUMBER\_OF\_WAITING\_TASKS} = 0 \) for this CARRIER).

Two cases are then possible when procedure RECEIVE (transition TR11) begins to execute:

- either the CARRIER token was on PC2 and the following sequence:
  TC6, ((TC7, TC11, TC8)/(TR12, TR21)), TC9, (TC10, TC11)//TR22
  is immediately firable and TC9 assigns the internal value MESS to the parameter MESS with no wait;

- or the CARRIER token was not on PC2, but then it could only be on PC4, PC5, PC6, PC8 or PC1 since \( \text{NUMBER\_OF\_WAITING\_TASKS} = 0 \) (TC8 not firable) by hypothesis;
  the CARRIER token was then about to come back onto PC2 since from all the places listed above it could do nothing but come back onto PC2 with no wait, TC8 being not firable. This case is therefore similar to the first one.
If the message was not present when procedure RECEIVE (transition TRll) begins to execute, then: TC8 is not firable (MESSAGE_PRESENT = FALSE) and the CARRIER token can only be on PC2 or about to come back onto PC2 (see above).

After TRll, one can fire:
TC6, ((TC7, TCll, TCL)//(TRl2, TR21)) which has the following consequences:
. the RECEIVE caller waits on PR3,
. NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS is incremented by 1 (TC7).

5.2. Deriving a Test Set from the Semantic Specification

From the specification (Ada specification plus the Pr-T net defining the synchronization specification), we have defined the five properties a, b, c, d, e which package BROADCASTING must preserve.

Then it is quite straightforward to derive a program which successively checks each of these properties with the help of a good debugger (the program initiates the test actions on an instantiation of package BROADCASTING and all the observations are made through the debugger).

The program on next pages is an example of such a test-program for package BROADCASTING.
All the lines of comment in executable parts of this program define observations that must be performed through the debugger.

If no convenient debugger is available, then the test program is much more complicated because it must perform itself all the observations which are normally done through the debugger.

Note that such a test set is based solely on the specification: during the test phase, we do not bother with the implementation details, and we only aim at checking that the package behaves in compliance with its specification.
with BROADCASTING;
procedure BROADCASTING_TEST is
    subtype LINE_80 is STRING (1..80);
    package LINE_80_BROADCASTING is new BROADCASTING (LINE_80);
    use LINE_80_BROADCASTING;
    MY_MESSAGE : constant LINE_80 := "I am the message" & (17..80 => ' ');
    M_C : MESSAGE CARRIER;
    task type BROADCASTER; -- broadcasts MY_MESSAGE on M_C
    task type RECEIVER; -- receives a message on M_C
    task type RESETER; -- resets M_C
    task body BROADCASTER is
        begin
            BROADCAST (MY_MESSAGE, M_C);
        end BROADCASTER;
    task body RECEIVER is
        LOCAL_MESSAGE : LINE_80 := (1..80 => '*');
        begin
            RECEIVE (LOCAL_MESSAGE, M_C);
            null; -- breaking here enables one to evaluate LOCAL_MESSAGE
        end RECEIVER;
    task body RESETER is
        begin
            RESET (M_C);
        end RESETER;
    begin
        A_TEST : -- tests the property a
            declare
                BROADCAST_1, BROADCAST_2 : BROADCASTER;
                RECEIVE_1, RECEIVE_2 : RECEIVER;
                RESET_1, RESET_2 : RESETER;
            begin
                -- check by a step by step execution using the debugger that none
                -- of the "TB", "TRS", "TR1", "TR2" operations of the tasks above
                -- are interleaved and execute the following, while keeping
                -- checking that, to be sure to terminate this block:
                delay 1.0;
                C_TEST : -- tests the property c
                    begin
                        RESET (M_C);
                        BROADCAST (MY_MESSAGE, M_C);
                        -- check here that MY_MESSAGE is present on M_C.
                    end C_TEST;
                end A_TEST;
        B_TEST : -- checks the property b
            declare
                BROADCAST_1, BROADCAST_2 : BROADCASTER;
                RECEIVE_1, RECEIVE_2 : RECEIVER;
            begin
                -- check that the sequence (TR1, TR2) in RECEIVE_1 and RECEIVE_2
                -- is not interleaved with anything else.
                null;
            end B_TEST;
        end
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D_TEST : — checks the property d
begin
    RESET (M_C);
    — check that the message is no longer present on M_C.
    RESET (M_C);
    — check that M_C state remains invariant.
end D_TEST;
E_TEST : — checks the property e
declare
    RECEIVE_1 : RECEIVER;
begin
    delay 1.0;
    — check that RECEIVE_1 waits on PWAIT for a message to be
    — broadcast.
    BROADCAST (MY_MESSAGE, M_C);
    — check that RECEIVE_1.LOCAL_MESSAGE receives MY_MESSAGE and that
    — RECEIVE_1 terminates.
end E_TEST;
end BROADCASTING_TEST;
pragma MAIN;

6 - CONCLUSIONS

The main advantages of our verification and validation technique appear
 to be the following:

. The same modelling technique (Pr-T nets) is kept from specification
   to implementation which makes it easier to prove that the
   implementation is correct with respect to the specification.

. A test set can be derived straightforwardly from the specification
   without any need to consider the implementation details.

. The implementation being proved correct before testing is performed,
   only minor bugs (the rare typos which cannot be detected by the Ada
   compiler, omission of a line of code, ...), due to the fact that the
   implementation process remains manual, should remain when testing
   begins.
   The cost of testing should then dramatically drop down.
   As a matter of fact, no bug was found when we performed the tests
   defined in section 5.2. for package BROADCASTING on our Ada
   environment.

The main shortcomings are the following:

. The style of proof we presented is not totally satisfactory. We
   already said in section 1 that some on-going research works (ref.
   GL83, PL83, KL84, VM84) make us hope that we will be able in a few
   years to undertake more formal mathematical proofs on Pr-T nets in
   many practical cases.

. We did not say anything in this paper about verification of
   specifications themselves. However, it is possible to verify such
   properties as coherence and completeness on specifications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Predicate-Transition Nets were first introduced in (Ref (1.79)). They are an evolution of Place-Transition Nets (the classical PETRI Nets). They allow a more concise modelling of systems. A place in a Predicate-Transition Net can model several places of an equivalent Place-Transition Net and can have tokens which are "coloured" by tuples of data which can be constants or variables.

Similarly, a transition in a Predicate-Transition Net can model several transition of an equivalent Place-Transition Net. Arcs are valued by tuples of constants and variables defining the set of tokens produced or consumed by a transition on a place. On each transition a logical expression specifies the relations involving the different tokens which must hold to enable the transition.

This expression is omitted if it is uniformly true.

2. PREDICATE-TRANSITION NETS VERSUS PLACE-TRANSITION NETS TO MODEL ADA PROGRAMS

Many features of ADA indicate that Predicate-Transition Nets are a much more adequate tool than Place-Transition Nets to model tasking constructs of ADA, such as:

- Task Types: Many different task objects can be defined on the same Task Type and have concurrent executions. The Predicate-Transition Nets allow to have a single net for the task body and to designate each task object by the "colour" of its token. Similarly, the entries of all task objects in the task type
will share the same set of places. An entry for a specific task object will be distinguished on these places by the colour of its token.

- Selective waits: The whole phase of selecting the branch to be executed can be gathered on a single branch of net, no matter how many different select branches are present.

Even after the branch to be executed has been selected, the different branches possible can often keep being gathered in a single branch of net and being distinguished only by the colour of the tokens if the statements in these branches generate control structures having a common net model.

3. A FORMAL DEFINITION OF PREDICATE-TRANSITION NETS

A good introduction to Predicate-Transition Nets can be found in (Ref 0180). The following definition is similar to that given in (Ref 0179) or (Ref 0180).

Definition: A predicate-transition-net (PrT-net) consists of the following constituents:

1. A directed net \((S, T, F)\) where
   - \(S\) is the set of predicates ('first-order' places)
   - \(T\) is the set of ('first-order') transitions
   - \(F: \subseteq (S \times T) \cup (T \times S)\) is the set of arcs

2. A structured set \(U = (C; opl...; Opn; P1...; Pn)\) with operators opi and predicates Pf.
3. A labelling of arcs assigning to all elements of $T$ a formal sum of $n$-tuples of variables where $n$ is the 'arity' of the predicate connected to the arc. The zero-tuple indicating a no-argument predicate (an ordinary place) is denoted by the special symbol $0$.

Examples:

4. An inscription on transitions assigning to some elements of $T$ a logical formula built from equality, operators and predicates given with $C$; variables occurring free in a transition have to occur at an adjacent arc.

Examples:

5. A marking of predicates of $S$ with $n$-tuples of individual (items).

Examples:

6. A natural number $K$ which is a universal bound for the number of copies of the same item which may occur at a single place (K may be called place capacity).

Examples:

7. The transition rule $\rightarrow$ which expresses the common interpretation of predicate-transition-nets:

Each element of $T$ represents a class of possible changes of markings (ordinary transitions). Such an indivisible change consists of removing ( $\bigcirc\rightarrow\square$ ) and adding ( $\square\rightarrow\bigcirc$ ) copies of items from/to places according to the schemes expressed by the arc labels. It may occur whenever, for an assignment of individuals to the variables which satisfies the formula inscripted to the transition, all input places carry enough copies of proper items and for no output place the capacity $K$ is exceeded by adding the respective copies of items.
Example: For a structure \([(a,b,c)]; < = \text{alphabetical ordering}) \text{ and } K = 3, \\
\text{two of the nine instances of the following transition are enabled under the} \\
\text{marking shown on the left side:} \\
(x,y,z) \leftarrow (a,b,c) \text{ and } (x,y,z) \leftarrow (b,b,c). \\
\text{Due to conflict, however, at most one will occur. For the assignment} \\
(x,y,z) \leftarrow (a,b,c) \text{ the resulting marking is shown on the right side.}

4. SPECIFIC NOTATIONS AND PROPERTIES OF THE NETS WE USE

- Notations for transitions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

\begin{align*}
A & \text{: logical expression enabling the transition.} \\
B & \text{: defines the operation modeled by firing the transition.} \\
& \text{No operation is attached to this transition.} \\
& \text{No operation is attached to this transition and the logical expression "A" is uniformly true.}
\end{align*}
- Notations for arcs:

\[
\text{\texttt{<a>}} \quad \text{is a short notation for:} \quad \text{\texttt{\{a\} @ P}}
\]

- Initial marking: It is represented by the tokens explicitly figured on the places.

- Indivisibility of Transitions:
  Transitions are not all indivisible and may either:
  - be indivisible, or:
  - model a "purely sequential" sequence of operations, or:
  - model a set of operations which are detailed on another net.

- When some transitions model sets of operations which are detailed on other nets, the following notations may be found:

- \(\text{SP}\) is a set of places which is further detailed on another net.
- There are, on another more detailed net, arcs joining: \(A\) to the places of \(\text{SP}\), \(B\) to the places of \(\text{SP}\), \(B\) to the place \(P\).

- Place Capacity: In our models, the places are supposed to have a capacity large enough to be never reached by tokens present on the places. Therefore we do not consider the place capacity.
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PURPOSE OF THE PRESENTATION

ILLUSTRATE THROUGH A SIMPLE BUT REALISTIC EXAMPLE THE USE OF SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS TO IMPLEMENT, VERIFY AND VALIDATE REAL TIME SOFTWARE.
BACKGROUND
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+ SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS
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ABSTRACT DATA TYPE

SEMANTIC SPECIFICATIONS

ALGEBRAIC ABSTRACT DATA TYPES
PRE/POST CONDITIONS
(ANNA ... )

ARE NOT ABLE TO SPECIFY:
• INTERACTIONS/SYNCHRONIZATIONS
  BETWEEN CONCURRENT ACTIVATIONS
  OF OPERATIONS

• TIME ORDERING BETWEEN
  OPERATIONS

ANOTHER FORMALISM
IS NECESSARY TO
HANDLE THAT
DIFFERENT FORMALISMS MAY BE USED TO SPECIFY INTERACTIONS/SYNCHRONIZATIONS BETWEEN CONCURRENT OPERATIONS AND TIME ORDERING; MOST NOTABLY:

TEMPORAL LOGICS

PETRI NETS

OUR CHOICE:
PREDICATE - TRANSITION NETS (PR-T NETS) A HIGH LEVEL CLASS OF PETRI NETS.

MOTIVATIONS FOR THIS CHOICE:
-- GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
-- PREVIOUS WORK GIVING AN OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS OF ADA TASKING IN PR-T NETS
WE ARE ABLE TO USE PR-T NETS FROM SPECIFICATION TO IMPLEMENTATION (IN ADA)
GREAT HELP FOR VERIFICATION BECAUSE
VERIFICATION \text{DEF} COMPARE (SPECIFIED BEHAVIOUR, IMPLEMENTED BEHAVIOUR)
EASIER WHEN BOTH TERMS USE THE SAME FORMALISM.

-- PROOF MECHANISMS ON PETRI NETS ARE IMPROVING
CONTENTS FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE PRESENTATION

-- RATIONALE AND REQUIREMENTS FOR OUR EXAMPLE: PACKAGE BROADCASTING

-- A SPECIFICATION FOR PACKAGE BROADCASTING

-- AN ADA IMPLEMENTATION OF PACKAGE BROADCASTING

-- VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF PACKAGE BROADCASTING:
  - PROVING THE CORRECTNESS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION AGAINST THE SPECIFICATION
  - DERIVING A TEST SET FROM THE SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION

-- CONCLUSIONS
RATIONALE AND REQUIREMENTS FOR PACKAGE BROADCASTING

CALLER

\[\text{Before Call; ACCEPTER.E; After Call;}\]

ACCEPTER

Task ACCEPTER is entry E;
End ACCEPTER;
Task body ACCEPTER is
Begin
\[\text{Before_Accept; accept E do Handle_critical_part_of_the_call; end E; End ACCEPTER;}\]

<ACCEPTER>

<ACCEPTER>

Before_Call <CALLER>

ACCEPTER.E_BEGIN

<ACCEPTER>

Before_Accept <ACCEPTER>

ACCEPTER.E_END

<CALLER>

After_Call <CALLER>

Handle_Critical_Part_of_the_Call <ACCEPTER>

After_Accept <ACCEPTER>
In Real Time Applications, another kind of Synchronization is also useful:

BROADCASTING

A task has to broadcast a message on a "message_carrier" to an unknown number of "receiving" tasks

- The "broadcasting" task does not want to wait, no matter if some "receiving" tasks are not ready to take the message.

- The "receiving" tasks, when they invoke the "receive" primitive, wait until a message is present on the message_carrier and then take all this same message (which still keeps being present on the message carrier after that).

- An additional primitive "Reset" allows the broadcasting task to suppress the message on the message carrier (thereby forcing subsequent "receivers" to wait for a new message)
SPECIFICATION OF PACKAGE BROADCASTING

ADA Specification

Generic
   type MESSAGE is private ; -- type of message to broadcast
Package BROADCASTING is
   type MESSAGE_CARRIER is limited private;
   -- MESSAGE_CARRIERs are the vehicle for broadcasting messages.
   -- A MESSAGE_CARRIER may be empty or may carry one message
   -- It is initially empty.
   procedure BROADCAST(MESS : MESSAGE; CARRIER : in out MESSAGE_CARRIER);
   -- PRECONDITION: CARRIER is empty or carries one message
   -- POSTCONDITION: CARRIER carries the message MESS.
   procedure RESET(CARRIER : in out MESSAGE_CARRIER);
   -- PRECONDITION: CARRIER is empty or carries one message.
   -- POSTCONDITION: CARRIER is empty.
   procedure RECEIVE (MESS: out MESSAGE; CARRIER: in out MESSAGE_CARRIER);
   -- PRECONDITION: CARRIER carries one message.
   -- POSTCONDITION: The message carried by CARRIER is assigned
   -- to MESS but it is not removed from CARRIER.
   -- If not PRECONDITION
   -- then the caller waits until PRECONDITION;
   -- end if

PRIVATE
   -- Implementation of type MESSAGE_CARRIER.

End BROADCASTING.
Abstract data type BROADCASTING

Synchronisation Specification
The properties defined by this Pr-T net are the following:

a) TB, TRS, TR1, TR2 are indivisible (1 transition each) and exclusive (because each one takes the token from place PCARRIER).

b) (TR1, TR2) is indivisible if MESSAGE/=¢ when TR1 is fixed. i.e.: if TR2 is fixable, none of the TB, TRS, TR1 is fixable.

c) Procedure BROADCAST loads, with no unloaded wait, the message MESS onto the CARRIER:  
   -- if TB is fixed, then PCARRIER gets MESS in its message field  
   -- if TB has a token in its input place, then it is fixable after a finite delay.  
      • Initially TB is immediately fixable if a token is delivered in its input place  
      • It is impossible that the condition:  
         (MESSAGE/=¢) and (number_of_waiting_tasks/=0)  
      indefinitely holds since TR2 is then fixable because always number of taken on PWAITS=number_of_waiting_tasks

d) Procedure RESET unloads, with no unbounded wait, the message which was present on the CARRIER

e) Procedure RECEIVE:  
   If a message is present, then the content of this message is assigned to MESS with no unbounded wait (consequence of b), else the caller waits on AWAIT until a message is broadcast.
IMPLEMENTATION OF PACKAGE BROADCASTING

PRINCIPLE:

"Unfold" place PCARRIER into a server task having four entries ;(one for each of the 4 transitions connected to it) and "unfold" each of these transitions (TB, TRS, TR1, TR2) into a call to one of these entries. This principle is illustrated by the following slide.
Principle Of Implementation For The Abstract Data Type BROADCASTING
The 4 services for which the MESSAGE_CARRIER type tasks are responsible have the following specifications:

-- TB:

PRECONDITION: not (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS/=0));

POSTCONDITION: MESS (internal data):=MESS(parameter);
MESSAGE_PRESENT:=TRUE;

-- TRS:

PRECONDITION: not (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS/=0));

POSTCONDITION: MESSAGE_PRESENT:=FALSE;

-- TR1:

PRECONDITION: not(MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS/=0));
NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS=X;

POSTCONDITION: NUMBER_WAITING_TASKS:=X+1;

-- TR2:

PRECONDITION: MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS/=0);
NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS=X/=0;

POSTCONDITION: MESS(parameter):=MESS(internal data);
NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS:=X-1;
DETAIL OF IMPLEMENTATION

-- IT IS GIVEN BY THE PR-T NET ON THE FOLLOWING SLIDE.

-- THIS PR-T NET IS DIRECTLY IMPLEMENTABLE IN ADA:

  • The MESSAGE_CARRIER task type specification gives the private part of Package BROADCASTING

  • The PR-T net gives Package body BROADCASTING.

→ NEXT SLIDES
Implementation Of The Abstract Data Type BROADCASTING
The Ada task type MESSAGE_CARRIER specification (private part of Package BROADCASTING) is the following:

task type MESSAGE_CARRIER is
  entry BEGIN_RECEIVE;
  — called by procedure RECEIVE to start waiting a message.
  entry END_RECEIVE (M : out MESSAGE);
  — called by procedure RECEIVE after the call to BEGIN_RECEIVE
  — in order to wait and receive the message into M.
  entry BROADCAST (M : MESSAGE);
  — called by procedure BROADCAST to broadcast the message M and
  — wake up the waiting tasks.
  entry RESET;
  — called by procedure RESET in order to unload the MESSAGE_CARRIER
  — which consequently is empty.
end MESSAGE_CARRIER;
Package body BROADCASTING is the following:

```
package body BROADCASTING is
  task body MESSAGE_CARRIER is
    MESSAGE_PRESENT : BOOLEAN := FALSE;
    MESS : MESSAGE;
    NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS : NATURAL := 0;
    begin
      loop
        select
          when not (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0)) =>
            accept BROADCAST (M : MESSAGE) do
              MESS := M;
            end BROADCAST;
            MESSAGE_PRESENT := TRUE;
          or
          when not (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0)) => accept RESET;
            MESSAGE_PRESENT := FALSE;
          or
          when not (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0)) => accept BEGIN_RECEIVE;
            NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS := NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS + 1;
          or
          when MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS /= 0) =>
            accept END_RECEIVE (M : out MESSAGE) do
              M := MESS;
            end END_RECEIVE;
            NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS := NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS - 1;
          or terminate;
        end select;
      end loop;
    end MESSAGE_CARRIER;
  procedure BROADCAST (MESS : MESSAGE; CARRIER : in out
    MESSAGE_CARRIER) is
    begin
      CARRIER.BROADCAST (MESS);
    end BROADCAST;
  procedure RESET (CARRIER : in out MESSAGE_CARRIER) is
    begin
      CARRIER.RESET;
    end RESET;
  procedure RECEIVE (MESS : out MESSAGE; CARRIER : in out
    MESSAGE_CARRIER) is
    begin
      CARRIER.BEGIN_RECEIVE;
      CARRIER.END_RECEIVE (MESS);
    end RECEIVE;
  end BROADCASTING;
```
VERIFICATION OF PACKAGE BROADCASTING

What is to be verified

Correct mapping of the Implementation PR-T net to the ADA package can be checked using the (BOND83) PR-T net grammar for ADA tasking.

Assumed Correct

Specification
PR-T NET

Implementation
PR-T NET

Ada package
private part
and body

TO BE VERIFIED
Property a: The Four Operations TB, TRS, TR1, TR2 Are Indivisible

TB → TB1, TC2, (TB2//TC3)

TRS → TR21, TC4, (TRS2//TC5)

TR1 → TR11, TC6, (TR12//TC7)

TR2 → TR21, TC9, (TR22/TC10)

Indisibility after firing the 1st transition due to the fact that:

(TC2, TC3) excl (TC4, TC5) excl (TC6, TC7) excl (TC9, TC10)

Because one token only is available for these on a given MESSAGE_CARRIER.
Property b: If TR2 is Firable, then None of the Transitions TB, TRS, TR1 is Firable

Taken for a given MESSAGE_CARRIER
on PC1

TC1 or TC8 firable,
but only one of them
("Effective Conflict" and opposite condition)

if TC1 fires,
then (TC8, TC9, TC10) --> TR2
are not firable

if TC8 fires, then:
(TC1, TC2, TC3) --> TB
(TC1, TC4, TC5) --> TRS
(TC1, TC6, TC7) --> TR1
are not firable.
Property C: Procedure BROADCAST Loads, with no Unbounded Wait, the Message MESS onto the Carrier

TB --> TB1, TC2, (TC3//TB2)

MESS(CARRIER internal) := MESS(parameter);
MESSAGE_PRESENT := TRUE;

MESS is loaded onto the Carrier

No Unbounded Wait:

- The only possible wait in (TB1, TC2, (TC3//TB2)) is:
  Wait a token on PC2 to fire TC2.

- TC12 or TC13 cannot fire while the Carrier is still visible
- The only waiting places on the MESSAGE_CARRIER state machine are PC2 and PC3.

We must prove that TC9 is eventually firable when a Carrier token is on PC3 (no unbounded wait on PC3).
Proof that TC9 is eventually firable when a Carrier token is on PC3:

The sketch of this proof is the following:

-- Number of tokens that eventually accumulate on PR6
   = NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS

-- While not (MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS/=0))
   the Carrier token cannot reach PC3 (TC8 not firable)

[---]

-- If MESSAGE_PRESENT and (NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS/=0)
    then PC3 is eventually reached by the Carrier token
    and we eventually have:
    Number of (TC8, TC9, TC10, TC11) consecutive sequences
    = Number of tokens on PR6
    = NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS;

[---]

-- As TC10 decrements NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS,
    this variable is 0 at the completion of these
    NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS sequences;
    we then have:
    TC8 not firable --> PC3 not reachable
    TC1 firable

\[\rightarrow TC9 \text{ is eventually firable when a carrier token is on PC3} \]
Property d: Procedure RESET Unloads, with no Unloaded Wait, the Message which was Possibly Present on the Carrier

-- TRS --> TRS1, TC4, (TC5//TRS2)

\[\text{MESSAGE\_PRESENT} := \text{FALSE;}\]

\[\text{Procedure RESET unloads the message}\]

-- No unloaded wait:

The proof is similar to that for Procedure BROADCAST
Property 3: Procedure RECEIVE: If a Message was Present, then the Value of this Message is Assigned, with no Unloaded Wait, to the Parameter MESS, else the Caller Waits until a Message is Broadcast

-- If Callers of RECEIVE were waiting when the message is broadcast
   ==> the callers are woken up (cf. proof for property c).
-- If no caller of RECEIVE is waiting when the message is broadcast
   ==> NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS = 0

2 cases are then possible when RECEIVE starts (TR11 is firing):

- The Carrier token was on PC2
  -- If MESSAGE_PRESENT
     ==> TC6, ((TC7, TC11, TC8)/(TR12, TR21)), TC9, (TC10, TC11)/(TR22)
     \[\text{NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS} = 1\]
     The message is passed to the RECEIVE caller

If not MESSAGE_PRESENT
TC6, ((TC7, TC11, TC1)//TR12, TR21)
\[\text{NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS} = 1\]
The RECEIVE Caller waits on PR3

- The Carrier token was not on PC2
  ==> It will eventually return on PC2 because:
  
  NUMBER_OF_WAITING_TASKS = 0 \implies TC8 NOT FIRABLE
DERIVING A TEST SET FROM THE SPECIFICATION

-- THE TEST SET SHOULD CHECK THAT EACH OF THE PROPERTIES A,B,C,D,E DEFINED ON THE SPECIFICATION HOLDS

-- SIMPLEST WAY TO BUILD SUCH A TEST SET:

  • BUILD A TEST PROCEDURE THAT:
    -- Instantiates a package on generic package BROADCASTING
    -- Declares an object M_C: MESSAGE_CARRIER;
    -- Creates several tasks that concurrently use M_C in a manner which aims at testing the desired properties on M_C.

  • TRANSLATE THE PROPERTIES A,B,C,D,E INTO CONDITIONS THAT MUST HOLD ON M_C INTERNAL STATE AND ON THE STATE OF THE TASKS WHICH USE M_C.

  DEFINE DEBUGGER ACTIONS TO OBSERVE THESE CONDITIONS AND INSERT COMMENTS IN THE TEST PROCEDURE EXPLAINING THESE ACTIONS AT THE PLACE THEY MUST BE PERFORMED.

  • EXECUTE THE TEST PROCEDURE UNDER CONTROL OF THE DEBUGGER AND PERFORM THE OBSERVATIONS THROUGH THE DEBUGGER.
NOTES:

-- WE ACTUALLY BUILT SUCH A TEST PROCEDURE "BROADCASTING_TEST" AND THE TESTED PACKAGE REVEALED NO BUG.

-- A "DEBUGGER" SHOULD, AS IN "BROADCASTING_TEST", BE USED TO OBSERVE THE BEHAVIOUR OF ALREADY VERIFIED, AND THEREFORE A PRIORI CORRECT, PIECES OF SOFTWARE RATHER THAN TO "DEBUG".
CONCLUSIONS

MAIN ADVANTAGES OF OUR V AND V TECHNIQUE:

- THE SAME MODELLING TECHNIQUE (PR-T NETS) IS KEPT FROM SPECIFICATION TO IMPLEMENTATION

  ----> IT IS EASIER TO PROVE THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION IS CORRECT WITH RESPECT TO THE SPECIFICATION

- A TEST SET CAN BE DERIVED STRAIGHTFORWARDLY FROM THE SPECIFICATION.

- AS A CONSEQUENCE OF PRIOR VERIFICATION, THE COST OF TESTING SHOULD DRAMATICALLY DROP DOWN (ONLY MINOR BUGS SHOULD REMAIN)
PROGRESS TO REACH AN OPERATIONAL STATUS IN 1990:

-- REPLACE THE DEDUCTIVE STYLE OF PROOF THAT WAS PRESENTED BY A MORE MECHANIZABLE ONE, USING THE LINEAR ALGEBRA REPRESENTATION OF NETS. (RESEARCH OFFERS REASONABLE HOPE)

-- IMPLEMENT A GENERAL PETRI NET ENVIRONMENT OPEN TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW NET CATEGORIES AND NEW PROOF ALGORITHMS (A BIG DEAL!)


-- TRY AND MECHANIZE THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS (A LONG TERM EFFORT, PROBABLY NOT FOR 1990!)
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Abstract

Repeated executions of a concurrent Ada program P with input X may exercise different sequences of rendezvous and thus produce different results. Therefore, the correctness of P with input X cannot be determined by one or more executions of P with input X. Recently, we have studied an approach, called deterministic execution, to testing concurrent Ada programs. This approach uses test cases of the form (X,S), where X is an input and S is a rendezvous sequence. Such a test case is called an IN_R test case.

For a given IN_R test case (X,S) for P, the deterministic execution approach determines whether or not S can be produced by an execution of P with input X and, if so, actually reproduces S. Our strategy is to transform P into another concurrent Ada program P' such that any execution of P' with (X,S) as input reproduces S if and only if S can be produced by an execution of P with input X.

In this paper, we describe how to apply the deterministic execution approach to test several concurrent Ada programs. Through the discussion of testing these programs, we address the problems encountered and illustrate how to solve these problems. The results of our empirical study indicate that the deterministic execution approach is very effective for testing concurrent Ada programs.
1. Introduction

The high cost of software testing has stimulated substantial research efforts toward the development of testing techniques and tools. However, the area of testing concurrent programs has received little attention [Bri73,78]. The conventional approach to testing a program is to select a set of test inputs and execute this program with each test input exactly once. This approach, however, is inappropriate for testing concurrent programs.

Let P be a concurrent Ada program. An execution of P with some input involves a sequence of rendezvous, called a rendezvous sequence, which determines the result of this execution. Repeated executions of P with the same input, however, may exercise different rendezvous sequences and thus produce different results. This can happen due to two reasons. One is that the relative progress of concurrent tasks in P is unpredictable. The other is that a select statement in P allows a nondeterministic selection over several possible alternatives.

Because of the "unpredictable rendezvous sequence" property, testing concurrent Ada programs has three critical issues which do not exist in testing sequential Ada programs. The first issue is that the correctness of P with input X cannot be determined by a single execution of P with input X. Repeated executions of P with input X may increase the chance of detecting errors in P. However, even if P with input X has been executed successfully many times, a future execution of P with input X may still produce an unexpected result.

The second issue is the reproduction of the rendezvous sequence (or the result) of an execution of P with input X. Assume that an execution of P with input X has produced a rendezvous sequence S with an unexpected result. (S is said to be feasible, i.e., it is allowed by the implementation of P with input X). In order to understand how the unexpected result was produced, we would like to reproduce S and collect certain information. However, there is no guarantee that S can be reproduced by repeated executions of P with input X. The problem of reproducing a feasible rendezvous sequence is referred to as the reproducible testing problem for Ada. (In a reference to the reproduction of a feasible rendezvous sequence, the word "feasible" is often omitted, since it is impossible to reproduce an infeasible rendezvous sequence.)

The third issue is the determination of whether or not a given rendezvous sequence is feasible. Assume that an execution of P with input X has produced an invalid rendezvous sequence S'. (A rendezvous sequence of P with input X is said to be invalid if it is not allowed by the specification of P with input X). After making corrections to P, we would like to know whether or not S' is still feasible, i.e., whether or not S' can still be produced by the modified P with input X. However, even if many executions
of the modified P with input X have not produced S', we cannot say that S' is infeasible for the modified P with input X. The problem of determining whether or not a rendezvous sequence is feasible is referred to as the feasibility problem.

To determine the correctness of a concurrent program, two different approaches can be applied. One approach, called "repeated execution", is to repeatedly execute a concurrent program with the same input. The other approach, called "deterministic execution", is to reproduce sequences of synchronizations of a concurrent program. The deterministic execution approach is usually applied to assembly programs and involves the use of low-level interfaces with the underlying operating system. Therefore, this approach has been considered tedious and ad hoc. In [Tai85], it was suggested that the deterministic execution approach could be applied to concurrent programs written in a high-level language and could be done so without having interfaces with the underlying operating system.

To test a concurrent Ada program P, the deterministic execution approach uses test cases of the form (X,S), where X is an input and S is a rendezvous sequence. Such a test case is called an IN_R test case. In order to test a concurrent Ada program with IN_R test cases, we need to solve both the reproducible testing and the feasibility problems for Ada. To solve the reproducible testing problem for Ada, our strategy is to transform a concurrent Ada program P into another concurrent Ada program P' such that the reproduction of a rendezvous sequence S of P with input X requires exactly one execution of P' with (X,S) as input. In other words, if S is feasible for P with input X, then an execution of P' with input (X,S) definitely reproduces S. Notice that this strategy also solves the feasibility problem for Ada provided that P' is constructed so that if S is infeasible, then an execution of P' with input (X,S) can never reproduce S.

Recently we have developed three reproducible testing methods, called R_PERMIT, BAR_PERMIT, and BARG_PERMIT respectively, for three different classes of concurrent Ada programs [Tai86a,b,c]. In this paper, we apply these reproducible testing methods to test several concurrent Ada programs. Through the discussion of testing these programs, we address the problems encountered in reproducible testing and illustrate how to solve these problems. Also, we show the effectiveness of the deterministic execution approach for error detection.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the notion of a rendezvous sequence is formalized and a type of error in concurrent Ada programs, called a rendezvous error, is defined. Section 3 shows how to apply the R_PERMIT method to test concurrent Ada programs. Section 4 presents applications of the BAR_PERMIT method. Section 5 demonstrates the BARG_PERMIT method, which is a complete solution to the reproducible testing problem for Ada. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper. Throughout this paper, it is assumed that the result of an execution of a
concurrent Ada program depends solely on the input and the rendezvous sequence of this execution. Also, it is assumed that a concurrent Ada program executes on a single processor and does not use interrupts or the time clock.

2. Rendezvous Sequences and Errors of Concurrent Ada Programs

In section 2.1, we provide a formal definition of a rendezvous sequence such that the result of an execution of a concurrent Ada program depends solely on the input and the R-sequence of this execution. Based on the notion of R-sequences, a type of error in a concurrent Ada program, called a rendezvous error, is defined in section 2.2.

2.1 Rendezvous Sequences

An execution of a concurrent Ada program involves a sequence of starts and finishes of rendezvous. A rendezvous sequence (R-sequence) is defined as

\[( (C_1,E_1), (C_2,E_2), ... ) \]

where, \(C_i (E_i), i > 0\), denotes the caller (the entry name) of the \(i^{th}\) rendezvous to be started. (An entry name includes the name of the task owning this entry). An R-sequence may possibly be followed by a termination indicator denoted by "$\)". An R-sequence without an ending "$\)" implies that the R-sequence is infinite or it results in a deadlock.

Consider a concurrent Ada program \(P\) with input \(X\). Due to the "unpredictable rendezvous sequence" property, both the specification and implementation of \(P\) may allow different R-sequences during repeated executions of \(P\) with input \(X\). An R-sequence is said to be valid (feasible) for \(P\) with input \(X\) if it is allowed by \(P\)'s specification (implementation); otherwise it is said to be invalid (infeasible).

Consider the concurrent Ada program in Fig. 1, called BOUNDED_BUFFER, for solving the bounded buffer problem with the buffer size being two. BOUNDED_BUFFER contains three tasks and does not require any input. Task BUFFER_CONTROL provides two entries DEPOSIT and WITHDRAW and synchronizes the execution of DEPOSIT and WITHDRAW operations on the buffer such that the items in the buffer are withdrawn in the order of deposit. Task PRODUCER (CONSUMER) contains a sequence of three calls to entry DEPOSIT (WITHDRAW). Let \(P\) (\(C\) denote PRODUCER (CONSUMER) and \(D\) (\(W\) denote DEPOSIT (WITHDRAW). According to the specification of BOUNDED_BUFFER, \((P,D), (P,D), (C,W), (C,W), (P,D), (C,W), \)\), denoted by \(S'\), is a valid R-sequence, while \((P,D), (P,D), (P,D), (C,W), (C,W), (C,W), \)\), denoted by \(S''\), is invalid. According to the implementation of BOUNDED_BUFFER, \(S'\) is feasible and \(S''\) is infeasible.

Assume that an execution of BOUNDED_BUFFER has produced the first two rendezvous in \(S'\). Notice that the entry call statement in
PRODUCER producing the fifth rendezvous can be uniquely determined from PRODUCER and the previous rendezvous. Thus, DEPOSIT (the entry name of the fifth rendezvous) is also uniquely determined. In other words, for a feasible R-sequence based on the definition in (1), \((C_i, E_i)\) can be replaced with \(C_i\). Thus, a feasible R-sequence can be represented as
\[
(C_1, C_2, \ldots)
\] (2)
where \(C_i, i \geq 0\), denotes the caller of the \(i\)th rendezvous to be started. For the sake of simplicity, in later discussions, an R-sequence, whether it is feasible or not, is represented using the definition in (2).

2.2 Rendezvous Errors

Let \(\text{VAL}(P, X)\) be the set of valid R-sequences of \(P\) with input \(X\) and \(\text{FEA}(P, X)\) be the set of feasible R-sequences of \(P\) with input \(X\). \(P\) is said to have a rendezvous error if for some input \(X\), \(\text{VAL}(P, X)\) and \(\text{FEA}(P, X)\) are not the same. Thus, a rendezvous error implies the existence of a valid, but infeasible R-sequence or a feasible, but invalid R-sequence.

A valid, but infeasible R-sequence of \(P\) with input \(X\) is an R-sequence which is allowed by \(P\)'s specification, but can never be produced by any execution of \(P\) with input \(X\). The existence of such an R-sequence does not necessarily cause an execution of \(P\) with input \(X\) to produce an unexpected result. But such an R-sequence indicates a discrepancy between the specification and the implementation of \(P\).

A feasible, but invalid R-sequence of \(P\) with input \(X\) is an R-sequence which is not allowed by \(P\)'s specification, but can be produced by some execution of \(P\) with input \(X\). If such an R-sequence is produced by an execution of \(P\) with input \(X\), the result of this execution is most likely incorrect. Notice that if the implementation of \(P\) allows an R-sequence resulting in a deadlock, then this R-sequence is feasible, but invalid. Thus, a deadlock error is considered to be a rendezvous error.

Errors in \(P\) can be classified into two categories: rendezvous errors and computation errors. \(P\) is said to have a computation error if an execution of \(P\) with input \(X\) produces a valid R-sequence, but an incorrect result. The deterministic execution approach can be applied to detect both types of errors. Based on the specification of \(P\), we can select both valid and invalid R-sequences of \(P\) with input \(X\). Let \(S\) be such an R-sequence. If \(S\) is valid (invalid), then it should be feasible (infeasible); otherwise, \(P\) has a rendezvous error. The feasibility of \(S\) for \(P\) with input \(X\) can be determined by exactly one execution of \(P'\) with \((X, S)\) as input, where \(P'\) is \(P\) transformed according to a reproducible testing method. If this execution produces \(S\) as the resulting R-sequence, then \(S\) is feasible; otherwise, if this execution produces a different R-sequence, then \(S\) is infeasible. If \(S\) is both valid and feasible, we need to determine the correctness of the result, since \(P\) may have a computation error.
3. Applications of the R_PERMIT Method

The reproducible testing problem for Ada is to reproduce feasible R-sequences. Consider again program BOUNDEDBUFFER in Fig. 1. As discussed in section 2.1, an R-sequence of BOUNDEDBUFFER can be described as

\[(C1, C2, \ldots)\]

where \(C_i, i > 0\), is the name of the calling task (PRODUCER or CONSUMER) of the \(i\)th rendezvous to be started.

The basic idea of the R_PERMIT method is to transform BOUNDEDBUFFER in order to control the execution sequence of entry calls such that an entry call in task PRODUCER (CONSUMER) is allowed to be issued only after the previous rendezvous has started and when PRODUCER (CONSUMER) is the caller for the next rendezvous. A clearer explanation of the R_PERMIT method is to consider that BOUNDEDBUFFER owns a permit for rendezvous, called R_PERMIT. Before issuing an entry call for a rendezvous, tasks PRODUCER and CONSUMER must make a request for R_PERMIT and wait until it receives this permit. After starting a rendezvous, the PRODUCER or CONSUMER task executing the rendezvous must release R_PERMIT immediately.

Let CONTROL be a task in package R_CONTROL which controls the reproduction of a given R-sequence. Task CONTROL contains an entry family called REQUEST_R_PERMIT and an entry called RELEASE_R_PERMIT. Fig. 2 shows the program BOUNDEDBUFFER transformed for reproducible testing. Statements in the program which were inserted or modified for reproducible testing are indicated by comments beginning with "--#". In tasks PRODUCER and CONSUMER each entry call statement is replaced with

\[\text{CONTROL.REQUEST\_R\_PERMIT}(j)\;\text{entry call statement;}\]

where \(j\) is a unique number assigned to task PRODUCER (\(j=1\)) and CONSUMER (\(j=2\)). In task BUFFER\_CONTROL, each accept statement

\[\text{accept \(E(...)\) do} \]
\[\text{end \(E\);}\]

is transformed into

\[\text{accept \(E(...)\) do} \]
\[\text{CONTROL.RELEASE\_R\_PERMIT;}\]
\[\text{end \(E\);}\]

Except for the first rendezvous, task CONTROL accepts a call to entry REQUEST_R_PERMIT(\(j\)) only after the RELEASE_R_PERMIT call for the previous rendezvous has been accepted and when task \(j\) is the calling task for the next rendezvous. After the acceptance of a call to entry REQUEST_R_PERMIT(\(j\)), task CONTROL is waiting to accept a call to entry RELEASE_R_PERMIT, which must come from the task executing the rendezvous initiated by task \(j\). An implementation of task CONTROL was given in [Tai86a] and is omitted here.
To illustrate the effectiveness of the deterministic execution approach for detecting errors, we need to consider incorrect versions of program BOUNDED_BUFFER. Also, we will consider IN_R test cases for error detection. Since BOUNDED_BUFFER does not require input, we only consider the selection of valid R-sequences as well as invalid R-sequences.

Error (3.1): Assume that in task BUFFER_CONTROL, the variable COUNT is incorrectly initialized to one. Due to this error, the valid R-sequence \((P,P,C,C,P,C,\$)\) becomes infeasible. The reproducible testing of the incorrect BOUNDED_BUFFER with \((P,P,C,C,P,C,\$)\) produces a deadlock. This error also cause the invalid R-sequence \((P,C,C,P,P,C,\$)\) to become feasible. As a result, the reproducible testing of the incorrect BOUNDED_BUFFER with \((P,C,C,P,P,C,\$)\) does not produce an expected deadlock.

Error (3.2): Assume that in task BUFFER_CONTROL, the condition "COUNT<SIZE" is incorrectly written as "COUNT<=SIZE". Due to this error, the invalid R-sequence \((P,P,P,C,C,C,\$)\) becomes feasible. Thus, the reproducible testing of the incorrect BOUNDED_BUFFER with \((P,P,P,C,C,C,\$)\) does not produce an expected deadlock.

4. Applications of the BAR_PERMIT method

The R_PERMIT method can be applied to a concurrent Ada program only if certain features of Ada are not used in this program. In this section we apply the BAR_PERMIT method which allows some of the features not allowed by R_PERMIT. Section 4.1 demonstrates how to test concurrent Ada programs which access the COUNT attributes of entries. Section 4.2 discusses the testing of concurrent Ada programs which contain conditional/timed entry calls and selective wait statements with delay alternatives or else parts.

4.1 COUNT Attributes of Entries

Fig. 3 shows an Ada package called RESOURCE which solves the concurrent readers and writers problem. The strategy used in package RESOURCE is called "many readers or one writer with the writers having a higher priority, but all waiting readers are given access after a writer has finished" [Geh84,p.65]. Notice that in the body of task RW, the COUNT attributes of entries START_READ and START_WRITE are accessed. Therefore, the reproduction of a feasible R-sequence of package RESOURCE may require zero, one, or more arrivals at entries START_READ and START_WRITE. However, the R_PERMIT method suffers from the restriction that exactly one entry call arrival is allowed between two consecutive rendezvous.

To reproduce a feasible R-sequence of package RESOURCE, we need to control accesses to the COUNT attributes of entries and to control the sequence of arrivals and rendezvous of entry calls. In order to do so, we consider each entries COUNT attribute as a
pseudo-entry and each access of a COUNT attribute as a pseudo rendezvous. A sequence of arrivals and rendezvous (including both real- and pseudo-rendezvous) of entry calls is called an arrival-rendezvous sequence (AR-sequence). To reproduce a feasible R-sequence S of package RESOURCE, we need to reproduce a feasible AR-sequence with S as its R-sequence.

Fig. 4 shows a graphical description of a valid AR-sequence, called RW_SEQ, of package RESOURCE with two writer tasks (W1 and W2) and three reader tasks (R1, R2, and R3). In RW_SEQ, each reader (writer) calls procedure READ (WRITE) exactly once and thus issues two entry calls. (For a reader (writer), the first call is to entry START_READ (START_WRITE) and the second call to entry END_READ (END_WRITE).) Arrivals of entry calls are represented by the names of readers and writers. These names are listed in columns based on the names of entries called by these entry calls. The value in each pair of parentheses immediately following the name of a reader or writer indicates the number of the rendezvous accepting the entry call. For example, the third arrival in RW_SEQ is denoted by "R3 (4)", indicating that the caller is R3 and this call will be accepted at the fourth rendezvous. Each rendezvous is represented by a line consisting of a sequence of "*"s. The line representing the ith rendezvous, 0<i<12, is indicated by number i at the left end. The right end of each line representing a rendezvous indicates the corresponding statement executing the rendezvous. (Such a statement is called a rendezvous statement.)

The AR-sequence RW_SEQ is called a batch AR-sequence (BAR-sequence) in [Tai86b,c]. An AR-sequence is said to be a BAR-sequence provided that:

1. For each rendezvous at a select statement, it is the only possible rendezvous and
2. if the ith rendezvous is executed by task T, then all entry calls between the (i-1)th and the ith rendezvous are to task T.

Our strategy for reproducing the BAR-sequence RW_SEQ is to transform package RESOURCE to make it possible to control the sequence of arrivals and rendezvous of entry calls during the program execution.

The basic idea of the transformation is to precede each entry call or rendezvous statement with one or more entry calls to a task called CONTROL in package BAR_CONTROL. (The specification and implementation of package BAR_CONTROL were given in [Tai86b,c].) As a result of this transformation, each entry call (rendezvous) statement is allowed to be executed only when this statement is to issue (execute) the next arrival (rendezvous) in a given AR-sequence. Similar to the R_PERMIT method described in section 3, we consider that package RESOURCE owns a permit for arrival, called A_PERMIT, and a permit for rendezvous, called R_PERMIT. Each entry call statement is preceded with a request for A_PERMIT. Each rendezvous statement is preceded with a code segment which requests R_PERMIT and waits for and releases
A_PERMIT for each required arrival.

Fig. 5 shows package RESOURCE transformed for reproducible testing. Notice that the declarations of procedures READ and WRITE in package RESOURCE are modified to include one additional parameter which passes the task number of a reader or writer. Each of the procedures READ and WRITE has two entry call statements. Task RW has three rendezvous statements. The first is the only select statement. The second is the assignment statement accessing the COUNT attribute of entry START_READ. (This assignment statement is in the last alternative of the select statement.) The third is the accept statement inside the loop immediately following the second rendezvous statement. These three statements are preceded by the code WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS which is indicated by the comment "---###".

In procedures READ and WRITE, each entry call statement is preceded with a request for A_PERMIT as shown below:

```
CONTROL.REQUEST_A_PERMIT(ID);
entry call statement;
```

where ID is the task identification assigned to each task.

The execution of a rendezvous statement is controlled by delaying its execution until the required entry calls have arrived. This is accomplished by prefacing each rendezvous statement in task RW with the code in Figure 6, called WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS. The call to CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(ID) returns when a rendezvous statement in task RW is to produce the next rendezvous. This call returns with a value called TOTAL_ARRIVALS which is the total number of entry call arrivals required (excluding the failed conditional/timed entry calls) before the occurrence of the next rendezvous. (Since a BAR-sequence is used, all these entry calls are to task ID.) Each call to CONTROL.WAIT_ARRIVAL returns after an entry call to task RW has been allowed to be issued. The purpose of the internal while loop is to wait until this entry call has arrived. (The interval between the issuing and the arrival of an entry call is unpredictable.) The call to CONTROL.RELEASE_A_PERMIT notifies task CONTROL of the arrival of this entry call to task RW.

The completion of code WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS occurs after all the required entry calls to task j have arrived. Then the rendezvous statement in task RW immediately following the completed WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS begins execution. After a rendezvous starts, task RW should notify task CONTROL of the release of R_PERMIT. In task RW, each accept statement of the form

```
accept E(...);
```

is transformed into

```
accept E(...);
CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
```

Now we discuss the situation that an access to an entry's COUNT attribute occurs outside an assignment statement or the "when" conditions of a select statement. Consider the following
statement in task RW in Fig. 4.
For L in 1..START_READ'COUNT loop ...; end;
It is impossible to notify task CONTROL of the finish of accessing
START_READ'COUNT after the evaluation of START_READ'COUNT and
before the beginning of the for loop. However, this problem can
be solved by transforming the above for loop statement into
TEMP := START_READ'COUNT;
CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
for I in 1..TEMP loop ...; end;
as shown in Fig. 5(b). The same transformation can be applied to
any non-assignment statement which references a COUNT attribute.
To test package RESOURCE, we used a procedure which contains two
writers and three readers and the BAR-sequence given in Fig. 4.
Below we consider two possible errors in package RESOURCE.
Error (4.1): Assume that in task RW, in the when condition of the
third alternative of the select statement, "and" is incorrectly
written as "or". During an execution of the incorrect RESOURCE
with RW_SEQ, when the second rendezvous is to be selected, both
the third and fourth alternatives of the select statement are
live (i.e., they are open and have entry calls to accept). (The
fourth alternative is expected to the only live one.) If the
third alternative is chosen, then this execution results in a
deadlock, because the next rendezvous in RW_SEQ can never be
reproduced. If the fourth alternative is selected, then this
error is undetected. (Note that the BAR_PERMIT method cannot
guarantee to correctly determine the feasibility of a
BAR-sequence.)
Error (4.2): Assume that in task RW, in the when condition of the
first alternative of the select statement, the phrase "and
START_WRITE'COUNT=0" is incorrectly missing. During an execution
of the incorrect RESOURCE with RW_SEQ, when the sixth rendezvous
is to be selected, both the first and third alternatives are
live. If the first alternative is chosen, then this execution
results in a deadlock, because the entry call from W1 to
END_WRITE can never be issued.
4.2 Conditional/Timed Entry Calls and Selective Wait Statements
with Delay Alternatives or Else Parts
The procedure in Fig. 7 solves another version of the bounded
buffer problem. This procedure, called BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW,
diffs from Fig. 1 in that task PRODUCER makes conditional entry
calls to task BUFFER_CONTROL and a delay alternative is added to
the selective wait statement in task BUFFER_CONTROL. The exit
statements in tasks PRODUCER, CONSUMER, and BUFFER_CONTROL are
used to provide a normal termination without the use of a
terminate alternative in the select statement in BUFFER_CONTROL.
To reproduce an R-sequence of BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW, we need to
control the selection of the delay alternative in the select
statement of task BUFFER_CONTROL and we need to control the
success or failure of the conditional entry call statement in task PRODUCER. In order to control the selections of delay alternatives we consider a delay alternative as a pseudo-entry and the execution of a delay alternative as a pseudo rendezvous (Similarly for the else part of a select statement).

In order to control the success or failure of a conditional entry call, we have to indicate in the AR-sequence whether the call succeeds or not (Similarly for a timed entry call). Fig. 8 shows a feasible BAR-sequence, called BB_SEQ, of procedure BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW. The structure of BB_SEQ is similar to that in Fig. 4. In BB_SEQ, task PRODUCER (P) issues three conditional entry calls of which only two succeed. The second conditional entry call by task PRODUCER fails, as indicated by the letter "f" inside the pair of parentheses immediately after the second "P". Task CONSUMER (C) issues two entry calls. The fifth rendezvous in BB_SEQ is an execution of the delay alternative in the select statement of task BUFFER_CONTROL. To reproduce BB_SEQ, program BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW has been transformed according to the BAR_PERMIT method as shown in Fig. 9.

The conditional entry call statement in task PRODUCER
  select
    DEPOSIT(C);
  else
    null;
  end select;
was transformed into
  CONTROL.SELECT_REQUEST_A_PERMIT(ID)(STATUS);
  if STATUS then
    DEPOSIT(C);
  else null;
  end if;
The call to SELECT_REQUEST_A_PERMIT(ID) returns STATUS, which indicates whether or not the call should succeed according to the given BAR-sequence. A timed entry call statement is transformed in the same way.

The delay alternative in task BUFFER_CONTROL
  delay 3.0;
  exit;
was transformed into
  delay 3.0;
  CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
  exit;
An else part is transformed similarly.

Possible errors in BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW as described in (3.1) and (3.2) can be detected by using BAR-sequences corresponding to the R-sequences for detecting errors in (3.1) and (3.2).
5. Applications of The BARG_PERMIT method

In Fig. 10, task BUFFER_CONTROL of program BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW has been modified to include a fourth alternative in the select statement. (The modified BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW is called BOUNDED_BUFFER_IN.) The guarding condition in this alternative is true only if both the PRODUCER and CONSUMER tasks have issued an entry call and both tasks are waiting at the select statement. Notice that if this condition is true, then one or both of the conditions for accepting a DEPOSIT entry call or a WITHDRAW entry call must also be true. An R-sequence of BOUNDED_BUFFER_IN in which it is required to have two or more possible rendezvous is called an "inherently nondeterministic R-sequence" [Tai86c]. (A similar problem may arise if a select statement contains two or more accept statements for the same entry or if a select statement contains two or more delay alternatives with the same delay value.) In order to reproduce an R-sequence of BOUNDED_BUFFER_IN, we must extend the definition of a rendezvous to include the index number of the alternative of the select statement selected for a real- or pseudo-rendezvous.

As shown below, all the alternatives of a select statement are assigned unique index numbers (starting with one) according to their order of appearance:

```
select
    ...
or ...
    ...
or ...
end select;
```

Fig. 11 shows a feasible BAR-sequence called INDEX_SEQ of procedure BOUNDED_BUFFER_IN. The structure of INDEX_SEQ is similar to that in Fig. 8 except that the right most end of each line representing a rendezvous indicates the index number of the alternative selected. Notice that the third alternative was selected for the second rendezvous in INDEX_SEQ, although a rendezvous was possible for both the first and the third alternatives.

Fig. 12 shows the modified task BUFFER_CONTROL transformed for reproducing INDEX_SEQ using the BARG_PERMIT method. This transformation is the same as the BAR_PERMIT method except for the following modifications.

1. In task BUFFER_CONTROL, the following declarations have been inserted.

   ```
   MAX_SELECT_INDEX : constant INTEGER := 4;
   -- the maximum number of accept and delay alternatives in
   -- the select statement.
   GUARD : array(0..MAX_SELECT_INDEX) of BOOLEAN;
   ```

2. The first statement in code WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS

   ```
   CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(TOTAL.ARRIVALS);
   ```

   is replaced with
CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(TOTAL_ARRIVAL,R_INDEX);
GUARD := (others => FALSE);
GUARD(R_INDEX) := TRUE;

The additional parameter R_INDEX in entry REQUEST_R_PERMIT of task CONTROL returns the index of the alternative to be selected for the next rendezvous.

(3) For the select statement, if the kth, k>0, alternative has a when condition, i.e., it is of the form
    when ... => selective_wait_alternative
then it is transformed into
    when ... and GUARD(k) => selective_wait_alternative
If the kth alternative does not have a when condition, i.e., it is of the form
    selective_wait_alternative
then it is transformed into
    when GUARD(k) => selective_wait_alternative

(4) Package BAR_CONTROL is modified based on the new definition of a rendezvous and the new definition of entry REQUEST_R_PERMIT. Also, the name of package BAR_CONTROL is changed to BARG_CONTROL.

The above modifications to the BAR_PERMIT method guarantee that when a select statement is executed, if an accept or delay alternative is to be selected for a rendezvous, there is exactly one open alternative.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how to apply three reproducible testing methods to test several concurrent Ada programs. Also, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the deterministic execution approach for error detection. More details of these reproducible testing methods and other issues in the deterministic execution approach were discussed in [Tai86b,c].

Our reproducible testing methods can be easily automated. Testing tools based on these methods are portable and can be constructed by using the front-end of an Ada compiler. Automated tools for testing concurrent Ada programs, similar to those for analyzing and debugging concurrent Ada programs [e.g., Ger84, Hel85a, Tay83] should be part of an Ada programming environment [Tay85].

One major problem in the deterministic execution approach is the selection of rendezvous sequences which are effective for error detection. The test generation techniques already developed for sequential programs [e.g., Adr82, How82, Tai80] can be applied to generate rendezvous sequences. However, generation of specification-based rendezvous sequences needs to consider various specification models and languages, including finite state machines, Petri nets, path expressions, temporal logic, event-based model, flow expressions, constrained expressions, etc. [e.g., Avr86, Che83, Das85, Hel85b, Luc85, Mil85, Ram83]. Research is underway to develop techniques for selecting rendezvous sequences.

The deterministic execution approach can be applied to test any concurrent program. However, the reproducible testing problem requires different solutions for different synchronization constructs and different concurrent languages. We have already developed solutions to the reproducible testing problem for several synchronization constructs, including semaphores and monitors [Car86]. Finally, it is important to point out that the reproducible testing problem also exists for sequential languages containing "guarded commands" or other nondeterministic constructs (e.g., [Par83]).
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with TEXT_IO; use TEXT_IO;
procedure BOUNDED_BUFFER is
  task PRODUCER;
  task CONSUMER;
  task BUFFER_CONTROL is
    entry DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER);
    entry WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER);
  end BUFFER_CONTROL;
  task body PRODUCER is
    begin
      DEPOSIT('A');
      DEPOSIT('B');
      DEPOSIT('C');
    end PRODUCER;
  task body CONSUMER is
    H : CHARACTER;
    begin
      WITHDRAW(H);
      PUT(H);
      WITHDRAW(H);
      PUT(H);
      WITHDRAW(H);
      PUT(H);
    end CONSUMER;
  task body BUFFER_CONTROL is
    SIZE : constant INTEGER := 2;
    BUFFER : array(1..SIZE) of CHARACTER;
    COUNT : INTEGER range 0..SIZE := 0;
    IN_INDEX, OUT_INDEX : INTEGER range 1..SIZE := 1;
    begin
      loop
        select
          when COUNT < SIZE =>
            accept DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER) do
              BUFFER(IN_INDEX) := C;
            end;
            IN_INDEX := IN_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
            COUNT := COUNT + 1;
          or when COUNT > 0 =>
            accept WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER) do
              C := BUFFER(OUT_INDEX);
            end;
            OUT_INDEX := OUT_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
            COUNT := COUNT - 1;
          or terminate;
        end select;
      end loop;
    end BUFFER_CONTROL;
    begin
      null;
    end BOUNDED_BUFFER;

Figure 1
with TEXT_IO, R_CONTROL;
use TEXT_IO, R_CONTROL;
procedure BOUNDED_BUFFER is

    task PRODUCER;
    task CONSUMER;
    task BUFFER_CONTROL is
        entry DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER);
        entry WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER);
    end BUFFER_CONTROL;

    task body PRODUCER is
        ID : constant INTEGER := 1; --# task number of PRODUCER
        begin
            CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(ID); --#
            DEPOSIT('A');
            CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(ID); --#
            DEPOSIT('B');
            CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(ID); --#
            DEPOSIT('C');
        end PRODUCER;

    task body CONSUMER is
        H : CHARACTER;
        ID : constant INTEGER := 2; --# task number of CONSUMER
        begin
            CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(ID); --#
            WITHDRAW(H);
            PUT(H);
            CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(ID); --#
            WITHDRAW(H);
            PUT(H);
            CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(ID); --#
            WITHDRAW(H);
            PUT(H);
        end CONSUMER;

    Figure 2(a)
task body BUFFER_CONTROL is
SIZE : constant INTEGER := 2;
BUFFER : array(1..SIZE) of CHARACTER;
COUNT : INTEGER range 0..SIZE := 0;
IN_INDEX, OUT_INDEX : INTEGER range 1..SIZE := 1;
begin
loop
select
when COUNT < SIZE =>
accept DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER) do
CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
BUFFER(IN_INDEX) := C;
end;
IN_INDEX := IN_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
COUNT := COUNT + 1;
end when;
when COUNT > 0 =>
accept WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER) do
CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
C := BUFFER(OUT_INDEX);
end;
OUT_INDEX := OUT_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
COUNT := COUNT - 1;
end when;
or terminate;
end select;
end loop;
end BUFFER_CONTROL;

begin
null;
end BOUNDED_BUFFER;

Figure 2(b)
package RESOURCE is
  procedure READ(X:out REAL);
  procedure WRITE(X:in REAL);
end RESOURCE;

package body RESOURCE is
  SHAREDDATA : REAL := 0.0;
  procedure READ(X:out REAL);
  begin
    RW.STARTREAD;
    X := SHAREDDATA;
    RW.END_READ;
  end READ;
  procedure WRITE(X:REAL);
  begin
    RW.START_WRITE;
    SHAREDDATA := X;
    RW.END_WRITE;
  end WRITE;
  task RW is
    entry START_READ;
    entry END_READ;
    entry START_WRITE;
    entry END_WRITE;
  end RW;
  task body RW is
    NO_READERS : NATURAL := 0;
    WRITER_PRESENT : BOOLEAN := FALSE;
    begin
      loop
        select
        when not WRITER_PRESENT and
            START_WRITE'COUNT=0 =>
          accept START_READ;
          NO_READERS := NO_READERS + 1;
        or
          accept END_READ;
          NO_READERS := NO_READERS - 1;
        or
          when not WRITER_PRESENT and
            NO_READERS=0 =>
          accept START_WRITE;
          WRITER_PRESENT := TRUE;
        or
          accept END_WRITE;
          WRITER_PRESENT := FALSE;
        for L in 1..START_READ'COUNT loop
          accept START_READ;
          NO_READERS := NO_READERS + 1;
        end loop;
      end select;
    end RW;
  end RESOURCE;
Figure 4
with BAR_CONTROL; use BAR_CONTROL; --#
package RESOURCE is

... procedure READ(X:out REAL; ID:INTEGER); --#
procedure WRITE(X:REAL; ID:INTEGER); --#
end RESOURCE;

package body RESOURCE is

SHAREDDATA REAL := 0.0;

procedure READ(X:out REAL; ID:INTEGER) is --#
begin
  CONTROL.REQUEST_A_PERMIT(ID); --#
  RW.START_READ;
  X := SHAREDDATA;
  CONTROL.REQUEST_A_PERMIT(ID); --#
  RW.END_READ;
end READ;

procedure WRITE(X:REAL; ID:INTEGER) is --#
begin
  CONTROL.REQUEST_A_PERMIT(ID); --#
  RW.START_WRITE;
  SHAREDDATA := X;
  CONTROL.REQUEST_A_PERMIT(ID); --#
  RW.END_WRITE;
end WRITE;

task RW is
  entry START_READ;
  entry END_READ;
  entry START_WRITE;
  entry END_WRITE;
end RW;

Figure 5(a)
task body RW is
  NO_READERS : NATURAL := 0;
  WRITER_PRESENT : BOOLEAN := FALSE;
  ID : constant INTEGER := ...; --#
  TOTAL_ARRIVALS : INTEGER; --#
  TEMP : INTEGER;
begin
  loop
    WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS; --####
    select
      when not WRITER_PRESENT and
        START_WRITE'COUNT=0 =>
        accept START_READ;
        CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT; --#
        NO_READERS := NO_READERS + 1;
      or
        accept END_READ;
        CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT; --#
        NO_READERS := NO_READERS - 1;
      or
        when not WRITER_PRESENT and
          NO_READERS=0 =>
          accept START_WRITE;
          CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT; --#
          WRITER_PRESENT := TRUE;
      or
        accept END_WRITE;
        CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT; --#
        WRITER_PRESENT := FALSE;
        WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS; --####
        TEMP := START_READ'COUNT;
        CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT; --#
      for L in 1..TEMP loop
        WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS; --#####
        accept START_READ;
        CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT; --#
        NO_READERS := NO_READERS + 1;
        end loop;
    end select;
  end loop;
end RW;
end RESOURCE;

Figure 5(b)
CONTROL.REQUEST_R_PERMIT(ID)(TOTAL_ARRIVALS);
CURRENT_ARRIVALS := sum of COUNT attributes of all entries of
task ID;
while CURRENT_ARRIVALS < TOTAL_ARRIVALS loop
CONTROL.WAIT_ARRIVAL;
PREVIOUS_ARRIVALS := CURRENT_ARRIVALS;
CURRENT_ARRIVALS := sum of COUNT attributes of all entries of
task ID;
while CURRENT_ARRIVALS = PREVIOUS_ARRIVALS loop
delay ...; -- to reduce the amount of busy-waiting
CURRENT_ARRIVALS := sum of COUNT attributes of all entries
of task ID;
end loop;
CONTROL.RELEASE_A_PERMIT;
end loop;

Figure 6. Code WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS for Task ID

with TEXT_ID; use TEXT_ID;
procedure BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW is

task PRODUCER;
task CONSUMER;
task BUFFER_CONTROL is
  entry DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER);
  entry WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER);
end BUFFER_CONTROL;
task body PRODUCER is
  C : CHARACTER;
begin
  loop
    GET(C);
    select
      DEPOSIT(C);
    else
      null;
    end select;
    exit when C='%'; -- % is the last symbol
  end loop;
end PRODUCER;
task body CONSUMER is
  C : CHARACTER;
begin
  loop
    WITHDRAW(C);
    PUT(C);
    exit when C='%';
  end loop
end CONSUMER;

Figure 7(a)
task body BUFFER_CONTROL is
SIZE : constant INTEGER := 2;
BUFFER : array(1..SIZE) of CHARACTER;
COUNT : INTEGER range 0..SIZE := 0;
IN_INDEX, OUT_INDEX : INTEGER range 1..SIZE := 1;
begin
loop
select
  when COUNT < SIZE =>
    accept DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER) do
      BUFFER(IN_INDEX) := C;
    end;
    IN_INDEX := IN_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
    COUNT := COUNT + 1;
  or when COUNT > 0 =>
    accept WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER) do
      C := BUFFER(OUT_INDEX);
    end;
    OUT_INDEX := OUT_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
    COUNT := COUNT - 1;
  or delay 3.0;
  exit;
end select;
end loop;
end BUFFER_CONTROL;
begin
null;
end BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW;

Figure 7(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPOSIT</th>
<th>WITHDRAW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P (1)</td>
<td>C (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>delay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8
with TEXT_IO, BAR_CONTROL;  --#
use TEXT_IO, BAR_CONTROL;  --#
procedure BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW is
  task PRODUCER;
  task CONSUMER;
  task BUFFER_CONTROL is
    entry DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER);
    entry WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER);
  end BUFFER_CONTROL;

  task body PRODUCER is
    ID constant INTEGER := 1;  -- task number OF PRODUCER
    C : CHARACTER;
    STATUS : BOOLEAN;         --#
    begin
      loop
        GET(C);
        CONTROL.SELECT_REQUEST_A_PERMIT(ID)(STATUS);  --#
        if STATUS then
          DEPOSIT(C);
        else
          null;
        end if;
        exit when C='%';  -- % is the last symbol
      end loop;
  end PRODUCER;

  task body CONSUMER is
    C : CHARACTER;
    ID : constant INTEGER := 2;  -- task number of CONSUMER
    begin
      loop
        CONTROL.REQUEST_A_PERMIT(ID);  --#
        WITHDRAW(C);
        PUT(C);
        exit when C='%';
      end loop
    end CONSUMER;

Figure 9(a)
task body BUFFER_CONTROL is
SIZE : constant INTEGER := 2;
BUFFER : array(1..SIZE) of CHARACTER;
COUNT : INTEGER range 0..SIZE := 0;
IN_INDEX, OUT_INDEX : INTEGER range 1..SIZE := 1;
begin
loop
WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS;
select
when COUNT < SIZE =>
accept DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER) do
CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
BUFFER(IN_INDEX) := C;
end;
IN_INDEX := IN_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
COUNT := COUNT + 1;
end when
when COUNT > 0 =>
accept WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER) do
CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
C := BUFFER(OUT_INDEX);
end;
OUT_INDEX := OUT_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
COUNT := COUNT - 1;
end when
or delay 3.0;
CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
exit;
end select;
end loop;
end BUFFER_CONTROL;

begin
null;
end BOUNDED_BUFFER_NEW;

Figure 9(b)
task body BUFFER_CONTROL is
SIZE : constant INTEGER := 2;
BUFFER : array(1..SIZE) of CHARACTER;
COUNT : INTEGER range 0..SIZE := 0;
IN_INDEX, OUT_INDEX : INTEGER range 1..SIZE := 1;
begin
loop
select
when COUNT < SIZE =>
accept DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER) do
  BUFFER(IN_INDEX) := C;
end;
IN_INDEX := IN_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
COUNT := COUNT + 1;
or when COUNT > 0 =>
accept WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER) do
  C := BUFFER(OUT_INDEX);
end;
OUT_INDEX := OUT_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
COUNT := COUNT - 1;
or when (DEPOSIT`COUNT = 1) and (WITHDRAW`COUNT = 1) =>
accept DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER);
or delay 3.0;
exit;
end select;
end loop;
end BUFFER_CONTROL;

Figure 10

DEPOSIT WITHDRAW
---------- ----------
P (1)
(1) ################################################################ accept --#1
     C (3)

P (2)
(2) ################################################################ accept --#3
(3) ################################################################ accept --#2
(4) ################################################################ delay --#4

Figure 11
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task body BUFFER_CONTROL is
SIZE : constant INTEGER := 2;
BUFFER : array(1..SIZE) of CHARACTER;
COUNT : INTEGER range 0..SIZE := 0;
IN_INDEX, OUT_INDEX : INTEGER range 1..SIZE := 1;
MAX_SELECT_INDEX : constant INTEGER := 4;
GUARD : array(0..MAX_SELECT_INDEX) of BOOLEAN;
begin
loop
  WAIT_FOR_RENDEZVOUS;
  select
  when (COUNT < SIZE) and (GUARD(1)) =>
    accept DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER) do
      CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
      BUFFER(IN_INDEX) := C;
    end;
    IN_INDEX := IN_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
    COUNT := COUNT + 1;
  or when (COUNT > 0) and (GUARD(2)) =>
    accept WITHDRAW(C : out CHARACTER) do
      CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
      C := BUFFER(OUT_INDEX);
    end;
    OUT_INDEX := OUT_INDEX mod SIZE + 1;
    COUNT := COUNT - 1;
  or when ((DEPOSIT'COUNT=1) and (WITHDRAW'COUNT=1)) =>
    and (GUARD(3)) =>
    accept DEPOSIT(C : in CHARACTER);
  or when GUARD(4) =>
    delay 3.0;
    CONTROL.RELEASE_R_PERMIT;
    exit;
  end select;
end loop;
end BUFFER_CONTROL;
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A PROBLEM WITH THE CORRECTNESS OF CONCURRENT ADA PROGRAMS

AN EXECUTION OF A CONCURRENT Ada PROGRAM WITH AN INPUT PRODUCES A SEQUENCE OF RENDEZVOUS CALLED A RENDEZVOUS SEQUENCE (R-SEQUENCE).

LET P BE A CONCURRENT Ada PROGRAM. REPEATED EXECUTIONS OF P WITH INPUT X MAY PRODUCE DIFFERENT R-SEQUENCES.


P IS SAID TO HAVE A RENDEZVOUS ERROR IF FOR SOME INPUT X, VALID(P,X) /= FEASIBLE(P,X).
HOW TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT $P$ CONTAINS RENDEZVOUS ERRORS?
- VERIFICATION
- TESTING

THE PAPER IN THE WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS SHOWS THE RESULT OF APPLYING OUR TESTING TECHNIQUES. DETAILS OF THESE TECHNIQUES ARE GIVEN IN [TAI86a,b,c].

THE CONVENTIONAL APPROACH TO TESTING A PROGRAM
- SELECT INPUTS OF THIS PROGRAM
- EXECUTE THIS PROGRAM WITH EACH TEST INPUT EXACTLY ONCE AND CHECK THE RESULT

THE ABOVE APPROACH IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR TESTING CONCURRENT PROGRAMS.
PROBLEMS WITH TESTING CONCURRENT Ada PROGRAMS

PROBLEM 1. CORRECTNESS PROBLEM

THE CORRECTNESS OF P WITH INPUT X CANNOT BE DETERMINED BY A SINGLE EXECUTION OF P WITH INPUT X.

HOW TO DETERMINE THE CORRECTNESS OF P WITH INPUT X BY TESTING?

THE REPEATED EXECUTION APPROACH
- REPEATEDLY EXECUTE P WITH INPUT X
  * RANDOM PRODUCTION OF FEASIBLE R-SEQUENCES
  * IMPOSSIBLE TO DETECT THE EXISTENCE OF VALID, BUT INFEASIBLE R-SEQUENCES

THE DETERMINISTIC EXECUTION APPROACH
- SELECT A SET OF R-SEQUENCES
- FOR EACH R-SEQUENCE S,
  - DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF S FOR P WITH INPUT X
  - IF S IS FEASIBLE, REPRODUCE S AND CHECK THE RESULT
PROBLEM 2. REPRODUCIBLE TESTING PROBLEM

ASSUME THAT AN EXECUTION OF P WITH INPUT X HAS PRODUCED AN R-SEQUENCE S WITH AN INCORRECT RESULT.

(S IS A FEASIBLE R-SEQUENCE BECAUSE IT IS ALLOWED BY THE IMPLEMENTATION OF P.)

IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND HOW THE INCORRECT RESULT WAS PRODUCED, WE WOULD LIKE TO REPRODUCE S.

HOWEVER, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT S CAN BE REPRODUCED BY ONE OR MORE EXECUTIONS OF P WITH INPUT X.

HOW TO REPRODUCE A FEASIBLE R-SEQUENCE?
ASSUME THAT AN EXECUTION OF P WITH INPUT X HAS PRODUCED AN INVALID R-SEQUENCE S'.
(S' IS NOT ALLOWED BY THE SPECIFICATION OF P.)

AFTER MAKING CORRECTIONS, WE NEED TO KNOW WHETHER OR NOT S' CAN STILL BE PRODUCED BY THE MODIFIED P WITH INPUT X.

HOWEVER, EVEN IF MANY EXECUTIONS OF THE MODIFIED P WITH INPUT X HAVE NOT PRODUCED S', WE CANNOT SAY THAT S' IS INFEASIBLE FOR P WITH INPUT X.

HOW TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF AN R-SEQUENCE?
THE STRATEGY FOR SOLVING THE FEASIBILITY AND REPRODUCIBLE TESTING PROBLEMS

LET P BE A CONCURRENT Ada PROGRAM. P IS TRANSFORMED INTO ANOTHER CONCURRENT Ada PROGRAM P'.

ANY EXECUTION OF P' WITH (X,S) AS INPUT REPRODUCES S AS ITS R-SEQUENCE, IF AND ONLY IF S IS FEASIBLE.
THE REPRODUCIBLE TESTING PROBLEM FOR Ada
IS TO REPRODUCE FEASIBLE R-SEQUENCES.

WHAT IS AN R-SEQUENCE OF A CONCURRENT Ada
PROGRAM P?

A SEQUENCE OF STARTS OF RENDEZVOUS
(...,(Ci,Ei),...), WHERE
Ci: THE CALLER OF THE ith RENDEZVOUS
Ei: THE ENTRY NAME OF THE ith RENDEZVOUS

THE ABOVE DEFINITION OF AN R-SEQUENCE IS
INSUFFICIENT TO DETERMINE THE RESULT OF
AN EXECUTION OF P WITH INPUT X IF P
CONTAINS
- SELECTIVE WAIT STATEMENTS WITH DELAY
  ALTERNATIVES OR ELSE PARTS
- SHARED VARIABLES
- ACCESSES TO THE COUNT ATTRIBUTES OF
  TASK ENTRIES
(INTERRUPTS AND THE USE OF THE TIME CLOCK
ARE NOT CONSIDERED.)
HOW TO REPRODUCE A FEASIBLE R-SEQUENCE?

BASIC APPROACH:
TO CONTROL THE EXECUTION SEQUENCE OF
ENTRY CALLS

AN ENTRY CALL IS ALLOWED TO BE ISSUED
ONLY AFTER THE PREVIOUS RENDEZVOUS HAS
STARTED AND WHEN THIS CALL IS FOR THE
NEXT RENDEZVOUS.
- ISSUING OF THIS ENTRY CALL
- ARRIVAL OF THIS ENTRY CALL
- ACCEPTANCE OF THIS ENTRY CALL
- ISSUING OF THE NEXT ENTRY CALL
...

PROBLEMS:
- PSEUDO RENDEZVOUS
- CONDITIONAL/TIMED ENTRY CALLS
task type MESSAGE_CARRIER is
  entry BEGIN_RECEIVE;
  entry END_RECEIVE;
  entry BROADCAST (M:MESSAGE);
end;

receivers: R1, R2, R3

broadcasters B1, B2

entry name abbreviation:
  B_R, E_R, BR, RE

valid R_sequences:


invalid R_sequences:


5 is feasible if "/=" is changed to "/=" in the 3rd alternative of the select stmt
REAL-RENDEZVOUS: EXECUTION OF AN ACCEPT STATEMENT

PSEUDO-RENDEZVOUS:
- EXECUTION OF AN ELSE PART OR DELAY ALTERNATIVE
- ACCESS TO A SHARED VARIABLE
- ACCESS TO AN ENTRY’S COUNT ATTRIBUTE

AN R-SEQUENCE IS REPRESENTED AS (...,(Vi,Ci,Ei),...), WHERE
Vi: THE TYPE OF THE ith RENDEZVOUS
Ci: THE CALLER OF THE ith RENDEZVOUS
Ei: THE ENTRY NAME OF THE ith RENDEZVOUS

A PSEUDO-RENDEZVOUS MAY REQUIRE ZERO, ONE, OR MORE ARRIVALS OF ENTRY CALLS.

THE REPRODUCTION OF AN R-SEQUENCE REQUIRES THE REPRODUCTION OF ARRIVALS AND RENDEZVOUS OF ENTRY CALLS.
A SEQUENCE OF ARRIVALS AND RENDEZVOUS OF ENTRY CALLS IS CALLED AN ARRIVAL-RENDEZVOUS SEQUENCE (AR-SEQUENCE).

AN AR-SEQUENCE CAN BE DESCRIBED AS 
(...,Ai,(Vi,Ci,Ei),...) WHERE 
Ai IS THE ARRIVAL SEQUENCE BETWEEN THE ith and (i+1)th RENDEZVOUS.

AN ARRIVAL SEQUENCE IS 
(...,(Lj,Bj),...) WHERE 
Lj: THE CALLER OF THE jth ARRIVAL 
Bj: THE TYPE OF THE jth ARRIVAL
- BLOCKING ENTRY CALL 
- CONDITIONAL/TIMED ENTRY CALL 
  (INDICATION OF SUCCESS/FAILURE)

A FEASIBLE AR-SEQUENCE CAN BE SIMPLIFIED TO (...,Ai,(Vi,Ei),...).

HOW TO REPRODUCE A FEASIBLE AR-SEQUENCE?
NOT EVERY FEASIBLE AR-SEQUENCE CAN BE REPRODUCED DETERMINISTICALLY.

WHEN A SELECT STATEMENT IS EXECUTED, IF THERE ARE TWO OR MORE POSSIBLE RENDEZVOUS, ONE OF THEM IS SELECTED RANDOMLY.

AN AR-SEQUENCE IS SAID TO BE A DETERMINISTIC AR-SEQUENCE (DAR-SEQUENCE) IF EACH RENDEZVOUS AT A SELECT STATEMENT IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RENDEZVOUS.

IN GENERAL, A NON-DETERMINISTIC AR-SEQUENCE CAN BE TRANSFORMED INTO A DAR-SEQUENCE.

A DAR-SEQUENCE CAN BE DESCRIBED AS 
(...,Ai,(Vi,Ri),...) WHERE
Ri: THE NAME OF THE TASK EXECUTING THE ith RENDEZVOUS
A DAR-SEQUENCE is said to be a batch AR-SEQUENCE (BAR-SEQUENCE) provided that if the $i$th rendezvous is executed by task $T$, then all entry calls between the $(i-1)$th and the $i$th rendezvous are to task $T$.

How to reproduce a feasible DAR-SEQUENCE of $P$?

The BAR_PERMIT method:
To transform $P$ into another concurrent Ada program $P'$ in order to control the execution sequence of
- Entry call arrivals
- Rendezvous starts.

```
  P

  INPUT X ---->  ---> RESULT?

  DAR-SEQUENCE Q ---->  ---> AR-SEQUENCE ?
```

---
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FUTURE RESEARCH

- DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR REPRODUCIBLE TESTING

- GENERATION OF R-SEQUENCES EFFECTIVE FOR ERROR DETECTION

IN RECENT YEARS, A NUMBER OF MODELS FOR SPECIFYING CONCURRENCY HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED. THESE MODELS WILL BE STUDIED FOR TEST GENERATION.

- EMPIRICAL STUDY OF TESTING CONCURRENT Ada PROGRAMS
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Abstract:

This position paper presents an approach to the design and development of environments for the production of computer systems for which we require to have very high degrees of assurance of correctness.

The approach is shaped by particular concern for:

a) The soundness of the logical framework within which the correctness of the implementations is to be established.

b) The inviolacy of the logical framework to errors on the part of the user.

c) The means whereby the correctness of the implementation of the environment may be assured.

In consequence the following characterise the approach proposed:

i) The approach is "foundational" rather than axiomatic. By this we mean that a single logical foundation is to be established during system design, and that users are permitted only definitional facilities which are guaranteed not to compromise the consistency of the foundation.

ii) The foundation is supported by some philosophical examination of the nature of logical truth, and by careful examination of the intended domain of discourse (our "ontology") and the required expressiveness of the logic.
iii) Both the foundation and its implementation are "reductionist". This means that the foundation is constructed from the simplest possible core, by the process of introducing new definitions, new syntactic forms, and exploiting (proven) derived rules of inference. The implementation is similarly to be built from a very small core in a carefully structured way. This reductionism is intended to provide maximal confidence in the consistency of our formal system, and the correctness of its implementation. We expect it to lead also to economies in implementation.

iv) The foundation is type-free. A type system is to be constructed over the foundation for the purpose of providing transparent means of specifying the properties of the entities in the domain of discourse. These objects remain type-free, in the sense that self-application is permitted and polymorphic functions are "first class" entities.

Our philosophical position has an intuitionistic flavour. We take the (absolute) truths of logic to be those statements which correctly express the consequences of applying correctly some effective procedure. We suppose the correctness of execution of the elementary steps of an effective procedure to be supportable only by an appeal to the intuition. This philosophical position provides some of the motivation for reducing our formal system to the smallest possible core. This ensures that our intuitions are relied upon no more than is inescapable.

Three levels of language are currently envisaged, each corresponding also to a system architecture, and a stage in development. The lowest level is illustrated by a formal system corresponding closely to pure combinatory logic. The middle level is intended to be an application independent type theory. The types in this system correspond to (partial) specifications and to recursively enumerable sets of terms which satisfy the specifications. At the third level are the prime languages for system development including abstract specification languages and implementation languages. Where possible specifications for implementations will be expressed in extensions to the programming language type system. The semantics of all these languages is ultimately expressed in terms of our primitive logical foundation, and hence the development is axiomatic only in the core foundation system.
1. INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes an approach to the problem of building support environments for the development of very highly assured software. It does so, not from a pragmatic viewpoint, but from an idealist one. It represents an attempt to promote the convergence of computer science with constructive mathematics.

The ideas presented here are by no means fully worked out. They are presented as a basis for a programme of work, with a view to obtaining some feedback on the merits of the proposals.

The first four sections present our approach to logical foundations, and suggest how the most elementary logical basis might be built up by stages into sophisticated high level specification and implementation languages.
The first stage is philosophical, and consists in adopting an attitude about the nature of the mathematics of computing systems. The most important and concrete result of this philosophical stage is an ontology - a statement identifying the entities which we take to be the subject matter of computer science and which will constitute the domain of discourse of the formal systems we develop. Included in this stage is clarification of what sort of statements we wish to be able to make about the objects in our domain of discourse.

Having identified our ontology, we next construct a minimal formal language. In this language we may make statements about objects in our domain of discourse, and we may undertake formal derivations which establish the truth of some of these statements. In order that we may be able to obtain the highest degree of assurance of the correctness of our development environment, and in particular that we should be able to assure ourselves of the consistency of our formal systems and the correctness of their implementations, primary objectives in choosing this first level of formalisation are generality and simplicity. It is intended to be easy to reason about rather than easy to reason in, and hence consists of the simplest possible sufficiently expressive formal system. This system is type-free.

The third stage is the establishment of a more usable formal language in which the properties of entities may be specified and proven. This is done by providing a new syntax for constructs expressible in the basic formal system, and by establishing derived inference rules which facilitate proofs. The language in which specifications are expressed may be regarded as a type theory. The types in this theory are however purely a means of expressing specifications. They place no restrictions on term formation, and play no part in securing the consistency of the logic. The "types" express properties of terms. A term may have many properties, and hence many types. The objects in the domain of discourse might therefore better be described as polytypical than polymorphic.

The formal "type-theory" we propose to establish during the third phase is the mathematical foundation for a variety of (more or less problem oriented) development languages, among which Ada might number. These languages are addressed during our fourth phase. Such languages would be established by specifying their syntax and providing a denotational semantics in the type-theory. Along with programming languages such as Ada, specialised specification languages would be established, together with appropriate libraries of derived inference techniques. The programmer is thereby provided with a formal language in which he may reason in as natural a way as possible about the properties of his programs.

In section 6 we give some indication of how we propose to implement a support environment for these languages. Our final section addresses the problem of verifying of such an environment.

2. PHILOSOPHY AND ONTOLOGY

2.1 Philosophical positions

Any formal foundation system for mathematics is necessarily connected more or less intimately with some philosophical position upon the nature of mathematics.
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The three principal 'schools' of philosophy of mathematics in the twentieth century have been logicism, intuitionism, and formalism.

Logicism, of which Bertrand Russell was one of the principal proponents, is the thesis that the whole of mathematics is ultimately reducible to symbolic logic. In "The Principles of Mathematics" [Rus03] (the manuscript of which was completed on the last day of the 19th century), Russell states that: "The fact that all Mathematics is Symbolic Logic is one of the greatest discoveries of our age; and when this fact has been established, the remainder of the principles of mathematics consists in the analysis of Symbolic Logic itself."

Intuitionism, a school of thought most prominently associated with Brouwer rejects classical mathematics in favour of the more spartan constructive mathematics. According to Bishop [Bis67] an important element of the intuitionist position is that: "every mathematical statement ultimately expresses the fact that if we perform certain computations within the set of positive integers, we shall get certain results". Intuitionists reject some of the principles of classical logic, notably the law of the excluded middle.

Formalism, a doctrine and a programme due to Hilbert, is characterised by the view that classical mathematics may be established by formal derivation from plausible axioms, provided that the consistency of the formal axiomatisation is established by "finitary" or "constructive" means.

Of these positions only the intuitionist position has survived intact to the present day, though it remains a position which the majority of working mathematicians find unacceptable.

The logicist position failed to be established primarily because two of the principles (axioms) necessary for the development of classical mathematics are difficult to establish as principles of logic. Neither the axiom of infinity nor the axiom of choice can be convincingly shown to be logically necessary propositions.

The formalist programme was shown to be unachievable by Kurt Gödel. He demonstrated that classical mathematics is not completely formalisable, and that no formalisation of arithmetic can be proven consistent by finitary means [God31].

2.2 Ontology

Associated with each of the philosophical positions outlined above are underlying ideas on the population of the universe of mathematics, on what, as far as mathematics is concerned, "exists". Logicism and formalism share similar ontologies, since they both aim to provide a foundation for "classical" mathematics. They differ to some degree in the formal system in which mathematics is derived, and differ widely in how the formalisation is to be philosophically justified, but ontologically they are broadly similar.
The underlying ontology is that of a hierarchy of sets, built up in stages from a (possibly empty) collection of individuals. Hatcher describes this in [Hat82] (speaking with reference to the Zermelo-Fraenkel axiomatisation of set theory) "...the hierarchy of sets we envisage consists of all the sets we can obtain by starting with the null set and iterating, in the indicated manner, our power set and union operations any transfinite number of times."

This process rehabilitates Cantor's informal set theory, after Russell's paradox had shown Frege's formalisation of it to be inconsistent, by restricting abstraction so that no set can be formed until after the formation of all the sets which it contains. (this is not the same as requiring that a description of a set may not mention any sets not formed before it). This may be restated as the requirement that the transitive closure of the membership relation is anti-reflexive (and hence its reflexive closure is a partial ordering on the universe of sets). Though this last condition is not fully adhered to by all the formal foundation systems for classical mathematics, (Quine's New Foundations [Qui63] being one counter-example), one of its consequences, that functions may not be members of their own domains, is present in all classical foundation systems of which I am aware.

The intuition behind this ontological position is probably attributable to Bertrand Russell. The first attempt to articulate the idea is in [Rus03], and results from Russell's attempts to identify the logical errors which give rise to the paradoxes. When the idea is elaborated in Russell's Theory of Types [Rus08], it is easily confused with the proscription of impredicative definitions, but seems still to be a part of the underlying intuition. Although "first-order" axiomatisations of set theory began without such a clear commitment to a hierarchy [Zer08], in the later axiomatisations known now as ZF and NBG (see [Hat82]), the hierarchy is cleaned up by the inclusion of an axiom of regularity.

Russell's intuition cuts across the intuitions which are encouraged by an acquaintance with digital computers (for which he can hardly be blamed). In considering the behaviour of computers it is perhaps more natural to consider types as ways of interpreting objects. We can consider an object stored in a computer memory, at one moment as a data value, and at the next as a program, rule or function.

In computing we can accept a single countable domain and interpret the members of this domain in terms of types. There appears to be no clear intuitive reason to proscribe applying a rule to itself, and this is practically very useful.

The significance of the problem of self application of functions has been argued by Dana Scott in [Sco70] and elsewhere. The theoretical underpinning of denotational semantics has required and resulted in resolution of these difficulties within a classical framework. This is done by slimming down function spaces until they are small enough to be isomorphic to the domains over which the functions range. Self-application then requires a non-standard account of the result of applying a function to an argument. (One which doesn't require a set directly or indirectly to be a member of itself, as proscribed by the axiom of regularity)
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This solution carries rather too much baggage with it to be entirely satisfactory as a foundation system. If we take it to be founded on a first order axiomatisation of set theory, then we have first implicitly accept the need for a hierarchy of types. Next, by choosing "first-order" logic, we determine to do mathematics in just the first level of this hierarchy, the individuals. Then we construct a set theoretic hierarchy within this domain of "individuals", and finally collapse this hierarchy by slimming down function spaces until they become homeomorphic with their domains. Having twice accepted a system almost designed to prevent self-application, it is not surprising that some mathematical sophistication is required to construct yet again a type free notion of function application within this framework.

Even where the formalisation of classical mathematics is not required, as in the work of Martin-Löf [Mar75,82] in formalising constructive mathematics, and that of Constable in constructing formal systems for the verification of programs [Con80], constraining the ontology to be hierarchic seems to have proven necessary to avoid inconsistency.

We choose to start from the beginning with a type free system. The difficulty here is in giving any "mathematical" respectability to the system. The term "mathematical" is now so strongly associated with classical set theory, that an account of semantics which does not ultimately result in denotations in classical set theory is in danger of being considered not mathematical.

In constructing a foundation system, our ontological intuitions are crucial, and the indications are that the richness of classical ontologies is incompatible with a natural account of self application. In determining on a foundation we will first identify our domain of discourse, which we consider an important step in ensuring consistency in the foundation. Before we do this we will examine more closely the idea of logical truth, since this provides additional motivation for our selected ontology.

2.3 Logical pluralism and Conventionalism

Concern for single foundation systems has largely been displaced by a pluralistic attitude to foundations. Logicians and Philosophers study different foundation systems on their technical merits without feeling bound to chose between them, Mathematicians are mostly able to work in a way that can reasonably be interpreted in any of the classical systems, and Computer Scientists feel free to adopt or invent any formal system which suits their purposes.

These pluralistic attitudes have a philosophical counterpart in the linguistic-conventionalist account of the status of logical principles. This principle states (roughly) that a logical truth is true in virtue of the meanings of the terms it contains, i.e. in virtue of accepted linguistic conventions. Pluralism and conventionalism have in common that they seem to support the view that logical truths are not absolute, but are arbitrary.

If logical truth were entirely arbitrary, then it would likely be of limited utility. However, we know there to be, underlying the plurality of informal and formal logics, some common principles which we can claim to be absolute logical principles.
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These principles are about conformance to rules. Either informally or formally, we suggest, that the idea of logical truth depends upon proof, that in the essence of the idea of proof is the view that proofs are checkable, and that the method of checking proofs be effective. There may be doubt about whether a statement has a proof, but given a putative proof of a statement there must be an "effective procedure" for testing whether it is indeed a proof.

We now know many languages within which effective procedures may be described, (lambda calculus, combinatory logic, Turing machines, recursive functions, Post productions...) and the fact that these have been shown to be equivalent in expressive power gives us a basis for claiming that the notion of effective computability is an absolute one. It is from this that our notion of absolute logical truth derives. The claim that a sentence is a theorem of a formal system is just the claim that a particular effectively computable partial function over sentences yields a token representative of "true" when evaluated on the given sentence.

The primitive formalism which we describe below, and hence the various languages which we construct from it, are capable of expressing and proving just those propositions which indicate the result of applying some effective procedure to some value.

2.4 Neo-constructive ontology

We now identify a domain of discourse and the properties we wish to express over this domain.

Since we are concerned to reason about the properties of computers and their programs we choose a more or less arbitrary denumerable domain, which we may consider as the collection of values storable in the memory of some ideal computing device. Functions are to be represented by conventions whereby the values in the domain may be interpreted as rules describing some computational procedure. Properties or predicates are identified with partial computable functions over the values in the domain into some subdomain designated as representing the truth values.

As an example, we select as a domain of discourse the free combinatory algebra generated from the constants K and S under the binary operation of application. By the use of an embedding of this domain into itself and a reduction process over the terms of the domain we are able to represent all partial computable functions over the domain using elements in the domain.

The reduction process is effected by the rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\quad \quad u \rightarrow u \\
&\quad ((K\ u)\ v) \rightarrow u \\
&\quad (((S\ u)\ v)\ w) \rightarrow ((u \ w)(v \ w)) \\
&\quad (u\ v) \rightarrow (x\ y) \quad \text{if } u \rightarrow x \text{ and } v \rightarrow y
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(u,v,w,x,y\) are arbitrary values in our intended interpretation, and \((u\ v)\) is the application of \(u\) to \(v\).

\(\rightarrow\) is defined as the transitive closure of \(\rightarrow\).
Elements may be encoded into the domain using the rules shown below in section 3.6.

An element u of our domain is considered to satisfy the predicate represented by an element v if the application of v to the encoding of u, (which we write ‘u’) is reducible to K, i.e. if

\[(v \ 'u') \Rightarrow \ast K\]

The true propositions, are those elements of our domain which are reducible to K under the above reduction system.

### 3. PRIMITIVE FORMALISATION

#### 3.1 Introduction

The primitive formal system is intended to be as simple as possible, so that we may have confidence in its consistency, and in the correctness of its implementation without either depending on proof in a less well founded formal system, or on proof within itself.

The opacity of the syntax and the inefficiency of the proof rules is acceptable at this level, both of these problems can be addressed without logical extension.

The key characteristics required at this stage are simplicity, consistency, expressiveness (with reference to what can be expressed, not how it is expressed), and completeness.

#### 3.2 Syntax

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{atom} & : = \text{"S"} \mid \text{"K"} \\
\text{term} & : = \text{atom} \mid \text{"(" term term ")"}
\end{align*}
\]

Henceforth:

\[\text{a,b,c...}\] are metavariables ranging over atoms.
\[\text{x,y,t,u,v,w...}\] are metavariables ranging over terms.

#### 3.3 Axioms

\[\vdash \text{"K"}
\]

The "standard interpretation"s of the terms "S" and "K" are the individuals S and K, and the juxtaposition of two terms denotes the application of the denotation of the one to the other. The algebra of terms is therefore isomorphic to our domain of interpretation. The axiom \[\vdash \text{"K"}\] indicates that "K" is our version of the proposition "True".

Theorems of the form \((u \ 't')\) may be interpreted as assertions that the term t satisfies the predicate represented by the term u.
3.4 Inference Rules

We first define the postfix substitution operator \([t/a]:\)

\[ a[t/a] = t \]
\[ b[t/a] = b \text{ (provided } b \neq a) \]
\[ (u v)[t/a] = (u[t/a] v[t/a]) \]

Our inference rules are then:

\[ (K) \quad t[u/a] \quad \vdash t[((K u)v)/a] \]
\[ (S) \quad t[((u w)(v w))/a] \quad \vdash t[((S u)v w)/a] \]

These rules are the inverse of the reduction relationship which determines the truth of a proposition. They therefore make theorems of just those terms whose denotation is reducible to \(K\), and are therefore sound and complete. Since neither of the inference rules permits the derivation of an atomic theorem, "S" is not a theorem and the system is consistent in the sense of Post.

3.5 Abstraction

In the following sections for illustrative purposes we make liberal use of informal syntactic abbreviations. These are not a part of our primitive formal system, but we expect in due course to deal with such matters in fully formal ways. These include, dropping brackets (taking application as left associative), and using infix notation for some dyadic operations.

First we introduce abstraction as a notational abbreviation.

\[ I \quad \widehat{a} \quad ((S K) K) \]

We define \([a]t\) inductively as follows:

\[ [a]a \quad \widehat{a} \quad I \]
\[ [a]b \quad \widehat{a} \quad (K b) \]
provided \(a \neq b\)
\[ [a](u v) \quad \widehat{a} \quad ((S [a]u) [a]v) \]
\[ [a,b]t \quad \widehat{a} \quad [a][b]t \]
and in general
\[ [a_1, a_2, ..., a_n]t \quad \widehat{a} \quad [a_1][a_2]...[a_n]t \]

In definitions we may write:

\[ a \mapsto t \]
for
\[ a \equiv [b] t \]
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or:

\[ a_1 a_2 \ldots a_n \equiv t \]

for

\[ a \equiv [a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n] t \]

Now, in order to permit recursive definitions we introduce the fixed point operator.

\[ \text{Sap } F \equiv F F \]

\[ Y F \equiv \text{Sap } [X]F(XX) \]

Note that \( Y F = [X]F(XX) ([X]F(XX)) = F ([X]F(XX) [X]F(X)) = F \ (Y F) \)

i.e. \( Y F \) is a fixed point of \( F \).

Henceforth we will admit recursive definitions, writing:

\[ F \equiv E \]

instead of

\[ F \equiv Y \ [F]E \]

and

\[ F \ X \ Y \equiv E \]

for

\[ F \equiv Y \ [F, X, Y]E \]

etc.

3.6 Definitions for encodings

In this section we define an encoding of terms into normal terms. We use the notation 't' for the encoding of a term t.

\[ T \equiv K \]

\[ F \ X \ Y \equiv Y \]

If \( X \) Then \( Y \) Else \( Z \) \( \equiv X Y Z \)

\[ X \ \text{And} \ Y \equiv \text{If } X \ \text{Then } Y \ \text{Else } F \]

\[ X \ \text{Or} \ Y \equiv \text{If } X \ \text{Then } T \ \text{Else } Y \]

\[ X \ \text{=>} \ Y \equiv \text{If } X \ \text{Then } Y \ \text{Else } T \]

\[ X \ \text{<=>} \ Y \equiv (X \ \text{=>} \ Y) \ \text{And} \ (Y \ \text{=>} \ X) \]

\[ \text{Not } X \equiv \text{If } X \ \text{Then } P \ \text{Else } T \]

\[ <X, Y> Z \equiv Z \ X \ Y \]
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fst} \ X & \equiv X \ T \\
\text{Snd} \ X & \equiv X \ F \\
'K' & \equiv \langle T, T \rangle \\
'S' & \equiv \langle T, F \rangle \\
\text{Mk\_app} \ X \ Y & \equiv \langle F, \langle X, Y \rangle \rangle \\
'XY' & \equiv \text{Mk\_app} 'X' 'Y' \\
\text{Is\_app} \ X & \equiv \text{Not} (\text{Fst} \ X) \\
\text{Fun} \ X & \equiv \text{Fst} (\text{Snd} \ X) \\
\text{Arg} \ X & \equiv \text{Snd} (\text{Snd} \ X)
\end{align*}
\]

The encoding is naturally extended to encode any defined term as the encoding of its definiens. This also allows double encodings such as "\langle T, T \rangle". Note that the encoding of terms cannot be expressed as a term.

The decoding of encoded terms may now be defined as an example of a term representing a predicate over terms:

\[
\text{Decode} \ X \equiv \\
\quad \text{If} \ \text{Is\_app} \ X \ \\
\quad \quad \text{Then} \ (\text{Decode} (\text{Fun} \ X)) \ (\text{Decode} (\text{Arg} \ X)) \\
\quad \text{Else If} \ \text{Snd} \ X \ \\
\quad \quad \text{Then} \ K \\
\quad \text{Else} \ S
\]

A partial encoding algorithm, defined over the set \((T, F)\) may be defined:

\[
\text{Encode} \ X = \text{If} \ X \ \text{Then} \ 'T' \ \text{Else} \ 'F'
\]

Using the full encoding a every recursively enumerable set of terms \(RET \) may be represented by some term \(\text{REP\_RET} \) such that:

\[
\text{for any term } t, \quad |-\text{REP\_RET } 't' \iff t \in \text{RET}.
\]

### 3.7 Remarks on the primitive formalism

The key characteristics identified in section 3.1 were simplicity, consistency, expressiveness and completeness.

The system is evidently simple.

Its consistency in the sense of Post is immediately evident.

For each recursively enumerable subset of our intended domain of interpretation there is a term which represents that set. For each individual and recursively enumerable set of individuals there is a term which represents the proposition that the individual is a member of the set.
In any formal logic, the ground terms which can be proven to satisfy any given predicate defined in that logic, are recursively enumerable. There is therefore a formal sense in which our logic is as expressive as any formal logic can be. For any arbitrary formal system (assuming a reasonable definition of "formal system") the property of formulae known as theoremhood is expressible in our primitive logic. We therefore believe that the formalism is sufficiently expressive for our purposes, and constitutes a foundation system on which sufficiently rich theories can be constructed by the use of definitions only.

Finally, we can say that the system is complete in the following sense: all the propositions expressible are provable iff true. We cannot express classical negation in the system. i.e. there is no term which denotes the set of unprovable terms. This reflects the fact that the complement of a recursively enumerable set is not in general recursively enumerable.

4. TYPES AND SPECIFICATIONS

4.1 Introduction

By adding "syntactic sugar" and by building a library of definitions, our primitive language can be built up into a more sophisticated and usable one. The process of building a functional programming language in this way is well understood (or rather, the inverse problem, of implementing a functional language using combinators). For details see [Tur79a,b]. In our case the process is complicated by the need to use combinators for everything, whereas in implementations of functional languages combinators have been used only for passing parameters, and other environmental data. Examples of the use of combinators for arithmetic may be found in [Cur72] or [Hin72].

In this section we consider what it is that we are to take for sets, predicates, types and specifications, and how these may be constructed in our primitive formal system.

In first approaching this problem the value of the distinction between predicates and types was not clear.

The argument against a distinction between types and predicates in this context is as follows.

In logic, a primary role of types has been to constrain ontological commitment in order to secure the consistency of a logic. This has proved to be a simple and effective way of avoiding logical paradoxes. More recently radical divergence from this limited role has been adopted by extending the expressiveness of type systems and identifying types with propositions ([Mar75,82],[Con80]).

The use of type systems for securing consistency inhibits abstraction by guarding against the circularities inherent in polymorphism. For this reason we have adopted a type-free logical core (which is nevertheless consistent). In our view, whatever its technical merits, the identification of types with propositions is counter-intuitive, and a type system extended could not be more expressive than we would expect to be by the use of predicates in our logic. It is therefore not clear what we could expect to express in our logic by introducing types, which could not be expressed without them.
We have in fact found (what we consider to be) sufficient reason for introducing types as distinct from predicates, even though in our logic both types and predicates will correspond (in their own ways) to recursively enumerable sets of terms. The reason lies primarily in the opacity of terms representing predicates in our formalism. This renders much more difficult the definition of functions whose domain is intended to be a type of types, and makes all reasoning about types, and hence the properties of functions very tedious.

We therefore propose to introduce a type system as an encoding of predicates in a form which more transparently represents the intended interpretation of the terms which are members of the type. This is intended to provide the necessary transparency of the specifications expressed in our system. It will also provide a means of expressing, proving and applying derived rules of inference. We observe that, while "syntactic sugar" might be used to make specifications more transparent to the user, it is not sufficient to enable specifications to be data values upon which operations may (transparently) be performed.

It may therefore be noted that while strongly motivated by ideas closely related to intuitionism, our formal system, and our notion of 'type' has very little in common with the presentation of intuitionism due to Martin-Lof. [Mar75,82]

Within our framework any number of independent type systems could be introduced without danger of inconsistency. Each system would represent an alternative encoding of the recursively enumerable sets of combinatorial terms. In this way we propose to provide coherent support for the linguistic pluralism necessary to provide optimal application development productivity.

In our system however, one type system will have a particular priority in having been designed to express derived rules of inference, and in having its type of derived rules built into an additional rule of inference permitting the application of any rule which has been proven sound.

By a derived rule in this context we do not mean derived rule in the sense in which the term is used in LCF ([Gor79]) and its variants. In these languages a derived rule is a procedure written in the metalanguage ML, (possibly using a library of "tactics" and "tacticals"), which computes a proof. In these systems there is no way of shortening a proof, but there are powerful facilities for automatic generation of proofs. In our system the primitive formalism is so primitive (more primitive than LCF), that proofs, even if automatically generated, would be too complex if genuine shortcuts were not available.

We therefore propose that any rule of inference which can be proven sound may be invoked to establish a theorem without the need to furnish a proof in the primitive system. A similar feature has been included in the Boyer-Moore theorem prover, [Boy81].
4.2 Recursive functions

Having chosen an encoding of terms into terms with distinct normal forms (this is a necessary, but possibly not a sufficient condition) we can represent recursive functions over terms, by terms which when applied to the encoding of a term in the domain, reduce to the encoding of the image of that term in the codomain.

That this is not possible without such an encoding follows from the Church-Rosser theorem, which has the consequence that two terms with similar normal form have the same image under any third combinatory term. The encoding enables terms with the same normal form to be distinguished by mapping them onto terms with distinct normal forms. This encoding algorithm is not, of course, expressible as a term, though there is a term (described above) which effects a decode (modulo weak inequality), and encoding over limited subsets of the terms is expressible (notably over \( \{T,F\} \)).

In the following subsections we show how type systems may be established by defining various operations over partial recursive functions which we describe as "type constructors". These are strictly the denotations of type constructors (unless we consider the special type-system with the identity function as a semantic mapping). Our terminology is still sub judice.

4.3 Recursive sets

By choosing representatives for the boolean values "true" and "false", (e.g. those given in section 3), we may represent characteristic functions by terms which represent boolean valued total recursive functions. These characteristic functions are the characteristic functions of recursive sets of terms.

Type constructors are easy to define over recursive sets. For example the following constructors can easily be seen to be definable as terms.

The unit type constructor \( U \) such that:

\[ U \ 't' \text{ is the characteristic function of } \{t\} \]

for any term \( t \), is just an algorithm for checking (intensional) equality of terms.

For each dyadic truth function there is a corresponding operation on recursive characteristic functions which can be simply constructed from the term representing a (possibly strict) implementation of the truth function (such as those in section 3.6), viz:

- Union \( X \ Y \ Z \equiv (X \ Z) \ Or \ (Y \ Z) \)
- Intersection \( X \ Y \ Z \equiv (X \ Z) \ And \ (Y \ Z) \)

Also:

- Complement \( X \ Y \equiv \text{Not} \ (X \ Y) \)

Under these operations recursive sets form a boolean algebra.
Unfortunately, as soon as we wish to introduce sets which are not decidable (with characteristic functions which are not total), the ease of constructing operators over types disappears. In the case of partial recursive functions non-strict logical operators are required, which can only be defined over encodings of characteristic functions.

4.4 Recursively enumerable sets

Partial characteristic functions are mappings which for any encoded term will yield either a term which reduces to the encoding of true, or of false, or a term which has no normal form. Such functions may be regarded as representing partial predicates, which correspond to pairs of disjoint recursively enumerable sets.

These are effectively closed under all truth functional logical operations and hence all these operations are themselves representable as terms.

Since partial characteristic functions sometimes fail to terminate, and the logical operators defined in section 3.6 are strict in their first argument, the methods used in section 4.3 fail to give satisfactory implementations of operations over recursively enumerable sets.

Furthermore, logical operations which are strict in neither argument are not expressible directly as terms in pure combinatory logic. More precisely, there is no term 0 such that for any pair of terms t,u:

\[- O t u \quad \text{iff}\quad \neg t \text{ or } \neg u\]

We can express this function however if we use encodings of t and u. If t and u are available in an encoded form, then their non termination can be guarded against by emulating interleaved evaluation. So there is a term Ore (representing Or over encodings) such that for any pair of terms t,u:

\[- 't' \text{ Ore } 'u' \quad \text{iff}\quad \neg 't' \text{ or } \neg 'u'\]

Furthermore, Ore can be defined in such a way that:

\[- \text{Not } ('t' \text{ Ore } 'u') \quad \text{iff}\quad \neg 't' \text{ and } \neg 'u'\]

So that Ande (And over encodings) may be defined:

\[\text{Ande } X Y \quad \equiv \quad \text{Not } (\text{Mk_app } \text{Not } X \text{ Ore } \text{Mk_app } \text{Not } Y)\]

(giving: Ande 'X' 'Y' = Not ('Not X' Ore 'Not Y'))

By the use of encodings we can therefore express non-strict logical operations, with which well behaved operations over partial characteristic functions may be defined. (To do this we need a partial encoding function EncEnc, which can be defined over encoded terms. The definition is omitted.)

\[(X \text{ Orp } Y) Z \quad \equiv \quad (\text{Mk_app } X \text{ EncEnc } Z) \text{ Ore } (\text{Mk_app } Y \text{ EncEnc } Z)\]

(giving: ('X' Orp 'Y') 'Z' = 'X 'Z' Ore 'Y 'Z')
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\[(X \landp Y) \lorp (Mk\_app X (EncEnc Z)) \landp (Mk\_app Y (EncEnc Z))\]

\[
\text{(giving: ('X' \landp 'Y') 'Z' = 'X' 'Z' \landp 'Y' 'Z')}
\]

Orp and Andp correspond to the operations of union and intersection of recursively enumerable sets.

\[\text{Notp } X \landp Y \equiv \text{Not } (X \landp Y)\]

Notp provides a complement, but not a true complement. The classical complement of a recursively enumerable set is not in general recursively enumerable. The recursively enumerable set whose characteristic function is obtained by applying Notp to some characteristic function is not uniquely determined by the recursively enumerable set determined by the characteristic function. An interpretation of Notp in terms of operations on sets can only be given if partial characteristic functions are taken to represent, not single recursively enumerable sets, but pairs of disjoint recursively enumerable sets. In this case the logical operators correspond to set operations as follows:

\[
\langle a_1, a_2 \rangle \landp \langle b_1, b_2 \rangle \Rightarrow \langle \text{intersection of } a_1 \text{ and } b_1, \text{union of } a_2 \text{ and } b_2 \rangle
\]

\[
\langle a_1, a_2 \rangle \lorp \langle b_1, b_2 \rangle \Rightarrow \langle \text{union of } a_1 \text{ and } b_1, \text{intersection of } a_2 \text{ and } b_2 \rangle
\]

\[\text{Notp } \langle a, b \rangle \Rightarrow \langle b, a \rangle\]

The logic thus obtained is not classical. For example, the law of the excluded middle does not hold.

Nor is it intuitionistic, since:

\[A = \text{not not } A\]

It is a three valued logic which, in its finite operations, corresponds to the three valued logic due to Kleene.

A merit of considering types as partial characteristic functions in this way, with complement defined, is that the total characteristic functions are also closed under these operations, and the restriction of these operations to total characteristic functions gives a true complement and a classical logic.

Other type constructors can be defined from these.

Using the pairing operation defined in section 3.6 we can define a product type constructor:

\[(X \text{ prod } Y) \Rightarrow (\text{Mk\_app } X (\text{EncEnc } (\text{Mk\_app 'Fst' } Z)) \landp (\text{Mk\_app } Y (\text{EncEnc } (\text{Mk\_app 'Snd' } Z)))\]

\[
\text{(giving: ('X' \text{ prod } 'Y') 'Z' = 'X' '(Fst Z)' \landp 'Y' '(Snd Z)' )}
\]
And a dependent product type constructor:

\[(X \text{ dprod } Y) Z \triangleq (\text{Mk app } X (\text{EncEnc } (\text{Mk app } '\text{Fst'} Z)))\]
\[\text{And}(\text{Mk app } Y (\text{Mk app } '\text{Fst'} Z))\]
\[\text{Andp}(\text{EncEnc } (\text{Mk app } '\text{Snd'} Z))\]

where \(Y\) is a function which maps a value of type \(X\) onto a type.

The dependent product type constructor takes any type \(X\), and a function which maps elements of type \(X\) to types, and delivers the type of pairs such that the type of the first component is \(X\) and the type of the second is determined by the value of the first component under \(Y\). Dependent products types are important as candidate representatives of abstract data types.

The idea for dependent product constructors comes (to me) from Martin-Löf's ITT [Mar75, 82], (where it is called "disjoint union of a family of types"), similar type constructors also occur (among other places) in PL/CV3 [Con80] and Pebble [Bur84], from which our terminology is derived.

4.5 Function spaces

The definition of function space constructors is more difficult.

We have so far been rather vague about which terms may be used as representatives of recursively enumerable sets. This is possible because all the type constructors we have illustrated so far behave well even if all terms are taken to represent recursively enumerable sets. Every term can be interpreted as determining a recursively enumerable set of terms, and so we could take the "type of types" to be the universe (represented by the term \((K K)\)). When we come to constructing function spaces however, we have found no construction which is as insensitive to the representative chosen as is the case for the previous constructors.

A key question, (but not one which affects the viability of our proposal) is whether the space \((A \to B)\) of (total) computable functions from a recursively enumerable domain \(A\) into recursively enumerable codomain \(B\) is in general recursively enumerable. Similarly we would like to know whether dependent function spaces (which we write \(A \text{--}\to B\)) are recursively enumerable. If these spaces are enumerable, and if the operation of forming a representative combinator for a (dependent) function space from representative of the domain and codomains is computable, then we need only to determine one of the combinators which represents this computation and we have the basis for a maximally expressive type system.

If the function spaces are not enumerable, or if the type constructors are not effective then we will have to settle for an approximation (from below, i.e. a subset) to these spaces for which effective constructors can be discovered. We have not yet resolved this problem.

4.6 Derived rules of inference

Once we have decided how to define function spaces we expect to be able to use the function space constructor in an extra inference rule which will legitimise the use of derived rules of inference.
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Since

\[ |- \text{Decode } 'Z' \text{ iff } |-Z \]

"Decode" is the type of theorems.

Consequently, for any encoded type \( X \),

\[ |- \text{Decode } ('X' \rightarrow 'Decode') 'Y' \]

and

\[ |- X 'Z' \]

implies

\[ |- Y Z \]

i.e. if \( Y \) maps elements of \( X \) into theorems, and \( Z \) is in \( X \), then \( Y Z \) is a theorem. We therefore propose to add this one further rule of inference, which, provided our definitions are carried through correctly, will add no further theorems but will permit shorter proofs.

We should then be able to establish type inference rules as derived rules of inference.

4.7 Types as values

If types are identified with encodings of terms which represent partial characteristic functions over encodings of terms, they are data values. However, the form of such types bears little relationship to the constructors which were used to construct the type. If we require to be able to examine the type of an object, and discover with ease whether or not it is a product (for example) then a more transparent representation of types is required.

Such representations may be defined and may be given a denotational semantics by furnishing a semantic mapping into our clumsy representation. In particular, for any application language a type system may be devised specifically to express the types in that language, or to provide an extension of the programming language type system sufficiently rich to serve as a specification language.

5. APPLICATION LANGUAGES

The expressiveness of our formal system is sufficient we believe to define the denotational semantics of application development languages. By providing a logically secure framework within which specialised type theories with matching derived inference rules may be established, we hope to enable a close fit between application languages and specification languages. This may enable a development methodology in which specifications are evolved into implementations by stages which are supported by automatic verification.
6. IMPLEMENTATION

We provide here a very brief outline of how we propose to implement a support environment using our foundation systems.

Combinators have been used in the implementation of functional programming languages [Tur79a,79b]. The algorithm for reducing combinators is also a proof tactic for theorems in our primitive logic. To prove a putative theorem in our logic, we simply evaluate it. If it evaluates to K, then it is a theorem, and by reversing all the reductions we obtain a proof.

The system used by Turner differs from our sample primitive logic. It does not attempt to reduce all computation to pure combinatory reduction. The combinators are used instead of more traditional methods of passing parameters by maintaining environments. In addition to pure combinators, a combinator graph may include data values from primitive value sets, and primitive operators on such values.

Furthermore, Turner uses more complex combinators than ours. His implementation would not otherwise be sufficiently efficient to be usable for any practical purpose. Even with these combinators and primitive operations combinator implementations of functional languages may be two orders of magnitude less efficient than fully compiled imperative languages.

More recent work on the implementation of combinator reduction systems has shown that the efficiency of implementation can be considerably improved by compiling combinators into machine code [Joh84]. We propose to use combinator graph reduction as an implementation technique for a formal methods development environment (without prejudice to the target execution environment).

In order to achieve reasonable efficiency we will make some adjustments to the primitive combinators to permit an efficient mapping onto the memory of a von-Neumann computer. We will also make provision for the compilation of combinators of arbitrary complexity. This provision will displace the use of built in data types and primitive operations.

We then have a machine which is attempting (and failing) to prove a theorem of our primitive logical formalism. The theorem to be proven is a term (held in a persistent store) part of which is an unbounded structure representing all the data input to the machine (in the manner of a lazy list).

The remainder of the term consists of two main elements. The first is a function which may be regarded either as representing the combined operating system and application development software of the machine or as a derived inference rule. The second may be regarded either as a functional database (as in [Nik85]) containing all the users data, or as a compound proposition expressing the content of the users "knowledge base".

The theorem which the machine is trying to prove is the application of the derived inference rule to the conjunction of the input data with the knowledge base. The theorem proving strategy is essentially reduction of a term of pure combinatory logic to its normal form, (the theorems of our primitive logic are just those terms of pure combinatory logic which are reducible to K).
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The hypothesis however has no normal form, and the reduction process results in the generation of an infinite term. The head of this term at any stage in the reduction consists of all the outputs of the system, while the tail represents the knowledge base, the remainder of the input list (new facts), and the operating system (inference rule). All of these are are iteratively updated during the evaluation process, so that the changes to the knowledge base are the effects of the commands occurring in the input list, and the output at the head of the term grows as further information is presented to users.

The implementation of our formal system on this engine will in some respects resemble that of LCF and its variants, with the following modifications.

Firstly the primitive logic is type-free, and hence much simpler. Secondly, the same language will be in use both for meta-language and object language, resulting in further economies. Also, as previously noted, derived inference rules will be established after the manner of [Boy81], rather than as proof generation algorithms, this is essential to achieving tolerable efficiency in the proof facilities. We will support extensions to the abstract syntax to match the establishment of abstract data types, and will allow flexibily of concrete syntax as in the Mule system [Nip85].

7. VERIFICATION

There are well known and serious problems in verifying verification systems.

As a result of Gödel's work [God31], we know that a formal foundation system cannot usefully be used to verify itself. We are therefore bound ultimately to accept a formal foundation system which has not itself been formally verified.

Our reductionist approach to foundations is intended in part as a rational response to this situation. We suggest that confidence in our ultimate formal foundations will be maximised in the following ways:

1. The formal system should be as simple as possible.
2. The system should be transparent to our intuitions.
3. Essentially the same foundation should be subjected to theoretical scrutiny and practical exposure over a long period of time.

Our confidence in the consistency of first order axiomatisations of set theory is largely based upon their having survived over a long period of time without having been found inconsistent. We believe that the approach to foundations outlined in this paper satisfied points 1 and 2. We believe also that our formalism is sufficiently flexible to underpin a wide variety of more specialised formal systems and that this will increase its chances of receiving the exposure that will in due time contribute to confidence in its sufficiency and consistency. In fact we are essentially formalising recursive function theory, a subject which has now had some 50 years of scrutiny.
Our foundational reductionist approach results in the step from one logical level of the system to the next being achieved by definition rather than axiomatisation. This converts problems of consistency into logically less severe problems of opacity. This way of building on foundations is guaranteed not to compromise the consistency of the system, but if there are errors in the definitions then the concepts defined will not be the ones intended.

The implementation will be constructed in an analogous way. We therefore expect to implement the core foundation system as a logically secure bootstrap. This results in subsequent levels of development being logically guaranteed not to compromise the consistency or correctness of the implementation.

Implementation of higher levels of the system will also be provably correct against their specifications, but this only begins to be helpful once we have established specification languages which are significantly more perspicuous than our implementation languages.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined an approach to logical foundations for the formal development of computer systems which we believe when fully developed will offer:

a) The highest possible levels of assurance of the correctness of systems developed.

b) High levels of flexibility.

c) Economy of implementation.

This foundation offers a particular advantage in the exploitation of abstraction, increasingly seen as an important tool for formal development. We offer a foundation within which mathematical concepts, without qualifications relating to cardinality, have denotations.

Considerable further work is necessary before we can be wholly confident that this approach can be made to deliver what we believe it to offer. It is inherent in our approach that once the definition of the formal systems has been carried through in a fully formal way, an inefficient implementation will be obtainable at trivial cost. Provided sufficient care is taken in design, we believe that tolerably efficient implementations will then be relatively inexpensive.
Logical foundations and formal verification.
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Life-critical and security-related applications require a high-degree of assurance that the software will behave properly. The use of high-level languages and verification environments automate the software development process, and decrease the probability of human error. However, the "correctness" of the resulting system becomes dependent upon the integrity of the tools.

Although the use of low-level languages (e.g. assembly) is labor intensive, the software manager is able to use design reviews and code walkthroughs to avoid placing complete trust in any one individual. With high-level languages, reviews take place at the source code level, but gaining assurance that the machine code actually does what the source code says it does is usually an act of blind faith.

This paper considers some of the issues that must be addressed when selecting a compiler for an application requiring a high degree of assurance.

Keywords: Security, Ada Implementation Issues, Software Assurance, Trusted Systems.

1 Background

For life-critical or security-critical applications, we would like to have some degree of confidence that the application software performs in a known manner. At the start of the program, requirements stating what the system is to do are defined; at the end of the program we have a working system. The question is, "what assurance do we have that the resulting system operates in accordance with its requirements?"

Techniques have been developed for formally specifying what we want a system to do (specification/assertion languages), for specifying how a system is to do it (programming languages), and for proving a correspondence between the "what" and the "how" (verification tools).

Verification techniques are useful for providing some level of assurance that the software engineer has not made any design errors by ensuring that the source
code conforms to its specification. However, the software that actually makes the system work (machine code) is not the software that was verified (source code). Errors in the source-to-machine code translation process can invalidate the proof.

One problem is that “compilers contain bugs” tends to be the rule rather than the exception. There doesn’t seem to be any such thing as an “error-free” compiler. A typical mode of operation is: find the bug, fill out a bug report and send it to the vendor, and then find a workaround so that development can continue. Since the engineers using the compiler are rarely intimately familiar with it, when something goes wrong they are left to rely on engineering skills, instinct, and blind luck to isolate the error and collect enough information to write a bug report that is more specific than “It doesn’t work”. Worse yet, the error could go undetected and end up incorporated in the final system.

Some languages (such as Ada) have compiler validation suites, but even these cannot assure that the compiler will never make any translation errors. There is a possibility that verification techniques could be applied to compilers and other software development tools to prove that they are proof preserving transforms, but this is beyond the current state of the art.

So the implementor is faced with the following dilemma. On the one hand, high level languages can help to reduce life cycle costs by automating much of the code generation process and help to eliminate several types of human errors. On the other hand, it forces a greater dependency upon the software development tools, resulting in less control over the generated code. The tools (and especially the compiler) become black boxes and must be blindly trusted. It is difficult to check the work of these tools. It is difficult to determine whether or not this trust is warranted.

2 Compiler Errors

As mentioned earlier, compilers tend to be complicated programs and frequently contain errors. Some errors may be inconsequential. Some may be inconvenient. Some may be critical. When selecting a compiler, the software engineer must attempt to determine the probability of that compiler containing a critical error - one that could jeopardize lives or compromise information. This risk must be weighed against the potential benefit of using that compiler (lower life cycle cost, better design, etc.).

There are no objective ways of determining what this probability is. In the end it comes down to a judgement call. A validation suite will ensure that one class of errors has been eliminated, and will decrease this probability. Thorough testing by the compiler vendor will also provide more assurance.

Maturity is another criteria which may be used. If the compiler has successfully been used on a variety of projects, it is (usually) reasonable to assume that many of bugs have been worked out. Testimonials can also provide useful
The following sections describe some types of errors which may cause a source code proof to be invalidated.

2.1 Mapping Errors

A compiler is responsible for mapping high level source code functions onto the more primitive instructions of the target machine. The more nebulous the definition of the language and the machine instruction set, the more subject they become to interpretation, and the more likely the chance for an interpretation error.

For example, typically the only documentation available for defining a machine instruction set is a programmer's reference manual for that machine. This sort of documentation tends to be descriptive rather than definitive. It does not define the exact behavior of the machine.

Without an accurate formal semantic definition for both the source language and the machine language, it is impossible to perform any meaningful check of the accuracy of the mapping between the two. In the case of Ada, ongoing efforts to develop a formal semantic definition of the language are an important first step. In the case of the target processor, more emphasis must be placed on the use of formal verification techniques on processor design and implementation. (For more information on these techniques, see 1.)

2.2 Trojan Horses

As Thompson noted, it is impossible to determine exactly what a program is doing by source code inspection [2]. He further suggests that "You can't trust code that you did not totally create yourself". Today it is rare that an application software developer will build a compiler rather than buy one "off the shelf". The application developer must now trust the people working for the company that developed the compiler. It is also necessary to institute stringent controls to protect this compiler from being tampered with. All other tools used for software development must be similarly trusted and protected.

One approach that has been suggested to reduce the probability of "Thompson attacks" is to freeze the software development configuration at the beginning of the program. The reasoning behind this is that this sort of attack requires knowledge of the application program in order to determine exactly where to place the trojan horse to get the desired effect. An obvious problem with freezing the compiler is that it becomes impossible to fix any compiler bugs that are detected during the development effort. So the designers must decide at the beginning of the project whether or not they can live with a particular snapshot of the compiler. Compiler maturity is an obvious consideration when making a "lock in" decision such as this.
2.3 Security Considerations

A good design practice is to keep your critical functions as simple as possible so that it is easier to make sure that they work properly. This practice is applicable to trusted (security critical) functions in an A1 secure computer system. Similarly, it is desirable to keep the tools used to develop critical software as simple as possible to increase the probability that they will function correctly. The more complex the programming language, the more complex the tools and the greater the likelihood of errors.

Considering Ada for the moment, there are many language features that are simply not needed for the implementation of security kernels or trusted software. For example, Anderson [3] has pointed "there exists a quite usable (for the Kernel) subset of Ada that requires virtually no runtime support libraries". It seems reasonable to assume that it may be possible to define a subset of the language that not only minimizes the size of the runtime support library, but also minimizes the size of the compiler, and is still useful for implementing highly critical functions. Since it is likely that formal verification techniques will be applicable to small compilers before they are applicable to large ones, this may provide a powerful interim tool.

3 Conclusions

There has been a fair amount of interest in determining the amenability of Ada to formal verification techniques. But little attention has been paid to ways of ensuring that the compiler performs an accurate mapping of a high-level language onto the low-level language of the target machine. The reality of the situation is that it is entirely possible that the compiler or other software development tools could act to invalidate the proofs of the source code.

One technique that has become increasingly popular for automated formal verification is to use the verification tools as proof checkers rather than relying on them to generate the proof directly. Unfortunately, it is not possible to use a compiler as a checker for hand-compiled code. Similarly, checking the code produced by a compiler (especially an optimizing one) is difficult and time consuming. The software engineer is forced to depend upon the tools.

For life or security critical applications, a risk analysis must be performed to determine the trustworthiness of all personnel, tools, and materials involved in the development effort. Tools such as compilers are invaluable for automating much of the software implementation process, but it is difficult (if not impossible) to determine whether or not they are deserving of the trust required to use them for critical applications.

The final decision must be made based on a cost/assurance tradeoff. The potential life-cycle cost reductions which may result from the use of a particular compiler must be estimated. The effect that relying on that compiler will have on the assurance of the correct operation of the final system must be assessed.
These figures must be compared in the context of the particular application to determine whether the benefits outweigh the risks.

It is important to not lose sight of the fact that the use of verification techniques is not an end, but rather a means toward increasing assurance in the correct operation of a system. The correctness of the resulting system depends on other factors as well.
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1. Introduction

This paper provides a short introduction to the project "The Draft Formal Definition of Ada" and the results obtained so far. The first section gives an overview of the project. The second and third sections are more technical and contain introductions to the results obtained in the areas of static semantics and dynamic semantics methodologies. The static semantics formally defines the rules that Ada programs must obey and that correspond to compile time checks. The dynamic semantics defines the run-time behaviour of an Ada program.

2. Project Background and Status

The official definition of Ada, Reference Manual for the Ada Programming Language [RM], contains more than 300 pages of technical English. It is known to contain inconsistencies and ambiguities, some of which can be attributed to the English language.

To resolve inconsistencies and to clarify ambiguities, the AJPO in co-operation with ISO has set up the Language Maintenance Committee (LMC), from which comments are passed to the Ada Board (AJPO) and to ISO/TC/97/SC22/WG9 for approval, before becoming official. But the task of making such vast amount of English text consistent and unambiguous is herculean, and it should be facilitated by a formal definition of Ada (an AdaFD).

In saying this, it should be pointed out that an AdaFD is not to be seen as a replacement of the natural language description, which is able to reach a much larger audience, but as an aid in the precise definition of Ada and in the clarification of the natural language description.

These considerations have led the EEC to sponsor the Draft Formal Definition of ANSI/MIL-STD 1815A Ada, which aims at making a formal definition of Ada as it is described in the reference manual, pointing out inconsistencies and ambiguities; but attempting to resolve these is outside the scope of the current project.

The first part of the project was a test phase in which an underlying model was constructed, reflecting the structures of Ada. A method and a meta-language for the definition were defined with the aim of getting a mathematically well-founded frame which is suitable for the definition of Ada. Finally, a trial formal definition of a subset of Ada was made in order to assure the expressive power of the proposed techniques. The trial definition has now been completed and is documented in [DDC, CRAI 86].

The second part of the project is the full formal definition of Ada. This is the first attempt to give a precise formal definition of a language the size of Ada, but it will be facilitated by the knowledge that was obtained in the test phase. A preliminary study will be made of the feasibility of using the AdaFD to prove certain aspects of the ACVC test suite.

In parallel with the actual development of the AdaFD, a natural language description of the AdaFD will be made, and the formulas will be cross-referenced with their corresponding paragraphs of the reference manual. The natural language description will be in English, but due to the formal definitions' independence of natural languages it would have been easy to derive descriptions in other languages (Danish, Italian, Japanese, French, etc.).
Finally in connection with the scientific work, tools will be developed for writing, checking, and maintaining formulas, for cross-referencing, and for browsing the reference manual.

The project is carried out by:

- Dansk Datamatik Center Denmark (main contractor)
- CRAI Italy (contractor)
- I.E.I- C.N.R. Italy (sub-contractor)

Furthermore, consultants are used from the universities of Pisa (Prof. U. Montanari) and Genoa (Prof. E. Astesiano and Ms. G. Reggio) and the Technical University of Denmark (Prof. D. Bjørner, Dr. H. Bruun and Dr. H. H. Løvengreen).

3. Static Semantics Definition Methodology

Formally expressing the static semantics of a programming language is normally either done using an attribute grammar approach like [J. Uhl et al 82] or using a syntax directed denotational style like [Bjørner & Oest 80]. Within this project, it was felt that the latter style is easier to comprehend for the human reader and easier to relate to the natural language description of rules and conditions stated in the RM. We have, hence, chosen an approach following this style.

3.1 Well-formedness

Following the approach chosen, an Ada static semantics can be considered to be just one large function that given any complete Ada program delivers the boolean value true or false depending on whether the program is statically correct. Since, however, Ada is fairly large (many syntactic productions) and complex (many semantic rules to be obeyed), it is natural to decompose the function into a number of smaller functions, each expressing the well-formedness of a smaller unit.

In the case of Ada with separate compilation, a library etc., the concept of "a program" is not as closely bound to a particular piece of syntax as in most languages. An Ada program is made up by a main program and the units needed from the library. Hence, the concept of a library and the rules for when and how a compilation affects the library becomes a part of the static semantics. This implies that the overall static semantics cannot be just a "large boolean function" but will consist of both the traditional boolean well-formedness formulas applying to compilations, compilation units and parts thereof, using the current library; and formulas describing the effect on the library of compiling a list of compilation units. The latter have, however, not been included in the trial definition.
3.2 Abstract Syntax

The syntactic units themselves can either be described by their concrete syntax or using an abstract syntax. In this definition we have, following the tradition of [Bjønner, Oest 80], used an abstract syntax, called AS1. The abstract syntax is close to the concrete syntax in that all constructs that cannot be distinguished without a semantic analysis are not assumed to be disambiguated in AS1, e.g. one cannot in all cases syntactically distinguish between a function call, an indexed component and a type conversion.

The abstract syntax is hence derived from the concrete syntax in a straightforward manner. Since we are using a number of abstract data types (see section 3.4) and some of these have operations using AS1 constructs as parameters, we have chosen to express AS1 itself as a number of abstract data types - one for each production rule of the grammar; so that each of the abstract data types has a main sort corresponding to a domain normally defined by an abstract syntax. This means that the abstract data types that refer to AS1 constructs need only contain an enrich 'some abstract data type from AS1' + ... by ..., and they will then be able to use the sorts and operations (selection, composition and decomposition).

3.3 Syntax Directed Approach

Letting the decomposition of the formulas closely follow the structure of AS1 is normally referred to as syntax directed, and that approach has been adopted within this definition since it makes the relation between the formulas and the LRM simpler.

3.4 Semantic Information and Data Types

The well-formedness of a syntactic sub-part of an Ada program generally depends on the context in which the sub-part occurs. This means that when one, as stated earlier, wants a decomposition of the formulas, the formulas need information from the context in order to express the (local) well-formedness. This information could of course be provided by having the abstract syntax representation of the whole program (including package STANDARD and all the (predefined) library units) as an additional parameter when expressing the well-formedness of the construct. Even with all that information, it would be difficult to determine for instance the set of visible declarations at the point of the construct whose well-formedness is to be expressed. A better solution is to have a less syntactic and more semantic parameter to the well-formedness formulas.

The above arguments have lead to the introduction of an auxiliary data structure called 'the surroundings'. In order to keep a clear distinction between the formulas defining the well-formedness and those building, maintaining, and extracting information from 'the surroundings', this data structure together with all formulas operating upon it has been made into a data type called SUR. This means that the data type SUR will provide the well-formedness formulas with a number of sorts (descriptors of different kinds) and operations thereon.
Using such a structure containing information relevant at any point of an Ada program in our opinion places those persons defining the structure under an obligation to include only information that is actually necessary and in a form that is as close to the Ada concepts as possible in order to avoid confusion. Furthermore, we adopt an applicative (functional) style for the well-formedness functions so that they will always have 'the surroundings', or information extracted from it, as explicit parameters so that no changes to the structures will be made that are not immediately visible to the reader.

The surroundings itself can be decomposed into smaller data types each handling the description of a particular aspect of Ada.

**Overload Resolution**

Having introduced the concept of data types makes it natural to use such data types also for describing properties that are not directly part of the surroundings.

One central Ada concept in particular seems to be suited for being handled by such a data types namely overload resolution, in particular the part expressing the conditions under which overloading can be resolved. The data type EXPR_DESCR defines the structures (expression descriptors) and operations necessary to handle overload resolution.

**Scope and Visibility**

One important part of the surroundings is that which describes all declarations in scope at any point of an Ada program and also keeps track of which declarations are actually visible directly or via selection. This is handled by the data type NAME_VIS.

**Nested Program Structures**

Another part of the surroundings (ENCL_CONSTRUCTS) is used to describe the nesting of program structures. It is used when expressing that given constructs may only occur within certain composite constructs, e.g. a return statement with an expression may only occur within a function body but not within any inner body of a task, package or generic unit.

**Generic Units**

In order to handle the information needed to express the parameter matching conditions and the information necessary to construct the new surroundings after generic instantations, especially the implications on NAME_VIS (a new unit is introduced and new local types are created etc.), a data type GENERICS, that is used by SUR, has been introduced.
Entity Descriptors

Within the NAME_VIS data type, descriptors for all explicitly or implicitly declared identifiers are present. The individual descriptors are defined by the data type DESCR. The data type offers operations for creating descriptors based on the constituent parts and for extracting the information (later) when needed.

Operations on Types

Each type in Ada has a set of operations that are derivable. They include the basic operations, the predefined operators, the derivable user-defined subprograms and in the case of an enumeration type, also the enumeration literals. To keep track of the derivable operations and operations like assignment, that do not overload subprograms, a data type TYPE_OPERATIONS is introduced.

Types and Subtypes

In order to facilitate type checking, all types are given a unique identification. Also information on the internal structure of composite types, for example the index subtypes of an array type, is associated with a type in the form of a so-called 'type_structure'. Finally, subtypes are characterized by their (base) type and an optional constraint descriptor. All of this is defined in the data type TYPES.

Values

A simple data type called VALUES is introduced to handle the Ada values needed in the static semantics definition for static index constraints, choices etc.

Dependences between Data Types

As mentioned earlier, the data type SUR depends on all the other data types; but also among the other data types dependences exist. Ideally, the data types would constitute a hierarchy with VALUES and ID (from ASI) at the bottom, SUR at the top and all the others topologically sorted (following the enrich relation) in between. This is, however, not possible when reflecting the concepts of Ada. Let us consider the following example:

The data type TYPES describes the structure of all types including in particular task types.

The DESCR data type uses TYPES (primarily the sort Subtype) in order to describe declared entities. Such an entity can for example be a declared variable, a formal parameter or, for this example, an entry in which case the descriptor contains information on its formal part.

These entry descriptors however constitute a natural part of the type structure of a task type which is defined within TYPES.

Hence, the specification of DESCR contains an 'enrich TYPES' and TYPES contains an 'enrich DESCR'. This is, however, only a mutual recursion between the specifications of the data types and the specifications will in the particular cases used in this definition still denote well-defined data types.
Additional Data Types

Most of the above described data types provide several sorts to the outside world. For the final definition, we are considering sub-dividing the data types further so that each of them only exports one or a couple of sorts. This would also make each of the data types smaller and, hence, facilitate getting a full understanding of their contents.

Defining Data Type Operations

Currently, the operations of the data types are described as functions within a particular model of the data type. Splitting the data types into smaller ones, may make it feasible to express the operations in terms of axioms, thus yielding a more abstract description of certain data types, but without affecting the rest of the static semantics.

4. Dynamic Semantics Definition Methodology

4.1 The Problem

The major difficulties of a formal definition of Ada are encountered in the dynamic semantics. The fundamental difficulty is due to the concurrent structure, which is not only far more complicated than that of previous languages, but also deeply mixed and interfering with the sequential aspects of the language. The problem of interference makes for example the semantics of an expression a very complex object, since for evaluating an expression some tasks and procedures can be started, and hence all the facets of semantics have to be taken into account. Not even the evaluation of a variable, since variables are potentially shared, can be done in isolation without considering the overall environment.

However, the problems with Ada are not confined to the interference problem: implementation dependent features, incorrect constructs and erroneous executions, interaction of a program with the external environment (e.g. external flags) are some of the new aspects to be tackled. Because of these problems the previous valuable attempts of a formal definition of Ada (Inria 1982, Dewar et al. 1983, Bjorner & Oest 1980) have failed on some aspects of the dynamic semantics. A completely new approach was required and that has led to use of a new methodology, the SMoLCS methodology (see Astesiano & Reggio 1986 a, 1986 b, Astesiano et al. 1986), which seems to handle most of the above problems satisfactorily.

4.2 The Underlying Methodology: SMoLCS

For the SMoLCS semantics of concurrent languages, the SMoLCS methodology is based on a two-step approach, combining a denotational overall schema with algebraic techniques for the specification of abstract data types, here applied to the specification of concurrent systems, which are formalized following the SMoLCS operational schema.

Essentially the first step connects the abstract syntax to an underlying model for concurrency, formalized in a suitable language for describing processes (behaviours) and their mutual interactions in a concurrent system. This is done by a set of denotational clauses, where in a typically denotational style each well-formed construct of the source language has associated a term in another language.
Altogether the denotational clauses can be seen as defining, inductively on the structure of the abstract syntax, a syntax-directed translation into an intermediate language for representing processes and concurrent systems. The approach goes further. The semantics of the intermediate language is given by the algebraic specification of a concurrent algebra (the second step), representing a concurrent system modelling program executions.

Following the SMoLCS approach for the specification of concurrent systems, a concurrent system is a labelled transition system built from some component subsystems; each subsystem is in turn modelled as a labelled transition system. A state of a concurrent system is modelled as a set of states corresponding to the subsystems plus some global information, the transitions are inferred from the transitions of the component subsystems in three steps: synchronization, parallelism, and monitoring.

- **Synchronization** defines the transitions representing synchronized actions of sets of subsystems and their effects on the global information.
- **Parallelism** defines the transitions representing admissible parallel executions of sets of synchronized actions and the compound transformations of the global information (mutual exclusion problems, for example, are handled here).
- **Monitoring** defines the transitions of the overall system respecting some abstract global constraints (like interleaving, free parallelism, priorities, etc.).

This SMoLCS schema is expressed in an algebraic parameterized way so that every instantiation on the appropriate parameters, defining the information for synchronization, parallelism and monitoring, is an abstract data type. More precisely the definition of a SMoLCS specification of a system is modular, hierarchical and parameterized.

A pragmatic advantage of this parameterized approach is that it is enough to give the user the directions for the specification of the parameters. An appropriate friendly syntax has been developed for encouraging structured and correct specifications. Moreover, some rules are given ensuring the existence of initial models for each specification.

Together with an initial algebra semantics, corresponding to an operational semantics, the SMoLCS approach supports, with explicit linguistic constructs, the definition of an observational semantics, again via a parameterized abstract data type specification, where the parameters correspond to a formalization of the observations. Every instantiation of such schema admits a terminal model, the Concurrent Algebra, in which two states of the concurrent system are equivalent if and only if they satisfy the same observations; moreover, the underlying mathematics guarantees that every subcomponent of the state gets an observational semantics.

Thus the terms of the intermediate language, obtained by the denotational clauses in the first step, can be interpreted in the concurrent algebra. In this way the denotational clauses define a homomorphism from the algebra of the abstract syntax into a semantic algebra, some carriers of which are the carriers of the corresponding sorts in the concurrent algebra.
Some advantages of this approach are:

- in the first step it is brought to evidence what is truly sequential and what is hiddenly concurrent, thus resolving the basic interference between sequential and concurrent features;
- the algebraic technique of the second step permits a high level of modularity and abstraction in the definition of the many structures encountered in a language; moreover, it also allows one to express the dependence of the semantics on some parameters formalizing the implementation dependent features;
- the observational semantics allow one to represent different semantics depending on what we want to observe of a program and to abstract from the details of the description of the transitions of the concurrent system, which on the other hand is needed, if we want to keep a close local correspondence with the usually informal operational approach of a language reference manual;
- since the specification of the concurrent system embodies an operational view, seeing it as a labelled transition system, also an alternative operational approach to the semantics of the concurrent system can be taken: the axioms can be interpreted as defining labelled transition systems, to which we can then associate observational equivalences directly, a' la Milner [Milner 1980, 1983].

4.3 Overall Structure for Dynamic Semantics.

The overall structure, following the SMoLCS methodology, consists of the denotational clauses (1st step), of the concurrent algebra (2nd step) and of auxiliary structures.

Denotational Clauses

We assume as a starting point an abstract syntax, AS2, which is the result of a transformation of AS1. This transformation (e.g. solving overloading, assigning unique static identifiers) is performed in order to make the dynamic semantics clauses simpler, so that they can really deal with dynamic issues.

Then to every syntactic construct a formal clause is associated, using a denotational style.

To a program the clause associates, given some global initial information, the initial state of a concurrent system modelling the program execution. To every other construct, which is then a part of a task (including the main task corresponding to a program), the corresponding clause associates, given some local information, local to that task, a behaviour, i.e. an expression which corresponds to a process, a fragment of the activity of that task.

The association is compositional, inductively on the structure of the construct. A formal clause is split into parts, and an explanation in natural language is given following the splitting closely, so that one can have a quite precise description of the clause even ignoring most of the formalities used in the clause.
Auxiliary Structures

As usual in denotational semantics, some auxiliary structures are needed, in order to define the semantic domains and express the clauses. The novelty here is that the auxiliary structures, due to the overall algebraic structure of SMoLCS, are algebraic specifications, so that we have algebraic specifications, as abstract data types, of local informations, global information and of related substructures, like denotations.

Concurrent Algebra

The concurrent algebra is the specification of an abstract data type corresponding to a concurrent system modelling program execution. For modelling Ada we have two labelled transition systems, the Task Transition System (TTS) and the Program Concurrent System (PCS).

The states of TTS are behaviours, i.e. elements of the intermediate language built inductively as terms from some combinators. Again inductively on the structure of behaviours, the axioms formalizing the transitions rules are given.

The states of PCS are couples; each couple consists of a set of behaviours (states of TTS) and a term representing some global information. The states of PCS are themselves terms of the intermediate language, target of the denotational clauses; the initial state corresponding to a program consists of just one behaviour corresponding to the system task and an initial global information. Then the rules corresponding to creation and termination of tasks generate states with a varying number of behaviours. The transitions of a state $s$ of PCS, say $s = ((bh_1, \ldots, bh_m), i)$ are obtained by composing the transitions associated by TTS to $bh_1, \ldots, bh_m$, in three steps. First the (synchronous) transitions which correspond to synchronizations of TTS transitions are produced (e.g. rendezvous between tasks); then the transitions which correspond to allowed parallel executions of synchronous transitions are produced (thus resolving problems like e.g. mutual exclusion); finally, general monitoring conditions are imposed (e.g. priorities between tasks) in order to select those parallel transitions which become transitions of PCS.

Semantics

The semantics can be given operationally and observationally. The operational semantics consists in associating, starting from the transitions, a (possibly infinite) labelled tree to each state of the system and hence also to programs via the corresponding initial states. This gives a meaning to an Ada program in the sense that the tree (modulo some permutations and identifications of subtrees) already represents an abstraction (for the acquainted reader, corresponding to Milner's strong equivalence [Milner 1980]). We say that two states (programs) are operationally equivalent iff their trees coincide.
However, it may happen that two programs modelled by different trees have to be considered equivalent depending on the kind of observations which can be made. Thus the whole specification includes also an observation part, which contains a set of observation functions that check whether a state satisfies an observation. Then two states (programs) are observationally equivalent iff they satisfy the same observations (formally if the observation functions coincide on the two given states). Once we have fixed the observations, it can be proved that under some conditions (see Astesiano & Reggio 1986a, Astesiano et al. 1985) an algebra exists, the Concurrent Algebra, in which two states are equivalent iff they are observationally equivalent: this algebra thus gives a semantics to the states of PCS and to each of the subcomponents of those states, like behaviours (i.e. tasks), terms corresponding to subprograms and so on (formally: the observational equivalence is a congruence).

Since the right-hand sides of the denotational clauses, which are terms of the intermediate language, are subcomponents of the states of PCS, they can be interpreted in the Concurrent Algebra. In this way the denotational clauses defines a homomorphism from the algebra of the abstract syntax into a semantic algebra some carriers of which are the carriers of the corresponding sort in the Concurrent Algebra.
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An Introduction

Jan Storbank Pedersen
1. Background

2. Aims of the Project

3. Project Description

4. Technical Introduction
CHILL

- Student project at the Technical University of Denmark

- Master thesis on static semantics (1979)

- Final version accepted as supplement to the CCITT Z.200 recommendation (Oct. 1981)

- DDC has derived a CHILL compiler from the formal definition
Ada

- Several master theses on Ada Semantics (1980)

- Formal Definition of 1980 Ada (81-82) using VDM

- CEC multiannual programme (DDC, Olivetti, CR)

- DDC derived its validated Ada compiler
Lead DDC to:

- "Formal Methods to Industry" project
  ESPRIT project: RAISE

- Formal definition of
  ANSI/MIL-STD 1815A Ada
  MAP project
Aims of the Project

- Highly readable
- Implementation independent
- Unambiguous definition
- Basis for proof system
- Basis for document derivation
Project Description

- 13 man years
- 2 year project (85-86)
- DDC, CRAI
  IEI/CNR
  Technical University of Denmark
  University of Pisa
  University of Genoa
- Sponsored by CEC
Two phases:

- A trial definition

- The full definition
Technical Introduction
- Definition language
- Static semantics
- Dynamic semantics
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ada</th>
<th>AS1</th>
<th>AS2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous Grammar</td>
<td>Data type</td>
<td>Data type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRM text</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantics</td>
<td>Semantics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Trial Definition of the

Static Semantics

Jan Storbæk Pedersen
To illustrate:

- A style of definition
- A definition structure
- Ways of modelling specific Ada concepts
Ada Concepts Covered

- Strong typing
- Overload resolution
- Information "hiding"
- Properties of objects
- Derived operations
- Generic units
- Static expressions
- Implicit declarations
- Scope and visibility
Overall Structure of the Trial Definition

- Well-formedness formulas
- Abstract syntax
- Semantic structures
Underlying Data Types

- Modular approach
- Information hiding
- Concept oriented
Data Types

SUR

EXPR_DESCR NAME_VIS ENCL_CONSTRUCTS GENERICS

DESCR TYPE_OPERATIONS

TYPES

VALUES

INTG ID QUOT
Well-formedness
3.2<1> Objects and Named Numbers

OBJECT DECL

Concrete Syntax:

\[
\text{object_declaration ::= } \\
\quad \text{identifier_list : subtype_indication [:= expression];}
\]

\[
\quad \text{identifier_list ::= identifier}
\]

Abstract Syntax:

\[
\text{OBJECT DECL :: ID \times \text{SUBTYPE\_INDIC} \times [EXPR]}
\]

Comments:

In the subset, identifier lists contain only one identifier. Hence the identifier (alone) appears in the abstract syntax. Furthermore, constant declarations are not part of the subset.
Semantics:

\[ is_{-}wf_{-}Object_{-}decl : \text{Object}_{-}decl \to (\text{Sur} \to \text{Bool}) \]

\[
0 \quad is_{-}wf_{-}Object_{-}decl(mk-\text{Object}_{-}decl(id,subt_{-}indic,oexpr)) (\cdot) \triangleq \\
1 \quad (\text{let decl}_{-}sur = \text{introduce}_{-}id_{-}in_{-}sur(id)(sur) \text{ in} \\
2 \quad is_{-}wf_{-}Subtype_{-}indic(subt_{-}indic)("OBJ-DECL") (decl_{-}sur) \\
3 \quad \land (\text{let subtype} = \text{subtype}_{-}from_{-}Subtype_{-}indic(subt_{-}indic)(decl_{-}sur) \text{ in} \\
4 \quad (oexpr \neq \text{nil}) \to (\text{wf}_{-}Expr_{-}type_{-}match(oexpr)(subtype)(decl_{-}sur) \\
5 \quad \land \\
6 \quad is_{-}wf_{-}Expr(oexpr,expr_{-}descr_{-}from_{-}Subtype(subtype)) (decl_{-}sur))) \]
[1] The object identifier is introduced in the surroundings so that potential references to it within the declaration can be detected. [LRM 8.3(22)].

[2] The subtype indication must denote a subtype that is allowed to appear in the context of an object declaration [LRM 3.2.1(1), LRM 3.3.2(5), LRM 3.6.1(6), LRM 3.8.1(4)].

[3-7] "If the object declaration includes an assignment compound delimiter followed by an expression, ..., the type of the expression must be that of the object". [LRM 3.2.1(1)].
References:

\[\text{introduce_id_in_sur} \; [\text{FD} \; \ldots], \; \text{is_wf_Subtype_indic} \; [\text{FD} \; \ldots], \]
\[\text{subtype_from_Subtype_indic} \; [\text{FD} \; \ldots], \; \text{wf_Expr_type_match} \; [\text{FD} \; \ldots], \]
\[\text{is_wf_Expr} \; [\text{FD} \; \ldots], \; \text{expr_descr_from_Subtype} \; [\text{FD} \; \ldots]\]

Users:

\[\text{is_wf_Basic_decl} \; [\text{FD} \; 3.1<1>]\]
Visibility

- 'Visible by selection'
- 'Directly visible'
- Hiding
- Homographs
Example of Visibility

package P is
  A : INTEGER;
package Q is
  B : BOOLEAN;
  C : INTEGER;
end Q;
end P;

package body P is
  C : INTEGER := A; -- directly visible
  D : BOOLEAN := Q.B; -- visible by selection
package body Q is
  A : BOOLEAN; -- hiding
  E : INTEGER := P.A; -- visible by selection
end Q;
use Q;

  F : BOOLEAN := B; -- directly visible
  G : INTEGER := C; -- directly visible
end P;
Data Type: NAME_VIS

Sorts: NameVis, Usemap

Operations:

- To maintain the visibility

- To extract information related to an identifier.
model NAME_VIS

domains:

    NameVis    =  DirVis | SelVis

    DirVis     ::=  locdict: Dict × Dict_constr

    SelVis     ::=  Dict

    Dict_constr =  Dict → Dict

    Dict       ::=  Decl_descrs × Encl_units

    Encl_units =  Id ↦ (Dict | "TOO-MANY")

    Usemap     =  Id ↦ Decl_descrs
\textit{declare\_id}: \text{Id Descr NameVis} \Rightarrow \text{NameVis}

0 \quad \textit{declare\_id}(id,d,\text{vis}) \triangleq \\
1 \quad \textit{new\_locals}(\textit{define\_id}(id,d),\text{vis})
new_locals: Decl descrs NameVis -> NameVis

0 new_locals(dec1 descrs, mk-DirVis(loc_dict, dc)) =

(let new_loc_dict = new descrs(loc_dict, decl descrs) in

mk-DirVis(new_loc_dict, dc))
\textit{new\_decl\_descrs}: \texttt{Dict}\text{ Decl\_descrs} \rightarrow \texttt{Dict}

0 \hspace{1cm} \textit{new\_decl\_descrs}(\textit{mk}-\texttt{Dict}(\textit{dd}, \textit{enclu}), \textit{newdd}) \equiv

1 \hspace{1cm} \textit{mk}-\texttt{Dict}(\textit{join\_Decl\_descrs}(\textit{dd}, \textit{newdd}), \textit{enclu})

Remarks:

\textbf{assert:} \textit{enclu} = []
enter_unit: Id NameVis \to NameVis

0 enter_unit(id, mk-DirVis(loc_dict, dict_constr)) \equiv
1 \quad (let \ \text{dict\_constr\_in\_entered\_unit} =
2 \quad \lambda \ \text{loc\_dict\_in\_unit}.
3 \quad (let \ \text{new\_loc\_dict} = \text{new\_encl\_unit}(loc\_dict, id, loc\_dict\_in\_unit) \quad \equiv
4 \quad \quad \text{let} \ \text{inherited\_dict} = \text{dict\_constr}(\text{new\_loc\_dict}) \ \text{in}
5 \quad \quad \quad \text{override\_dicts}(\text{inherited\_dict}, \text{loc\_dict\_in\_unit})) \ \text{in}
6 \quad \quad \text{let} \ \text{entered\_unit\_dict} = \text{mk-Dict}(\text{empty\_Decl\_descrs}(), []) \ \text{in}
7 \quad \quad \text{mk-DirVis}(\text{entered\_unit\_dict}, \text{dict\_constr\_in\_entered\_unit}))
new_encl_unit: Dict Id Dict → Dict

0 new_encl_unit(mk-Dict(dd,enclu),id,encl_unit_dict) ⇔
1 mk-Dict(dd,enclu + [id → encl_unit_dict])

Remarks:

assert: enclu = []
override_dicts: Dict Dict → Dict

0 override_dicts(mk-Dict(dd1,enc11),mk-Dict(dd2,enc12)) =
1   (let indict2 = λ id.is_defined(id,dd2) ∨ id ∈ dom enc12 in
2     let enc1 = [id → enc11(id) | id ∈ dom enc11 ∧ ~ indict2(id)] ∪ enc12
3       + [id → "TOO_MANY" | id ∈ dom enc11 ∧ id ∈ dom enc12
4           ∧ (is_Function_descr(enc11(id))
5             ∨ enc11(id) = "TOO_MANY"
6             ∨ is_Entry_descr(enc11(id)))
7           ∧ (is_Function_descr(enc12(id))
8             ∨ enc12(id) = "TOO_MANY"
9             ∨ is_Entry_descr(enc12(id)))] in
10    mk-Dict(override_Decl_descrs(dd1,dd2),enc1))

Remarks:

[3-9] LRM 4.1.3(17)
expr_descr_from_Selected_component: Selected_component → (Types Usemap NameVis → Expr_descr)

0    expr_descr_from_Selected_component
1    (mk-Selected_component (prefix, selector)) (types, usemap, vis) ⇔
2    (let edescr = expr_descr_from_Prefix(prefix) (usemap, vis, types) in
3        let (expanded, vis') = check_expanded_Prefix(prefix, usemap, vis) in
4            (expanded ∧ ¬ is-All(selector) →
5                expr_descr_from_Simple_name(selector, usemap, vis'),
6                is-Simple_name(selector) →
7                select_appropriate_type_component(selector, edescr, types)
8                )
9    ) ∪
10   (let fedescr = expr_descr_from_Function_call
11        (mk-Function_call(prefix, &>) (types, usemap, vis) in
12        select_appropriate_type_component(selector, fedescr, types))
13    ) ∪
14    select_appropriate_Entry(selector, edescr, types),
15    is-All(selector) →
16    select_all(expr_descr_from_Prefix(prefix) (usemap, vis, types),
17    true
18    )
check_expanded_Prefix: Name → (UseMap NameVis → Bool [NameVis])

0  check_expanded_Prefix(name) (usemap, vis) ≡
1   cases name:
2       (mk-Simple_name(id)) →
3          if is_expanded_vis(id, usemap, vis)
4             then (true, select_expanded_vis(id, usemap, vis))
5             else (false, nil)
6       mk-Selected_component(prefix, id) →
7       cases check_expanded_Prefix(prefix) (usemap, vis):
8          ((true, expvis) →
9             if is_expanded_vis(id, usemap, expvis)
10               then (true, select_expanded_vis(id, usemap, expvis))
11               else (false, nil),
12             (false, nil) →
13               (false, nil)),
14       true
15              (false, nil))
\textit{is\_expanded\_vis}: \text{Id Usemap NameVis} \rightarrow \text{Bool}

0 \ \textit{is\_expanded\_vis}(id,usemap,nvis) \equiv
1 \ (\text{let mk-Dict}(dd,encl) = \text{get\_vis\_dict}(usemap,nvis) \text{ in})
2 \ \ \ \text{id} \in \text{dom} \ \text{encl}
3 \ \ \ \triangleright \text{is\_Package\_descr}(\text{get\_Decsr}(id,dd))
select_expanded_vis: Id UseMap NameVis → NameVis

0  select_expanded_vis(id, usemap, nvis) ≡
1   (let mk-Dict(dd, encl) = get_vis_dict(usemap, nvis) in
2     let selected_dict =
3       if id ∈ dom encl
4         then encl(id)
5       else (let visdd = select_package_vis_descrs(get_descr(id, dd)) in
6          mk-Dict(visdd, []) in
7     mk-SelVis(selected_dict))
get_vis_dict: Use map NameVis → Dict

0  get_vis_dict(usemap, nvis) =
1    (let no_use_dict = get_no_use_vis_dict(nvis) in
2      let use_descr = get_use_vis_dict(usemap, no_use_dict) in
3      new_decl_descrs(no_use_dict, use_descr))
get_no_use_vis_dict: NameVis → Dict

0   get_no_use_vis_dict(nvis) ⇐
1       cases nvis:
2        (mk-DirVis(locdict,dc) → dc(locdict),
3        mk-SelVis(d) → d)
get_use_vis_dict: Usemap Dict → Decl_descrs

0  get_use_vis_dict(usemap,dict) ≡
1    (let mk-Dict(no_use_descr,  ) = dict in
2      get_use_descrs(usemap,no_use_descr))
get_vis_descrs: Usemap NameVis → Decl_descrs

0  get_vis_descrs(usemap, nvis) =
1    (let mk-Dict (decl_descrs,) = get_vis_dict(usemap, nvis) in
2      decl_descrs)
get_use_descrs: Usemap Decl_descrs \rightarrow Decl_descrs

0 \text{get}\_use\_descrs(\text{map, no\_use}) \triangleq
1 \quad \text{join}\_multiple\_Decl\_descrs(\text{remove}\_homographs(}
2 \\quad \text{remove}\_homographs(\text{dds, no\_use}), \text{dds3}) \mid
3 \quad (\exists \text{id} \in \text{dom map})(\text{dds} = \text{map(id)}) \wedge
4 \quad \text{dds3} = \text{join}\_multiple\_Decl\_descrs
5 \quad \quad (\text{dds2} \mid (\exists \text{id} \in \text{dom map}\setminus\{\text{id}\})
6 \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{(dds2} = \text{map(id2)})\)))\))
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FORMAL DEFINITION OF THE SEMANTICS
OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

The Ada Challenge:

- Complicated Concurrent Structure
- "Sequential" Syntax Hiding the Concurrent Structure
- Interference Between Sequential and Concurrent Aspects
- Other Hot Issues:
  - Erroneous Executions & Incorrect Constructs
  - Implementation Dependent Properties
  - Time
  - Partially Defined Interactions with external Environment
- Size Problems of the FD
  - Readability
  - Use
  - Maintenance
Overall Structure of the Ada FD
Dynamic Semantics

Two-Steps SMoLCS approach

1st Step  (Definition of the Denotational Clauses):
   to each Ada program is associated a
   \textit{program-state-expression}
   (a term in an "intermediate language")
   (an expression of type STATE)

2nd Step  (Definition of the Concurrent Algebra):
   the actual meaning
   of that \textit{program-state-expression}
   (the semantics of the term)
   (the value of the expression)
   is defined
COMPOSITIONALITY

First step

The program-state-expression associated to a program is obtained by the composition of the sub-expressions associated to its constructs.

Second step

A value is provided not only to the program-state-expressions, but also to every constituting sub-expression.
STRUCTURE OF program-state-expressions

\[
([\text{behaviour-expression}], \text{Initial-Global-Inf}) \uparrow \uparrow
\]

sub-expression associated to the constant program by the exec-System-Task clause.

- \text{behaviour-expression} is an expression of type BEHAVIOUR

- Example of exec-Program clause:

\[
\text{exec-Program: PROGRAM } \rightarrow \text{ STATE}
\]

\[
\text{exec-Program (prog)} =
([\text{exec-System-Task (prog)}], \text{Initial-Global-Inf})
\]
• Example of `exec-System-Task` clause:
  (for a program constituted by a single subprogram)

  
  \[
  \text{exec-System-Task}(\text{procedure } P \text{ is } \ldots \text{ end } P) =
  \]

  \[
  \text{def } li - \text{elab-Package-Standard}
  \]

  \[
  \text{in } \text{def } li' - \text{elab-Dcl( procedure } P \text{ is } \ldots \text{ end } P ) li
  \]

  \[
  \text{in } \text{exec-Main-Program}(P) li'
  \]

  
  where:

  \[
  \text{elab-Package-Standard}: \rightarrow \text{BEHAVIOUR}
  \]

  \[
  \text{elab-Dcl}: \text{DECL} \rightarrow \text{LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow \text{BEHAVIOUR}
  \]

  \[
  \text{exec-Main-Program}: \text{ID} \rightarrow \text{LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow \text{BEHAVIOUR}
  \]

  \[
  \ldots
  \]

  \[
  \text{exec-Stmt}: \text{STMT} \rightarrow \text{LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow \text{BEHAVIOUR}
  \]

  \[
  \text{eval-Expr}: \text{EXPR} \rightarrow \text{LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow \text{BEHAVIOUR}
  \]

  \[
  \ldots
  \]
DYNAMIC SEMANTICS
OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE
FORMAL DEFINITION

DENOTATIONAL CLAUSES (1st step)

Principles
- compositional translation into an intermediate language;
- denotational inductive style (semantics as homomorphism);
- local correspondence with the Language Reference Manual

Structure
- correspondence with chapters and sections of LRM;
- for each clause
  - concrete and abstract syntax;
  - formal clause;
  - line-by-line natural language explanation (with detailed quotations from LRM);
  - technical remarks;
  - complete cross reference with other parts of the Formal Definition.
CONCURRENT ALGEBRA (2nd step)

Principles
- static structures as abstract data types,
- transition system as an instantiation of a parameterized abstract data type:
- observational semantics given by a Concurrent Algebra satisfying some observational constraints

Structure
- behaviour part (Task Transition System):
  - global information
  - synchronization
  - parallelism
  - monitoring

Semantics

In general every part can consist of a set of algebraic specifications modelling structures (e.g. behaviours, global information, action flags) and/or a set of axioms defining transitions (behaviour transitions, synchronous transitions...).
ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT CLAUSE

\[
\text{exec-Unlabelled-Stmt} : \text{UNLABELLED-STM} \rightarrow \\
\text{LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow \text{BEHAVIOUR}
\]

\[
\text{exec-Unlabelled-Stmt}(\text{name} := \text{expr}) \ni = \\
\]

0 \hspace{1em} \textbf{let} \hspace{0.5em} \text{task} = \text{Get-Task}(\text{li}) \hspace{0.5em} \textbf{in} \\
1 \hspace{1em} \textbf{def} \hspace{0.5em} (\text{left-val}, \text{type-den}) = \text{eval-Name}(\text{name}) \hspace{0.5em} \text{li} \\
2 \hspace{1em} \textbf{and} \hspace{0.5em} \text{v} = \text{eval-Expr}(\text{expr}) \hspace{0.5em} \text{li} \\
3 \hspace{1em} \textbf{in} \hspace{0.5em} \text{def} \hspace{0.5em} \text{v}' = \text{make-Subtp-Conv}(\text{v}, \text{type-den}) \hspace{0.5em} \text{li} \hspace{0.5em} \text{in} \\
4 \hspace{1em} \textbf{choose} \hspace{0.5em} \text{UPDATE-STORAGE}(\text{left-val}, \text{v}', \text{task}) \hspace{0.5em} \Delta \\
5 \hspace{1em} \textbf{skip} \\
6 \hspace{1em} \textbf{or} \hspace{0.5em} \text{ERR-UPDATE}(\text{left-val}, \text{task}) \hspace{0.5em} \Delta \\
7 \hspace{1em} \text{start-erroneous-execution} \\
8 \hspace{1em} \textbf{or} \hspace{0.5em} \text{MAKE-UNDEFINED}(\text{left-val}, \text{task}) \hspace{0.5em} \Delta \\
9 \hspace{1em} \text{complete-abnormally}(\text{li})
The execution of an assignment consists of:

1. evaluating the variable name
2. and the expression, in some order which is not defined by the language;
3. then the needed checks and subtype conversions are performed;
4. finally, either the variable is updated with the value of the expression
5. and the execution continues,
6. or, if an assumption on shared variables is violated,
7. then an erroneous execution starts,
8. or, if the task is abnormal, then the value of the variable can become undefined as effect of
9. the abnormal completion of the task
**GeL**Task is an operation on the local information which returns the name of the executing task.

The functions `eval-Name` and `eval-Expr` give a behaviour which returns respectively the denotation associated to the given name and the value of the given expression.

The function `make-Subtp-Conv` gives a behaviour which converts the given value to the given subtype, making the needed checks.

The functions `start-erroneous-execution` and `complete-abnormally` give a behaviour which models respectively the start of an erroneous execution and the abnormal completion of a task.

**UPDATE-STORAGE, ERR-UPDATE** and **MAKE-UNDEFINED** are three actions which model the fact that the task respectively updates the given left value with the given value in the storage, attempts erroneously to update a shared variable and updates the given left value with an undefined value (in the case of an abnormal completion).
SYNCHRONIZATION

\[ \text{bh}_1 \text{QUEUED-CALL}(\text{eid,called,par-ass,pr,calling}) \rightarrow \text{bh}_1' \]

\[ \text{bh}_2 \rightarrow \text{ACCEPT}(\text{eid,called,p-ass,pr}) \rightarrow \text{bh}_2' \]

\[ ((\text{bh}_1,\text{bh}_2),i) \rightarrow \text{RENDEZVOUS(called,pr}) \rightarrow ((\text{bh}_1',\text{bh}_2'),i') \]

\[ \text{cond: Is\_First\_Of\_Queue(calling,called,eid,i)} \& \text{Is\_Not\_Abnormal(calling,i)} \]

\[ \text{transf: } i' = \text{Make\_In\_Rendezvous(calling,i)} \]
SYNCHRONIZATION COMMENT

The intuitive meaning of the given rule is that the two given behaviour transitions (labelled respectively by QUEUED-CALL and ACCEPT) can synchronize under the condition specified in the "cond:..." part, producing a synchronous transition (labelled by RENDEZVOUS) which changes the global information as specified in the "transf:..." part.

The condition on the global information is that the calling task is the first in the queue associated to the entry eid of the called task and that the calling task is not abnormal.

The transformation of the global information consists in removing the calling task from the queue and recording that it is suspended in a rendezvous.
OPERATIONAL SEMANTIC

Operational meaning

$program\text{-}state\text{-}expression$:
interpretation as an initial state of the Program Concurrent System
(hence as the labelled execution tree starting from that initial state)

$behaviour\text{-}expression$:
interpretation as a state of the Task Transition System
(hence by the labelled execution tree starting from that state)

Methodological comment:
The operational meaning of states and behaviours is the main guide during the definition of the denotational clauses, and gives an immediate intuition to the reader of the first step of the FD.
OBSERVATIONAL SEMANTICS

- Depending on what we want to observe some observations are defined on the states of the Program Concurrent System (hence on the labelled execution trees starting from those states)

- The observational value of any program-state-expression is defined by its interpretation in the Concurrent Algebra.

- Two program-state-expressions have the same value in the Concurrent Algebra if and only if their operational values (as states of the Program Concurrent System) satisfy the same observations.
The observational value of any *behaviour-expression* (and of any other sub-expression) is defined by its interpretation in the Concurrent Algebra.

Two *behaviour-expressions* (or any other sub-expression) $bh_1, bh_2$ have the same value in the Concurrent Algebra if and only if for every state context $s[x]$, the two states $s[bh_1], s[bh_2]$ of the Program Concurrent System satisfy the same observations.
Observational Semantics (Explicit characterization)

Proposed Schema

Basis: define programs (and tasks, procedures, ...) as labelled trees modulo strong equivalence (i.e. unordered branching and identification of equivalent sons)
(an abstraction of operational/initial algebra semantics)

Explicit Equivalence

1) define an appropriate equivalence on program trees

2) define an appropriate set of formal contexts (a concurrent system formalizing the external environment)

3) define, depending also on the answers to a series of formal questions about LRM, what should be an observational semantics expressing the result of a program in a context; presumably the result should be parameterized on some equivalences

4) show that the equivalence in 3 coincides with the one in 1, just showing that two programs different for 1 have a distinguishing context formalized as in 2 and 3.
UNDERLYING CONCURRENT MODEL

Overall Structure: "flat structure"

The activity of a program is modelled as a concurrent system

(Program Concurrent System = PCS)

Each component subsystem models the activity of a single task

(Task Transition System = TTS)

Motivations for the flat structure:

Program execution driven by several different structures:

ENVIRONMENT, DEPENDENCES, DYNAMIC CONTROL FLOW.

No one of them evidently the most important

The flat model results as the most balanced, allowing to model all the Ada aspects without any particular effort
PROGRAM CONCURRENT SYSTEM

Is a labelled transition system modelling all the possible program executions

Labels identify the interactions of the program with the external environment

- Interactions with external files
- Dependences from the value of some global time
A state of the PCS defined from the states of the subsystems corresponding to the executing task, plus a global information

Global Information =

information needed by more than one task which is not exchanged by means of synchronizations

- GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT
- STORAGE
- TASKING INFORMATION
- DEPENDENCES INFORMATION
- FILE INFORMATION
- OTHER INFORMATION ON IMPL. DEP. ASPECTS
TASK TRANSITION SYSTEM

Is a labelled transition System modelling the activity of a task in isolation

Labels identify the interactions of the task with the rest of the program:

- access to the information shared among tasks (GLOBAL-ENV, STORAGE,...)

- synchronizations with other tasks (RENDZVOUS,...)

- interactions with the environment external to the program (I/O ACTIONS, ...)
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The environment in which a task is executed is not "stable" (i.e. the denotation of some of the program units it can use can be concurrently "completed")

The **Global Environment** is a global structure recording the denotation of all the Ada entities declared during the program execution

(Intuitively based on a map from **unique-dynamic-entity-identifications** to **denotations**)

The resolution of **text-identifiers** (i.e. the detection of the **unique-dynamic-entity-identification** associated to an identifier appearing in the text at any point of the execution) is performed **locally** by each task using a private (dynamic) structure called **LOCAL ENVIRONMENT**

(Intuitively based on a map from **text-identifiers** to **unique-dynamic-entity-identifications**)
STORAGE

Objects created by a task are not private to the task

(because of nesting and parameter passing by reference)

The Storage records the values of all the objects created during the program execution

To each object is associated in the Storage a "sharing information" allowing to detect erroneous accesses to shared variables
TASKING INFORMATION

Records the information about the status of the entries of the task (queues) and the information about the status of the tasks.

DEPENDENCES INFORMATION

Records the dependences structure among masters and records the information about the master status.

FILE INFORMATION

Records the status of file objects (open, ...) and the information on the associated external file (name, ...).

IMPLEMENTATION DEPENDENT INFORMATION

Records the needed structures for the support of implementation dependent operations (e.g. the 'SIZE attribute for objects and types).
Defining the "minimal program actions"

Examples:

- Any truly sequential task action defines a corresponding synchronous action (e.g. ADD_DENOTATION)

- The start end the end of a rendezvous define a synchronous action involving the caller and the called task (e.g. CALL & ACCEPT)

- Normal completion of a task defines a synchronous action together with all the tasks suspended in the queues of the completing task (e.g. COMPLETE-TASK & QUEUED-FAILURE & ... & QUEUED-FAILURE)

- ...

- Composing TTS into PCS

  SYNCHRONIZATION
• Defining the **conditions** on the Global Information allowing those "minimal program actions"

Example:

> • A task can complete abnormally only if it is abnormal
>   (COMPLETE-ABNORMALLY & ... & ... & QUEUED-FAILURE)

• Defining the **transformation** of the Global Information involved by those "minimal program actions"

Example:

> • The final effect of the elaboration of a declaration is the definition of a new denotation in the global environment
>   (ADD-DENOTATION)

• Defining the possible **interactions** with the rest of the environment

Example:

> • A write action defines an interaction with the environment external to the program
Composing TTS into PCS

PARALLEL COMPOSITION

- **Mutual Exclusions** among the previous "minimal program actions"

Examples

- a task cannot enter into a queue while the called task is completing
- to different tasks concurrently creating new objects are returned different left values.

- Compound effect on the Global Information of a group of not mutually exclusive "minimal program actions"

General Rule:

- The resulting effect on the Global Information of the execution of a group of not mutually exclusive "minimal program actions" is as if they would have occurred in a sequential order
Composing TTS into PCS

MONITORING

- Defining the allowed (or forced) degree of parallelism (effect of priorities)

General Rule:

- Any group of eligible tasks are allowed to execute
- If a delay has expired, the suspended task must be made aware of that
- If several rendezvous are possible for the same task, then that one with the highest priority is chosen

- Interactions with the external environment

Example

- I/O action
SMoLCS
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SPECIFICATION OF CONCURRENT SYSTEMS

FORMAL SEMANTICS OF CONCURRENT LANGUAGES

METALANGUAGE

( TOOLS )
AIM

Specification

Techniques

Abstraction mechanisms

TARGET

Large (Multilevel) Systems

Modularity/Hierarchy
Parameterization

Languages with interference of sequential and concurrent features

2 steps approach

- connecting syntax to an underlying concurrent model
- making concurrency explicit
SPECIFICATION OF CONCURRENT SYSTEMS

Concurrent system modelled as a labelled (flagged) transition system

Specification of a labelled transition system as an abstract data type

Specification of a concurrent system as instantiation of a parameterized abstract data type

Parameters $\rightarrow$ SMoLCS $\rightarrow$ Concurrent system
LABELLED TRANSITION SYSTEMS

STATES \{ s, s', ..., s_1, s_2, ... \}

FLAGS \{ f, f', ..., f_1, f_2, ... \}

TRANSITIONS triples \( (s, f, s') \)

usually written as \( s \xrightarrow{f} s' \)

and axiomatized as:

\[ \{ s \xrightarrow{f} s' = \text{true} \} \]

Algebraic Specification of Transition Systems

- Abstract data types \( \text{STATE}, \text{FLAG} \)

- Transitions by axioms of the form

\[ \text{cond} \Rightarrow s \xrightarrow{f} s' = \text{true} \]

(universally quantified on the state or flag variables,

or their components)
**Labelled trees**

associated to labelled transition systems

- to each state $S$
  an associated labelled (possibly infinite) tree

**Meaning of a label (flag) in** $S \xrightarrow{f} S'$

- $f$ represents (part of) the environment in which that action can take place

  $S \xrightarrow{\text{call } T, E} S'$ \hspace{2cm} $S \xrightarrow{\text{read } l} S'$

  $f$ can be seen as

  "what can be observed of the system from the external environment in the state $S"
Where does the branching come from?

- intrinsic multicapabilities of actions

\[
\text{MREG}(V.) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{IN}(X). \quad \text{MREG}(X) + \text{OUT}(V) \cdot \text{MREG}(V)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{IN}(X) & \quad \text{S} = \text{MREG}(V) \\
\text{OUT}(V) & \quad \text{S}' = \text{MREG}(X)
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{S} \overset{?}{\rightarrow} \text{not correct, then}\]

- parameterized capability

consider \(X\) as a parameter

then

\[
\text{MREG}(V) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{X=N} \text{IN}(X) \cdot \text{MREG}(X) + \text{OUT}(V) \cdot \text{MERG}(V)
\]

\[\text{nondeterminism from parallelism}\]

\[
\text{CALL} (T_1, E) \cdot P_1 \mid \text{ACCEPT} E \cdot P_2 \mid \text{CALL} (T, E) \cdot P_3 \overset{\text{def}}{=} S
\]

\[
\text{CALL} (T_1, E) \mid \text{CALL}(T_1, E) \mid \text{CALL} (T_1, E) \cdot P_1 \mid \text{ACCEPT} E_1 \cdot P_2 \mid P_3
\]

\[
P_1 \mid \text{ACCEPT} E_1 \cdot P_2 \mid \text{CALL}(T_1, E) \cdot P_3
\]

\[
P_1 \mid \text{ACCEPT} E_1 \cdot \text{CALL}(T_1, E) \cdot P_3
\]
COOPERATION BY LABELLED TREES

L(ocation) = MREG

\[
S \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{MREG}(1) \sum_{X \parallel N} \text{READ } (L,X) \cdot \text{P}(X)
\]

RESULT OF COOPERATION

\[
\text{OUT}(1) \parallel \text{READ } (L,1) = L \text{ IN USE}
\]

\[
S_1 \quad \text{L IN USE}
\]

\[
\text{MREG}(1) \mid \text{P}(1)
\]

\[
S_2 \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{CALL } (T, E).P_1 \mid \text{ACCEPT } E.P_2
\]

\[
\text{CALL } (T_1E) \parallel \text{ACCEPT } E
\]

\[
T_1 \quad T
\]

\[
\text{INTERNAL}
\]

\[
T_1 \quad T
\]

\[
S_2
\]

\[
P_1 \quad P_2 \quad \ldots
\]
SMoLCS OPERATIONAL MODEL
BASIC SCHEMA

CONCURRENT SYSTEM as a labelled transition system constructed from some component subsystems; each subsystem modelled itself as a labelled transition system.

STATE of a concurrent system:
- a set of states (of the component subsystems)
- some global information

\[ <s_1/s_2/.../s_n, \inf> \]

TRANSITIONS inferred from the transitions of the component subsystems in three steps:
SYNCHRONIZATION
PARALLELISM
MONITORING
PARAMETERIZED SCHEMA

Basic Transition System \( \xrightarrow{\text{SMoLCS}} \) \( \xrightarrow{\text{parameters}} \) Final Transition System

Three Steps Composition

\( \text{Basic Transition System} \xrightarrow{\text{parameters for strict synchronization}} \text{Synchronization} \xrightarrow{\text{parameters for parallel composition}} \text{Parallel Composition} \xrightarrow{\text{parameters for monitoring}} \text{Monitoring} \xrightarrow{} \text{Final Transition System} \)
SYNCHRONIZATION

Transitions representing synchronized actions of set of processes and their effect on global information.

PARALLELISM

Transitions representing admissible parallel executions of sets of synchronized actions and the compound transformation of global information (mutual exclusion handled here).

MONITORING

Global abstract scheduling strategies imposed on the system.
(e.g. interleaving, free parallel, priorities, ...)

(e.g. interleaving, free parallel, priorities, ...)
SYNCHRONIZATION SCHEMA

Starting from

- **BTS** basic transition system with states **bs** and arrow
- **arrow**

Compose a new system **STS** with:
- **states** \(<bs_1|...|bs_n, inf>\), where **inf** is defined in **INF**
- **transitions**, with flags **sf** defined in **SFLAG**, defined by an axiom schema

\[
\text{Iss}(sf,bf_1|...|bf_n,i) = \text{true} \land \\
\big( \land \text{ bs}_j \xrightarrow{bf_j} \text{bs}'_j \big) \land \text{Sit}(sf,i,i') = \text{true} \supset \\
1 \leq j \leq n
\]

\[
( bs_1|...|bs_n,i ) \xrightarrow{sf} ( bs_1'|...|bs_n',i' )
\]

where the operations **Iss**, **Sit** are defined by the axioms **ESYNC**

**STS as a function**

**STS : BTS, INF, SFLAG, ESYNC → STS**
BASIC SYSTEM

\[ \text{WRITE}(1,v) \rightarrow bS_{1} \]

\[ bS_{1} \]

SYNC-SYST

\[ bS_{1} \rightarrow \text{WRITE}(1,v) \rightarrow bS_{2} \]

\[ bS_{2} \rightarrow \text{WRITE}(1,v) \rightarrow bS_{3} \]

\[ \text{cond: NOCOND} \]

\[ \text{transf: stg[v/1]} \]

\[ bS_{1} \rightarrow \text{SEND}(ch,v) \rightarrow bS_{1} \land bS_{2} \rightarrow \text{REC}(ch,v) \rightarrow bS_{2} \]

\[ bS_{1} \land bS_{2} \rightarrow \text{TAU} \rightarrow bS_{1} \land bS_{2} \]

\[ \text{cond: NOCOND} \]

\[ \text{transf: NOTRANSF} \]
**PAR-SYST**

\[ \langle bms_1, stg \rangle \xrightarrow{a} \langle bms_1', stg' \rangle \land \langle bms_2, stg \rangle \xrightarrow{\text{TAU}} \langle bms_2', stg' \rangle \]

\[ \langle bms_1, bms_2, stg \rangle \xrightarrow{a/\text{TAU}} \langle bms_1', bms_2', stg' \rangle \]

\[ \langle bms_1, stg \rangle \xrightarrow{a} \langle bms_1', stg' \rangle \land \langle bms_2, stg \rangle \xrightarrow{\text{WRITE}(1,v)} \langle bms_2', stg \rangle \land \text{is-updating}(1,a) = \text{false} \]

\[ \langle bms_1, bms_2, stg \rangle \xrightarrow{a/\text{WRITE}(1,v)} \]

\[ \langle bms_1', bms_2', stg' \rangle [v/1] \]

**SYST**

\[ \langle bms_1, stg \rangle \xrightarrow{a} \langle bms_1', stg' \rangle \]

\[ \langle bms | bms_1, stg \rangle \xrightarrow{a} \langle bms | bms_1', stg' \rangle \]
PROBLEM
SEMANTICS OF LANGUAGES WITH
- STRONG INTERFERENCE BETWEEN SEQUENTIAL AND CONCURRENT FEATURES
- COMPLEX STRUCTURING

TYPICAL EXAMPLE ADA:

- Syntax devised for static checks not corresponding to underlying concurrent model
- Pseudo-sequential constructs:
  (declarations, expressions, assignments, procedures)
  involving possibly interactions of tasks (communications, abortions, shared variables)
- Program as a collection of modules
- Semantics parameterized on implementation dependent features
AIM

SEMANTIC SPECIFICATION METHODOLOGY SATISFYING SOME REASONABLE REQUIREMENTS:

• SYNTAX-DIRECTED/COMPOSITIONAL /DENOTATIONAL
  - Meaning of a construct depending only on the meanings of its components
  - Formally a homomorphism from (abstract) syntax algebra to a semantic algebra

• DENOTATIONAL STYLE
  - Close to functional denotational style on pseudo-sequential constructs
  - Interpreted as functional denotational semantics on purely sequential programs

• COMPOSITION OF ABSTRACT SPECIFICATIONS
  - Static structures specification (storage, environment, state)
  - Specification of a concurrent underlying model close to the level of the language (i.e. not a translation into a low level language)
PROPOSED APPROACH

• COMBINATION OF 
  DENOTATIONAL 
  OPERATIONAL 
  ALGEBRAIC TECHNIQUES

• OVERALL STRUCTURE: DENOTATIONAL IN TWO STEPS

  - 1ST STEP DENOTATIONAL CLAUSES
    - SEMANTIC DOMAINS AND FUNCTIONS
    - CLAUSES (LOOKING LIKE FUNCTIONAL 
      DENOTATIONAL CLAUSES ON 
      PSEUDO-SEQUENTIAL CONSTRUCTS)

  - 2ND STEP CONCURRENT ALGEBRA CSEM
    - CONCURRENT SYSTEM SYST REPRESENTING 
      PROGRAM EXECUTIONS
    - OBSERVATIONAL SEMANTICS FOR SYST 
      REPRESENTED BY CSEM

• LINK BETWEEN THE TWO STEPS
  THE CARRIERS OF THE CONCURRENT 
  ALGEBRA CSEM ARE DOMAINS FOR THE 
  SEMANTIC FUNCTIONS DEFINED BY THE 
  DENOTATIONAL CLAUSES
SEMANTIC FUNCTIONS AND DOMAINS

• Prog : PROGRAM $\rightarrow$ ANSWER
  ANSWER = states of the concurrent system
  (interpreted in the concurrent algebra)
  =$CSEM_{\text{state}}$

• Stat : STAT $\rightarrow$ ENV $\rightarrow$ CONT $\rightarrow$ CONT
  CONT = states of processes (interpreted in CSEM)
  =$CSEM_{\text{bh}}$

• Exp : EXP $\rightarrow$ ENV $\rightarrow$ ECONT $\rightarrow$ CONT
  ECONT = (VAL $\rightarrow$ CONT)

• Dec : DECS $\rightarrow$ ENV $\rightarrow$ DCONT $\rightarrow$ CONT
  DCONT = (ENV $\rightarrow$ CONT)
DENOTATIONAL CLAUSES

\[ \text{Prog[program } b1 \text{]} = \text{initial(Stat[b1]\(\rho_0\) nil)} \]

\[ \text{initial : CONT} \rightarrow \text{ANSWER} \]
\[ \text{initial}(\theta) = < \theta, \text{stg}_0> \]
\[ \{ \text{initial}(\theta) = \theta(\sigma_0) \} \]

\[ \text{Stat}[\text{st}_1; \text{st}_2 \mid \rho \theta = \text{Stat}[\text{st}_1 \mid \rho (\text{Stat}[\text{st}_2 \mid \rho \theta) \]

\[ \text{Exp[x]\(\rho k = \text{contof}(\rho(x),k) \]
\[ \text{contof : LOC } \times \text{ ECONT} \rightarrow \text{ CONT} \]
\[ \text{contof}(1,k) = \lambda v . \text{READ}(1,v) \Delta k(v) \]
\[ \text{VAL} \]
\[ \{ \text{contof}(1,k) = \lambda \sigma_0. (k(\sigma(1)))\sigma \} \]

\[ \lambda v. \text{READ}(1,v)\Delta k(v) \in \text{FUNCT}(\text{VAL, BEHAVIOUR}) \]

\[ \text{Stat[while be do st]\(\rho \theta = \]
\[ \text{fix } \lambda y. \text{Exp[be]\(\rho (\lambda \text{bv. cond}(\text{bv,Stat[st]\(\rho \ y,\theta)) \]
\[ \text{fix : funct(bh, bh) } \rightarrow \text{ bh} \]
\[ \{ \text{fix} \in [\text{[CONT} \rightarrow \text{ CONT]} \rightarrow \text{ CONT} ] \} \]

\[ \text{S[create process } b1\mid \rho \theta = \]
\[ \text{CREATE(Stat[b1]\(\rho \) nil) \(\Delta \theta}) \]
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SEMANTIC FUNCTIONS AND DOMAINS

- **Prog**: PROGRAM $\rightarrow$ ANSWER
  ANSWER = states of the concurrent system
  (interpreted in the concurrent algebra)
  = $\text{CSEM}_{\text{state}}$

- **Stat**: STAT $\rightarrow$ ENV $\rightarrow$ BEHAVIOUR
  BEHAVIOUR = states of processes
  (interpreted in CSEM)
  = $\text{CSEM}_{\text{bh}}$

- **Exp**: EXP $\rightarrow$ ENV $\rightarrow$ BEHAVIOUR

- **Dec**: DECS $\rightarrow$ ENV $\rightarrow$ BEHAVIOUR
SMoLCS

DENOTATIONAL CLAUSES

\[ \text{Prog[program } b1] = \langle \text{Stat}[b1]|_0, \text{stg}_0 \rangle \]

\[ \text{Stat}[\text{st}_1; \text{st}_2]|_\theta = (\text{Stat}[\text{st}_1]|_\theta) ; (\text{Stat}[\text{st}_2]|_\theta) \]

\[ \text{Exp}[x]|_\rho = \text{choose VAL in READ(1,v)} \triangle \text{return}(v) \]

\[ \text{Stat[while be do st}|_\rho = \]
\[ \quad \text{trap [End-While } \rightarrow \text{skip] in} \]
\[ \quad \text{cycle} \]
\[ \quad \text{def bv } = \text{Exp[be]}|_\rho \text{ in} \]
\[ \quad \text{cond}(bv, \text{Stat[st]}|_\rho, \text{exit End-While}) \]

\[ \text{S[create process } b1]|_\rho - \]
\[ \text{CREATE(Stat}[b1]|_\rho) \triangle \text{nil} \]
METALANGUAGE ASSOCIATED TO THE METHODOLOGY

MAIN FEATURES

APPLICATIVE KERNEL + syntactic sugar
( denotational clauses)

ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATION CONSTRUCTS
(SMoLCS concurrent system)

PRIMITIVE SPECIFICATIONS (signature + axioms)
CONSTRUCTORS (+, enrich, derive, ...)
LIBRARY OF PARAMETERIZED SPECIFICATIONS
SYNTACTIC SUGAR

INTEGRATION OF APPLICATIVE AND ALGEBRAIC by associating models to the algebraic specifications, connecting syntax to the observational semantic algebra.
BEHAVIOUR COMBINATORS AND RELATED AXIOMS

\[ \text{ACT} \triangleq \text{bh} \xrightarrow{\text{ACT}} \text{bh} \]

\( \text{ACT} \triangleq \text{bh} \) is a behaviour which can perform the action \( \text{ACT} \) and become the behaviour \( \text{bh} \)

\[ \text{bh} \xrightarrow{\text{ACT}} \text{bh}' \]

\[ \text{bh} ; \text{bh}_1 \xrightarrow{\text{ACT}} \text{bh}'; \text{bh}_1 \]

\( \text{bh} ; \text{bh}_1 \) is a behaviour which consists in the sequential composition of \( \text{bh} \) and \( \text{bh}_1 \).

\[ \text{skip} ; \text{bh} = \text{bh} \]

\( \text{skip} \) is a behaviour modelling the normal transfer of control to the next behaviour

\[ \text{exit ev} ; \text{bh} = \text{exit ev} \]

\( \text{exit ev} \) is a behaviour which interrupts the normal execution flow, specifying an abnormal treatment, depending on the value \( \text{ev} \).
trap... in ... combinator

\[ \text{trap hnd in skip} = \text{skip} \]
\[ \text{trap hnd in exit ev} = \text{hnd(ev)} \quad \text{IF } ev \in \text{Dom}(ev) = \text{true} \]
\[ \text{trap hnd in exit ev} = \text{exit ev} \quad \text{IF } ev \in \text{Dom}(ev) = \text{false} \]

\[ \text{bh} \xrightarrow{\text{ACT}} \text{bh}' \]

\[ \text{trap hnd in bh} \xrightarrow{\text{ACT}} \text{trap hnd in bh}' \]

The behaviour \text{trap hnd in bh} behaves as \text{bh} until \text{bh} perform an exit to a label \text{ev}; if \text{ev} is trapped by the handler \text{hnd} (a map from labels in behaviour) then it behaves as specified by the handler otherwise the exit is propagated.

cycle combinator

cycle \text{bh} => \text{bh} ; \text{cycle bh}

The behaviour \text{cycle bh} executes infinitely the activity of the behaviour \text{bh}.
def...in COMBINATOR

\[ bh \xrightarrow{\text{ACT}} bh' \]

\[
\text{def } x = bh \text{ in } bh_1 \xrightarrow{\text{ACT}} \text{def } x = bh' \text{ in } bh_1
\]

\[
\text{def } x = \text{return } v \text{ in } bh_1 = bh_1[v/x]
\]

\[
\text{def } x = \text{exit } ev \text{ in } bh_1 = \text{exit } ev
\]

def \( x = bh \) in \( bh_1 \) is a behaviour which consists in \( bh \), normally terminating with the production of a value \( v \), followed by \( bh_1[v/x] \). If \( bh \) terminates abnormally then the second behaviour is not executed and the control is transferred to some enclosing behaviour.
choose...or... COMBINATOR

\[ \text{bh}_1 \xrightarrow{\text{ACT}} \text{bh}' \]

\[ \text{choose bh}_1 \text{ or bh}_2 \xrightarrow{\text{ACT}} \text{bh}' \]

\[ \text{choose bh}_1 \text{ or bh}_2 = \text{choose bh}_2 \text{ or bh}_1 \]

\text{choose bh}_1 \text{ or bh}_2 \text{ is a behaviour consisting in the}
\text{nondeterministic choice between bh}_1 \text{ and bh}_2 .

\text{def x-bh}_1 \text{ and y-bh}_2 \text{ in bh}'

\text{is an abbreviation for}

\text{choose def x-bh}_1 \text{ in def y-bh}_2 \text{ in bh}'
\text{ or def y-bh}_2 \text{ in def x-bh}_1 \text{ in bh}'

\text{and models a nondeterministic choice of the order in}
\text{which the first two behaviours are executed.}
The Draft Formal Definition of Ada

Other Dynamic Semantics Aspects

Jan Storbank Pedersen
Extent of the AdaFD dynamic semantics.

The program must be legal in every implementation.

- It must not use definitions predefined by an implementation.
  - Implementation defined types (eg SHORT_INTEGER and ADDRESS).
  - 'Undefined' predefined packages (eg LOW_LEVEL_IO and MACHINE_CODE).
  - Implementation defined attributes.

- It must not violate any legal restrictions.
  - No pragma INTERFACE.
  - No unchecked conversion.
  - Main program must be a parameterless procedure.
  But input-output is included!

- It must not use constructs without well-defined semantics.
  - Some of the above.
  - Implementation defined pragmas.
The dynamic semantics 'difficult' example Ada subset

- Predefined INTEGER type.
- Subtypes.
- One-dimensional arrays.
- Records with at most one discriminant and variant part.
- Access types.
- A few operators and attributes.
- Statements (except case and code, and restrictions on loop).
- Subprograms with positional parms of modes In and In Out.
- Packages and private types.
- Renaming of objects.
- Tasking (except tasks as components and entry families).
- No subunits.
- Exceptions.
- Generic packages with single private type parm.
- Simplified representation clauses and attributes.
- Unchecked programming.
- Simplified packages SYSTEM, DIRECT_IO and STANDARD.
The extent of the trial formal definition of Ada.

- The intersection between the subset language and what can be modelled.
Implementation Dependent Features

Possible Characteristics

- Abstract implementation aspects
- External interaction
- No abstract effect

Ways of Modelling

- Explicit parameters
- Explicit external interaction
AS2 and the AS1 → AS2 transformation.

Simplifies the dynamic semantics formulæ.

- Moves information to where it is needed.

  - Resolves syntactic ambiguities
    (eg function call / indexed component / type conversion).

  - Subdivides syntactic categories
    (eg full type declaration).

  - Resolves overload resolution.

  - Adds extra components to constructs.
    (eg an extra typing component to aggregates).
AS2 and the AS1→AS2 transformation.

- Removes unnecessary information.

- Ordering
  (eg of compilation units).

- Syntactic distinctions
  (eg basic / later declarative item).

- Precedence levels in expressions.
AS2 and the AS1→AS2 transformation.

- Further simplifications.
  - Makes all identifiers unique.
  - Removes and introduces syntactic categories
    (eg subprogram specification and library compilation unit).
  - Changes optionality into emptiness
    (eg Frame :: Dcl-Part × Seq-of-Stmt × Excp-Handler).
- Performs 'technical' transformations
  (eg identifier → generic identifier).
Underlying structures.

- \text{Local\_Env} = \text{Identifier} \rightarrow \text{Global\_Name}

- \text{Global\_Env} = \text{Global\_Name} \rightarrow \text{Denotation}

- \text{Denotation} = \text{Left\_Value} \times ... | ...

- \text{Storage} = \text{Left\_Value} \rightarrow \text{Value}
Subprograms.

- LRM is ambiguous and inconsistent.
  
  - What is a call?
  
  - When are certain checks performed?
  
  - Values as parameters?
  
  - Call by reference or call by name?
  
- We have modelled a reasonable interpretation.
6.1 Subprogram Declarations

Procedure Declaration

elab-Declarative-Item: Declarative-Item →
LOCAL_INF → LOCAL_INF-BEHAVIOR

0 elab-Declarative-Item[ mk-Procedure_Dcl( prc-id, form-p)] li ≡
1    def prc-den = make-Procedure-Den( form-p, Empty_Frame_Den)(li) in
2    def li' = add-Denotation(prc-id, prc-den)(li) in
3    return li'
6.1 Auxiliary Functions  


define make-Procedure-Den

\[ \text{make-Procedure-Den} : \text{Formal-Part} \times \text{FRAME-DEN} \rightarrow \text{LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow \text{PROCEDURE\_DEN\_BEHAVIOUR} \]

\[ 0 \text{ make-Procedure-Den}(\text{form-p}, \text{frame-den}) \text{ li } \equiv \]
\[ 1 \text{ def formp-den } = \text{elab-Formal-Part}(\text{form-p})(\text{li}) \text{ in } \]
\[ 2 \text{ return mk-Procedure_Den}(\text{formp-den}, \text{frame-den}, \text{li}) \]
6.1<3> Subprogram Declarations.

\textit{elab-Formal-Part}

\texttt{elab-Formal-Part: Formal-Part \rightarrow \\
\quad \text{LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow (\text{FORMAL\_PART\_DEN})\text{-BEHAVIOUR}}

\begin{verbatim}
0    \textbf{elab-Formal-Part}(form-part) li \ni
1      \textbf{if} Is_Empty(form-part) \textbf{then}
2        \textbf{return} Empty_Formal_Part_Den
3      \textbf{else}
4        \textbf{def} parm-spec-den = \textit{elab-Parm-Spec}( \textbf{hd} form-part)(li)
5      \textbf{and} form-part-den' = \textit{elab-Formal-Part}( \textbf{tl} form-part)(li) \textbf{in}
6        \textbf{return} <\textit{parm-spec-den}> \wedge \textit{form-part-den'}
\end{verbatim}
6.1<4> Subprogram Declarations.

elab-Parm-Spec

elab-Parm-Spec: Parm-Spec → LOCAL_INF → PARM_SPEC_DEN-BEHAVIOUR

0 elab-Parm-Spec[mk-Parm_Spec( id, mode, type, expr)] li ≡
1     let df-expr = compose-Default-Expr( expr)(li) in
2     def tp-den = read-Denotation( type ) (li) in
3     return mk-Parm_Spec_Den( id, mode, tp-den, df-expr)
6.3<1> Subprogram Bodies
Procedure Body

\[ \text{elab-Declarative-Item: Declarative-Item } \to \]
\[ \text{LOCAL-INF } \to (\text{LOCAL-INF}) \text{ BEHAVIOUR} \]

0 \text{ elab-Declarative-Item[ mk-Procedure_Body (dcl, frame)] li } \triangleq \\
1 \text{ let mk-Procedure_Dcl (id, form-p) } = \text{ dcl in } \\
2 \text{ let frame-den } = \lambda \text{ li'. exec-Frame (frame) (li') in } \\
3 \text{ def prc-den } = \text{ make-Procedure-Den (form-p, frame-den) (li) in } \\
4 \text{ def li'' } = \text{ add-Body-Den (id, prc-den) (li) in } \\
5 \text{ return li'' }
5.6<2> Block Statements

exec-Frame: Frame → (LOCAL_INF → BEHAVIOUR)

0 exec-Frame(mk-Frame(dcl-part, seq-of-stmts, excps)) li ⇔
1      def li' = elab-Declarative-Part(dcl-part)(li) in
2      trap cr-Frame-handler(li) in
3      trap Construct-Excp-Handler(excps)(li') in
4      exec-Seq-Of-Stmts-In-Frame(seq-of-stmts)(li')
5.6<3> Block Statements

cr-Frame-handler: LOCAL_INF → HANDLER

0 cr-Frame-handler(li) ≜
1     [ e → if is-Abnormal_Completion(e) then
2         exit e
3     else
4         await-Task-termination(li); exit e
5     | e ∈ EXIT-VALUE ]
5.6<4> Block Statements

\[ \text{exec-Seq-Of-Stmts-In-Frame}: \text{Seq-Of-Stmts} \rightarrow (\text{LOCAL_INF} \rightarrow \text{BEHAVIOUR}) \]

0 \text{exec-Seq-Of-Stmts-In-Frame}[ \text{seq-of-stmts} ] \text{li} \triangleq 
1 \quad \text{if Is.Task(li) then}
2 \quad \quad \text{end-Task-activation(li)};
3 \quad \text{else}
4 \quad \quad \text{skip ;}
5 \quad \quad \text{activate-Tasks(li)};
6 \quad \text{exec-Seq-Of-Stmts(seq-of-stmts)(li)}
5.1 Simple and Compound Statements - Sequences of Statements

\[ \text{exec-Seq-Of-Stmts: Seq-Of-Stmts} \rightarrow (\text{LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow \text{BEHAVIOUR}) \]

0 \text{exec-Seq-Of-Stmts(seq-of-statements) li} \Leftarrow \\
1 \quad \textbf{let} \; \text{goto-handler} = \text{Construct-Goto-Handler(seq-of-statements)li} \quad \textbf{in} \\
2 \quad \textbf{rec} \; \textbf{trap} \; \text{goto-handler} \; \textbf{in} \\
3 \quad \text{exec-Seq-Of-Labelled-Stmts(seq-of-statements)li} \]
5.1 Simple and Compound Statements - Sequences of Statements

\textit{Construct-Goto-Handler: Seq-of-Stmts} \rightarrow \text{(LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow \text{HANDLER)}

\begin{verbatim}
0 Construct-Goto-Handler[seq-of-stmts] li \in
1 if Is_Empty(seq-of-stmts) then
2     []
3 else
4     let mk-Stmt( lab, unlab-stmt) = hd seq-of-stmts in
5     if Is_Null(lab) then
6         Construct-Goto-Handler( tl seq-of-stmts)(li)
7     else
8         let handler =
9             [ mk-Goto(lab) \rightarrow
10             exec-Seq-Of-Labelled-Stmts( seq-of-stmts)li ] in
11         handler + Construct-Goto-Handler( tl seq-of-stmts)(li)
\end{verbatim}
5.1<2> Simple and Compound Statements - Sequences of Statements

\[
\text{exec-Seq-Of-Labelled-Stmts: Seq-Of-Stmts} \rightarrow (\text{LOCAL-INF} \rightarrow \text{BEHAVIOUR})
\]

0 \text{exec-Seq-Of-Labelled-Stmts(seq-of-stmts) li} \triangleq
1 \quad \text{if Is_Empty(seq-of-stmts) then}
2 \quad \text{let unlab-stmt = s-Unlabelled_Stmt(hd seq-of-stmts) in}
3 \quad \text{exec-Unlabelled_Stmt(unlab-stmt);}
4 \quad \text{exec-Seq-Of-Labelled-Stmts(tl seq-of-stmts)}
5 \quad \text{else}
6 \quad \text{TAU \& skip}
6.4<1> Subprogram Calls

Procedure Call

fix-Unlabelled-Stmt: Unlabelled-Stmt \rightarrow LOCAL_INF \rightarrow BEHAVIOUR

0  exec-Unlabelled-Stmt( mk-Procedure_Call_Stmt( id, param-p ) )\ li \equiv
1     def den = read-Denotation( id)(li) in
2        let mk-Procedure_Den( fp-den, frame-den, org-li) = den in
3          if Is_Null( frame-den) then
4            raise( Program_Error)(li)
5          else
6            let li' = Enter_Procedure( id, org-li, li) in
7              def fp-den' = convert-Formal-Part-Den(fp-den)(li') in
8              def li'' = eval-Parm-Assoc( fp-den', parm-p)(li') in
9                trap [ mk-Return( nil) \rightarrow
10                  copy-Back-Params( fp-den', parm-p)(li'') ] in
11                ( frame-den( li''));
12             exit mk-Return( nil) )
6.2<1> Formal Parameter Modes

\[ convert\text{-}\text{Formal\text{-}Part\text{-}Den} \]

\[ convert\text{-}\text{Formal\text{-}Part\text{-}Den}: \text{FORMAL\_PART\_DEN} \rightarrow \text{LOCAL\_INF} \rightarrow \text{CONV\_FORMAL\_PART\_DEN\_BEHAVIOUR} \]

0 \hspace{1em} convert\text{-}Formal\text{-}Part\text{-}Den( formp\text{-}den)li \equiv
1 \hspace{1em} \text{if} \hspace{0.5em} \text{Is\_Empty}(formp\text{-}den) \text{ then}
2 \hspace{1em} \text{return} \hspace{0.5em} \text{Empty\_Converted\_Formal\_Part\_Den}
3 \hspace{1em} \text{else}
4 \hspace{1em} \text{def} \hspace{0.5em} \text{pspec\text{-}den' = convert\text{-}Parm\text{-}Spec\text{-}Den}( \text{hd formp\text{-}den})(li);}
5 \hspace{1em} \text{def} \hspace{0.5em} \text{rest\text{-}den = convert\text{-}Formal\text{-}Part\text{-}Den}( \text{tl formp\text{-}den})(li);}
6 \hspace{1em} \text{return} \hspace{0.5em} \langle \text{pspec\text{-}den'} \rangle \hspace{0.5em} ^\wedge \hspace{0.5em} \text{rest\text{-}den} \]
6.2<2> Formal Parameter Modes.

\texttt{convert-Parm-Spec-Den}

\texttt{convert-Parm-Spec-Den} : \texttt{PARM SPEC DEN} \rightarrow \texttt{LOCAL INF} \rightarrow \\
\texttt{CONV PARM SPEC DEN - BEHAVIOUR}

0 \texttt{convert-Parm-Spec-Den[parm-spec-den] li \equiv}
1 \hspace{1em} \textbf{let} \hspace{1em} \texttt{mode = s-Mode( parm-spec-den)}
2 \hspace{2em} \texttt{type = s-Subtype_Den( parm-spec-den) in}
3 \hspace{3em} \textbf{if} \hspace{1em} \texttt{Is-Scalar-Type-Den(type)(li) then}
4 \hspace{4em} \texttt{return Make_Conv_Parm_Spec_Den( parm-spec-den, Copy)}
5 \hspace{1em} \texttt{else}
6 \hspace{2em} \textbf{choose} \hspace{1em} \texttt{mechanism : \{ Copy, Reference \} in}
7 \hspace{3em} \texttt{return Make_Conv_Parm_Spec_Den( parm-spec-den, mechanism)}
11.1 Exception Declarations.

\[ \text{elab-Declarative-Item} \rightarrow \text{LOCAL-INF} \]

\[ \text{return li} \]

\[ \text{elab-Declarative-Item (mk-Exception Dcl(id)) li} \]
11.2<1> Exception Handlers

Construct-Excp-Handlers

Construct-Excp-Handlers: Exception-Handlers \rightarrow (LOCAL_INF \rightarrow HAMMER)

0 Construct-Excp-Handlers( excp-hand) \lambda \in
1 \hspace{1em} [ \text{excp} \rightarrow
2 \hspace{1em} \text{let} \hspace{1em} \text{mk-Exception(id) = excp in}
3 \hspace{1em} \text{if} \hspace{1em} \text{id} \in \text{dom excp-hand} \text{ then}
4 \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \text{let} \hspace{1em} \text{li' = Update Exception(id, li) in}
5 \hspace{1em} \hspace{2em} \text{exec-Seq-Of-Stmts( excp-hand(id))(li')}
6 \hspace{1em} \text{else if} \hspace{1em} \text{Others} \in \text{dom excp-hand then}
7 \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \text{let} \hspace{1em} \text{li' = Update Exception(id, li) in}
8 \hspace{1em} \hspace{2em} \text{exec-Seq-Of-Stmts( excp-hand(Others))(li')}
9 \hspace{1em} \text{else}
10 \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \text{exit} \hspace{1em} \text{mk-Exception(id) | is-Exception(excp) ]}
exec-Unlabelled-Stmt:: Unlabelled-Stmt → LOCAL_INF → BEHAVIOUR

0 exec-Unlabelled-Stmt[mkRaise_Stmt(id)] li e
1      if - Is_Null(id) then
2          raise(id)(li)
3      else
4          raise(Get_Exception(li))(li)
11.3<2> Raise Statements

raise

**raise**: Exception-Id → LOCAL-INF → BEHAVIOUR

0 raise(id) li \(\triangleq\)
1 \hspace{1em} let created-tasks = Get_Created_Tasks(li) \hspace{1em} in
2 \hspace{1em} if Is_Empty(created-tasks) \hspace{1em} then
3 \hspace{2em} exit mk-Exception(id)
4 \hspace{1em} else
5 \hspace{2em} CAUSE-TERMINATION(created-tasks) \hspace{1em} Δ
6 \hspace{2em} exit mk-Exception(id)
FORMAL DEFINITION
SPECIFICATION
VERIFICATION

• (ULTIMATE) AIMS IDENTICAL
  • guaranteeing reliability
  • easing maintenance
  • enhancing productivity

• DIFFERENT AS TOOLS
  (hence immediate aims)
USING, FOR EXAMPLE

the algebraic framework

\[ \text{signature}, \text{axioms}, \Sigma \text{algebras} \]

presentation models

(syntax of specification)

\rightarrow \text{semantics}

for a fixed semantics

\begin{align*}
\text{signature} &= \text{syntax of the language/specification} \\
\text{axioms} &= \text{semantics}
\end{align*}

specification

presentation = abstract data type + (semantics)

verification

prove that a concrete algebra implements a specification (that a [derived] property is satisfied)

definition

syntax (signature) is given

provide semantics

axioms (abstract data type)

an algebra (a model)
LESS ABSTRACT AND
TECHNIQUE-FREE VIEW

MAIN AIMS OF A FORMAL DEFINITION

• standard reference for implementors
  (specification)

• semiformal guide for users
  (developing and deriving natural language explanations)

• basis for formal methods of proofs
  (verification)
A CLOSER LOOK

GUIDE FOR SEMIFORMAL CHECKS

(operational semantics with natural language explanations, particularly suited to common users)

FORMAL PROOFS

\[ \text{FD} \rightarrow \text{FD of that program} \]

\[ \text{tools} \rightarrow \text{derived properties from Ada FD} \]

\[ \text{derived proof systems} \]

\[ \text{FD automatic "performer" (Rapid prototyper)} \]

Development of correct programs from a specification via FD

(gap to be filled)

probably by transformations
TOWARD VERIFICATION & SPECIFICATION OF PROGRAMS

LIFTING THE LEVEL OF ABSTRACTION

Usually, Auxiliary Structures
   (states, storage, environment, ---)
   hence enlarged signature
   (e.g., "auxiliary domains" in denotational semantics)

Theoretical Approaches for Abstraction
   find a specification of which the given FD
   is an implementation

- keeping the language syntax (O.K.)
  (and compositionality)
  (essentially modifying auxiliary structures
   & related axioms)

- changing the language syntax
  - not O.K. for semantic def.
  - may be O.K. for other purposes

special case: observational semantics

practical formal approach

   derive properties (higher level prop)

   - equivalences
   - semantics of composed constructs
FD AS A SPECIFICATION

- basic constraint on an FD
  keep the language syntax

- secondary, but worldwide accepted, constraint
  compositionality/syntax-directed semantics
  (mathematically: semantics is a homomorphism)
  give meaning to each construct by composing
  canonically the meanings of subconstructs

- optional Constraint
  semantics with local correspondence to an
  informal, usually operational, explanation

compare to

- Specification of Programs
  no compositionality constraints/global properties

- Verification Methods
  - aimed at higher level properties
    (derived properties)
  - at their best compositional, but possibly
    w.r.t. different syntax (preprocessing
    transformation)
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